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RELIABILITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING*

Leslie W. Ball
Boeing Company

Seattle, Washington

In recent years increased-complexity of military equipment has been

accompanied by decreased reliability and maintainability. Environ-

mental engineering potentially can contribute a great deal to reducing

the total cost of owning and operating complex equipment. This paper

outlines the technical and management steps that must be taken to ex-

ploit the potential contributions of environmental engineering to reli-

ability and overall cost effectiveness.

INTRODUCTION Now what is the situation in environmental
testing, as we contemplate the year 1964? The
principles of discovery of inherent modes of

Seventeen years ago, I became responsible failure and of elimination of strength discrep-
for the shock, vibration, and other environ- ancies in production equipment are still vital.
mental technologies at the Naval Ordnance The cost of omitting laboratory tests and rely-
Laboratory. At that time, our group asked ing on discovery of design errors by field tests,
these questions: '"Why has the Navy spent mil- however, has increased enormously. The cost
lions of dollars in providing an outstanding en- of not discovering production discrepancies and
vironmental facility to support ordnance devel- thereby allowing failure during a mission has
opment," and '"What are the obligations of those increased even more. For example, it is esti-
who earn their living as environmental engi- mated that a single test launch of a Saturn
neers ?" One somewhat facetious answer, was Booster will cost $50 million. The cost of a
that our mission was to eliminate the need for single failure during an Apollo moon-landing

a our sister division, the Field Test Engineers. mission is awesome. Even if the life of the
For example, in the case of Naval Mine War- astronaut is saved, the cost of the flight equip-
fare, much of the existing reliability had been ment, ground and sea support operations, and
achieved by actually taking mines on trucks, the cost in national prestige make almost any
trains, and ships, dropping them from aircraft, amount of environmental testing cost fade into
and recovering them by use of divers. It was insignificance.
our ambition to make such field tests unneces-
sary. We aimed to do so by discovering in the Have these changes in cost automatically
environmental laboratory, every scrap of infor- brought full exploitation of every environmental
mation that could be obtained by the more time and other technique that can discover and elim-
consuming and expensive field tests. inate unreliability ? The answer is no. The

actual situation was illustrated by a lead arti-

More generally, the objective of any envi- cle in a recent national magazine. It told how
ronmental laboratory, in the research and de- the recent solar eclipse provided a rare oppor-
velopment phase, is to discover every mode of tunity to obtain scientific data, but the rocket
failure inherent in the design, and to which en- employed to obtain this data exploded. The arti-
vironmental stress is a contributing factor. cle stated that it was known that radiography
The objective in the production phase is to could have discovered and eliminated the cause
prevent use of any equipment that contains a of failure, but typically, a minute gain in sched-
strength discrepancy that could be converted ule was preferred over a major gain in relia-
into a failure by environmental stress. bility assurance.

*Invited paper
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RELIABILITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DATA ACQUISITION

In order to ensure proper application of the In a science such as physics, the first step
technical excellence developed by environmental in the scientific method consists of Data Acqui-
engineers, it has become necessary to develop sition on natural phenomena or laboratory ex-
what we now call a "Reliability Management periments. In a similar way, the first step in
System'." The general objective of this system the Reliability Management System consists of
is to achieve cost effectiveness by spending a acquiring data on problems in laboratory, fac-
little more money on development disciplines tory, or field operations. This step includes
and thereby saving a great deal on weapon sys- reporting on failure modes, probabilities, and
tems support or space objective attainment. effects. By the term failure mode, we mean a

description of symptoms and physical observa-
Although this system does have to be sup- tions, including those obtained by dissection and

ported by top management of NASA, the Depart- microscopic observation.
ment of Defense, and the contractors, it cannot
operate successfully without the understanding Because failures occur only when some type
and support of environmental engineers. Con- of stress on a part exceeds the corresponding
sequently, our purpose today is to describe this strength, it is important to include stress and
system, to the extent that it is related to the strength information in the data acquisition sys-
interests of environmental engineers. tern. This is particularly true in regard to ob-

servations made in an environmental laboratory

THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD during development testing.

For example, if during a vibration test of
The Reliability Management System has an electronic chassis a wire connection snaps,

been developed by applying the four steps of the it is extremely important to report if, and the
scientific method to development and application degree to which, the wire had been nicked dur-
of reliability technology. Reliability technology ing manufacturing. Nicked wires are a good
is concerned with prediction, control, and meas- example of what is meant by the term manufac-
urement of equipment failure rate. Ability to turing strength discrepancy.
predict is essential to making decisions on the
feasibility of a new system and for comparing In regard to failure probability, the test
the potential effectiveness of alternative sys- engineer should examine every item tested and
tems. For example, one factor in the choice report a value for the frequency with which
between land-based and sea-based missiles is strength discrepancies such as nicked wires
a comparison between the predicted failure rates are occurring. Also, he should report on how
of the alternate systems. Also, in the case of practical it would be to use some method of
space flight, one factor in decisions, such as production environmental testing to increase
the choice of an earth or lunar orbit, is a corn- reliability. For example, a simple use of en-
parison between predicted failure rates. vironmental testing to increase reliability was

The need to control failure rates by such reported many years ago in connection with the
disciplines as parts selection, design review, Rascal Missile Program. It was known that cut

qualification test, and production environmental O-rings were a major cause of unreliability in

test is self-evident. It is through decisions on hydraulic actuators. The environmental labo-

the amount of control that will be exercised on ratory established that about 50 cycles of oper-

a particular project, that management can as- ation at -40 degrees centigrade would discover
sure cost effectiveness. The need for measure- most cut 0-rings and thereby prevent their

ment of failure rates likewise is self-evident, causing loss of a missile.

Measurement is required to check that the dis-
ciplines used were effective, and it is a factor Because environmental laboratories are an

in checking that a contractor has fulfilled his important source of reliability data, it is appro-

obligations. jriate to ask at this symposium how well have
we been doing in acquiring such data. In regard

In the general case, the steps of the scien- to acquiring knowledge of modes of failure and
tific method are: Observe, Analyze, Hypothesize, organizing them for use by design, manufacturing,
and Test the Hypothesis. In the Reliability Man- and inspection engineers, the situation is quite
agement System, the corresponding steps are unsatisfactory.
Data Acquisition, Discipline Analysis, Resources
Development, and Resources Application. Each In regard to failure probabilities, the situa-
of these four steps will be discussed in relation tion is much better. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate
to environmental engineering, the type of data that has been obtained and which
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DISCIPLINE ANALYSIS
USE

As with the general scientific method, the
P.E.T. second step in the reliability management sys-

PROBABILITY ISAPPCAO tem is analysis. Because management cannot
prevent failures from recurring by changing
the laws of physics, they must do so by changing
the actions of people. Consequently, failures
are analyzed in terms of the actions of people

STRENGTH and of the ability of management to modify these
actions. This type of analysis is described by

Fig. 1 - Environmental the term Reliability Discipline Analysis. Of
stress levels the four steps in the management system, this

is the most difficult to understand. This diffi-
culty exists partly because engineers are ac-
customed to dealing with failures merely by
taking corrective action. In teaching discipline
analysis, we have found it helpful to state that
there are three types of action required on each

ENVIRONMENT significant failure, namely, quick fix, correctiveAILERE RATE action, and experience retention.

ENVIRONMENT
L EVEE. I

A quick fix, such as replacing a failed part
with an identical one, merely restores to op-
erating condition the equipment in which the

PRIMAARY STRESS failure occurred. A corrective action, such as
a design, manufacturing, or inspection change,

Fig. 2 - Failure rates prevents recurrence of the same type of failure
of capacitors in subsequent equipments produced from the

same drawings and specifications. An experi-
ence retention action carries forward the les-
sons learned in such a manner that they will be

is familiar to most of you. The type of data applied to all future work done by any organiza-
shown in Fig. 1 is typical of most electronic tion that receives the experience retention re-
and many electromechanical equipments. The port. For example, if a long lead fails during
type of data illustrated in Fig. 2 is typical of a production vibration test and it is replaced by
the failure rates of capacitors. In this case, an identical lead, the action is a quick fix. If
failure rates have been tabulated as a function the drawings for that particular chassis are
of the ratio of circuit voltage to manufacturer's revised to provide for additional tieing-down of
rated voltage and of ambient temperature. the lead, that is a corrective action. If feedback

is made into the training and motivation of the
electronic packaging engineers, and into the

The end product of this segment of the reli- electronic assembly process specifications,
ability management system consists of failure that is experience retention. Figure 3 illus-
mode, probability, and effects data manuals. trates the extreme importance of the experi-

Every environmental test engineer has a re-

sponsibility to contribute to these manuals. To ence retention principle to NASA's space pro-

do so is in his own interest, because it informs grams. The lower curve illustrates a traditional

program managers of the capability of environ- situation in which a moderately reliable proto-
mental methods. It is in the national interest type can be built and then, through testing and
mentalse methknods.eIt in t senatioal interesting corrective action, the required operational reli-
because such knowledge is essential to building ability can be achieved. The upper curve illus-
reliability into new weapon and space systems. trates that, in the space program, disciplines
Unfortunately, many environmental laboratories based on experience retention must be used from
are owned by or are subservient to the vendors the very beginning of the project in order to

of components who consider that failure infor- achieve high reliability in the prototype. This

mation is proprietary. This is a clear case of is obviously necessary in a program such as

a clash between the interest of the nation and th Saturn ere rtvry firsuch
the uppsedinteestof n idiviualvenor. the Saturn Booster where the very first launch
the uppsedinteestof n idiviualvenor, must have a very high probability of success.

It is my belief that programs should be so

managed that the interest of the nation will Experience retention is achieved through
prevail. Reliability Discipline Analysis, which involves
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particular functional executive and must be cor-
related with a particular activity. In the Boeing

RETENTIONE A-SD we provide our discipline analysts with an
activity identification system that closes the gap

Rfrom broad management concepts, such as de-
sign assurance, down to working level activities,
such as integrated test planning.

COR•REC TIVE ACTION

SPROTOTYPE RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

CALENDAR TIME

The term resources is apt to bring to mind
Fig. 3 - Corrective Action the factors of money, men, materials, and ma-
vs Experience Retention chines. For the reliability purposes, we recog-

nize the five Reliability Resources--Reliability
Technology, Directive Documents, Qualified

Activity Identification, Functional Responsibility, Personnel, Variance Control Facilities, and
and Discipline Requirement. Incidentally, the Rated Suppliers. Technology includes know-how
word discipline is never used in science and in the form of published papers and training and
technology to imply punishment; it is derived motivation curricula. Directive Documents
from the latin word disciplina which means the include commands to apply the technology ex-
teaching of disciples. A modern definition is: pressed in the form of policies, procedures,
"the training of scholars and subordinates to process specifications, or any other type of
proper conduct and action by instructing and command media. Qualified Personnel include
exercising them in the same mental and moral reliability specialists but it also includes design,
training." To establish engineering discipline, manufacturing, inspection and all other func-
for the purpose of failure experience retention, tional skills that have been developed to create
the first step is to identify an activity that can or assure reliable equipment. Variance Con-
and must be brought under formal control. trol Facilities include the strength variance
Electronic packaging and test planning are ex- control features of manufacturing equipment as
amples of what is meant by the term activity, well as inspection and test equipments that con-

tribute to reliability assurance. Rated Suppliers
The second step is to identify the executive include the resources that are available to in-

who has the responsibility and the right to con- crease the company's own resources through
trol the particular activity. In the Boeing Aero- purchasing and sub-contracting.
Space Division, we have about 12 division func-
tional executives with titles such as, Director Directive documents, or more familiarly
of Engineering, Director of Contracts, and Di- procedures, are the key link between past ex-
rector of Quality Control. perience and future applications. For example,

by qualified people we mean people who have
The third step in the discipline analysis been trained to understand and motivated to ap-

process is for the test engineer or reliability ply the procedures. It is a curious thing that
specialists to convert the lesson learned from the engineer in college seeks technical excel-
failure analysis into an addition to what we call lence in the textbooks that he buys. He expects
a Discipline Requirement Checklist. The fol- these textbooks to be written by the best tech-
lowing two paragraphs are illustrative of check- nical experts of his generation, yet this same
list items: engineer, when he works on an aerospace pro-

gram, is liable to regard all written materials
"For high reliability electronic equip- as trash, just paperwork.

ments that will be subject to transportation
stresses, all wires and wire harnesses If it were possible to design, manufacture,
must be tied down at intervals not greater inspect, and test weapon systems and space
than 3 inches. vehicles using only highly experienced person-

nel working with materials with which they had
"All hydraulic actuators to be used on long familiarity, then in the real world in which

high reliability equipments must be sub- we live, concise intelligent documentation would
jected to 50 cycles of operation at -40 de- be vital to reliability. This is true whether we
grees centigrade prior to installation." are dealing with advanced systems engineering

or with a mundane manufacturing control. Peo-
To facilitate operation of the complete system ple who think that because a cause of failure is
each checklist item must be assigned to a well known that there is no need to write it down
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are constantly being proved wrong by test labo- The Reliability Discipline Requirements
ratory and operating experiences. These ex- Checklists provided by the Discipline Analysis
periences show that without adequate documen- part of the system are used by functional exec-
tation the same errors and discrepancies are utives to develop all these resources. The end
repeated again, and again, and again. Many of product of the Resources Development segment
them have been repeated for more than 30 years. of the Reliability Management System is a cat-

alogue of resources that are available for proj -
The feedback of a failure experience into ect application. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.

the types of Reliability Resources can be illus-
trated by the case of a vibration failure of a
nicked wire. In regard to technology, feedback RESOURCES APPLICATION
is made into training and motivation curricula
for manufacturing personnel. In regard to di- During the past few years, most aerospace
rective documents, feedback is made into an companies have reorganized to provide product
electronic assembly process specification. In line organizations. Each such organization is
regard to qualified personnel, manufacturing responsible for a single product such as a Saturn
supervision must assure that wire stripping is Booster or for a single product line such as
done only by workers who have been trained and boosters in general. It is the responsibility of
certified. In regard to facilities, manufacturing the branch or product line managers to apply
controls must eliminate use of mechanical strip- the resources developed by the functional
pers and specify an alternative such as thermal executives.
strippers. Also, the manufacturing plan must
provide for production and vibration equipment The major connecting link between func-
to increase the probability of discovery of nicked tional executives and branch managers is a
wires. In regard to rated suppliers, purchasing project program plan. In the case of reliability,
of electronic assemblies must be limited to those both NASA and the Defense agencies require
suppliers who have the disciplines enumerated comprehensive program plans. Each Boeing
for the above four types of resources. Aero-Space Division Reliability Program Plan

J POLCY AD 004]

RELIABILITY DIRECTOR COORD INATION COMMITTEE

RELIABILITY PROGRAM OUTPUTS

I . Failure Mode, Probability and Effects Data

2. Catalogue of Activiies Requiring Reliability Drscltines
3. Reliability Discipline Requirements for Functional Resources

F U N C T 1 0 N A L E X E C U T I V E S

Contr- Cust. Eng. Eng. Facil- Fin- Indust . Mat- Manu Qual Rel. Test
acts Serv . Prod Ser- ities ance Rela- eriel fact Contr. Prog Base

Devel vices tions uring IOper.

RESOURCES Documented Disciplines Qualified Personnel , Test Facilities, Rated Suppliers

EXPERIENCE PROJECT AND BRANCH MANAGERS>

RETENTION J _EXPERIENCE
MI NUTEMAN X-20 SATURN APPLICATION

Fig. 4 - Aero-space Division reliability relationships



is prepared in two parts. The first part is a affect analysis, integrated test planning, design
narrative that is highly responsive to cus- review, qualification testing, and production
tomer requirements in that it shows that the environmental testing. When such correlation
division has available and will apply resources is available, it is easier for project managers
covering every aspect of the customers speci- to decide how much time and money will be
fications and work statements. The second part spent on using environmental techniques for
is a tabulation which sets forth the disciplines particular items. These decisions have to be
that will be applied to a particular item of equip- based on cost optimization so the environmen-
ment or to a particular process. In addition, it tal engineer should help to provide the neces-
shows the responsibility, the funding, and the sary cost data. To perform a cost optimization
results that will become considered as evidence study, an analyst must be able to estimate the
of satisfactory task completion. Identification cost of applying each discipline, its effect on
of program tasks is based on the same list of reducing failure rates, and the reduction in
activities that was used for failure experience operating cost that would come from a reduc-
retention, tion in failure rates. In the case of the Minute-

man Program, such studies have been and are
For an environmental engineer to ensure being made in regard to the cost effectiveness

that his procedures and other resources will be of environmental screening of electronic parts.
properly used, these resources must be corre- Figure 5 illustrates that the four segments
lated with activities, such as, failure modes and of the reliability management system provide

1- I11 RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

,,* II ACTIVITY

IDENTIFICATION d• FUNCTIONAL

I & 2 Proposal f I EXECUTIVES (DFE)
3 & 4 Program 2 1 . Contracts
5 & 6 Design . 2. Customer Services
7 & 8 Manufacture 1 8 91 2 utmrSrie

76 3. Engrg & Product Develop.9 & 10 Use 9 84. Engineering Services
0 2 5. Facilities

6. Finance
7. Industrial Relations

S8. Materiel

9. Manufacturing
0.Quality Control

11 .Reliability Program
12.Test Base Operations

IV PROJECT APPLICATION

I DATA ACQUISITION

Fig. 5 - Experience retention and application system
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a closed-loop for continuous improvement of shown that subordinates do what their immedi-
weapon system and space system operations, ate bosses tell them and it is not enough to
Somewhat bitter experience has shown that it is bury requirements in relatively remote spec-
not enough to develop good data, good discipline ifications, policies, or procedures.
requirements, and good resources and to specify
in reliability program plans that they will be The third type of question, is whether
applied. Project people are always under pres- when adequate procedures were available and
sure to decide in favor of schedule when sched- the line bosses ordered them followed, the
ule and reliability requirements conflict. It level of compliance by product personnel was
follows, that the Reliability Management Sys- adequate.
tem must provide for closing of the loop through
a system of audit. The fourth type is whether when the best

available procedures were considered to be
The word audit may suggest a sterile, adequate, their use was commanded by the line

police-type action; this is not so. Audit in the organization, and their requirements were com-
form of Resources Evaluation is a research plied with, the results were as predicted. Ob-
process which involves the following four types viously when the results are disappointing, the
of questions: research cycle starts all over again and goes

through the four stages of the Reliability Man-
The first type of question is to check with agement System. These stages are Data Acqui-

the project, reliability program manager as to sition, Discipline Analysis, Resources Develop-
whether the resources that were available to ment, and Resources Application.
him for callout in his program plan were ade-
quate. For example, if he wanted to do a good
job of integrated test planning, did he find SUMMARY
procedures, personnel, and equipment ade-
quate for his purposes ? If he wanted to specify In summary, during the past decade, shock,
production environmental testing, did he find vibration, and general environmental engineers
procedures ready and available to him? have done a magnificent job of developing tech-

nology and. facilities. The potential payoff to
The second type of question!, is whether the NASA and the Department of Defense from ap-

line organization for the particular project con- plication of these resources is enormous. Re-
verted customer specifications or company alization of this potential depends upon a Reli-
procedures into direct orders to their subor- ability Management System. This paper has
dinates. Again, somewhat bitter experience has presented an account of such a system.
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REFLECTIONS ON SHOCK AND VIBRATION TECHNOLOGY*

Charles T. Morrow
The Aerospace Corporation

Los Angeles, California

I am glad to talk to all of you on the subject acoustic noise as an environment. We are now
of shock and vibration technology. This field further along in our thinking because of this
has undergone many changes in the last decade, early introduction and in a better position to
I have had the opportunity to assist in bringing appreciate what shock and vibration engineering
some of them about and the opportunity to reflect is really about.
at length on many of the developments. These
symposiums have been invaluable in presenting We can agree, I believe, on the sources of
and recording the thoughts of shock and vibra- random vibration. Furthermore, the controversy
tion engineers over the course of time. I have over what is random and what is periodic appears
attended nearly every one since I first concerned to have settled down more or less in accordance
myself with shock and vibration problems, and with the intuitive ideas of those of us who were
have found them indispensible for understanding initially somewhat familiar with random noise
the engineering problems connected with shock theory. In the meantime, we ourselves have
and vibration, learned that the distinction that must be used

in shock and vibration engineering is more
subtle than we at first suspected. Of course,
any finite sample of random vibration that has

Perhaps I should start by reviewing some of already occurred and been measured, can, theo-
Pherhas sretically, according to Fourier's theorem, be

the scientific concepts recently introduced or approximated by a collection of sinusoids. The
brought to more frequent application, limiting result is an exact description of the

sample except for an artificial repetition, but

Power Spectral Density not necessarily an accurate description of the
next sample taken. The individual sinusoids are

The first of these is power spectral density, extremely variable with the timing and duration

in terms of which, the results of data reduction of the sample and provide an abundance of de-

and the excitations in a test specification are tail that does not correlate well with damage
now frequently written. This is the most impor- potential and does not serve the objectives of
tant single concept in the application of random data reduction. Moreover, especially for wide-
noise theory to shock and vibration. The intro- band vibration such a collection is extremely
duction of this concept was inevitable. Had it complicated and not particularly useful or in-
not come as it did, it would have come later or formative. The power spectral density plot de-
would be coming in another way. Eventually it rived conceptually from the sinusoids by mod-
became apparent that the bulk of the vibration in erate smoothing in frequency and by normaliza-
missiles and spacecraft, except for that associa- tion, is less dependent on the sample and is both
ted with combustion instability, is induced by a simpler and more useful description. It is a
aerodynamic turbulence or by acoustic noise distillation of the predicatable from the unpre-
generated by it. Power spectral density is a dictable. Thus, the distinction in practice, as
powerful tool for the investigation of such turbu- opposed to rigorous definitions for infinite en-
lence and the associated sound field. It has been sembles of vibrations or for vibrations of in-
used for this purpose for many years. It could finite duration, becomes largely a matter of
not continue in this way indefinitely without spill- simplicity and utility.
ing over into shock and vibration engineering.
As it happened, the power spectral density con- But the real problem with random noise
cept was introduced to shock and vibration theory is not one of understanding concepts.
engineers before they became generally aware of Rather, it is a matter of our basic objectives in

`cInvited Paper.
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testing and how they are affected or brought open a factor of 27 times the frequency. The shock
to question by the availability of the random vi- spectrum, being a measure of the response of a
bration test. This test should certainly not be simple resonator to the Fourier spectrum, will
used indiscriminately. I recommend it prima- continue to be helpful for auxiliary reference
rily for completed airborne missile and space- purposes by giving increased physical signifi-
vehicle equipment. Here we have more chance cance to the more abstract concept.
than usual to measure equipment excitations,
but little opportunity to recover equipment after Mechanical Impedance
flight and analyze shock and vibration effects.
We are more completely dependent on the labo- Finally, mechanical impedance, which per-
ratory. I do not necessarily recommend random mits the prediction of linear loading effects on
vibration as a general-purpose test. I do not the basis of measurements made entirely at the
recommend it for smaller components, sub- interface, has been explored to some degree in
assemblies and parts except when there is reason the last several years. This is a tremendously
to expect some special interaction of the effects valuable concept both for calculation and for
of vibration in different frequency bands, as facilitating a qualitative understanding of vi-
might perhaps occur in relays, or when the phe- brating systems. Our technology focusses at
nomena to be studied may have a distinctly dif- present, however, on the simulative test. I
ferent character under random excitation, as have seen numerous scholarly articles inter-
with the drift of a gyroscope. It may appear that preting mechanical impedance for the shock and
this involves a serious compromise of realism vibration engineer-many of them implying that
in testing. One answer to this is that whenever as soon as we all get to understand this concept
we consider general purpose specifications or we will immediately begin to simulate it, in
the testing of subassemblies whose excitation is addition to motional excitation, with our shakers.
seldom measured, we must expect serious com- So far, little has been attempted inthis direction.
promises of realism regardless of the potential Again, the real problem is not one of under-
refinement of the test method selected. We are standing the concept, but of determining what
constrained to treat an extremely complicated it means in terms of test apparatus, what re-
situation in a very simple way and with little or fined techniques are actually feasible, and what
no specific excitation data. Compromise is in- generally they are likely to accomplish in im-
herent. Yet, in spite of uncertaintities and com- proved rate of reliability improvement. In
promises, testing at various levels of assembly several respects, this appears to be more dif-
is commonly a useful and essential procedure. ficult than the question for random vibration

tests. I neither recommend nor expect any
Shock Spectrum elaborate attempts at precise simulation of

impedance in the immediate future. But we
A second concept of recently increased im- should arrange to recognize those instances

portance and application is the shock spectrum where the source (airframe) impedance is lower
which has permitted a more refined comparison than the impedance of the equipment excited,
of shock severities. This has produced no more rather than higher as commonly assumed. If
controversy in connection with testing than would these are common, we should develop tech-
be expected simply because of the introduction niques of low-rather than high-impedance
of a new term. A related concept, the Fourier testing. These limited objectives will not re-
Spectrum is more abstract, but in some respects quire precise measurement of airframe im-
simpler; it may in time supersede the shock pedances nor elaborate setup procedures for
spectrum for purposes of data reduction. It is, simulative test.
of course, more fundamental for the calculation
of responses of a complex system, but, poten- These four are probably the most impor-
tially more important, it is less confusing when tant new concepts to be discussed in the Sym-
the mechanical impedance of the airframe is posia on Shock, Vibration and Associated En-
less than that of the equipment (i.e., force rather vironments over the last decade. They have
than motion is a better measure of excitation), sharpened and refined shock and vibration the-

Under this circumstance the simple model for ory. We have not finished learning to use them
the one-degree-of-freedom vibrator is not so so as to obtain maximum rate of reliability im-
pertinent. However, the transition should not be provement and minimum complication of test
so difficult as it may appear. effort.

CORRECT AND EFFECTIVE USE OFResidual Shock Spectrum SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION

The residual shock spectrum differs from In spite of such advances, a number of
the magnitude of the Fourier spectrum only by current practices and approaches can stand
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improvement. We are still rating the shock re- much tendency to treat them as independent en-
sistance of parts in gs. These simple ratings, vironments and simulate both as a routine mat-
based often on acceleration levels of unspecified ter of policy. Crudely speaking, in missiles and
shock pulses, do much to confuse our fundamen- space vehicles, noise and vibration are propor-
tal insight into shock-induced failure. It would tional. I have seen several exploratory papers
be better to refer to a standard test. It would showing experimentally that noise excitation and
be still better, as our shock and related testing vibration produce somewhat different failures.
becomes more refined, to talk in terms of a But the conclusion that both must therefore be
spectrum over a frequency range (even if it simulated is not necessarily valid and should be
sometimes has to be inferred somewhat crudely approached with caution. The state-of-the-art
from pulse shape data) preferably giving some of vibration testing is still such that a change of
idea of those interior frequency bands in which test fixture will often result in significantly dif-
an item is particularly sensitive or insensitive, ferent failures. But it does not necessarily fol-
by virtue of its resonances, low that both fixtures must be used. The differ-

ence in failures in noise excitation may be from
A random vibration is more completely de- problems analogous to that of a difference in

scribed by probability distributions in addition fixtures. But, apart from the subtleties of test
to power spectra. There has naturally been apparatus, there are inherent uncertainties in
some interest in deviations from the Gaussian the realism of simulation of environment at the
distribution. However, too much of this to date parts level. We should hesitate before doubling
has been concerned with deviations at the mount- the effort.
ing or excitation points of equipment because of
nonlinearities of the source, and too little has Now let us consider a matter of even
been concerned with deviations at the failure broader implications. It is important to distin-
point caused by nonlinearities associated with guish between what is scientifically proved and
the failure mechanism. There has been too what is convention or standardization. For ex-
little recognition that a non-Gaussian distribu- ample, the ways in which we measure tensile
tion is a delicate thing, readily altered by fil- strengths and fatigue limits and in which we de-
tering and phase shift, so that deviations at the sign to prescribed fractions of them is conven-
excitation points are probably less significant tion, not a matter of procedures that have been
than irregularities of spectrum that, for practi- scientifically proved to be best. This should be
cal reasons, we may often be forced to ignore. accepted without any implication of stigma. The
Theoretical treatments have concentrated on pioneers who established the procedures did
effects of gentle nonlinearities. These treat- something that was necessary before any effec-
ments are worthwhile advances. However, there tive approach to design could be possible and
are more critical problems associated with before any further progress could be made.
abrupt nonlinearities out at the extreme tails of They did what all good engineers should be able
a distribution. In any event, there appears to be to do on occasion-use their best judgment and
little justification for routine observation of get on with the job. The fundamentals of fatigue
distributions in addition to power spectra at and failure are under continuing study. The cur-
excitation points of equipment. rent design procedures will, however, continue

to be used, perhaps eventually with slight
This supports the thought that we should use modification.

more perspective in the reduction of data and be
guided more by expected utility. I have heard of Again, our use of specifications is a con-
meticulous data reduction being carried out on vention we have found empirically to be useful.
low-level vibrations with overall rms accelera- The way in which we use them is convention.
tions less than 1 g. Especially in this period of The idea that the test excitation should simu-
cost sensitivity, there are dangers in too much late the environment is convention. It may seem
reduced data; extremes of it divert attention obvious that simulation is a necessary objective
from the more important problems and may but the obvious should not be taken as entirely
serve only as published evidence that effort has axiomatic. Great scientific advances have come
been expended without expectation of beneficial from questioning the obvious, and science has
effect on a program. The ultimate application repeatedly disclosed areas in which the obvious
may not always influence the form in which data is not valid. Specifications serve ultimately as
are displayed; the immediate objective of data a motivation to people who influence design. The
reduction is to describe an environment, not to probable effect on design is potentially as fruit-
arrive at a specification. But utility should ful a field for study as the problem of simula-
influence the extent of data reduction. tion. I do not suggest that we all rush out to

make radical changes in our approach to speci-
Recently, we have become more aware of fications, but we should recognize a need for

noise as well as vibration. There has been too further gradual investigation, and we should
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avoidtoo much wishful thinking that specifications hopelessly bewildered by the complexity of
are an exact science. equipment under study.

In some specific areas, we can make more We need a tabulation of resonance frequen-
immediate progress. For example, in shipping cies of standard parts, such as, vacuum tubes.

container design, the procedure by which we This should start slowly, and we should learn
routinely compare equipment fragilities, cush- to use the data as they accumulate. In some
ion transmissibilities, and standard test condi- instances, it may be desirable to measure
tions is to my mind wasteful of effort. The in- resonances both with infinite-impedance and

formation used is not of sufficient precision to zero-impedance excitation, or to make at least
support the elegance of the concept. Smoothing ball park measurements of impedance. In the
of data tends to obscure the most important designing of electronic equipment to perform

aspects. Engineering feeling for the problem to its intended function, more information is de-
be solved tends to get lost in the formalities. manded about the vacuum tubes than their max-
The problem is simple enough to be attacked in imum power output. In design for reliability

a somewhat different way. It is more fruitful to under vibration, more information should be de-
think in terms of frequencies of resonance than manded than just the simple standard test condi-

in terms of conventional fragility. tion the vacuum tubes have survived. We should
begin, even more gradually, to accumulate data
on typical equipment structures.

WHAT ARE WE OVERLOOKING?
We need further conscious development ofIn the future, we hope to make even more semi-quantitative design approaches. We are

significant advances than we have in the past hampr byaourttenden toabelieve ath
decae. his illbe asie ifwe rcogizehampered by our tendency to believe that shock

decade. This will be easier if we recognize and vibration is or must become an exact
problem areas that need more attention. advbaini rms eoea xc

science in the classical sense. We tend to be-

lieve that response calculation and stress anal-
Shock and vibration engineers have gener- ysis must be carried out with extreme accuracy,

ated an extensive lore of qualitative design con- and that eventually the procedures will be re-

siderations: where to mount transformers and fnd an e llbrte inokeeping with te o-
othe hevy arts mehod oflockng utsand fined and elaborated in keeping with the com-

other heavy parts, methods of locking nuts and plexity of the dynamical problem. In the

machine screws so they will not shake loose, meantime, tre anal is a use
and o o. Ido ot elive hatas et hishas meantime, stress analysis is a useful but lira-

and so on. I do not believe that as yet this has ited tool, because we almost never calculate

been satisfactorily gathered in one place. Such interior dynamical responses of equipment.

an effort would help design engineers to avoid (In fact, if this were done meticulously, it

the more obvious design errors. As the pack- would in principlee oinefficient and too late.

aging of electronic equipment is undergoing It cannot be done until after an equipment de-

rapid change, a loose-leaf book, permitting in- Ign is fine urthermoreuthe sa
dividual sections to be kept up to date, might sign is finished. Furthermore, the classical
dividalp tioato. bapproaches if carried to an extreme generally
be appropriate, require too much data, effort and time). We

tend to believe that simulation must necessarilyThe interaction of specifications with equip- be carried out to a high degree of refinement

ment dynamics indirectly being controlled de- in all shock and vibration tests, and that, in

serves more investigation. The shipping con- time refinement and elaboration of test appa-

tainer cushion, already mentioned, and the tmrfnmn n lbrto fts pa
taineracuion, islatrepdyeentrelationely a te ratus and technique will make this possible. In
vibration isolator represent relatively simple the meantime we do not achieve this at all ex-
problems for initial study. cept in a few special cases. Furthermore, there

We need instrumentation for dynamical are reasons why we should not want to elimi-

analysis of equipment. The bulk of the acceler- nate overdesign entirely. Our procedures do not

ometers manufactured are designed for meas- lead to the design of equipment to precise

uring shock and vibration environments, not for szifety factors such as 1.25 or 1.50. They

investigation of dynamics inside equipment. This merely decrease the probability of equipment
deficiency of instrumentation and associated failure, decrease the risk in the design, and
techniques is probably the greatest immediate more nearly approach an optimum. If we ac-
obstacle to our progress. However, the dynam- cept this qualitative, probabilistic objective as
ics of equipment as designed at present are legitimate, and pursue it with some imagina-
horribly complicated. It will be necessary to tion, we may make more progress than by

develop our techniques of measurement by first insisting on a more ambitious goal that is

investigating some simple units or even simpli- clearly out of reach.

fied configurations assembled only for dynamical A more comprehensive display of objectives
study, so that engineers will not become is given in Table 1. They are not mutually
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TABLE 1 they do have some limitations. They correlate
Objectives of Shock and Vibration Engineering in a framework of theory a tremendous scope of

information. The orderly research and assimi-

Considerations Objectives lation that bring a discipline to a particular
state of progress are self-perpetuating. They

Rate of improvement of reliabil- facilitate the discovery and investigation of any
ity under shock and vibration voids of information that are apparent from
excitation in the course of logic alone. But each discipline tends to es-
development and production Maximize tablish impenetrable external boundaries

separating it from other disciplines and from
Ultimate reliability Maximize considerations that are not as yet within any

boundary. The specialist is under constant
Overdesign beyond what is needed pressure to stay inside his boundary, look only

for precautions against changes inside his boundary, and confine his serious at-
of application and associated tention to the interior voids. Considerations
environment, if there are trade- that, because of their empirical, qualitative,
off penalties of weight, bulk, ill-defined or controversial nature, or, because
cost or schedule Minimize of lack of technical purity, have not become

part of a recognized discipline, are commonly
Overall design and test effort pressed aside as unworthy of the refined scien-

and cost Minimize tific intellect. Individually, out in the field, we
see only part of the elephant, and, collectively,

independent, and one must make tradeoffs be- we seldom see the whole. By staring at part of
tween the different objectives. Shock and vi- the elephant, we proceed to prescribe cures for
bration engineering is as much a matter of the whole animal. There are many ways that we
management-type techniques as it is of classi- as specialists, can and do contribute to shock
cal technical disciplines. In time, operations and vibration engineering, but we should not let
research may make its contribution in conjunc- disciplinary boundaries restrict our vision.
tion with those of the more purely technical
disciplines that are applied now. Shock and vibration engineers should be

objective-oriented as well as discipline-

SHOCK AND VIBRATION AS oriented. The ultimate objectives, apparent to
everyone, should be general, like those of

AN INTERDISCIPLINARY Table 1, and not stated entirely in the language
ENGINEERING FIELD of existing disciplines. We should focus our

attention on the practical constraints of theAs with most activities that have any con- overall engineering problem.

nection with missiles or space, shock and vi-

bration would certainly be considered an inter-
disciplinary field. What might at one time have CONCLUSION
been expected to develop purely as a matter of
mechanical engineering has encompassed a We have made great progress in the last
tremendous variety of specialties. decade, but it has resembled a succession of

explorations by scouting parties, resulting in
Yet in some senses the term interdiscipli- some changes of weaponry (i.e., test apparatus,

nary is not adequate. There is an implication instrumentation and data reduction techniques),
that the objectives can be achieved entirely by but no large frontal advance. We should make
juxtaposing or fuzing together several technical greater progress in the next decade. I hope
disciplines as taught at academic institutions, that the reflections I have shared with you this
The academic disciplines are indispensible, but morning will be of some help.
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Section I
PREDICTION OF FLIGHT ENVIRONMENT

AN ENERGY METHOD FOR PREDICTION OF NOISE AND

VIBRATION TRANSMISSION

Richard H. Lyon
Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc.

Cambridge 38, Massachusetts

The problem of malfunction in components at high frequencies is re-
viewed. The overall problem is one of environmental excitation, acous-
tic and vibration transmission paths, and establishment of criteria for
noise reductionthrough component criteria. The source problem is
being studied by several groups. Several aspects of the vibration path
problem are described. Experimental studies of transmission effects
and establishment of component criteria are hampered by a shortage of
instrumentation capable of operating at the higher frequencies.

THE HIGH FREQUENCY NOISE develop new instrumentation to cover this re-
AND VIBRATION ENVIRON- gion if malfunction is to be understood and
MENT OF COMPONENTS avoided. The vibration of component leads can

lead to their fracture;l the vibration of cathodes
Introduction of vacuum tubes can cause modulation and noise

in the signal. In addition, many vibration re-
Many of the current acoustic specifications duction techniques which are useful at lower

extend over the range from a few cps to 20 kc frequencies will not work effectively in this
or so, for both pure tone sweeps and bands of range. Vibration isolators are not designed to
noise in a reverberant or travelling wave envi- reduce vibration at higher frequencies because
ronment. Vibrational specifications, are fre- of internal wave effects in the mount structure. 2

quently required over a range from 50 cps to
2 kc or so, using a uniform base excitation in
the vertical or horizontal direction. The small Sources of Environmental Vibration
size of modern-day components, the higher ve-
hicle speeds and the consequent broad frequency In Fig. I we diagram some of the major
range of the noise sources have produced seri- elements in the environmental estimation prob-
ous component malfunction in the range from a lem for a component package in a spacecraft
few kc to over 100 kc. In this paper we shall booster. The external frame and skin structure
discuss a method of vibration analysis and es- is the common element in all the sources of en-
timation which is particularly useful in the vironmental excitation. It absorbs the longitu-
higher frequency multimodal vibration regime dinal sources of vibration due to thrust fluctua-
of structures and acoustic spaces. tions and aerodynamic resistance. These

It has been suggested that one reason that longitudinal loadings predominate at the lower

many vibration specifications do not go above frequencies. In addition the skin panels are

2 kc is that the instrumentation does not gener-
ally exist for the analysis and excitation of 1 "Measurement of Acoustic and Vibration Re-
structures above this frequency range. Never- sponse of Atlas Titan Guidance Computer,"
theless the malfunctions that have occurred in BBN Report No. 1010, submitted to Space

the higher frequency ranges make it necessary Technology Laboratories April 22, 1963.
to use instrumentation that is available and to ZReference 1, section VI.
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good transducers of the high frequency pressure system attached to the frames of the external
loads and are set into transverse vibration by skin frame structure. We shall specify next the
impinging sound fields and the loadings due to paths the energy takes in getting from the envi-
boundary layer and "dirty-flow" pressure fluc- ronment to the component. These paths have
tuations. The "dirty-flow" loads are the very been made more explicit in Fig. 2. The acousto-
complicated aerodynamic loads from wake im- mechanical path consists of the acoustic excita-
pingement, buffeting, fluctuating separation,and tion of the skin, the internal re-radiation of the
so on, which can exist on the exterior of the skin, and the absorption of acoustic energy by
booster.3  the box. This path was essentially described in

a paper at the 31st Symposium by Franken and
Lyon. 4 In this paper we should like to empha-
size the mechanical transmission aspects of the
problem and demonstrate to what extent solu-

._ o •-i I tions for the properties of these paths are cur-
rently available.

The mechanical path consists of transmis-
sion of vibrational energy through the skin
frame structure into the truss, through the

S INTERNAL vibration mounts, and into the box structure. If
SNOISE the component is mounted on a sub-assembly

IBRATIONwithin the box, then the path includes an excita-tion of the component mounting and finally the
R _transmission to the component itself. The large

number of links in this chain represent a com-
plication, but not an insuperable one. We are,

CL M in fact, closer to a solution of the vibration es-
timation in systems such as this than might be
apparent at first glance. In the next section,
we will describe several studies which pertain
to different aspects of the general transmission

THRUST VIBRATIONS
(PREDOMINANTLY LOWER FREQUENCIES) problem.

Fig. 1 - Supporting structure for
component package Vibration Criteria and Specifications

One of the essential elements of the noise
Energy Paths control problem is the establishment of criteria

for acceptable noise levels.5 The phenomenon
The component package of Fig. 1 is mounted

on vibration isolators and supported by a truss 4 P. A. Franken and R. H. Lyon, "Estimation of

Sound-Induced Vibrations by Energy Methods,"
Shock, Vibration, and Associated Environments

3I. Dyer, "Aerodynamic Noise," contribution to Bulletin No. 31, Part III, Office of the Secre-
Proceedings of the First Symposium on Engi- tary of Defense (April 1963).
neering Applications of Random Function The- 5L. L. Beranek, "Criteria for Noise and Vibra-
ory and Probability, Ed. J. L. Bogdanoff and tion in Buildings and Vehicles," chapter 20 of
F. Kozin (John Wiley and Sons, New York, Noise Control, Ed. L. L. Beranek (McGraw
1963), p. 204. Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1960).

NOISIE o SKNNOU T

S ~VOLUME I ITRUCTURE MUTS CMPN

Fig. 2 - Energy paths from noise environments to component
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of component malfunction is similar. Just as The resulting equilibrium levels of energy in
an individual's reaction to noise depends on his the bays will depend on the balance between the
daily activities, the malfunction of a component power injected, that transferred from the bay,
will depend on its operating mode. It will have and locally dissipated. The structural dissipa-
differing sensitivities to noise depending on tion can be affected by adding damping materi-
whether it acts as a local oscillator, an ampli- als to that which exists naturally in the struc-
fier, or a limiter, and the sensitivity of the ture due to damping at the joints. This natural
signal processing to the form of the induced damping will be discussed later by Ungar.7
noise. The proper design of electronic and The action of applied damping treatments has
mechanical equipment for service in a high fre- been discussed by Kerwin, Ungar, and Ross. 8

quency vibration environment will depend upon We shall not discuss the dissipation here except
a knowledge and understanding of the sensitivity to point out some of the problems with its
to vibration of the individual component. This measurement at an appropriate time, but rather
requires the ability to estimate vibration in concentrate on the energy transmitted through
complex structures and the experimental ability the frame and into the truss members.
to generate and measure these vibrations.

The vibration levels of a truss will depend
on the vibration of the frame to which it is at-

Vibration Levels in Complex Systems tached which in turn depends on the vibration
level of the adjoining skin. We shall see that

In Fig. 3 we have sketched the cross sec- these vibration levels can be obtained from a
tion of several structural sections of a panel rather simple analysis.
frame booster structure. During the launch
phase the power absorbed by the structure may SPECIFIC STUDIES OF STRUC-
be approximately as sketched, being higher to- TURAL VIBRATION
ward the base and lower at the nose because of
the higher acoustic levels in the proximity of Energy Sharing Between a Beam
the engine' Because of the different levels of and a Plate
the excitation, there will be a transport of the Suppose the panel shown in Fig. 4 has been
energy through the frame structure along the excited into reverberant resonant vibration of
skin as shown, and a local dissipation of energy
including both external and internal radiation
loss which may vary as shown. In addition 7 E. E. Ungar, "Vibrational Energy Losses at
there will be energy transferred into the truss. Joints in Metal Structures," Shock, Vibration

and Associated Environments Bulletin No. 33,
Part IV, Office of the Secretary of Defense
1964.6p. A. Franken and F. M. Wiener, "Estimation 8 D. Ross, E. E. Ungar, and E. M. Kerwin,

of Noise Levels at the Surface of a Rocket- "Damping of Flexural Vibrations by Means of
Powered Vehicle," Shock, Vibration, and As- Viscoelastic Laminae," contribution to Struc-
sociated Environments Bulletin No. 31, Office tural Damping, E. J. Ruzicka (Am. Soc. Mech.
of the Secretary of Defense (April 1963). Engrs., New York, 1959).

POWER~~ o~ FROM EN VRONMENT

BASIE ~ ~ 1~NOSE

LOC~AT0t LOSS~ TUS

POWER TRANSFERRED
"THROUGH" A FRAME

Fig. 3 - Distribution of injected, transferred, and dissipated
power in extended structure
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amplitude v_, by the applied point force f. The -1,. = f,2 Gb (4)
force f is assumed to be white noise over a
band A. We should like to estimate the trans- which results in a beam vibration amplitude vb
verse vibrational level of the attached beam vb.
We shall do this by using a reciprocity argu- 2 .li( n
ment. 9  vb = •bMb (5)

where )b is the beam loss factor and Mb is its

SQUARE BEAM mass.

A portion of the input power, In' ,., will
be carried from the beam into the plate. This
is measured by the coupling loss factor 7bP:

iVtrans- =Vb
2 C77?bPMb" (6)

Since this power is related to the resulting
mean square plate velocity v' by the same
relation as shown in (2), one tas

Fig. 4 - Beam-plate reciprocity I2 ='lTtrln f, 2 Gb 1
b

experiment v = - - b 77b (7)P o Cd7)p Mp P -77p Mp " 7b

If f and f' are white noise sources over
The input power to the panel flrn is given the same frequency band, then one can write

by the reciprocal relationship

Vb2
2 
I12

-i (8)

where G is the averaged input conductance f 2  f, 2 
'

over the bandwidth A. The resulting vibration
of the plate is which results in a remarkably simple expres-

sion for the unknown ratio of beam to plate

2 Hlin f 2 Gp (2) amplitude a,
Vp = __Tp-p ,ýT p

whr o the Gb (9)
where oi is the radian center frequency of the a p 72b (
band, 7p is the loss factor of the plate, and Mp
is the mass of the plate. If the system is linear, involving the point conductances of the beam
the beam vibration velocity will be proportional and plate and the coupling and total loss factors
to the plate velocity; of the beam. It will frequently happen that the

loss factor for the beam is determined almost
2 completely by its losses to the structure toVb

- = a. (3) which it is attached. In this case a is simply
v p the ratio of the two point conductances. One

could experimentally determine this ratio by
Next consider the reciprocal situation. At applying a mean square force in a noise band at

the point where the beam velocity was previously the plate and on the beam and looking at the
measured, we apply a force f'. The input ratio of the power injected. The measurement
power is of injected power over bands of noise will be

discussed at this symposium by Noiseux and
Dietrich. 10

9 The use of reciprocity for the derivation of
response relationships in acoustics has been
spearheaded by M. Heckl. For an acoustics
example, see M. HeckI and E. J. Rathe, "Re- 10 D. U. Noiseux and C. W. Dietrich, "Simula-
lationship between the Transmission Loss and tion of Reverberant Acoustic Testing by a
the Impact-Noise Isolation of Floor Struc- Vibration Shaker," Shock, Vibration, and As-
tures," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 35, 11, 1825 (Nov. sociated Environments Bulletin No. 33, Part
1963). III, Office of the Secretary of Defense, 1964.
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It can be shown 1 1 that the average conduct- on a plate through an attached beam of speci-
ance of a structure over a band will be given by fied bending and torsional rigidity. On one side

of the beam one has an incident bending wave

G = 7T n (10) at an angle o resulting in a reflected trans-
2 - verse wave, reflected and transmitted near

fields, and a transmitted transverse wave. It
where n is the modal density of the structure is this transmitted wave that we are primarily
and M is its mass. If we place (10) in (9) then concerned with here, since it carries energy
we can rewrite (9) as from one side of the beam to the other. Ungar's

formalism allows us to calculate the transmis-
_ 2 P sion quite generally but for the purposes of

Mb vb' M PV b (11) illustration we shall only consider the case
nb np 7?b where the beam has infinite bending rigidity but

no torsional rigidity, corresponding to a sup-
where the quantity on the left is the average ported line on the plate. If the incident ampli-
modal energy of the beam and on the right we tude is unity, then TI 2 is proportional to the
have the average modal energy of the plate transmitted energy, and is given by (1/2) cos 2 4.
times the loss factor ratio discussed above. The transmitted bending energy per unit pro-
When the internal losses of the beam become jected length of the beam introduces another
negligible, it achieves the same modal energy cos 4. If we average this over all angles of
as the structure to which it is attached. incidence of the incoming energy, we have the

Frequently one can use the uncoupled point result

conductance for individual structures in esti- 1 2
mating response ratios. For example, Lamb1 2  <ITI 2cos 4), = -I <cos34>• = . (12)
has computed the input admittance of a beam

connected to a plate and has shown that the first Thus, a fraction 2/37T of the incident energy is
order effects on beam plate coupling are to transmitted giving an absorption coefficient for
change the input susceptance but not to affect the beam as defined by Heckl1 4 of approxi-
the conductance of the beam. One should also mately 20 percent.
note that in order for applied damping to be
effective in reducing beam vibration, the inter- In a diffuse reverberant field the energy
nal loss factor of the beam must be made com- associated with propagation between angles 4,
parable to or greater than the coupling loss q5 + do is p v 2 dP/27n, where p is the surface
factor. In a tightly coupled system this may be density of the panel. The intensity is this en-
difficult to achieve. ergy density times the energy velocity c . To

compute the power falling on a unit length of
the boundary we multiply this by the cosine of

Transmission of Flexural Wave the angle of incidence and integrate over all
Energy Past a Frame angles of incidence. The resulting power per

unit length of boundary is given by
The transmission of bending wave' energy

from one of the panels shown in Fig. 5 to another
depends on the coupling loss factor introduced line v Cg C d cos 0 = a 2 C 2P (13)
by the restraining frames. This loss factor 27 Jvp cP
can be derived from expressions developed by - /2

Ungar 1 3 for the transmission of a flexural wave where p5 is the surface density of the panel

and cp = (1/2) cg is the bending wave speed.
The transmitted intensity is then the fraction in1 1 R. H. Lyon, "A Review of the Statistical Anal- (12) times the incident intensity'in (13). The

ysis of Structural Input Admittance Func- resulting transmitted power is the transmitted
tions," BBN Report 1068, in preparation for intensity times the perimeter, or,
submission to the Bureau of Ships. See also,
E. Skrudrzyk, "Vibration of a System with a
Finite or an Infinite Number of Resonances," ._ 4 psV2cpP (14)
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 30, 12, 1140 (Dec. 1958). 3,2 '

12 G. Lamb, "Input Impedance of a Beam At-
tached to a Plate," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 33, 5, where P is the perimeter of the panel.
628 (May 1961).

13 E. E. Ungar, "Transmission of Plate Flex-
ural Waves Through Reinforcing Beams; Dy- 1 4 M. Heckl, "Measurements of Absorption Co-
namic Stress Concentrations," J. Acoust. efficients on Plates," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 34,
Soc. Am. 33, 5, 633 (May 1961). 6, 803 (June 1962).
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TRANSMITTED TRANSVERSE _

WAVE v0TPLATE

COORDINATE PERPENDICULAR TO PLATE IS Z

Fig. 5 - Transmitted and reflected plate waves through an attached beam

The coupling loss factor is between the vibration producing environment
and the component or structural element whose

7COUP = fltrans/ Mp Vp2 (15) vibration we wish to know. In the preceding
sections we have studied energy transmission

By using (14) one has between two systems. Recently, Eichler 16 has
analysed several systems energetically con-

7coup = 4/37Tk pd (16) nected. We shall follow a similar development
in this section

where k Pis the flexural wave number in the The system we consider is shown in Fig. 6.
panel, d = vA_/P is the mean free path for bend-
ing waves, 15 land A is the panel area. Since A series of structural elements receive powerI]( n), dissipate locally a power rI , and trans-
the structural loss factor generally is of the inn
order of 10", one sees that the coupling loss fer amount of power nn, 1 to their neighbor

factor may be expected to dominate the panel on the right. Each system is characterized by

losses for frequencies such that kpd < 10. At a modal density n., a mass Mn, and a mean

higher frequencies the panels will be more ef- square velocity vn,2. The power balance for a

fectively isolated from each other than at lower single system at equilibrium is

frequencies. = +(n) . (17)
in = fin + l~n,n+l - 11n-ln

Energetics of Systems in Tandem The energy of the nth system is En = M. vn .2

It is evident from Figs. 2 and 3 that there This equation, in fact, defines the velocity v,.

may be several structural elements interposed
1 6 E. Eichler, "Energy Averages in Loosely

1 5 C. W. Kosten, "The Mean Free Path in Room Coupled Systems with Applications to Noise
Acoustics," Acustica 10, 4, 245 (1960),.sec. 4. Reduction," submitted for publication.
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Fig. 6 - Power storage and transfer in
multi-element system

The dissipated power, n,,, is given by In this second form, one may represent the
equations by the simple equivalent electrical

rln = "'ýn En (18) circuit shown in Fig. 7, where the flow quantity
is power per mode and the potential is modal

where 77 is the loss factor for local dissipa- energy. Such simple analog energy circuits
tion. can be useful in describing the distribution of

energy through a complex structure and experi-
It has been shown previously that the power mentally in demonstrating the effect of a change

flow between systems depends on the difference in certain parameters on this distribution.
in the modal energies. 17 Thus, the power flow
rI n . can be defined in terms of a coupling Figure 7 also shows why it can be very
los s factor 7n+n by difficult to measure the loss factor n by a

simple decay measurement unless steps are
E n+i taken to eliminate the transfer of energy from

n nn+ 1J vn ' ' one structural element to another by establish-
jfl I n+i (19)

n n+ 1 ing similar modal energies in each of the struc-

tural systems. This can be done by multiple
with a similar relationship for fl,,. 1. n' Since excitation over the structure, or by a single
the power flow must be the same whiether we excitation if the coupling is strong enough and
regard it as leaving system n or entering sys- the damping losses small enough so that the
tem n + 1, one has the consistency relationship energy gets fairly uniformly distributed. Over
between the coupling loss factors a large structure this latter condition is un-

n+1 (20 likely and excitation damping measurements
nn+177 +1 =n. ) n 20) made on the single structure element usually

Placing these in (17) one has two forms avail- will not give the correct loss factor.18

able for the power balance equation.
Studies of Average Power Flow

1 [ ((n +n l +n-1) Into Structures
in = En(7 n n

In (9) we showed that the response ratio
-E ,n+1 - E 7n:l] (21) between two attached structures will depend on

n+i n1 n-i n- the input conductance averaged over a band of

or, frequencies. In simulation studies also, one is
nconcerned about the amount of power which one

in_ [En n+l + n- can inject into a structural element from a
n n (nn + n nn point shaker, particularlyat the higher frequen-

cies. This requires an understanding of the
En+ n+1 Eni- ,n-I magnitude and frequency dependence of the
"- n n . (22) average input conductance.' For these rea-

nn+i n-1 sons, the average value and variance of the
input conductance averaged over bands of fre-
quencies has been studied. The variances,

1 7
R. H. Lyon and G. Maidanik, "Power Flow 1 8

E. M. Kerwin, Jr., "Mechanisms and Meas-
between Loosely Coupled Structures," J. urement of Structural Damping," J. Under-
Acoust. Soc. Am. 34, 5, 623 (May 1962). water Acoustics, 13, 4 (Oct. 1963).
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RADIATION AND
DISSIPATION LOSSES

-- COUPLING THROUGH FRAME

S~ FLOW IS POWER

STORAGE CAPABILITIES POTENTIAL IS
OF PANEL MODAL ENERGY

-ENVIRONMENTAL

SOURCE

Fig. 7 - Energy circuit for multi-element system

along with an assumed probability distribution we have called 5co. The function F.(N) is plotted
for the conductance amplitude has made it pos- in Fig. 8. For narrow bands or large damping,
sible to compute confidence levels to be as- one has the relationship shown as m -. 0. This
signed to estimation intervals of the input displays the surprising behavior that the vari-
power. ance of the response increases as the damping

increases, a result which is somewhat unex-
To compute the statistics of the power flow, pected. Our usual idea is that increasing the

we have assumed a statistical model of the damping tends to make the response smoother.
structure comprising a group of resonant modes The functions p are modal shape functions and
which occur randomly along the frequency axis for two-dimensional structures are essentially
and which have response amplitude depending products of sine waves.
on the relationship between their modal shape
functions and the positions of excitation and An estimation interval is a range of the un-
observation on the structure. The average known variable within which one wishes the ex-
value of the input conductance is given by the perimental result to occur. The confidence
infinite structure conductance and is simply level for the estimate is the probability with
related to the modal density and the mass as which one expects the measured or realized
shown: value of the variable to fall within that interval.2 0

If the variable has a response or a probability
G. -=7r n, (23) density p(G) then the confidence level CL is

"".G . .. defined by

It is this relationship that was previously to G 2

establish the quality of modal energies. The CL =f p(G) dG . (25)
average value of the susceptence vanishes. G1

If one computes the variance of the conduct- We have computed the confidence levels based
ance from the model, one obtains 1 9  on the assumption that p(G) is the r distribu-

tion2 l for two types of estimation interval. In
2 <,2>2 nsA <k2>1 the first, one allows the variable to fall below

= U 2 n.8w, some particular value-_.
Gm-2 <q4> F(N) N (. 0 <p >

where A is the bandwidth of the exciting noise In Fig. 9 we show the number of db by
source, and N = 4/77&7 is the ratio of the noise which G must exceed the mean given in (23) in

bandwidth to twice the modal bandwidth, which order to achieve various levels of confidence.
This interval depends on the ratio of the square

1 9 "Studies of Random Vibration of Coupled
Structures," Parts I and II, BBN Reports 967 2 0 A. M. Mood, Introduction to the Theory of
and 1061, submitted November 15, 1962 and Statistics (McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,
October 15, 1963 to Aeronautical Systems New York, 1950), chapter 11.
Division. 2 1Reference 20, p. 112.
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of the mean to the variance which is determined Study of Energy Sharing in a Beam
by (24). In Fig. 10 we show the estimation in- Plate Structure1 9

tervals required for a given confidence level
when the mean value is the geometric mean of To see how the general ideas above are
the upper and lower limits of the estimation in- applied, it is instructive to review some exper-
terval. Such a definition of the interval is par- iments carried out on a simple beam cantile-
ticularfy convenient when one is dealing in vered to a flat plate as shown in Fig. 11. The
decibel notation and would prefer to say that plate was excited in 8-percent and octave bands
the interval is the mean plus or minus so many of noise and the response of free tip of the beam
decibels. was measured for single mode response and in

octave bands where more than one mode partic-
The F distribution is convenient to use for ipated in the response. From (9) we see that a

response functions, particularly those propor- knowledge of the coupling loss factor and the
tional to energy or power. If one is willing to internal damping is necessary to predict the
make the assumption that it is valid then all beam response. When the beam is undamped its
that one requires is the variance and the mean coupling is determined primarily by the cou-
to establish confidence levels for any particular pling losses so that we have the equal energy
estimation interval. It has been applied to var- condition (11).
iations in response to attached substructures as
well as input power, as we shall see in the fol- The experimental results for the undamped
lowing section. beam are shown in Fig. 12. We see the close

0/

U.

0

0/

-J

-5

3 4 5 6 s 2 3 4 5 6 8
0.2 1.0 10 20

N

Fig. 8 - Graph of 10 log F(N)
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Fig. 9 - Semi-infinite estimation interval in decibels

agreement between the average modal energy ranges where the statistical procedures of the
of the beam and the plate as predicted by (9). estimation are likely to be somewhat tighter
In the equal energy case, the response varia- than they are at the lower frequencies where
tion that occurs is due to the unequal modal modes are fewer. There is a need for some
energy of the plate. This produces an uncer- improvement in the theoretical development.
tainty in the bar modal energy. The ratio of This would include a closer look at some of the
variance to square of mean is <qp>2 /<42> = 9/4. statistical aspects of the structural model, the
If we use the interval estimation of Fig. 9, we possibilities of making more realistic models
see that this corresponds to an estimate approx- on a large computer using Monte Carlo tech-
imately 2.5 db above the mean value. The indi- niques,?? and the carrying out of further ex-
vidual model responses which are rather scat- periments on the vibration energy sharing with
tered are included within this interval at an particular attention to the variations in the re-
80-percent confidence level. sponse.

A far more serious deficiency lies in theFURTHER DEVELOPMENTS lack of instrumentation which will allow one to

examine directly the vibration levels and theThe moral of the preceding discussion has energy transfer through structures at the higher
been that there exist, at the present time, meth- frequencies where malfunction is occurring
ods which are able to give one considerable in-
sight into the manner in which vibrational and
acoustic energy is transferred throughout a 2 2 M. R. Schroeder, "Frequency-Correlation
structure and achieves its equilibrium levels. Functions of Frequency Responses in Rooms,"
This is particularly so in the higher frequency J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 34, 12, 1819 (Dec. 1962).
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Fig. 12 - Response ratio for an undamped beam
cantilevered to a plate

because of internal component vibration. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Bieber (Lockheed Missile and Space 2-1/2 kc. We assume that there are no longi-
Company): In the experiment did you analyze tudinal modes in the range that we are studying
the beam as a beam column or just as a beam? here. The energy method will apply equally well

to the longitudinal modes, but generally there
Dr. Lyon: The analysis of the beam is that are so few longitudinal modes compared to flex-

of a simple thin rod clamped at its lower edge. ural or bending modes, that most of the energy
Simple bending equations are assumed to apply. of the structure is in the bending vibration.

Mr. Bieber: Then you only include the Mr. Granick (NASA): Your analysis is
bending of the beam, not the longitudinal vibra- based on uncoupled modes, that is, they are
tion of it. separated in frequency and they are purely lin-

ear. Some experience exists that there is a
Dr. Lyon: The first mode of the beam coupling due to damping between the modes.

would be at several thousand cycles, about Have you thought about this as a possible reason
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why your narrow bandwidth analysis differs so slope of that mode, it will receive a greater or
greatly from your octave band analysis on that lesser amount of excitation. Our interpretation
last slide? is that the variance in the individual mode of

response can be accounted for by how these
Dr. Lyon: That has not been the interpre- things match up in mode response. Now, un-

tation of the narrow band analysis. If you only doubtedly there are many complications which
have one mode of the responding system, it one can find in real systems. I think my tend-
looks at only a very narrow frequency range, ency is to take the simplest approach first, and
and therefore, it sees only very few modes of then only be forced to something more compli-
the plate. If it happens to be high or low on the cated if it is necessary.
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A TECHNIQUE FOR PREDICTING LOCALIZED VIBRATION RESPONSE

IN ROCKET VEHICLE STRUCTURE*

R. E. Jewell
Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville, Alabama

The objective of this paper is to develop a prediction technique which
is not based solely upon data acquired from similar vehicles. The total
available energy concept is utilized with the localized vehicle structure
regarded as an energy absorber. Acoustically induced vibrations are
specifically treated by this method.

In October of 1961 I presented a paper which characteristics of a structure is the method re-
discussed the general philosophy and method ported by Mahaffey and Smith in which airframe
which was utilized to establish the vibration re- response was plotted against environmental
sponse environment of the Saturn, Block I vehi- sound pressure level (SPL), and a linear re-
cle. This prediction was made prior to an actual gression line fitted to the data. A typical graph
Saturn flight. Some of the significant informa- is given in Fig. 1.
tion gained from four successful flights will be
given in another paper at this Symposium. What By using this technique, one may obtain an
I would like to direct my attention toward today estimate of the new vibration environment by
is to recall briefly the basic prediction tech- merely determining the SPL of the new vehicle
nique that was used on the Saturn I vehicle. It and utilizing the appropriate curve. Both meth-
was simply the process of multiplying measured ods have obtained wide use for extrapolating to
vibration levels from a previous vehicle, by the new configurations. However, each method
ratios of impinging sound pressures and char- leaves a great deal to be desired. The method
acteristic masses. The latter quantity (mass) of Mahaffey and Smith requires that an extreme
was about the only knowledge available during similarity exist in airframe structures; and the
the preliminary design stages. The relationship method utilizing ratios merely considers, in a
is written in equation form as very crude way, the mass loading effects.

Neither method is capable of considering any
Pn Mof the elastic, structural, or interface proper-

X,= X M p ties associated with real structures. What I

will attempt to do in the presentation of this
,reference or new paper is to outline a more comprehensive pre-

vehicle as appropriate diction technique - one which will accept many
more of the parameters required to describe

This technique was later modified to estab- adequately the vibration environment, and one

lish the reference environment (,) as a sta- which, in its simplest form, reduces to the very
tistic of a collection of data. Further, it became simple ratio method previously described. Thetistc o a ollctio ofdat. Frthe, i beame technique will, in general, be applicable to the
necessary to separate the vehicle into zones or pectio n o evirato environmento an

structural regions and to consider the structural prediction of the vibration environment on an
type cotaied n ech rgio. Te rfernce untested vehicle and will do so with a minimumtypes contained in each region. The reference

environment had placed upon it a certain confi- use of reference data.
dence limit which, hopefully, would carry through
to similar vehicles and structures. Another Consider the rocket vehicle structure as
technique which attempts to use existing data to an energy absorber. The rate and amount of
categorize, in a general way, the response absorption is dependent upon the characteristics

*Invited Paper.
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SPL_

Fig. I Airframe response as a function of SPL

of the structural system. Energy from several In consideration of the right side of Eq. (1)
sources may be present to excite the system, the total vibrational power from all sources
and the total energy flux into the system will be may be expressed as
some portion of the total available from N
sources. That isN

Pv/T = Yi Pavi '(2a)

N ltv = E O, i,

i = 1 whe re

where -/i = the efficiency of conversion to vi-
bration power for the ith source,

¢i = the energy transfer efficiency of the and
ith source, and

Pavi = the average power associated withEavl = total available energy of the ith the ith source.

SIt is of interest to expand Eq. (2a) in order

If the system were conservative it would to indicate some of the more important sources
dissipate no energy, and once set into oscilla- available to cause system vibrations. Equation
tion would require no additional energy input to (3) is the expanded equation with the subscript
maintain the motion. In the practical case all (T) denoting total vibration power.
systems are nonconservative and dissipate
energy in the form of power losses directly Pv/w = "YaPa + YaePae + yernPem
proportional to the amount of damping in the
system. For viscous damping forces propor--(3
tional to velocity the power loss is proportional + •'aj P j + + " + (3)

to the square of velocity. This is expressed where
from (1) as the rate of change of energy in the
system. In terms of their time average values, a = engine generated acoustics,

dEv
d-t= Pv = R k2, (2) ae = aerodynamic pressure fluctuations,

where em = engine mechanics, and

R = the total damping (resistance) in the a daetsrcue
system, and By changing notation such that

k2 = mean square velocity of the system 
(amass. FV/a = Y• , (a
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we can rewrite equation (3) as total environment which is caused by engine
combustion instabilities, local equipment, or

Pv/T - Fv/a + Fv/ae + Pv/em acoustics. On the other hand it may be possi-
ble and of interest to attack each term sepa-

+ Pv/aj + v+ P/N (4) rately in an effort to determine its contribution
to the whole, and hence find that for certain

Now the total vibration power associated structural types Eq. (4) may be controlled by
with a rocket vehicle structure is of interest, the contribution of a single term.
Assume a rocket vehicle whose exterior con-
figuration is as shown in Fig. 2. Fortunately the single term which is domi-

nant for much vehicle structure also is one
which is easiest to handle, and one for which
much work has been done. Smith, Lyon, Dyer,
et. al., have reported on the response of struc-
tures to acoustic excitation. In so doing they
have developed equations for the energy of a
structure responding to random forces and have
included an evaluation of the external damping

M M associated with the boundaries of panels. It

LOCATION turns out that while all structures probably have
some acoustic susceptibility, paneled structure
is particularly susceptible, and it can be noted
that a rocket vehicle's exterior profile indicates
a high percentage of paneled structure; the con-
sequence being that the treatment of acoustically
induced vibration is of prime importance. The
range of structural acoustic susceptibility is
illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 - Typical measure-
ment location Note that the time curve (A), a measure-

ment on heavy internal structure is apparently
not affected by the change in overall Sound Pres-

The total vibration environment for that sure Level indicated by curve (B). Conversely
location is given by Eq. (4), however, an exact we note that curve (c) can hardly be differen-
solution to that equation consisting of contribu- tiated from the acoustic curve. The excitation
tions from all terms is not likely in the near response comparison is remarkably close. One
future, can even ascertain the magnitude of excitation

from other sources by noting the vibration re-
It would indeed be a difficult (but not im- sponse when the acoustic level is a minimum.

possible) task to separate that portion of the The middle curve is for a heavy gage honeycomb

Grms

(A)

TIME

re O.O002pbor
S(8)

TIME 1

Grm s "1(

TIME

Fig. 3 - Range of acoustic susceptibility
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panel mounted inside an equipment bay and at- case. Substituting Eqs. (6a) and (7) into (4a)
tached directly to a skin panel. The curves of yields
Fig. 3 are the extreme values that I have found.
Most structures are acoustically susceptible to RPSD Af go2 p2A (8)
some degree. It was, in fact, difficult to find a -2 -Iv "

structural element which showed no detectable
response to acoustic excitation. It is then obvi- Solving for the vibration power spectral
ous that there is a direct proportionality be- density, we have
tween measured response and the impingement
of sound pressures on the structure. Y. PSD. A 602

PSDv -= (8a)

In order to equate the total vibrational R g2pc

power to the effects of an acoustic source we
must find a structure whose response amplitude In order to obtain solutions to Eq. (8a), we must
is related to impinging sound pressure in much determine the several parameters. The deter-
the manner indicated by curves (B) and (C) of mination of most of the parameters is straight-
Fig. 3. If the summation of the effects of all forward. The function -y. must relate the con-
other sources is considered negligible we may iersion of acoustic energy to vibration energy.
write Intuitively we expect the conversion to vibration

energy to be more efficient at or near resonances
Pv/T = Pv/a = YPa. " (4a) than at other positions in the spectrum. Further,

y- should take into account the geometry and
By recalling the form of vibrational power elastic characteristics of the structure. An

given in Eq. (2) and changing it to relate vibra- analytic expression for -. which meets these
tion accelerations rather than velocities, we requirements is developed as follows (see Fig. 4).
have

FV=R R2.

Pv 2 • (5)

Assuming that the acoustic excitation is in ROOM I ROOM 2

general broadband and random, we expect that
for the most selective mechanical systems the
response would be within some practical band-
width around c rather than precisely at w. In i Pt

the event there are closely spaced modal fre-
quencies, we assume that they are essentially
uncoupled, and that a summation of modal re- SOUND
sponses would suffice. As an additional effort SOURCE

to establish the parameters in a form consistent
with measured quantities we will multiply and
divide the right side of Eq. (5) by both a band-
width (Af) and the acceleration constant due to
gravity (go). Fig. 4 - Sound transmission of single wall

2
= R R2 Af go (6) The incident pressure Pi in room 1 will

P ,,2 Af 2' induce into the panel some vibration Fv. This
90 exchange should be governed according to Eq.

which can be rewritten as (3a) as

S= R Pv
(6a) PY (9)

In accordance with Eq. (4a), the acoustic
power is at most The reconversion into sound pressure in

room 2 will accordingly be

p 2
A (7)

B pc
PCP

where the usual cosine of the angle of incidence y' Pt (9a)
is assumed equal to unity for the maximum PV
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Now, if -= y' as it should be, provided the the longeron and panel stiffnesses and masses
acoustic impedances of the rooms are identical, were determined as separate elements.
we may combine (9) and (9a) into

The longerons were treated as beams and

- 2 the relationship for their modal frequencies
P (9b) equated to the ratio of modal spring to modal

Pt mass. That is

The accepted expression for the ratio of P1  Kns = %smn, (13)
to Pt is given from transmission loss theory as

where the modal mass (m.) was taken as one-

P_ 1 + ^ )2 (10) half the mass of the beam. In equation form
Pt I+ 2pc]|'(O

F 2 M. (13a)

where
The same technique was utilized to deter-

Zm = the magnitude of the mechanical imn- mine the spring and mass of the panel. The
pedance of the plate per unit area, and only exception being that for the panel the modal

mass was one-fourth the actual panel mass.
pc = the specific acoustic impedance of the Hece for panel paye

rooms.Hence, for panel parameters we have
rooms.

It is immediately obvious that Pt may be Kmp = rMp - (14)
eliminated from Eqs. (9b) and (10), and the re-

suit is an expression in terms of Pi, pc, and Here it can be noted that the mass is not a
Zm. That expression is function of mode which is an obvious error, but

-1 + (/2 the result should be to hold the response pre-
P__ F / Za,\2 (11) diction to a conservative value for the frequen-

Pi 1 + cies above and below resonance. Determining
the mass and spring elements in this way made

which is identical to the expression for y given it necessary to devise a system from which to

by Eq. (9). calculate the mechanical impedance. We chose
a simple three-degree-of-freedom system from

Substitution of (11) for y/ in Eq. (8a) yields which we estimated the impedance of 12 selected
modal combinations. The actual calculation of
Z. was to obtain solutions to the equation of

SDPSDa A 2 motion for the system when subjected to a con-

2 (12) stant amplitude sinusoidal force applied to the
;1 +/Rg~l 0c mass of the panel. A sketch of the system is(•,~)2 P Rgpshown in Fig. 6.

The calculation of the mechanical imped- The panel was assumed to have identical
ance (Zm) to be used in Eq. (12) is of course a elements at the longeron boundaries, hence ele-
difficult task. One must estimate the values of mental parameters associated with mass one
spring rate (K) and mass (M) which is by no (M,) and mass three (M3) were combined and
means straightforward. There are techniques, the system reduced to a two-degree-of-freedom
however, for estimating these parameters for system. The ratio of applied force to panel ve-
the elements which make up the localized sys- locity gave values of impedance for particular
tem. For example, one can determine the stiff- modal combinations. An example of this im-
ness and the mass of the longeron stiffeners pedance is given in Fig. 7.
separately from the calculation of panel param-
eters. The optimum method for calculation of The power spectral density of each indi-
Z. is yet to be determined. It does, however, vidual impedance curve was calculated and a
seem that an attempt should be made to give summation taken over all modal combinations.
numerical evaluation of this important param- A conversion to Gr..s for a 10-cps bandwidth
eter. For this paper the following technique was accomplished and the result is shown in
was used. Fig. 8.

With reference to Fig. 5 the ringframe ele- From Fig. 8 we can note that the response
ment was considered as rigid or fixed. Both is essentially bi-modal, as would be expected
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Fig. 5 - Typical structure
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Fig. 6 - Spring-mass model of vibrating panel

from a two-degree-of-freedom system. The responses in that frequency range. The diffi-
curve in Fig. 8 is shown as the envelope of culty in the higher frequency range is being
peaks corresponding to a summation of modal investigated.
response curves. It should also be noted that
the responses and impedance in the frequency Finally in Fig. 9, I have shown how the re-
range beyond 1000 cycles has been indicated by suits from this analysis compare to a measured
dashed lines. The reason is that the calculation spectrum for the particular structure which was
from the computer programs did not give rea- considered. This comparison is somewhat en-

sonable answers beyond that point. It is real- couraging since the response prediction was
ized, however, that there may not be significant carried out without knowledge 'of the measured
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response. For this case, the application of the these results, attempts at other estimates for
method to a specific structure was assigned to comparison to measured data have shown rather
an engineer. He determined the impedance in poor agreement. It is felt, however, that the
the manner previously discussed, and the solu- method is general enough in the application to
tion to Eq. (15) is plotted in Fig. 9. Contrary to warrant further study and development.

DISCUSSION

Mr. Himelblau (Nortronics): How did you value used in the calculation of impedance was
determine damping from your impedance? the one empirical value that we did use. For

this particillar case we used the value 0.02.
Mr. Jewell: I said in the beginning I would This was based upon panel studies done at

use a minimum of empirical data. The damping Marshall on the Saturn vehicle.
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VIBRATION PREDICTION PROCEDURE FOR JET POWERED VEHICLES

AND ITS APPLICATION TO THE F-111"

N. I. Mitchell and H. E. Nevius
General Dynamics/Fort Worth

Fort Worth, Texas

A vibration prediction procedure -which relates the structural vibration
levels to external sound pressure levels on a jet powered vehicle is
described. The application of this procedure to the F-Ill program is
presented, and other sources of vibration which must also be consid-
ered are discussed. Finally, possible improvements in the prediction
procedure which are currently being studied are discussed.

INTRODUCTION other flow separations, cavity resonances,
mechanical equipment out-of-balance, and

Early in the design stages of a new weapon others depending on the design and use of the
system, the equipment designers need a realistic system. Of all these sources, however, the
estimate of the environmental vibration levels, vibratory response to intense engine exhaust
The practice in the past has been to use stand- noise produces the most dominant excitation
ard military vibration test specifications, regard- force in many present day, high-performance
less of the location of the equipment in the vehicles.
weapon system. This procedure is quite often
more severe than necessary, and thus leads to Thus, the basic thought in the vibration
over design, high costs, and excess weight. On prediction procedure discussed in this paper is
the other hand, the standard environmental re- to seek a relationship between vibration levels
quirements are sometimes not severe enough. and external acoustic noise levels at a point on
This leads to equipment which will not be sat- the vehicle structure. If this relationship can
isfactory in the actual environment. Obviously, be established, then it should be possible to es-
a weapon system will benefit from a realistic timate vibration levels from a knowledge of the
vibration estimation which will help to produce jet exhaust noise levels. Studies at General
a reliable product without unduly penalizing any Dynamics/Fort Worth several years ago estab-
part of the system. lished this relationship on statistical basis, and

some of the results from these studies were
The purpose of this paper is to describe a presented in a paper by P. T. Mahaffey and K.

vibration prediction procedure that has been W. Smith1 at the 28th Symposium on Shock and
developed at General Dynamics/Fort Worth, and Vibration. The procedure and results of the
to discuss its application to the F-Ill Weapon correlation study are described briefly below.
System.

Statistical methods were used to correlate
vibration levels on primary structural members

PREDICTION PROCEDURE in various areas of the B-58 with the external
sound pressure levels in the same areas. The

There are many sources of vibratory energy results are presented as curves of acceleration
which must be considered in order to define vi- versus sound pressure level in octave bands
bration spectra for equipment mounted in com-
plex weapon systems. Some df these are: jet
or rocket engine exhaust noise, boundary layer IP. T. Mahaffey and K. W. Smith, 'A Method for
turbulence, oscillating shock waves, buffet and Predicting Environmental Vibration Levels in

Jet-Powered Vehicles," Shock, Vibration and
Associated Environments Bulletin No. 28 (Aug.

*Invited Paper. 1960).
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from 20 to 2400 cps. Figure I illustrates the For each system, the level of confidence may
type of plot that is constructed for each octave be selected depending on the individual require-
band. ments of the system. Confidence levels of 80

to 90 percent, however, are believed to provide
The measured data points are shown on the sufficient conservatism in most cases.

plot with the regression line giving the best fit
of the data points. Upper and lower confidence Summary curves of acceleration versus
limits are also shown. With a plot of this type sound pressure level are shown for six octave
for each octave and the octave band sound pres- bands in Figs. 2 and 3. In Fig. 2, the curves
sure level for a noise source, the vibration level shown are for the 80-percent confidence that
in the frequency range of the octave can be es- the levels will fall below the curves in each of
timated. Any degree of conservatism may be the octaves. Figure 3 shows the same type of
incorporated into the predicted vibration level curves for 90-percent confidence that the levels
by the use of the appropriate confidence limit, will fall below the curves shown.

To the vibration engineer, the data that falls The vibration level prediction curves of
in the interval between an upper and lower con- Figs. 2 and 3 show vibration values in terms of
fidence limit is not as important as the confi- rms acceleration for 1/3 octave filters. Simi-
dence that the data falls below an upper limit. lar curves could be developed for other filter
He must determine a satisfactory probability bandwidths. In any case, proper use and eval-
that the vibration environment will not be higher uation of the curves requires a knowledge of the
than a given level. For example, the upper 60- relationship between the rms levels and the peak
percent confidence limit will encompass the true levels. An evaluation of the B-58 data used in
accelerations during 80 percent of the prediction this study indicates that a Rayleigh distribution
trials since 20 percent falls above the upper 60- of peaks fits the test data very well except that
percent confidence limit and 20 percent falls peaks above three times the rms occur much
below the lower 60-percent confidence limit, less often than the Rayleigh distribution predicts.
In this paper, the 80-percent confidence level This apparent amplitude limiting may be a result
corresponds to the 60-percent confidence limit, of nonlinearities in the structure. It seems

Confidence Limits
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Fig. 1 - Acceleration vs sound pressure level
in the 600- to 1200-cps octave band
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reasonable, therefore, to assume a maximum reference sound pressure level contour linesz

peak-to-rms ratio in the neighborhood of three. are then adjusted for the exhaust velocity and
nozzle diameter of the J-75 engine, and the
overall external sound pressure level contours

TEST CASE: F-106 COMPARISON are obtained. These are shown in Fig. 4 for the
F-106 fuselage. In this case, the sound pressure

The sound pressure level versus accelera- levels were derived by using the North American
tion curves discussed above were developed by Aviation procedure for estimating near field
using data gathered on the B-58. It is of interest noise levels. 3

to apply the results to another design for which
measured vibration data are available. The The next step is to determine the frequency
F-106 was chosen for this test case because of spectrum in the area of measured data. This
the aft location of the jet engine and similarity is accomplished by adjusting the given frequency
of structural parameters to the F-111. spectra data3 for the exhaust velocity and nozzle

diameter of'the J-75 engine. Figure 5 shows
The vibration prediction procedure may be the resulting frequency spectra curves for two

broken down into the following steps: locations on the F-106.

1. Determine overall external sound pres- At this point, it is necessary to decide what
sure levels, confidence level from the correlation curves

will be used. Since this is a test case, both the
2. Determine the frequency spectrum of 80- and 90-percent confidence levels shown in

the noise field at selected locations on the air- Figs. 2 and 3 are investigated.
frame.

The acceleration levels are then estimated
3. Determine octave band sound pressure by using the sound pressure level at the mid-

levels using the frequency spectrum and the frequency of the octaves in Fig. 5 with the ap-
overall sound pressure levels. propriate curves in Figs. 2 and 3. The pre-

dicted vibration levels thus obtained are shown
4. Use the sound pressure level versus ac- in Fig. 6 as an envelope in each octave for both

celeration correlation curves to determine the the 80- and 90-percent confidence levels. Vi-
vibration level in each octave. bration levels measured on the F-106 during 23

flights, including ground afterburner operation,
To accomplish steps 1 and 2, it is necessary

to know certain engine parameters. The F-106 Zp. A. Franken and E. M. Kerwin, "Method of
is powered by a J-75 turbojet with a thrust rat- Flight Vehicle Noise Prediction," WADG Tech.
ing of 16,000 pounds at military power and Rep. 58-343, Vol. I (Nov. 1958).
24,500 pounds at maximum afterburner. The 3 "Establishment of the Approach to, and Devel-
sea-level-static exhaust velocity in afterburner opment of, Interim Design Criteria for Sonic
is approximately 2800 feet per second. The Fatigue," ASD-TDR-62-26 (June 1962).

O Radar Mount F.S. 36

O Right Side F.S. 102

* F.S. 183

A Left Side F.S. 201 152
149 •157

143 db 146 •.

Fig. 4 - Predicted sound pressure level contours
for the F-106
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are plotted along with the predicted vibration sound pressure level contours of a reference
envelope. The locations of the transducers from engine operating at military power. The con-
which the test data were obtained are illustrated tours are adjusted to alternate engine charac-
in Fig. 4. teristics depending upon the exhaust velocity,

nozzle diameter, thrust, and afterburner oper-
An interesting observation from Fig. 6 is ation. The shape of the frequency spectrum is

that the B-58 correlation predicts more energy given for several locations down-stream of the
at the high frequency end than appears to be jet exhaust nozzle.
present in the F-106 data. This is possibly due
to the wider filter bands used in reducing the In Ref. 3, published since the F-ill pro-
B-58 data. Actually, there were some high fre- posal work, North American Aviation has a
quency vibration levels recorded on the F-106. slightly different approach for predicting the
They were considered too low, however, to be acoustic noise levels. Instead of using the ex-
of consequence and no data above 500 cps were haust velocity to the eighth power in calculating
included in the tabulated data available at this the change in sound pressure level contours,
time. this method varies the velocity term, 10 log

(V/V ref ))n, as a function of location relative to
It is concluded that the correlation proce- the exhaust nozzle. The value of n varies from

dure does a good job of estimating the F-106 n = 4 aft of the nozzle to n = 7 forward of the
vibration levels in the lower octaves and is nozzle. A comparison of the overall sound
overly conservative in the higher octaves, pressure levels for the two methods is shown

in Fig. 7. The NAA method predicts a 4- to 6-
db higher level than the BB&N method for a low

PREDICTION OF F-111 VIBRATION velocity jet exhaust.
LEVELS

The frequency spectra predicted by the two
The procedure for predicting the F-111 methods also changes. Figure 8 shows a com-

vibration environment is similar to the proce- parison of the shape of the frequency spectra
dure outlined above for the F-106. At this for three locations on the F-ill. It can be seen
stage, it would be nice to have measured noise that the spectrum sound pressure levels are
data for the engine to be used. This is very higher (for a given overall level) in the low fre-
seldom available, however, and the noise levels quency region for the BB&N procedure at the
must be predicted from engine performance aft end of the airplane. This is due to the lower
data. In this case, two methods for predicting velocity (military power) used in the procedure
the engine noise levels were investigated, and shifting the spectrum one-half octave lower
These are discussed below, for afterburner operation. The NAA procedure

uses the afterburner velocity. The frequency
spectrum forward of the exhaust is not too dif-

Engine Noise Prediction ferent at low frequencies, but the BB&N proce-
dure predicts much higher spectrum levels at

The sound pressure levels predicted in the the higher frequencies. The shaded area in Fig.
F-ill proposal used the Bolt, Beranek, and 8 shows the range of values for the two methods
Newman method.? This method uses the known near the exhaust plane.

This Is not a silhouette of the F-111.
fl is only a drawing for presenting the SPL contours. 147

15
Bolt Beranek and
Newman Method 132 db 137 142

Zones (jI ()I 5

North American 138 dl, 14214 15
Aviation Method X

L

Fig. 7 - Comparison of sound pressure level
contours in the F-ill
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Fig. 8 - Frequency spectra of jet noise
in the near field for the F-ill

It is difficult to say which procedure is more zones. It is seen that the NAA engine noise
accurate, particularly for afterburning fan en- prediction procedure leads to higher predicted
gines. This unknown will be resolved only when vibration levels except in the highest frequency
measured data are available for the TF-30 fan band in the forward zone. (The 7 db discussed
engine, in the preceding paragraph, however, adequately

covers the NAA case too.) It is interesting also
to note the change in the shape of the frequency

Vibration Prediction spectrum from forward to aft zones seen in the
curves for the NAA procedure. This follows,

Early in the F-111 proposal stage, the vi- of course, from the spectrum shapes shown in
bration levels were estimated for a high exhaust Fig. 8.
velocity engine using the 80-percent confidence
curves. Later in the proposal the engines were As a result of this comparison, and based
changed to lower exhaust velocity fan engines, on the information available at this time, we
Standard prediction methods indicate a 7-db recommend using the NAA method for near field
decrease in the overall sound pressure levels engine noise prediction along with the 80-percent
for the fan engine. Little is known, however, confidence level curves for estimating vibration
about the noise characteristics of afterburning levels.
fan engines at this time. It is expected that the
method used to mix the primary and secondary
air will have considerable effect. Because of Other Sources of Vibratory Energy
these unknown factors, the 7 db were left in the
vibration predictions as an added margin of A good summary of major sources of vi-
safety. A 7-db increase in sound pressure level bratory energy and their relative importance
will increase the vibration levels by a factor of in missiles and space vehicles has been pre-
approximately 1.7 when using the 80-percent pared by Eldred and Roberts. 4 Of these
confidence curves. On this basis, the predicted sources, those considered of most importance
vibration levels for four fuselage zones are to the F-111 program are:
shown in Fig. 9.

1. Boundary layer turbulence,
As an added check on the predicted vibra- 2. Cavity Resonance,

tion levels following publication of Ref. 2, both 3. Fluctuating wake drag,
methods for predicting the noise levels were
used along with the 80-percent confidence cor- 4 K. Eldred, W. Roberts and R. W. White, "Struc-
relation curves. The comparative results are tural Vibration in Space Vehicles," WADD Tech.
shown in Fig. 10 for the forward and aft fuselage Rep. 61-62 (Mar. 1961).
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4. Oscillating shock waves, The ratio of overall rms pressure.to q, how-
5. Buffet and other flow separations, and ever, is 0.009 which is somewhat higher than
6. Mechanical equipment unbalance, usually found. The reason why these readings

are higher is not definitely known. One reason
The fluctuating pressure on the skin of a could be because the dynamic pressure at the

vehicle from the turbulent boundary layer is microphone location is considerably higher than
one of the most important aerodynamic sources the free stream value. In any case, using this
of vibration. Some of the other aerodynamic ratio should be conservative.
sources can cause more severe vibration, but
none occur for such a long period of time as Pressure levels were also recorded during
does the boundary layer excitation. The gen- supersonic flight up to Mach 2. The sound pres-
erally accepted level of the rms fluctuating sure levels decreased with increasing Mach
pressure is about 0.006 times the free stream numbers, however, which is not consistent with
dynamic pressure at subsonic Mach numbe-rs. some other investigations. It may be that the
At supersonic Mach numbers, the ratio of frequency spectrum shifts upward to a range not
boundary layer pressure to dynamic pressure adequately covered by the instrumentation sys-
seems to decrease as Mach number increases. tem, thus giving erroneous readings. There
Some investigators give a value of 0.003 times certainly is a need for additional investigations
the free stream dynamic pressure at Mach 2. of external noise levels during flight, particu-

larly at supersonic speeds.
Measured B-58 in-flight sound pressure

levels and associated vibration levels were An additional external microphone was in-
used as a guide in predicting problem areas on stalled on the lower surface of the wing inboard
the F-111. Flush mounted external microphone of the inboard engine exhaust nozzle. It was
data were recorded on the forward fuselage as found, however, that engine noise overshadowed
shown in Fig. 11. Internal microphone data the boundary layer noise except during very
were also recorded at several locations, high speed flight. This was substantiated by

accelerometers located in the same region.
The levels of pressure measured on the The accelerometer data were directly related

forward fuselage during subsonic flight are to engine power settings with very little indica-
proportional to the free stream dynamic pres- tion that dynamic pressure caused any signifi-
sure as previously found by other iuivestigators. cant vibration.

BHD 1.0 Accelerometer

U Fuselage Microphone

[ 150

SPL= 20 log q + 87 db

or p2= .009q 0

140 o

00
U,

0

> 130
100 

1000

DYNAMIC PRESSURE (q) - LBS/FT
2

Fig. 11 - Overall sound pressure levels from
aerodynamic turbulence on the B-58
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The data from these microphones gave an those obtained in flight, even though the over-
indication of what to expect on the F-111 during all sound pressure levels in flight are as much
high performance flight conditions. Aerodynamic as 14 db higher than the ground levels.
noise levels at the aft end of the fuselage near
the exhaust nozzles will exceed the engine ex- This same phenomenon was found by British
haust noise only at very high dynamic pressures. investigators 5 for surface pressures and struc-
These high dynamic pressures are associated tural strains from a turbulent boundary layer.
with high speed flight which produces a shift in This investigation for their supersonic transport
the acoustic energy to the high frequency range program indicates the overall strain due to
where structural resonances tend to be less boundary layer excitation was one-third to one-
significant. fifth that occurring when the panel was excited

by jet noise of the same overall sound pressure
The situation is different, however, in the level.

forward fuselage area. Here, the overall sound
pressure levels will be higher in flight than on There are likely several factors which
the ground. This is illustrated in Fig. 12 from cause the difference in structural response to
B-58 measured data. The sound pressure levels jet engine noise and boundary layer turbulence.
increase as engine power is increased from Probably one of the most important is that the
military to maximum afterburner, and then re- spatial correlation for boundary layer excita-
main substantially constant during the takeoff tion is much less than for jet engine noise. The
roll up to the point of airplane rotation. At this turbulent boundary layer is an assortment of
point, an increase is obtained due to reflections randomly sized eddies or vortices which flow
of the jet exhaust from the runway. A decrease past a skin panel. The individual eddies lose
is noted immediatelyafter lift-off. As the equiv- their identity in a relatively short distance as a
alent airspeed increases during the climb out, result of interaction with the skin or with other
the sound pressure level due to boundary layer eddies. Therefore, the pressure fluctuations
excitation begins to increase and soon becomes associated with these eddies are correlated for
the major source of acoustic energy. only short distances. These distances are

much smaller for boundary layer excitation
The vibratory levels, however, do not in-

crease as the boundary layer noise levels in-
crease. This is a very important point. The 5 D. R. B. Webb, A. R. Keeler, and G. R. Allen,
event-time-history of the output of an acceler- "Surface Pressure and Structural Strains Re-
ometer located in the vicinity of the microphone sulting from Fluctuations in the Turbulent
is shown in Fig. 13. The vibration levels during Boundary Layer of a Fairey Delta 2 Aircraft,"
ground engine run and takeoff are higher than Ministry of Aviation, C. P. No. 638 (May 1962).
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Fig. 12 - Event-time-history for external microphone
forward of the jet exhaust on the B-58
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Fig. 13 - Event-time-history for BHD 1.0
accelerometer on the BL58

than those associated with jet exhaust acoustic layer pressure. Flow separation and oscillating
pressures of similar frequency. With the pres- shocks have caused failures in other aircraft,
sure uncorrelated in flight, there is less excita- particularly in inlet duct structure. The exci-
tion of the skin panels and less vibration is fed tation forces from these aerodynamic sources
into the vehicle structure. are very difficult to predict. Consequently, we

must rely on early measurements to obtain in-
Perhaps an equally important reason for formation on these possible problem areas.

the reduction in response going from jet noise
to boundary layer excitation is the shift in
energy to higher frequencies. The resonances IMPROVING NOISE AND VIBRATION
of an elastic structure represent a narrow band CORRELATION PROCEDURE
response with a transformation of the broad
band acoustic input brought about by the filter- There is considerable scatter in the data
ing action of the structure. If the energy in the points used to establish the correlation curves.
excitation source is largely at frequencies above These variations in acceleration level can be
the structural resonances, then the response attributed partly to sound pressure level, partly
will not be as large even though the total exci- to structural mounting points, partly to struc-
tation energy may be greater. tural properties (mass, damping, and stiffness)

and partly to chance. We should thus be able to
It is concluded that even though the boundary assign parts of the total variation to the known

layer noise levels will exceed the static engine factors. Most predictions of any nature can be
noise levels for portions of the airframe, it is improved by inclusion of additional parameters
still reasonable to use the engine noise levels that are known to influence the results. We can
for vibration prediction due to the greater struc- usually expect to reach a saturation point, how-
tural response obtained from this source, ever, after which the addition of further infor-

mation will no longer increase the accuracy of
The other aerodynamic sources outlined the predictions appreciably.

earlier are known problem areas on other air-
craft. Opening the weapon bay doors can pro- Several factors which can obviously influ-
duce cavity resonances with sound pressure ence the results (although how much they affect
levels 20 db higher than the boundary layer ex- the results is not so obvious) are as follows:
citation pressure. The weapon manufacturer
for the F-Ill is required to run acoustical 1. Data reduction techniques,
tests on the weapon to include this effect even
though the condition will exist for only short 2. Data recording and reduction errors,
periods of time.

3. Structural absorption of the acoustic
Base pressure fluctuations on speed brakes excitation from the skin to the point of

can produce levels twice as high as the boundary measurement,
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4. Location of accelerometer with respect spatial correlation of the two sources of fluctu-
to modal response, ating pressure. Additional work needs to be

done in this area.
5. Nonlinear response of the structure,

Several investigators have suggested that
6. Non-uniform structure throughout the vibratory response should be directly propor-

vehicle, and tional to a change in pressure. The B-58 data
for acoustic and vibration levels presented in

7. Structural transmission of vibration Fig. 2, however, show the vibration levels to be
from high external noise level areas to those of proportional to the 0.6 to 0.8 power of pressure
lower external noise level. depending upon the octave band considered. An

interesting conclusion in the strain versus fluc-
There have been extensive improvements to tuating pressure investigation of Ref. 5 was that

data reduction systems since most of the B-58 the strain was proportional to the 0.8 power of
data were analyzed. Much discussion in the pressure over the range of 90 to 122 db. This
past has been on the subject of constant band- agrees with the B-58 data. Therefore, trying
width versus constant percentage filtering tech- to find reasons for vibratory response being
niques. The primary argument against constant less than pressure to the first power may not
percentage type of amplitude versus frequency be a method of improving the correlation
analysis is the lack of sharpness of the filters procedure.
as compared to the sharp selectivity of the fixed
crystal filter in the constant bandwidth analyzer.
The selection of the analyzer filter bandwidth is CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
always a compromise between measurement
resolution and measurement quality. Some in- The results of the F-106 comparison study
vestigators believe that a reasonable criterion indicated that the B-58 vibration prediction
for proper resolution might be a filter band- procedure can be used successfully on fighter
width that is one fourth the bandwidth (between type aircraft.
half power points) of the narrowest peak in the
spectrum to be analyzed. The one-third octave Two methods of predicting the acoustical
filters used in the correlation procedure cer- environment were investigated to determine the
tainly would not meet this requirement, although difference in the methods. The North American
for predicting vibration levels using one-third Aviationprocedure 3 predicted 4 to 6 db higher
octaves will give a conservative level. Probably acoustic levels than the Bolt, Beranek, and
the first approach for improving the correlation Newman procedure. 2 The shape of the frequency
would be to use a different type of data reduc- spectrum was the biggest difference, with more
tion system. acoustic energy predicted by the NAA method

at the lower end of the frequency spectrum for
Of the other factors listed, probably the locations forward of the jet exhaust.

non-uniform structure throughout the vehicle
will produce more scatter than any other factor. Aerodynamic boundary layer excitation
Separating the measurements as to types of measured on the B-58 indicates that vibration
structures would be an interesting undertaking. levels are lower in flight even though the sound

pressure levels are as much as 14 db higher in
The vibration prediction procedure cannot flight than on the ground. The difference in vi-

be used for in-flight estimations unless all of bratory response is attributed to the lack of
the noise source is due to the jet engine exhaust. spatial correlation of boundary layer pressure
If the excitation forces are a combination of compared to jet exhaust noise on the ground and
boundary layer noise and jet noise or boundary the shift of acoustical energy to the high fre-
layer noise alone, then the prediction procedure quency range where structural resonances are
is not applicable because of the difference in not as significant.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Burgess (United Technology Corpora- you are making this correlation. Is there any-
tion): There seems to be a correlation between thing in the paper that you reference which can
the acceleration level and what amounts to the shed light on this correlation and its effect on
mechanical impedance of the structure for which the procedure you have described?
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Mr. Mitchell: I am not sure that I under- between the acoustic environment and the ex-
stood your question. You mentioned that there perienced vibration level.
seems to be an effect of the mechanical im-
pedance? Mr. Mitchell: Yes, I think you are right.

One point I do make in the paper that I possibly
Dr. Burgess: The impression I get from didn't bring out is that you would have to have a

your paper is that it is restricted to aircraft similar type of structure. There is another
structures. A specific example of a structure section in the paper regarding possible ways to
to which it would not apply would be, I believe, improve this procedure which I felt that I didn't
the Titan III solid motors where the skins are have enough time to go into in this oral pres-
of the order of 1/4-inch thick and of solid steel. entation.
In this case there appears to be little correlation
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COMPARISON OF PRE-LAUNCH AND FLIGHT VIBRATION

MEASUREMENTS ON THOR VEHICLES

S. A. Clevenson
Langley Research Center

and

W. B. Tereniak
Goddard Space Flight Center

A comparison of flight data for various nose fairings is presented. Re-
sults of a vibration survey on the forward equipment compartment of a
Thor are compared with flight data, and the flight results are compared
with payload environmental test specifications.

INTRODUCTION ECHO A- 12 passive communications satellite.
These vehicles are designated AVT-1 and 2.

One of the many obstacles that a spacecraft The main booster was a modified DM-21 Thor
must overcome in order to operate successfully missile. Mounted above the Thor forward corn-
in space is the severe environment imposed partment was the spacecraft equipment corn-
during the launch and powered-flight phases. partment to which the spacecraft adapter was
To assure that the spacecraft is capable of sur- secured. The spacecraft, in turn, was secured
viving such environments, it is subjected to ex- to the adapter with a marman clamp held to-
tensive environmental testing. In order to es- gether with explosive bolts. Three piezoelec-
tablish adequate environmental simulation tric vibration accelerometers (transducers)
criteria, flight data must be obtained. Flight were mounted at the base of the adapter on the
shock and vibration data were obtained during outer ring stiffener of the equipment compart-
two suborbital flights of ECHO A-12 in which ment (Fig. 3). The vibration system incorpo-
modified Thor launch vehicles were used (Fig. rated channels 13, A, and C of PDM/FM/FM
1). Prior to the launching of the second vehicle, (pulse duration modulation, frequency modula-
a vibration survey of the forward equipment tion, frequency modulation) telemeter to indi-
compartment housing the flight vibration trans- cate accelerations along the yaw, pitch, and
ducers was made while the Thor was on the longitudinal axes, respectively. Additional in-
launch pad at Cape Canaveral. formation pertaining to the instrumentation may

be found in Ref. 1.

The purpose of this paper is to present
measured flight data and to compare these data OVERALL VIBRATION LEVELS
with measurements obtained during a vibration
survey of the equipment compartment of a Thor Figure 4 indicates how cIosely the overall
launch vehicle. These data will also be com- rms vibratory levels measureo on AVT-2 com-
pared to pre-flight environmental acceptance pare with those measured on AVT-1. The lev-
test specifications. The paper will be concluded els for the accelerations measured on AVT-1
with a discussion of flight data showing the and AVT-2 are given as one curve for the pitch
effect of nose fairing shapes. axis and one curve for the yaw axis, since

there was less than 10-percent difference in

DESCRIPTION OF LAUNCH
VEHICLE 1W. B. Tereniak and S. A. Clevenson, "Flight

Shock and Vibration Data of the ECHO A-1Z
Figure 2 shows a cutaway view of the launch Application Vertical Tests (AVT-landAVT-Z),"

vehicle used for the suborbital firings of the NASA TN D-1908 (1963).
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level between the two flights. The accelerations vehicle. During the AVT-I flight there were
in the longitudinal direction closely agree ex- two periods of radio-frequency signal dropout
cept for the clipped region of AVT-1. Clipping where no data were received; AVT-2 experi-
of instantaneous peaks occurred during the flight enced no such dropouts. It is significant that
time interval of 33 to 43 seconds of AVT-1. at AVT-2 liftoff (T = 2 seconds) the value of
Time T is referred to ignition time of the acceleration measured on the lonwitudinal axis

Fig. I - AVT vehicle on launch pad at AMR

EQUIPMENT FORWARDCOMPARTMENT COMPARTMENT ENGINESTATION 63 23 52 | 107 1151 LIQUID 637

A-12 FUEL TANK OXYGEN

Fig. 2 - Cutaway view of AVT vehicle
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S~FLIGHT VIBRATION

PAYLOAD ADAPTOR f..MOUNTING RING

• DATA CAPSULE

SGAL CONDITIONING
AMPLIFIERS

Fig. 3 - Instrumentation in equipment compartment

was 2.2 g-rms, whereas at approximately Mach booster. A comparison of AVT-1, AVT-2, and
1 (T = 39 seconds) the acceleration level was previous Thor flight data, at the main event
9.4 g-rms. The measured vibration level of times, is given in Table 1. A sketch showing
9.4 g-rms is somewhat greater than that indi- the transducer locations and comparing the
cated by previous measurements made in the nose shapes of the AVT Thor with previous
forward compartment during flights of the Thor Thor's is shown in Fig. 5.

VIBRATION
LEVEL
g-rms
10

AVT-2 LONGITUDIN

8 AlXIS LOW PASS OUTPUT FILTER (CPS)
1i LONGITUDINAL 2100-- AVT- I PITCH 2100

6 LONGITUDINAL YAW 1200AXIS

VT-I a AVT-2 YAW AXIS

AVT-2 PIT

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
FLIGHT TIME, SECONDS

Fig. 4 - Overall in-flight vibrations, AVT-1 and 2
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TABLE 1
Comparison of AVT-1, AVT-2, and Thor Flight Data at Main Event Times

[Vibration Level, g-rms]

AVT-1a AVT-2a Previous Thor datab

Event Longitudinal Pitch Longitudinal Pitch Longitudinal Pitch

axis axis axis axis axis axis

Main engine 1.8 0.93 2.2 0.8 1.7 3.7
ignition

Mach 1 8.8c 3.2 9.4 3.0 - -

Maximum dynamic 3.5 1.6 4.7 1.6 1.7 3.2
pressure

Main engine 0.35 0.45 0.95 0.47 - 0.5
cutoff

aAVT low-pass output filters at 2.1 kc.
bBandwidth unknown.
CSignal clipped and level not considered valid.

RANDOM VIBRATIONS

As shown in Fig. 4, the overall rms vibra-
tion level begins to build up again at about T =
20 seconds and reaches a peak at T = 39 sec-
onds, at a level of 9.4 g-rms for AVT-2. This

Fig. 5 - Comparison of buildup in level, which occurs in the transonic
AVT and previous Thor region of flight, is attributed to the random ex-
nose shapes and loca-
tions of the vibration citation caused by aerodynamic buffeting.
transducers

Figure 6 shows a power spectral density
(PSD) plot for the accelerations in the longitu-

THOR PREVIOUS dinal direction using a 20-cps bandwidth filter
AVT THOR at T = 39 seconds (Mach number = 1). It is in-

teresting to note that the predominant frequen-
*TRANSDUCER LOCATIONS cies measured correspond to frequencies de-

termined from transients occurring at lift-off,
main engine cutoff, fairing separation, and

Differences in flight-measured vibration spacecraft separation. The high PSD level
levels between AVT and previous Thor flights (0.488 g 2/cps) measured at 1030 cps is signifi-
may be accounted for by differences in trans- cant. The equivalent g-rms level in the region
ducer location, mass loading, and stiffness of from 940 to 1120 cps is 6.62 g-rms, whereas
the mounting structure, and by differences in the overall level at this time was 9.4 g-rms.
the thrust output of the Thor booster (AVT-1
and AVT-2 had 10-percent greater thrust than
previous Thor boosters). In general, the pre- SHOCK OR TRANSIENT RESPONSE
vious low values of measured vibration levels
were obtained from transducers located on the The composite records indicated the vibra-
central bulkhead in the Thor forward compart- tions excited by lift-off, MECO (Main Engine
ment, whereas on AVT-1 and AVT-2 the trans- Cutoff), fairing separation, and spacecraft sep-
ducers were located on the inner circumference aration. These vibrations are short in duration
of the structural attach ring at the top of the and relatively high in level. Overall levels
spacecraft equipment compartment (see Fig. 3). measured during fairing separation and
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0.2655

VIBRATION - -

LEVEL 0.-062
(g2/CPS)

1g
2 /PS) ~ -=SPECIFICATION--

0.0531

.66
MVS

2000.00531
1400 1200 1000 800 600 400 0

FREQUENCY (CPS)

Fig. 6 - PSD of longitudinal vibration at M = 1
(t = 38-40 sec). Filter bandwidth - 20 cps,
RC averaging time - 1 sec, sample length -
2 sec

spacecraft separation are beyond- the optimum flights at 17 cps. The center sketch (Ref. 2)
signal range of the measuring channels. These shows the filtered transient for the Thor-Delta
signals are in the nonlinear range of the system vehicle at 16 cps. The bottom sketch (obtained
and may have been clipped by the limiter circuit from unpublished data by J. Nagy, GSFC, NASA)
in the charge amplifier. However, it was felt shows the filtered transient response for the
that a spectral analysis of these data would be Thor-Agena at 18 cps. It may be noted that
enlightening, ground resonance tests by Douglas Aircraft

Company have indicated a resonance of the
A tabulation of the results of the qualitative rocket engine on its hydraulic control actuators

analysis performed on the vibrations excited by at about 17 cps. The data show that substantial
the above-mentioned events of both flights is vibrations at a frequency approximately equal
given in Tables 2 and 3. The data were ana-
lyzed by re-recording a continuous 1-second 2 L, A. Williams, "Flight Vibration Data from
loop that included the transient vibration, and A. Delta "Fligh VibraTN Dat 683the Delta 9 Launch Vehicle,".NASA TN D-1683
were then played back into a spectral wave ana- (1963).
lyzer that employed a 20-cps bandwidth filter.
The levels presented are relative, since the
time duration of the vibration signal was con-
siderably shorter than the analyzer RC aver-
aging time (1 second) used. The tables sum-
marizing the predominant frequencies indicate 2.3g

that as a result of shocklike excitation certain --- -

resonant frequencies are excited. At lift-off
these frequencies are excited by both shocklike
and acoustic excitations. It is noteworthy that
the frequencies are similar in value for these 2-8g -4
events. This similarity indicates that the high -r--- THOR -DELTA -16 CPS
frequencies (greater than 200 cps) are due to a
more localized response, that is, from the Thor
spacecraft equipment compartment, and are not
indicative of the response of the entire vehicle.
The previous statement is based on the fact 3.8 g__-__________ ______ I
that the mass varies during powered flight and, THOR-AGENA-18 CPS
in turn, varies the vibratory modes of the T
vehicle. I I

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Figure 7 shows the predominant transient FUGHT TIME - SEC

frequencies at lift-off for three Thor vehicles. Fig. 7 - Discreet frequencies measured at
A narrow band filter was used to obtain the lift-off on the AVT, Thor-Delta, and Thor-
response as a function of time. The upper Agena vehicles. Narrow bandpass filters
sketch indicates the transient for the ATV used
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TABLE 2
Summary of Predominant High Frequencies and Relative Vibratory Levels Measured on the

AVT-I and AVT-2 Principal Axesa

Liftoff Main Engine Cutoff Fairing Separation Spacecraft Separation

AVT-1 AVT-2 AVT-I AVT-2 AVT-1 AVT-2 AVT-1 AVT-2
Fe LvlF!j Lee res Lee =.eFre.) p. Freq. re

(ps Level Level Level Level (cp Level Fr Level Fr Level (cJ Level

Longitudinal Axis

130 0.05 130 0.09 170 0.02 140 0.13 -- -
- - - - 230 .02 280 .04 225 0.04 230 0.15 -

300 .05 330 .09 330 .02 340 .04 - - 350 .19 350 0.10
430 .08 430 .32 380 .04 400 .03 420 .04 420 .24 410 0.08 440 .12
510 .12 - - 480 .01 500 .02 - - 480 .30 - - 520 .12
585 .15 580 .49 570 .01 - - 575 .11 570 .58 580 .08 580 .11

- 640 .60 620 .02 - - 650 .33 - - 670 .48
- 680 .51 700 .02 - - - 710 .13 - -

760 .10 780 .41 750 .01 - 770 .08 780 .-43 790 .23 - -
- - - 800 .03 80o .01 - - - 800 .36

" - 830 .35 850 .02 -850 .52 840 .25 850 .48
890 .15 - - 920 .02 910 .05 - - - - - -
970 .11 960 .43 990 .01 950 .01 - - 960 .86 - - - -

1070 .19 1030 .57 - - 1040 .01 1060 .09 1020 .24 1060 .26 1010 .55
1200 .11 1160 .31 1190 .40 - - 1170 .04 1120 .29 - - - -

- - 1260 .25 - - 1240 .01 1270 .04 - - 1280 .09 1220 .26
1320 .09 1340 .16 1350 .01 - - - - - - 1310 .09 1340 .21
1420 .08 - - - - - - 1400 .08 1450 .22 1420 .09 - -

- - 1490 .27 - - 1510 .05 - - 1500 .09 1490 .14
1580 .07 1600 .05 . .. ... .
1710 .04 1700 .05 - - 1700 .11 - - - -

- - 1780 .10 - - 1800 .02 - - 1770 .06 1800 .07

Pitch Axis

-0- - 110 0.08 - - - 133 0.12 110 0.12
180 0.05 150 .07 - - - - 170 .11

200 0.06 210 0.08 - - 210 .05 220 0.20 220 0.22 210 .11 - -
240 .09 260 .16 - - 280 .03 - - 260 .28 - - 260 .08
310 .06 340 .10 330 .04 330 .07 340 .08 - - - - 310 .09
- - - - 380 .03 - - 390 .10 360 .14 - - - -

460 .09 470 .12 470 .02 - - 440 .13 440 .10 440 .07 440 .09
- 540 .11 - - 500 .02 550 .08 - - - - 520 .05

- - 580 .02 - - - - 600 .17 - - 620 .09
650 .06 640 .04 - - - - - - 650 .15 650 .08 650 .07
- - 700 .09 T - 680 .01 - - - - - - - -

- - - - 740 .03 - - - - - - - - 740 .04
790 .04 - - 800 .01 780 .10 780 .14 810 .08 820 .11

830 .05 860 .10 860 .03 - - - - - - - - - -
900 .05 - - - - - - 920 .09 - - - - - -
980 .04 970 .08 960 .04 - - - - - - 990 .07 1000 .05

1050 .04 1030 .07 1030 .04 - - 1060 .08 1030 .01 1060 .07 - -
1100 .03 - - 1080 .04 1100 .01 - - 1100 .23 - - 1100 .10

- - 1160 .07 1170 .09 - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - 1210 .05 - - - - - - - 1220 .06

1290 .04 1260 .07 1205 .05 - - 1260 .07 - - - - - -
1 0- - - - - - 1340 .08 1370 .19 1350 .07 1340 .06

1440 .03 - - 1470 .02 1500 .06 - - 1480 .05 1460 .05
16Po .03 - - - - - - 1680 .06 1650 .12 1640 .06 1650 .06

1810 .04 - - 1880 .02 1800 .05 1850 .06 1830 .05 1850 .04

Yaw Axis

130 0.05 - - 140 0.04 170 0.17 - 140 0.12 130 0.18
220 0.12 - - 180 0.09 200 .03 210 .39 - - 200 .12 - -
260 .10 230 .13 - - - - - - 250 0.04 250 .07 250 .18
- - 300 .14 - - 270 .02 280 .08 - - 280 .07 - -
- - 350 .18 330 .11 330 .05 320 .09 340 .03 320 .05 340 .24
-0 - 4"50 - - - 420 .14 420 .03 410 .04 430 .12
440 .09 - 45 .06 - - 450 .08 460 .02 - - - -
490 .07 480 .12 500 .08 - - - - 530 .02 520 .04 - -
- - 600 .10 620 .09 600 .01 560 .05 600 .02 - - 620 .09

650 .05 - - 680 .09 - - - - 670 .02 650 .04 670 .10
780 .05 770 .07 750 .10 - - 770 .06 - - - - 780 .06
820 .05 - - - - 800 .01 - - 800 .01 810 .03 - -
- - 840 .07 850 .12 - - 830 .05 850 .02 850 .03 - -

980 .04 - - 950 .12 - - - - - - - - - -
- - 1000 .04 1000 .10 -- - - - - - -

1040 .03 1080 .03 - - 1070 .01 - - 1030 .01 - - 1030 .04
- - - - 1120 .10 - - - - - - - - - -

- -0 - 1160 .19 - - - - - - - - - -
1270 .02 1280 .08 - - - - - - - - 1280 .02
1380 .01 1390 .07 - - - - - - - - - -
1740 .01 - - - - - - - - - - - -

aAU levels are relative; analysis filter bandwidth, 20 cps.
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TABLE 3

Summary of AVT Low Frequencies at Their Maximum Level

Longitudinal Axis Pitch Axis Yaw Axisa

AVT-1 AVT-2 AVT-1 AVT-2 AVT-1 AVT-2

Freq. Level Freq. Level Freq. Level Freq. Level Freq. Level Freq. Level
(cps) (g-pk) (cps) (g-pk) (cps) (g-pk) (cps) (g-pk) (cps) (g-pk) (cps) (g-pk)

Liftoff

17 1.8 17 1.0 8 0.70 8 0.5 11 1.4 11 1.1
22 2.0 - - - 9 .80 22 .70 -
33 1.6 - - - - 11 1.0 33 .50 - -
44 1.3 45 1.0 22 .40 - - - - 45 .30
57 1.8 - - 33 .40 - - 57 .70 -

- - - - 45 .90 - -.

-....- 57 .80 .....

Main Engine Cutoff

- 32 0.76 - 52 0.3
- - 42 .65 - - 58 1.1
55 0.4 55 .65 87 0.69 - -
95 .2 - - 116 .87 -

122 .91 - -
- 137 2.8

ayaw axis has no significant levels in the 5-150 cps range during main engine cutoff.

to this ground measured resonant frequency
appear in many flights of Thor vehicles.

VIBRATION SURVEY OF EQUIP-
MENT COMPARTMENT

The vibration survey was performed on the
fully assembled AVT-2 vehicle prior to fueling
on its launch pad at Cape Canaveral. Low-level
sinusoidal vibration inputs (15 to 2000 cps) into
the equipment compartment were accomplished
by attaching two 25-pound electromagnetic
shakers to the nose fairing dummy explosive
bolts located 180 degrees apart at station 52.05. .
Responses to sinusoidal excitations were meas- "ELECTOMAGNETIC I
ured by the flight transducers and by transduc- SHAKER I VIBRATION
ers mounted at various external locations on MAX. OUTPUT =25 L B: I ACE TEP
the equipment compartment. Figure 8 shows a
physical arrangement of the test setup. In ad-
dition to the sinusoidal test, the equipment
compartment natural frequencies were excited LINKAGE

by striking the vehicle at various locations and
directions at station 52.05 with a rubber mallet.
A comparison of the AVT-2 flight data, vibra- Fig. 8 - Equipment arrangement
tion survey data, and the AVT payload vibration for vibration survey
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TABLE 4
Comparison of Flight Vibration Data with Ground Vibration Survey

Frequencies and Test Specification Levelsa

Ground Vibration Data,
Thrust AVT-2 Flight Vibration Data, Flight Test Levels,

Power Spectral Densitya Sinusoidal
Tapping Forced Vibration

Freq. Freq. Response Freq. Yaw Pitch Thrust Freq.

(cps) (cps) (+g) (cps) (gZ/cps)b (g 2/cps)C (g 2/cps)d Range Level
(cps)

210 - - - 5-14 1/4 inch D.A.
400 390 3.3 340 0.0171 0.0071 - 14-400 4 g-rms
435 490 5.8 470 .0169 .0098 0.02
- 585 4.6 575-625 .0114 .0065 .102 400-2000 6 g-rms
- - - 675-710 .0168 .0088 .058
- 795 5.3 775-825 .0148 .0076 .024

915 915 8.3 900 - - .028
- 970 8.8 950 - - .102
- 1040 10 1030 .0098 .0066 .488

1100 1120 7.4 1100 .0133 .0062 .066
1180 - - 1180 - - .069
1250 1200 6.4 1220 .0060 .0063 .065

- - - 1280 - - .035
- - - 1320 - .0012 .032
- - 1380 - - .033
- - - 1440 - - .026

1570 1550 5.7 1500 - .014 .029
- - - 1630 - .0067 -

Gaussian Random

15-2000o 0.045 g2/cps
1 (9.5 g-rms)

aData sample measured at maximum flight vibration level, T + 38 to T +40 seconds.
bFilter bandwidth, 50 cps.
CFilter bandwidth, 50 cps.
dFilter bandwidth, 20 cps.

flight-acceptance-test specification levels is at transonic speeds, is slightly below the test
given in Table 4. The comparison indicates specification of 9.5 g-rms random excitation.
that resonant frequencies excited manually by However, since the predominant excitation oc-
mallet and those excited by the electromagnetic curred in the frequency band of from 940 to
shakers were the same predominant frequencies 1120 cps with an overall excitation level of 6.62
determined from the PSD analyses of the flight g-rms over this bandwidth (corresponds to a
vibration data. It may be remembered that PSD of 0.488 g2/cps), it is felt that the sinus-
similar predominant frequencies occurred dur- oidal sweep at the level of 6 g-ims adequately
ing lift-off, MECO, fairing separation, and simulates the flight vibration environment.
spacecraft separation.

EFFECTS OF NOSE FAIRING
COMPARISON WITH PRE-FLIGHT SHAPES

ACCEPTANCE TEST LEVELS
One of the effects of buffeting is the acous-

A comparison of the flight-measured val- tical excitation of random vibrations in the ve-
ues with the flight test specification (Table 4) hicle and payload structures. Buffeting is usu-
indicates that the previously written test speci- ally defined as the result of unstable flow over
fication is both adequate and not overly severe, the body and generally occurs as the vehicle ap-
The flight-measured overall level of 9.4 g-rms, proaches transonic speeds. The flow instability
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is essentially independent of body motions but 18 :::1
is directly related to the vehicle nose shape. 16 - U THOR-ABLE-S
References 3, 4, and 5 report recent studies of 14 (TRANSIT BI
buffeting forces on certain types of vehicle nose E I

shapes. Figure 9 shows the nose shapes of 2

three vehicles used to launch the S-51 (Thor- o -

Delta),2 Transit BI (Thor-Able-Star),6 and AVT > THOR

(Thor); from a study of the references it might 8 (AVT)
be expected that the highest vibration levels I 6
due to buffeting would be measured on the Thor- 4 4 l
Able-Star vehicle and the lowest on the Thor- > 2 tHMOI
Delta vehicle. Figure 10, which compares the 2

overall rms flight vibration levels for these 0 20 40 60 80 0o0 120 140
three vehicles, confirms that the vibration FLUGHT TIME, SECONDS

levels at transonic speeds were highest on theThrAl-trand lowest on the Thor-Delta. Fig. 10 - Longitudinal vibration-time
Thor-Able-Star history comparison of AVT, Thor-

Delta, and Thor-Able-Star flights
3p. Woods and L. E. Ericsson, "Aeroelastic

Considerations in a Slender, Blunt-Nose, Mul-
tistage Rocket," Aerospace Eng. 21(5):42-51
(May 1962). CONCLUDING REMARKS4 C. F. Coe, "Steady and Fluctuating Pressures
at Transonic Speeds on Two Space-Vehicle The flight data presented in this report in-
Payload Shapes," NASA TM X-503 (1961).

5C. F. Coe, "The Effects of Some Variations dicate that (1) the major vibration levels meas
in Launch-Vehicle Nose Shape on Steady and ured during the AVT flights occurred during
Fluctuating Pressures at Transonic Speeds, lift-off, Mach 1, fairing separation, and payload
NASA TM X-646 (1962). separation; (2) the composite levels of both6D. G. Douglas, "Measurement and Analysis of flights measured during these occurrences are
Missile Vibration, Shock, and Noise Environ- in close agreement; (3) the spectra (level and
ments," Proc. Instrum. Soc. Am., 17(2), Paper frequency) are similar for comparative time
No. 38.1.62 (1962). data samples; and (4) the frequencies measured

during flight were similar to those measured

CONE during the ground vibration survey.
CYLINDER

BOAT Payload vibration data measured during a
T HAMMER recent Thor-Delta flight show that no increase

HEA in level was measured during Mach 1 or maxi-
mum dynamic pressure; in contrast, high vi-
bration levels were measured on the AVT flights.
Also, high vibration levels were measured at
Mach 1 and maximum dynamic pressure during
flights of the Thor-Able-Star. The differences
in the vibration levels of these vehicles meas-
ured at transonic speeds are attributed mainly
to the vehicle nose shape.

THOR- THOR-ABLE- THOR
DELTA STAR (AVT) A comparison of the flight-measured
(S-51) (TRANSIT BI) vibration levels with the environmental flight

Fig. 9 - Comparison of Thor- acceptance test specification indicates that
Delta, Thor -Able -Star, and the previously written test specification is
.AVT nose shapes both adequate and not overly severe.

DISCUSSION

Mr. Condos (Martin Company): Do you Mr. Clevenson: I can only agree with that
agree with me that the use of a Q dependent if you make other limitations. On something
function for the prediction of inflight vibration such as the Able Star possibly it would have
levels doesn't look very satisfactory ? been satisfactory, but certainly on the Delta
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vehicle with a smooth nose and a smooth fairing program and trying to make a correlation, or
it quite obviously would not be satisfactory. In were you looking at a narrow bandwidth in one
other words, it certainly would not be satisfac- case and a broad band, 2000 cycles, in the other
tory at all times. case ?

Mr. Condos: On your wind tunnel data, Mr. Clevenson: Generally speaking, we
were your measurements over a very broad are using the wide bandwidth in both cases. In
frequency range or were these just simply low the report you will find references to the wind
frequency measurements? In other words, you tunnel tests which were done at NASA Ames
showed the reverse situation from that which Laboratory. The tests did not break down the
one would expect between the wind tunnel data turbulence levels into spectra, but in general
and the vibration data, and I am trying to find they used wideband pickups to determine that
out whether it is due to a difference in band- the turbulence was not just the low frequency
width. turbulence. It was both low and high frequency

turbulence.
Mr. Clevenson: Possibly I stated it wrong

about the wind tunnel data. If so, let me cor- Voice: Could we see your last slide again?
rect It. I tried to give the impression that the Is that possible?
wind tunnel data showed the same as the flight
data. I hope that is what I said. Namely, that Mr. Clevenson: It is if the projectionist
the boat tail configuration showed the greatest will put it on for us.
turbulence in the wind tunnel at transonic
speeds, and the cone cylinder nose fairing Voice: In the slide, I believe that your
showed the least amount of turbulence of the Thor Able Star of course showed the highest
three kinds of configurations, level during the transonic max Q regime, but it

also appeared to show the highest level on lift
Mr. Condos: OK. I thought that one con- off. I couldn't understand that.

figuration had the maximum level occurring at
max Q which I didn't understand. Mr. Clevenson: Well, you are perfectly

right. I didn't make any particular point of
Mr. Clevenson: Yes, in the last figure, the that. You are referring to that level which does

Thor Able Star vehicle showed the maximum definitely show considerably higher vibration
vibration level at max Q whereas the AVT vehi- level at lift off. Exactly why it should do so, I
cle showed the maximum level much closer to am not sure. I can see that your reasoning
MachI and considerably lower at max Q. I did says that if it is three times as high at lift off,
not mean to imply that the maximum vibration maybe it should be three times as high at max Q
level would always occur at max Q. It usually also, and perhaps it should be. But generally
occurs during the transonic flight regime, and speaking the high level at lift off is due to an
this wasn't on the Thor Delta in the data I just acoustic coupling more than to just the engine
showed. There, the maximum levels occurred firing up. The acoustic coupling ties the space-
at lift off. craft into the ground through the resonance

effect of the engine blasting into the ground. I
Mr. Condos: OK. This led to my question. have no good explanation of why it is so high.

Are you measuring over the same bandwidth in We do our best to make the data as accurate as
the wind tunnel as you were in the flight test possible and present it as we see it.
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X64- Io.363

VIBRATION STUDIES ON A SIMPLIFIED 1/2-SCALE MODEL

OF THE NIMBUS SPACECRAFT

H. D. Carden arnd R. W. Herr
NASA Langley Research Center
Langley Station, Hampton, Va.

Results of experimental investigation of the effectiveness of various
isolation and damping methods in reducing the dynamic response of a
simplified scale model of the Nimbus spacecraft to vibratory inputs
are presented,

INTRODUCTION DISCUSSION

The high reliability demanded of spacecraft Description of Model

requires that these complex structures be capa- The configuration of the half-scale model
ble of operation during and after exposure to utilized is shown in Fig. 1. The model was a
many hostile environments. Earliest of the simplified version of the full-scale Nimbus
flight environmental hazards encountered, and weather satellite. The bending stiffness of the
in many cases the most severe, are the extreme solar panels, panel shaft, and struts, as well as
vibration levels through which these payloads the mass of the major components in the model,
pass during the launch and boost phases of the were approximately scaled. Two sets of simu-
flight sequence. lated solar panels were fabricated. Both con-

sisted of two sheets of 0.016-inch aluminum at-
At the present time, onboard instrumenta- tached to a tapered balsa wood core. The taper

tion of a variety of spacecraft is being designed of the wood core from the center of the panel
and developed to operate on power generated by along the length to the panel tips made it possible
solar cells mounted on large flexible panels.
Vibration tests of prototype spacecraft of this
type, at levels well below anticipated flight lev- SOLAR PANELS
els, have resulted in damage to the payloads and (FOLDED FOR LAUNCH)
instrumentation. It is anticipated that future
payloads of like design will experience similar HINGE LINE
vibration problems; therefore, it becomes nec- CONTROL SECTION PANEL SHAFT
essary that means and techniques be explored
for reducing the severity of the many resonant STRUTS TRANSITION

STRUT ATTACHMENT SECTIONconditions which exist in the spacecraft and its POINT
component parts. SENSORY RING PANEL TIE-DOWN POINT

SECTION ADAPTER

The purpose of this paper is to present the YAW
results of an experimental investigation which
utilized a 1/2-scale dynamic model of a space-
craft typical of the solar panel category for ROLL PITCH
evaluating the effectiveness of damping and
isolation in reducing the dynamic response of Fig. 1 - General configuration and ele-
the spacecraft to vibratory inputs. ments of the 1/2-scale Nimbus model
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to obtain the desired stiffness distribution. In of the 1/2-scale Nimbus model, an analytical
one set the aluminum sheets were bonded to the technique for calculating the modes and fre-
wood core with an epoxy cement, while in the quencies of the simulated solar panels was em-
other set the sheets were bonded with a visco- ployed. The technique utilizes a general finite-
elastic adhesive to provide shear damping. The difference method for calculating the simple
principal dimensions of the components of the harmonic flexures of plates. The basis of the
1/2-Scale Nimbus model are presented in technique along with the procedure for applica-
Fig. 2. tion of the method to plate vibration problems

is discussed fully by Walton. 1 Additional infor-
mation needed for calculating the modes and
frequencies of the simulated solar panels using

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS INH-ES the technique is included in appendix A.
CONTROL BOX WIDTH A- 11

SOLAR PANEL WIDTH 8- 19.2 B••1 Computed frequencies and node locations
SOLAR PANEL LENGTH C- 48 for the first 10 modes are compared with ex-
LENGTH, OVERALL(ADAPTER 0-69

INCLUDED) perimental results in Fig. 3 where it can be
SENSORY RING HEIGHT E- S5 seen that the agreement, in general, is good.
SPACECRAFT ADAPTER HEIGHT F- 12 The largest discrepancies occurred for modes
SENSORY RING DIAMETER G-27.5 - four, five, and six. Closer correspondence be-
SPACEFRAFT ADAPTER W.- H-30 tween all computed and experimental frequen-METER (BOTTOM DIAMETER) H PWTER

SECTION F cies could possibly be realized by more sophis-
-__ ticated assumptions on the edge conditions,

more refined panel stiffness distribution for

Fig. 2 - Principal dimensions of the input into the computing machine procedure,

1/2-scale Nimbus model and taking panel-cutouts into consideration.

The dashed lines in Fig. 3 indicate the

Test Procedure computed node lines for the panel considered
as completely rectangular in form. The actual

For tests involving excitation along the planform, however, had panel cutouts as indi-

pitch and roll axes, the 1/2-scale model was cated by the small shaded areas at three cor-

mounted on a platform which was suspended on ners. Substantial agreement, nevertheless, is

steel flexure springs to provide essentially shown between computed and experimental
planar motions. For excitation along the yaw (solid lines) nodes.

axis the model was suspended by nylon ropes
attached at the center of gravity of the control
section, struts and solar panels combination, Comparison of Model Response to
and at the center of gravity of the sensory Full-Scale Vehicle Response
system-adapter combination. Excitation of the
model was provided by an electromagnetic
shaker. Input accelerations and the response In order to assess the degree of simulation
of the model were measured with lightweight obtained with the 1/2-scale dynamic model of
accelerometers while the excitation frequency Nimbus, a comparison between the 1/2-scale
was measured by a frequency-period counter, model response and the response of the full-
Responses of the model to input accelerations scale spacecraft was made at the base of the
along the roll, pitch, or yaw axis were meas- control assembly for input along the pitch axis.
ured on the solar panels, control section, and In Fig. 4 the 1/2-scale model response is given
sensory section for the basic model configura- by the dashed line and open symbols; the solid
tion and for cases for which damping or isola- symbols denote the peak values of the measured
tion, or both, had been incorporated in the resonance. Input accelerations to the model
structure, were limited by the available shaker force to

approximately 83 percent of the desired 0.6 g
input level. Shown in the figure as a solid line

ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

Panel Frequencies and Mode Shapes 1 W. C. Walton, Jr., "Applications of a General

Finite-Difference Method for Calculating Bend-
Concurrent with the experimental deter- ing Deformations of Solid Plates," NASA TN

mination of the structural amplification factors D-536 (1960).
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-- EXPERIMENTAL
CALCULATED

CUT-
rOUTS I9,

(a) I ST MODE (b) 2 ND MODE (c) 3 RD MODE (d) 4 TH MODE (e) 5 TH MODE
f = 20.1 CPS fa20.8 CPS fe=32.4 CPS fe=42.0.CPS f8=53.5 CPS

fe/fc 1.05 fe/fc 1.06 fe/fc =1.10 fe/fc =1. 19 fe/fc z 1.29

I4 ---

Mf 6 TH MODE (g) 7 TH MODE (h) 8 TH MODE (i) 9 TH MODE (j) 10OTH MODEfe=57.6 CPS fe=69.8 CPS fe=88.0 CPS V93.9 CPS fe=l17.4 CPS

fe /fc =1. 20 fe/fc =1.02 fe/fc= I.II fe/fc= I.II fe /fc =1. 07

Fig. 3 - Comparison of experimental and calculated modes
and frequencies of the simulated solar panel

I" I
II- - I -

I I

• PEAK REPONSEONSE

AMPLFICTIO SLEVHIL

F EX ITATI-I

I0"O

*PEAK RESPONSE 6
-o-1/2 SCALE DYNAMIC MODEL
- FULL SCALE VEHICLE ý

I I I I j10 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
FREQUENCY, CPS

Fig. 4 - Comparison of responses at the base of control
section on 1/2-scale model and full-scale spacecraft.
Excitation along pitch axis. Model frequencies divided
by 2.
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is the corresponding experimentally measured spacecraft and the evaluation of the effective-
full-scale vehicle response. 2  ness of certain damping and isolation techniques

for attenuating these amplifications.
The figure shows that general agreement

exists between the model and full-scale vehicle
resonances in the frequency range up to approx- Effects of Damping
imately 35 cps. However, two low-frequency
resonant responses were measured on the 1/2- One of the more significant elements affect-
scale model which were not noted on the full- ing the amplification factors is the damping of
scale Nimbus. It is probable that the compro- the structure. In general, any increase in the
mises and trade-offs necessitated in the damping of the structure is beneficial, but the
construction of the model struts and, strut at- use of damping can be made more effective by
tachments may have introduced these additional distribution of viscoelastic materials in areas
responses. But it is also possible that the in- of maximum relative shear displacement be-
herent damping in these modes on the full-scale tween two sandwich faces. 3 Thus for minimum
spacecraft was sufficiently high to mask out the structural response to a given input spectrum,
individual modal responses. every attempt should be made to incorporate

damping in the structure and to distribute the
In an elastic structure the response of the damping in areas as indicated by the critical

structure is dependent on the input accelera- modes.
tions and the amplification factors which relate
the response of the structure to the input accel- The results of the study of the effects of
erations. For the 1/2-scale model under con- distributed damping in the solar panels of the
sideration, the primary interest was the deter- 1/2-scale model are given in Figs. 5-11. The
mination of the amplification factors for the measured damping, expressed as C/C, for the

epoxy cement bonded panels and the damping
adhesive bonded panels was approximately 0.003
and 0.020, respectively, for the first mode of2 These data were supplied by the Goddard Space

Flight Center andwere obtainedduring Nimbus
vibration analysis performed by the General 3 C. M. Harris and C. E. Crede, editors, Shock
Electric Co., Missile and Space Vehicle De- and Vibration Handbook, Vol. 2 (McGraw-Hill
partment, Valley Forge, Pa., under contract Book Company, Inc., New York, 1961), section
to GSFC. 32, pp. 40-41, sections 36-37.

50-

RESPONSE
) ~E XC ITATI ONONO"
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AMPLIFICATION EPOXY CEMENT

FACTORS

DAMPING ADHESIVE

0
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) 20 40 60 80 I00 120 140
FREQUENCY, CPS

Fig. 5 - Dynamic amplification as a function of excitation
frequency. k = 15,250 lb/in. Excitation along roll axis.
Response at bottom-center of solar panel.
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100-
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EPOXY CEMENT
AMPLIFICATION DAMPING AESE

FACTORS•DAMPINGADHESIVE
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Fig. 6 - Dynamic amplification as a function of excitation
frequency. k = 15,250 lb/in. Excitation along roll axis.
Response at bottom of hinge line on panel transition.
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Fig. 7 - Dynamic amplification as a function of excitation
frequency. k = 15,250 lb/in. Excitation along roll axis.

Response at end of panel shaft.
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I1O - RESPONSE,,

EPOXY CEMENT 
EXCITATION,

AMPLIFICATION
FACTORS

-L _
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

FREQUENCY, CPS

Fig. 8 - Dynamic amplification as a function of excitation
frequency. k = 15,250 lb/in. Excitation along roll axis.
Response at base of control section.

the panel. In Figs. 5-8 amplification factors are test results shown in the figures emphasize
given as a function of excitation frequency for three significant points. The first is that very
locations and directions as indicated by the ar- high amplifications exist in such structures.
rows on the inserted sketch of the model. Ex- Values as high as 30, 40, or 50 may be noted on
citation in each case was along the roll axis, the panels for the locations indicated. Secondly,
and the spring stiffness between the control the many structural resonances were associated
section and the sensory section was k = 15,250 mainly with panel natural modes. This suggests
lb/in. Figures 9-11 present amplification fac- that proper design of the solar panels may be a
tors for the case of excitation along the pitch means of locating the natural frequencies of the
axis at three of the same locations as those structure in certain areas of the frequency spec-
chosen for the cases in the roll direction. The trum. In this manner significant reductions in

10 PXY CMENT RESPONSE

AMPLIFICATION 

P CM

FACTORS EXCITATION

DAMPING ADHESIVE-//' I

0 20 40 605 _80 100 120 140
FREQUENCY, CPS

Fig. 9 - Dynamic amplification as a function of excitation
frequency. k = 15,250 lb/in. Excitation along pitch axis.
Response at bottom-center of solar panel.
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0.1 - I
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Fig. 10 - Dynamic amplification as a function of
excitation frequency. k = 15,250 lb/in. Excitation
along pitch axis. Response at end of panel shaft.
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Fig. 11 -Dynamic amplification as a function of
excitation frequency. k =15,250 lb/in. Excitation
along pitch axis. Response at base of control section.
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conditions of resonance between the spacecraft structural amplifications of the epoxy-bonded
panels and the booster inputs may be feasible. panels than the inherently damped sandwich
The third point is that the response of such a panels. The combination of both isolation
structure to unsteady forces can be substanti- mounts and the damping adhesive bonded pan-
ally reduced, in most instances, by the use of els was extremely effective in reducing the
damping materials at suitably chosen points. A magnitude of detectable structural amplifi-
comparison of the levels of the solid curves to cations.
the dashed curves in Figs. 5-11 indicates the
relatively high degree of energy dissipation that For excitation along the yaw axis, amplifi-
was attained in the sandwich construction pan- cation factors were determined for locations on
els. The added damping was least effective at the base of the control section and on the bottom
the base of the control section, particularly for center of the solar panel. The response of the
excitation along the roll axis, Fig. 8. model for a spring stiffness between the control

and sensory section of k = 60,000 lb/in. was
used for comparison with the response for

Effects of Isolation and Damping cases in which the isolation mounts were used.
The results of these tests are presented in Figs.

As an additional phase of the investigation 13 and 14. For the location on the control sec-
of the 1/2-scale Nimbus model, a study of the tion (Fig. 13), the amplification factors as a
effects of a combination of isolation and damp- function of frequency were the typical mass-on-
ing on the response of the vehicle to vibratory isolator response curve with attenuation occur-
inputs was conducted. Commercially available ring at frequencies above approximately 1.4
isolators were utilized at the strut attachment times the natural frequency of the mass-isolator
points during the tests. The effective maximum system. As shown in Fig. 13, the measured at-
radial capacity of the combination was experi- tenuations on the control section are essentially
mentally determined as approximately 15-1/2 unity for k = 60,000 lb/in. Presented in Fig. 14
pounds. Two mounts had radial load capacities are the responses on the bottom-center of the
of 12-1/2 pounds each and the other had a radial epoxy-bonded panels. Appreciable, but some-
load capacity of 20 pounds maximum. Typical what less effectiveness was obtained through the
results of the tests are presented in Fig. 12 for use of the isolation mounts for responses at this
excitation along the pitch axis for which both location on the model.
damping and isolation were utilized. The results
indicate that the isolation mounts were more Although the results indicate that reductions
effective in reducing the magnitudes of in the structural amplifications can be obtained

AMPLI FI CATI ON
FACTORS

,0

RESPONSE

*%EXCITATION

_EPOXY
, : •CEMENT

DAMPING ADHESIVE" "1 3"

.II I I I I I

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
FREQUENCY, CPS

Fig. 12 - Dynamic amplification as a function of excitation

frequency. Isolators b:5-1/2 - 12-1/2 lb. Excitation

along pitch axis.
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Fig. 13 - Dynamic amplification as a function of excitation
frequency. Excitation along yaw axis. Response at base of
control section.
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Fig. 14 - Dynamic amplification as a function of
excitation frequency. Excitation along yaw axis.
Response at bottom-center of solar panel.

by utilizing isolation mounts, several disadvan- isolators to provide desired isolation large de-
tages are also presented. One such undesirable flections are often necessary. The deflections
feature is that large lateral movements because are needed to prevent bottoming out of the iso-
of rocking action of the panels, control section, lators under the loading imposed by the in-
and struts on the isolators can occur at the iso- creasing acceleration of the launch vehicle
lator natural frequency. This presents the addi- during the flight. Sacrifice of omnidirectional
tional complication of possible interference of isolation for unidirectional isolation could pos-
the model or vehicle panels with the launch- sibly overcome some of the disadvantages.
vehicle shroud. Further, for omnidirectional
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Effects of Stiffness Between Control and CONCLUDING REMARKS
Sensory Sections An investigation has been conducted to

To assess the effects of stiffness between evaluate the effectiveness of damping and iso-
the control and the sensory section on the re- lation methods in reducing the structural am-
sponse of the model, structural amplifications plifications of vibratory inputs on a simplified
as a function of frequency were determined for scale model of the Nimbus spacecraft. The
values of k equal to 60,000 and 15,250 lb/in, results are summarized in the following
Typical results of this study are presented in paragraphs.
Fig. 15 which shows the measured model re-
sponse to inputs along the pitch axis for the 1. Experimental frequencies for the first
bottom-center of the solar panel. The results 10 modes of the solar panels on the 1/2-scale
indicate that increased stiffness between the model were compared with calculated values
two sections leads to only slight increases in using a finite-difference method. In general,
panel amplifications at somewhat increased good agreement between the calculated and ex-
frequencies. perimental frequencies was found. Fair

100 -o- k = 60,000 LB/IN.
-o- k =15,250 LB/IN.

AMPUFICATION lot
FACTORS

RSPONSE

I EXCITATION

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
FREQUENCY, CPS

Fig. 15 - Effects of stiffness between control and
sensory sections on dynamic amplification. Re-
sponse at bottom-center of epoxy-bonded solar
panel. Excitation along pitch axis.

Sensory Section Response agreement was also shown between the com-
puted and experimental node locations.

As might be intuitively expected, little, if
any, reductions in the measured response in the 2. A comparison of the model response to
compartments of the sensory section were noted full-scale vehicle response at the base of the
when changes were made in the structure above control section for inputs along the pitch axis
the sensory section. As an illustration of the indicated that general agreement existed be-
responses that occurred around the sensory tween model and full-scale vehicle resonances
section, peak values of the amplifications in in the frequency range up to approximately 35
several compartments were measured and are cps.
presented in Fig. 16. Maximum structural am-
plifications were found to occur at or near the 3. In the evaluation of the effects of dis-
compartment panel natural frequencies with the tributed damping in the solar panels the results
overall amplification magnitude being less emphasized (a) that very high amplifications
severe than these maximums, exist in such structures, (b) that the many
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Fig. 16 - Peak values of dynamic amplification as a
function of excitation frequency. Response in sensory
section compartments. Excitation along roll axis.

structural resonances were associated mainly panels was extremely effective in reducing the
with the natural modes of the panels, and (c) that magnitude of detectable structural resonances.
the response of such a structure to unsteady 5. Increased stiffness between the control
forces can be substantially reduced, in most section and the sensory section resulted in only
instances, by the use of damping materials at slight increases in panel amplifications at some-
suitably chosen points, what increased frequencies.

4. Isolation mounts were more effective in 6. Little, if any, reductions in the meas-
reducing the magnitude of structural amplifica- ured response in the compartments around the
tions on the epoxy bonded, lightly damped, solar sensory section were noted when changes were
panels than the inherently damped panels. The made in the structure above the sensory
combination of both isolation mounts and damped section.

Appendix A

PLANFORMS AND COMPUTING MACHINE INPUTS FOR CALCULATING
MODES AND FREQUENCIES OF THE SOLAR PANEL

This appendix is included to present infor- F2h+ t).3 - t3 i
mation required in conjunction with the proce- -12 in. -lb
dure given in Ref. 1 for calculating the modes
and frequencies of the simulated solar panels. E Young's modulus of elasticity, lb/in.,
Figure Al presents the planform of the solar
panel for the case of hinged-hinged edge condi-
tions assumed along the length of the panel. In-
cluded in Table Al are the computing machine
inputs necessary for calculating the modes and K number of moving mass points on the
frequencies of the panel with these assumed solar panel planform
edge conditions.

L length of solar panel, in.
Symbols included in Fig. Al and Table Al

are:
m mass per unit area of panel, lb-secz/

D panel flexural rigidity, in. 3
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51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61

50 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 62

49 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91011 6

48 12 13 14 15 16 17 i8 19 20 21 22 64
* 0 0 0 0 *

47 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 3j 30 65

4 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 4 4 64 6

* S * 0 9 0S S S * *
45 90 91 92 93 94 95 9 95 9_9 00 67

78 77 76 75 74 73 72 71 70 69 68

(a) STATIONS FOR FINITE-DIFFERENCE*CALCULATIONS OF FREQUENCIES
FOR TYPE I INTEGRATION. K 44; R-78i T-I00 SEE REF. I

49 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

48 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

47 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

46 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

45J J 9S %3 Jo1 95 997 9 t0 99 100
0 0 0 0 0 0

(b) STATIONS FOR TYPE 2 INTEGRATION. SEE REF. I

Fig. Al - Planform assumed for panel for
calculating frequencies and mode shapes
by method of Ref. 1

R number of unknown deflections left in Subscript:
the expression for energy after condi-
tions of constraint have been applied r denotes any convenient reference of a

quantity.
T total number of points on the solar

panel planform Computing machine outputs of particular
interest include deflections in the natural mode

t core thickness of panel section, in. shapes at the mass stations which move, and
the dimensionless eigen-values, D, which are

6 horizontal distance between vertical related to the natural frequencies of the plate
grid lines on panel planform by the formula

X vertical distance between horizontal
grid lines on panel planform Ir

Poisson's ratio f 2 -r
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TABLE Al
Computing-Machine Input for Calculation of Modes and Frequencies of

Solar Panel for Hinged-Hinged Edges Along Panel Length

[L = 48 in.; E/X = 1.136; , = 0.333; K = 44; R = 78; T = 100; Dr = 428 in.-lb;
mr = 0.00083 lb-sec2 /in. 3 (see Ref. 1)]

@ ® @®® ®@@0@ 0
Grid-
point DEoc ANE/2 C'NE/2 NNN NNW NK NNE NWW NW No NE NEE NSW NS NSE NSS io %

number

1 0.297 0.297 51 50 79 80 0 49 1 2 3 48 12 13 23 1
2 .474 .474 52 79 80 81 49 1 2 3 4 12 13 14 24 1
3 .650 .650 53 80 81 82 1 2 3 4 5 13 14 15 25 1
4 .827 .827 54 81 82 83 2 3 4 5 6 14 15 16 26 1
5 1 1 55 82 83 84 3 4 5 6 7 15 16 17 27 1
6 1 1 56 83 84 85 4 5 6 7 8 16 17 18 28 1
7 1 .827 57 84 85 86 5 6 7 8 9 17 18 19 29 1
8 .827 .650 58 85 86 87 6 7 8 9 10 18 19 20 30 1
9 .650 .474 59 86 87 88 7 8 9 10 11 19 20 21 31 1

10 .474 .297 60 87 88 89 8 9 10 11 63 20 21 22 32 1
11 .297 .1485 61 88 89 62 9 10 11 63 0 21 22 64 33 1
12 .297 .297 79 49 1 2 0 48 12 13 14 47 23 24 34 1
13 .474 .474 80 1 2 3 48 12 13 14 15 23 24 25 35 1
14 .650 .650 81 2 3 4 12 13 14 15 16 24 25 26 36 1
15 .827 .827 82 3 4 5 13 14 15 16 17 25 26 27 37 1
16 1 1 83 4 5 6 14 15 16 17 18 26 27 28 38 1
17 1 1 84 5 6 7 15 16 17 18 19 27 28 29 39 1
18 1 .827 85 6 7 8 16 17 18 19 20 28 29 30 40 1
19 .827 .650 86 7 8 9 17 18 19 20 21 29 30 31 41 1
20 .650 .474 87 8 9 10 18 19 20 21 22 30 31 32 42 1
21 .474 .297 88 9 10 11 19 20 21 22 64 31 32 33 43 1
22 .297 .1485 89 10 11 63 20 21 22 64 0 32 33 65 44 1
23 .297 .297 1 48 12 13 0 47 23 24 25 46 34 35 90 1
24 .474 .474 2 12 13 14 47 23 24 25 26 34 35 36 91 1
25 .650 .650 3 13 14 15 23 24 25 26 27 35 36 37 92 1
26 .827 .827 4 14 15 16 24 25 26 27 28 36 37 38 93 1
27 1 1 5 15 16 17 25 26 27 28 29 37 38 39 94 1
28 1 1 6 16 17 18 26 27 28 29 30 38' 39 40 95 1
29 1 .827 7 17 18 19 27 28 29 30 31 39 40 41 96 1
30 .827 .650 8 18 19 20 28 29 30 31 32 40 41 42 97 1
31 .650 .474 9 19 20 21 29 30 31 32 33 41 42 43 98 1
32 .474 .297 10 20 21 22 30 31 32 33 65 42 43 44 99 1
33 .297 .1485 11 21 22 64 31 32 33 65 0 43 44 66 100 1
34 .297 .297 12 47 23 24 0 46 34 35 36 45 90 91 78 1
35 .474 .474 13 23 24 25 46 34 35 36 37 90 91 92 77 1
36 .650 .650 14 24 25 26 34 35 36 37 38 91 92 93 76 1
37 .827 .827 15 25 26 27 35 36 37 38 39 92 93 94 75 1
38 1 1 16 26 27 28 36 37 38 39 40 93 94 95 74 1
39 1 1 17 27 28 29 37 38 39 40 41 94 95 96 73 1
40 1 .827 18 28 29 30 38 39 40 41 42 95 96 97 72 1
41 .827 .650 19 29 30 31 39 40 41 42 43 06 97 98 71 1
42 .650 .474 20 30 31 32 40 41 42 43 44 97 98 99 70 1
43 .474 .297 21 31 32 33 41 42 43 44 66 98 99 100 69 1
44 .297 .1485 22 32 33 65 42 43 44 66 0 99 100 67 68 1
45 0 .1485 47 0 46 34 0 0 45 90 91 0 0 78 0
46 0 .1485 48 0 47 23 0 0 46 34 35 0 45 90 0
47 0 .1485 49 0 48 12 0 047 23 24 0 46 34 45
48 0 .1485 50 0 49 1 0 0 48 1213 0 47 23 46
49 0 .1485 0 0 50 79 0 0 49 1 2 0 48 12 47
50 0 0 0 0 0 51 0 0 50 79180 0 49 1 46
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TABLE Al (Continued)
Computing-Machine Input for Calculation of Modes and Frequencies of

Solar Panel for Hinged-Hinged Edges Along Panel Length
[L = 48 in.; e/k = 1.136; u = 0.333; K = 44; R = 78; T = 100; Dr = 428 in.-lb;

mr = 0.00083 lb-secZ/in. 3 (see Ref. 1)]-; k® @ ® @®@@ @@ @
Grid-
point 5o% DoNE/2aNE/2 NNN NNW NN NNE Nww Nw No NE NEE Nsw Ns NSE Nss tiooI

number

51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 51 52 53 50 79 80 1
52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 51 52 53 54 79 80 81 2
53 0 0 0 0 0 0 51 52 53 54 55 80 81 82 3
54 0 0 0 0 0 0 52 53 54 55 56 81 82 83 4
55 0 0 0 0 0 0 53 54 55 56 57 82 83 84 5
56 0 0 0 0 0 0 54 55 56 57 58 83 84 85 6
57 0 0 0 0 0 0 55 56 57 58 59 84 85 86 7
58 0 0 0 0 0 0 56 57 58 59 60 85 86 87 8
59 0 0 0 0 0 0 57 58 59 60 61 86 87 88 9
60 0 0 0 0 0 0 58 59 60 61 0 87 88 89 10
61 0 0 0 0 0 0 59 60 61 0 0 88 89 62 11
62 0 0 0 61 0 0 88 89 62 0 0 11 63 0 64
63 0 0 0 89 62 0 10 11 63 0 0 22 64 0 65
64 0 0 62 11 63 0 21 22 64 0 0 33 65 0 66
65 0 0 63 22 64 0 32 33 65 0 0 44 66 0 67
66 0 0 64 33 65 0 43 44 66 0 0 100 67 0 0
67 0 0 65 44 66 0 99 100 67 0 0 68 0 0 0
68 0 0 44 99 100 67 70 69 68 0 0 0 0 0 0
69 0 0 43 98 99 100 71 70 69 68 0 0 0 0 0
70 0 0 42 97 98 99 72 71 70 69 68 0 0 0 0
71 0 0 41 96 97 98 73 72 71 70 69 0 0 0 0
72 0 0 40 95 96 97 74 73 72 71 70 0 0 0 0
73 0 0 39 94 95 96 75 74 73 72 71 0 0 0 0
74 0 0 38 93 94 95 76 75 74 73 72 0 0 0 0
75 0 0 37 92 93 94 77 76 75 74 73 00 0 0
76 0 0 36 91 92 93 78 77 76 75 74 00 0 0
77 0 0 35 90 91 92 0 78 77 76 75 0 0 0 0
78 0 0 34 45 90 91 0 0 78 77 76 0 0 0 0
79 .1485 0
80 .237 0
81 .325 0
82 .4135 0
83 .5 0
84 .5 0
85 .5 0
86 .4135 0
87 .325 0
88 .237 0
89 .1485 0
90 .1485 .297
91 .237 .474
92 .325 .650
93 .4135 .827
94 .5 1
95 .5 1
96 .5 .827
97 .4135 .650
98 .325 .474
99 .237 .297

100 .1485 .1485
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Otts (Sandia Corporation): When you sheets were bonded to the core with an epoxy
compared the full scale and the half scale model, cement in one case, and in the other case with
did you use the same input ? a damping adhesive.

Mr. Carden: We were limited to about 83 Mr. Forlifer (NASA - Goddard); I noticed
percent of the desired input for comparison at in a lot of your slides that the amplification
that point. In other words, the full scale input factor was well below one at almost zero
was approximately 0.3 g which meant that in our frequency. I wonder how this is physically
case we would have to put in 0.6 g, but we were possible?
only able to get about 0.5 g.

Mr. Carden: I think probably the explana-
Mr. Rice (Goodyear Aerospace): On your tion of that is in the way we define the amplifi-

curves you showed an epoxy cement and then cation factor. On most of the slides that I have
below that you showed a curve marked damping shown, the response was measured on the solar
adhesive. What were the construction details panels and the input was at an angle to them.
in your model?

Mr. Forlifer: The input and response are
Mr. Carden: Both sets of panels were con- not parallel?

structed by attaching two sheets of 0.016-inch
aluminum to a tapered balsa wood core. The Mr. Carden: That's right.
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DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS OF THE S-IV AND

S-IVB SATURN VEHICLES

R. W. Mustain
Douglas Missiles and Space Systems

A brief review of techniques used to predict the dynamic environments
of the S-IV and S-IVB vehicles is presented, and these environments
are summarized. This review includes discussions on the prediction
of rocket exhaust noise, boundary layer noise, sinusoidal vibrations,
and random vibrations for the S-IV and S-IVB vehicles. In addition,
sine-random vibration conversions are given.

INTRODUCTION boundary layer noise are discussed briefly.
Predictions of acoustic spectra for six S-IV

A primary design consideration for the engines (RL-10), without diffuser attenuation,
Saturn S-IV and S-IVB stages is the effect of are given. Measurements of acoustic levels
acoustical and vibrational excitations on the during firings of the S-lVB engine are presented
vehicle structure and on delicate airborne and compared with predicted levels.
equipment. The importance of this considera-
tion is enhanced by noting the severe dynamic Different methods of acoustic -vibration
environments which are produced by the high- correlativity are utilized to provide environmen-
thrust rocket systems of the Saturn vehicle. In tal vibration levels for both the S-IV and S-IVB
addition, attention must be given to the possible stages. Various correlation techniques are
damaging effects of aerodynamic noise which compared and evaluated. A curve of classical
results from turbulence in the boundary layer; vibration response to acoustic loading is given
this noise approaches its highest level during for use in the correlation of acoustic levels with
the maximum Q (dynamic pressure) phase of structural vibration levels. Acoustic-vibration
the flight mission. In view of the high-thrust correlation methods are used to determine
rocket systems and the boundary layer noise both sine and random vibration environments.
excitations, there exists a fundamental require- Also, sine-random vibration conversions are
ment for an adequate definition of the dynamic used to establish random vibration levels for
environments of the S-IV and S-IVB stages of the to stagev
the Saturn vehicle. The definition of these en- the S-IV stage.
vironments is continually being up-dated; there-
fore, this paper presents only an interim report. SATURN CONFIGURATIONS
The definition of the S-IV and S-IVB dynamic
environments is being modified and improved
progressively by field measurements and more The S-IV, powered by six RL-10 engines,
refined prediction studies. is the second stage of the Saturn I; and the

S-IVB, powered by one J-2 engine, is (1) the
The acoustic and vibrational environments second stage.of the Saturn IB, and (2) the third

of the S-IV and S-IVB stages of the Saturn ve- stage of the Saturn V (See Fig. 1). The primary
hicle are discussed in this paper. Predictions mission of the Saturn I configuration is un-
and measurements of these dynamic environ- manned orbital flights around the earth. The
ments are presented. Predicted acoustic time Saturn IB configuration has as its primary
histories are given for the early phases of the mission the support of the basic Apollo mission
S-IV and S-IVB missions. These time histo- by early testing of Apollo spacecraft modules
ries are compared with acoustic measurements in earth orbital environments. The Saturn V is
from two flights of the Saturn I vehicle. Pre- a three-stage vehicle whose primary mission
dictiov techniques for rocket exhaust noise and is lunar manned operations.
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Fig. 1 - Saturn configurations

THE ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENTS random and "white" in nature, it creates reso-
nant responses of skin panels and structures.

The structure and the equipment on the The magnitude of this excitation depends upon
S-IV and S-IVB stages will be exposed to the frequency spectrum, the amplitude, the
acoustic forcing functions that are variant with space correlation of the noise, and the mechan-
time and the mission profile. The following list ical impedance of the structure. The resulting
of forcing functions presents some of the acous- vibrational energy is transferred throughout the
tic sources that must be considered during the vehicle to substructure and equipment. Some of
Saturn program: 1  the panels act as secondary noise sources and

radiate acoustic energy into the vehicle's com-
1. Rocket engine noise, partments. In turn, some of these bays become
2. Ancillary equipment, semi-reverberant chambers to maintain fairly
3. Laminar boundary layer noise, high acoustic levels. Rocket engine noise, re-
4. Turbulent boundary layer fluctuations, flected from the ground plane, dominates the
5. Turbulent wakes (protuberated), Saturn environment for the first few seconds of
6. Base pressure fluctuations, flight until the Saturn vehicle rises a distance
7. Cavity resonances, and equivalent to approximately 50 exit nozzle
8. Secondary acoustic sources. diameters. After the Saturn vehicle leaves the

launch pad, it begins to gain velocity; and then
Usually, the sound field of the rocket engine the effect of vehicle motion becomes apparent

is the most important source of vibration, and until, on approaching Mach 1, the rocket noise
the boundary layer noise ranks second in source does not propagate to the vehicle. As the Saturn
severity; however, preliminary data show that vehicle moves with increased velocity through
the boundary layer noise on the S-IV and S-IVB the atmosphere, boundary layer noise becomes
stages is equal to or greater than the rocket the dominant forcing function. Originally, the
engine noise at some locations. This condition boundary layer noise is extreftely low and is
is being investigated; additional measurements masked during the launch phast by the intense
will be made during Saturn flights. During the rocket engine noise, and is not propagated in any
launch phase of the Saturn vehicle, the tremen- degree until the sonic speed range is reached.
dous noise generated by the rocket engines is The boundary layer noise is a function of dy-
transmitted through the atmosphere and re- namic pressure and other related aerodynamic
flected by the ground plane around the space parameters such as the vehicle's attitude and
vehicle. Since the rocket noise is essentially configuration; this noise reaches its highest

level during the maximum Q phase of the flight
1 R. W. Mustain, "Prediction of Random En- mission.
vironments," SAE National Aeronautic and
Space Engineering and Manufacturing Meeting, Figure 2 summarizes the acoustic environ-
September 23-27, 1963 at the Ambassador, ment of the S-IV and S-IVB stages during the
Los Angele's, California. first 160 seconds of the flight mission. This
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Fig. 2 - S-IV and S-IVB acoustic time histories

chronological history of the major acoustic other data during the maximum Q phase. Since
sources depicts (1) the sound pressure levels the microphone on the SI stage is the closest
predicted for the S-IV and S-IVB stages, and acoustic measurement to the S-TV stage, the
(2) the sound pressure levels measured during SA-3 data are presented only for general in-
Saturn I flights SA-3 and SA-4. The launch terest. The microphone on the fourth Saturn
phase, the diminution immediately after launch, flight (SA-4) was mounted flush with the skin of
the increase in level to the maximum dynamic the S-IV aft interstage in a disturbed flow re-
pressure, and the final decline to negligible gion. Incidentally, the S-TV stages on the SA-3
noise levels are included in this summation. and SA-4 flights were dummy stages. The high-
This set of curves shows that the boundary est boundary layer noise levels on Fig. 2 are
layer noise is equal to or greater than the those measured during the SA-4 flight. As a
rocket engine noise during the flight mission, first approximation, these fluctuations are as-
These boundary layer noise levels are indica- assumed proportional to the freestream pressure:
tive of local flow conditions with large protu-
berances and may be much less (approximately OAFPL or OASPL •' 20 log Q + K db, (1)
14 db) on cleaner areas of the S-IV and S-IVB
stages where undisturbed boundary layer flow where OAFPL is the level of the overall pressure
occurs. Four individual time history curves fluctuations at the surface, Q is the freestream
are displayed in Fig. 2: dynamic pressure in lb/sq ft, and K is a factor

which varies with aerodynamic flow parameters.
1. The predicted S-TV acoustic time his- K is a function of the vehicle's altitude, attitude,

tory, velocity, and configuration.' The value of K will
2. The predicted S-IVB acoustic time his- be approximately 86 for an aerodynamically

tory, clean configuration with a zero angle of attack.
3. Acoustic measurements obtained during As drag increases, the value of K increases.

the Saturn SA-3 flight internally on the SI stage, Recent wind tunnel tests performed at Douglas
and indicate that space vehicles, such as the Saturn,

4. Acoustic measurements obtained during with large protuberances, have related K fac-
the Saturn SA-4 flight externally on the S-IV tors as great as 110. A K value of 100 was used
aft interstage. to determine the S-IV and S-IVB predictions on

Fig. 2. The protuberances are external vehicle
All of these curves show a reasonable like- items such as wiring ducts, fuel ducts, ullage

ness during the launch phase. With the logical rockets, and the like.
exception of the SA-3 data, the curves also
show good agreement during the maximum Q Predictions of rocket engine noise from
phase of the mission. That is, the SA-3 micro- six RL-10 engines, without diffusers, are shown
phone was located on the lower SI stage, was an in the three-dimensional display of Fig. 3. The
internal measurement, and consequently, the sound pressure levels are given as a function of
SA-3 data should not correlate well with the octave bands and location forward of the engine
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2 9
PWL = 78 + 13.5 log 0.676 •

N gv- \% •The empirical relationship of Eq. (2) re-
NJ,, Ix mains a fairly reliable prediction of the total

51 - acoustical power of conventionally fueled rock-
OW ets at sea-level operations. 4

a:
z• Acoustic data obtained during test stand
0 firings of the S-IVB engine, the J-2, at Rocket-

dyne are summarized in Fig. 4. The average
sound pressure levels from four test firings

1/0 - "0,06 are plotted as a function of octave bands and
% distance forward of the nozzle exit plane.

Acoustic data, from Fig. 4, for the aft skirt are
replotted in Fig. 5 and compared with acoustic
levels which were determined by four differentFig. 3 - Predicted acoustic spectra; 6 RL- 10 prediction methods:

engines without diffuser attenuation

1. WADC TR 58-343 (Ref. 5),
2. WADC TR 57-354 (Ref. 3),
3. Modified WADC TR 58-343 (Ref. 6), and

nozzles. These levels are extremely conserva- 4. Scaled Thor data.

tive since the S-IV stage is static (or accept-

ance) fired with 27-foot diffusers which exhaust The highest levels on Fig. 5 are displayed
against a deflector plate; therefore, these levels by the measured J-2 data, especially in the sec-
should be lowered considerably for S-IV static ond through fifth octave bands. The scaled Thor
firings. Two different prediction methods 2  data and the modified WADC data show a rea-
were used to calculate the noise from the RL-10 sonable agreement with the measured data at
engine. The 15,000-pound-thrust engine pro- the higher frequencies. Following are the orig-
duces a sound power level of approximately inal measured data on the Thor booster:
181 db overall (re 10-13 watts). The value of
181 db was found by using an empirical equation Octave Band Sound Pressure Level (db)
which was based on data from rockets in the
1000 to 130,000-pound-thrust range: 3  1 141

2 144
OAPWL = 78 + 13.5 log1 0 W.' (2) 3 146

4 147
where Wm = mechanical power of jetstream in 5 146

watts, 6 145
7 144

Wm = 0.676 tv = 0.676 (t 2 g)/w, 8 143
overall 154

with v = (tg)/w = gas velocity at nozzle
exit in fps, By using Eq. (2), the sound power levels

were found to be 199 db re 10-1 watt for the
t = thrust in pounds, Thor and 198 db re 10-13 watt for the J-2 engine

at sea level. Then, the sound power level dif-
g = acceleration due to gravity = 32.2 ferential of 1 db was subtracted from the orig-

ft/sec2 , and inal Thor data. These lower levels are plotted
on Fig. 5 as the scaled Thor data.

w = weight flow in lb/sec;
4
Northrop Report NOR-60-26, "Structural Vi-

then bration in Space Vehicles," Phase I Report,

"Investigation of Structural Vibration Sources
2 R. W. Mustain, "On the Prediction of Dynamic and Characteristics."
Environments," Vibration, and Associated En- 5 WADC Technical Report 58-343, "Methods of
vironments Bulletin No. 28, Part IV, Office of 6 Space Vehicle Noise Prediction" (Sept. 1960).
the Secretary of Defense (Aug. 1960). P. A. Franken and F. M. Wiener, "Estimation

3 WADC Technical Report 57-354, "Noise Ra- of Noise Levels at the Surface of a Rocket-
diation from Fourteen Types of Rockets in the Powered Vehicle," Bolt, Beranek, and Newman
1000 to 130,000-Pound Thrust Range" (Dec. Inc., Los Angeles, California and Cambridge,
1957). Massachusetts..
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A-

Fig. 4 - Measured S-IVB engine acoustic spectra

16l - - - Also, the random vibrations are assumed to
have instantaneous accelerations (in any fre-
quency band) that exhibit normal or Gaussian

_____"' ___distributions. Perhaps, the most severe vibra-
S~tion environment occurs during the maximum•;z• :•• -• ,Q phase of flight for a relatively short period of

S ~time. Lower vibration levels occur on the S-TV
SUD- .- stage during the acceptance (static) firings

SY '•which are conducted on each S-TV stage at the
PRESSURE Sacramento, California facility of the Douglas

Ldb e3L• y Aircraft Company, Inc. The vibration levels

o.ooo2 -- during the S-TV acceptance firings are greatly
dynes/cm 2) O--OJ-2 FIRING ROCKETDYNE-MEASURED reduced by the use of 27-foot diffusers which

0-0WAOC TR 58-343 - PREDICTED attenuate the acoustic excitations from the
(>---WADC TR 57-354 - PREDICTEDRL1enie.nadtothS-Vsges

12U- • SCALED THOR DATA - PREDICTED R-1 nie. nadtoth--Vsaei
SMODIFIED WADCTR 58-343-PREDICTED supported by isolators during the acceptance

firings to minimize the dynamic feedback from
the test stand. Hence, the vibration environ-

11o ment of the S-IV stage during the acceptance
FREQUNCY CPS)firings is primarily mechanically induced.
FREQUNCY CPS)Furthermore, it is highly probable that the

Fig. 5 - S-IVB static firing acoustic vibration environment of the acceptance firings
spectra at AFT skirt closely simulates the vibration environment

during flight when the RL-10 engines are firing.
In order to establish the vibration environment

S-IVVIBATIO PRDICTONSof the S-TV acceptance firings, vibration meas-S-IVVIBATIO PRDICTONSurements were recorded during static firings
AND MEASUREMENTS of the S-IV-5 stage at Sacramento. Some of

these data are presented in this report and comn-
Saturn rocket engine and boundary layer pared with vibration predictions based on the

noise has, in general, a random distribution conservative acoustic levels of Fig. 3.
with broad spectra. As these acoustic excita-
tions impinge on the S-TV stage they induce Prior to discussing these vibration corn-
random vibrations (with variant bandwidths) on parisons, abrief description is givenof acoustic-
the vehicle structure. This condition of ran- vibration correlation techniques which are used
domness varies throughout the vehicle as the in this paper to predict some of the S-TV vibra-
spectra are influenced by structural filters that tion levels. Several investigators have attempted
create dominant peaks at response frequencies. to establish the relationship between the acoustic
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forcing function and the resultant vibratory re- response spectra and to determine transfer
sponse. This has led to the establishment of functions.
vibration prediction techniques which are
founded on acoustic-vibration correlativity. One of the popular empirical methods used
These prediction methods have used empirical to predict vibration levels is described in Ref. 7,
information as their basis. Much remains to be which provides curves for predicting vibrations
desired on the accuracy of these various meth- induced by acoustic excitations. Predictions
ods. The fault lies in the fact that these predic- using Ref. 7 data can be determined for differ-
tion methods are based on general data; conse- ent confidence levels. These resulting vibration
quently, these methods may not provide optimum spectra, however, are broad band such as those
predictions for specific cases. found in typical test specifications. Two addi-

tional curves for predicting acoustically induced
Another drawback of most prediction tech- vibrations are given in Figs. 6 and 7. The cor-

niques is the failure to account for structural relation data of Fig. 6 are based on Minuteman,
resonances caused by structural filters. To ex- Jupiter, Titan, and Skybolt measurements col-
plain further, predictions of random vibrations lected by E. F. Winter. 8 The acoustic-vibration
should display dominant peaks at response fre- correlativity of Fig. 7 was compiled by the
quencies. Most predictions, however, show author of this paper. The data in Fig. 7 are
broad spectra which are in general agreement representative of rigid primary structure with
with typical vibration test specifications. This a dominant and high (say approximately 700 to
leads to conservative vibration test levels which 1200 cps) response frequency. These data tend
may or may not be justified; this depends on the to follow a classical transmissibility curve.
structural configuration. Relatively soft struc-
tures with many response frequencies should be A large quantity of useful vibration data was
tested to conservative specifications with broad obtained during two acceptance firings of the
spectra. In contrast, strong primary structure S-IV-5 stage. The presentation of all the vibra-
with a high natural frequency will have a domi- tion data from the S-IV-5 firings is beyond the
nant response peak. Then, the environmental scope of this paper. The accelerometer loca-
vibrations on such a structure are best repre- tions during the S-IV-5 acceptance firings at
sented or estimated by a peaked vibration spec-
trum. Thus, ideal predictions should be based
on actual knowledge of the structure being in- 7 p. T. Mahaffey and K. W. Smith, "A Method
vestigated. First, analytical techniques can be for Predicting Environmental Vibration Levels
used to determine response spectra of struc- in Jet-Powered Vehicles," Shock, Vibration,
tures. Secondly, response frequencies of struc- and Associated Environments Bulletin No. 28,
turescanbe determined by actual measurements. Part IV, Office of the Secretary of Defense

(Aug. 1960).
Finally, it can be expected that, within this dec- 8Personal communication E. F. Winter, Douglas
ade, mechanical admittance or impedance meas- Missile and Space Systems Division, to R. W.
urements will be widely used to define structural Mustain.
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Fig. 6 - Structural response to acoustic loading
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Fig. 7 - Classical response to acoustic loading

Sacramento are shown in Fig. 8. Data from 2. Vibration levels determined by using
only three accelerometer locations are given the data in Fig. 6 of this paper,
in this report. Acceptance firing vibrations at 3. Vibration levels determined by using
the gimbal point, the thrust cone, and the base the data on the classical curve of Fig. 7, and
of the telemetry rack are displayed in Figs. 9, 4. Measured vibration levels from the ac-
10, and 11. In these three figures, the accept- ceptance firings of the S-IV-5 stage at Sacra-
ance firing vibrations are compared with pre- mento, California.
dictions of acoustically induced vibrations
which are based on the RL-10 engine data of Three tables showing typical data for each
Fig. 3. These predictions were established by of the prediction methods are given in addendum
using data from Figs. 3, 6, and 7 of this paper A, which accompanies this paper.
and data from Ref. 7. Four curves are shown
in each of the graphs of Figs. 9, 10, and 11: The predicted vibration levels in Figs. 9,

10, and 11 are based on the acoustic levels
1. Vibration levels determined by the method shown in Fig. 3; consequently, these predicted

of Smith and Mahaffey 7 (95 percent confidence), vibrations are much greater than the actual
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TELEMETRY• LOX FEED LINE, ENGINE#47

RA 

LH2 FEED LINEBTHRUSE VHAMBER DOME, ALL ENGINESAL
GIMBAL BLOCK, ENGINE #4

SELECTRONICS PACKAGE--•
ACTUATORB ATTAC POINTENGIE#--R)

(SEQUNCER)ACTUATOR B

THUTFRAMEERVO VALVE,

ASSEMBLYENIE#
HELIUM

FORWARD ITRAGHEATER
SFIN III AT DOME .

FUEL TANK

VENT VALVE THRUST CONE ON LOX TANK

Fig. 8 - Accelerometer locations; acceptance firings S-IV-5
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Fig. II - Comparison of S-IV-5 acceptance
Fig. 9 - Comparison of S-IV-5 acceptance firing vibrations with predicted vibrations
firing vibrations with predicted vibrations based on data from Fig. 3
based on data from Fig. 3 (gimbal point)

less than the predictions in Figs. 9, 10, and 11.
100 -- .- . 'WIN'TER I Whereas the S-IV acceptance firings are made

EACEWTNANTE with diffusers which attenuate most of the sound,
50 FIRING the vibrations on the S-IV stage during the ac-

SMITH & MAHAFFEY * * ceptance firings are almost entirely mechani-
20 cally induced. A study of Figs. 9, 10, and 1120, 95% shows that the mechanically induced vibrations

-1-.-0 ... - during the acceptance firings are approximately
t' " /1 equal to predicted acoustically induced vibra-

5.0 /,. Ij I tions from six unattenuated RL-10 engines.
ACCELERATION - Originally, these figures were prepared to show

(go-p) Ithe differential between mechanically induced2.0 vibrations (acceptance firing data) and acous-
CLA L CURVE tically induced vibrations (the predicted vibra-

1.0 - • -- tions). However, the predicted and the measured

0.5 r vibrations show an unexpected agreement which
indicates that the S-IV engine-vehicle transfer
function results in relatively high mechanically

0.2 induced vibrations. This transfer function in-
cludes the effects of multiple engine dynamics

0.1 50 100 200 500 1000 2000 5000 10K on the S-PV structure. Also, some of the me-FREQUENCY (CPS) chanically induced vibrations may be attributed

to accessories on the six RL-10 engines. This
Fig. 10 - Comparison of S-IV-5 acceptance subject of mechanically and acoustically induced
firing vibrations with predicted vibrations vibration on the S-PV stage is an interesting one
based on data from Fig. 3 (thrust cone) that requires further analysis. This relation-

ship will be better defined as microphone meas-
urements and additional vibration measurements
become available from future S-PV acceptance

acoustically induced vibrations on the S-IV ac- firings.
ceptance firings. Since the actual S-IV accept-
ance firings are made with diffusers, the static
firing acoustic levels are much lower than the lev- The next four figures (Figs. 12-15) show
els of Fig. 3. In turn, the acoustically induced predictions of the acoustically induced vibra-
vibrations during the static firings are much tions during launch and flight of the S-IV
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Fig. 12 - Prediction of acoustically and pressure fluctuation induced
vibration-extreme aft of S-l/S-IV interstage
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Fig. 13 - Predictions of acoustically induced vibration,
aft interstage of S-IV

stage. 9 In each figure, an envelope has been Fig. 12. The vibration environment of Fig. 12
drawn over the 95-percent confidence level is based on wind tunnel data for the maximum
(Smith and Mahaffey) to provide a conservative Q phase and on SI acoustic data for the lift-off
test level. This test level is applied as a 1 phase. Both the maximum Q and the lift-off
minute per octave sinusoidal logarithmic sweep..- predictions of Fig. 12 were determined by us-
With this sweep rate, a test specimen is ex- ing the data from Ref. 7. The vibration envi-
posed to each resonance for approximately 35 ronments of the aft interstage (Fig. 13), the
seconds (Ref. 9). Predicted vibrations on the thrust structure (Fig. 14), and the forward
extreme aft S-IV interstage are plotted on interstage (Fig. 15) are based on acoustic data

which were obtained from the Saturn SA-4
9 J. C. McClymonds and S. W. Lew, "Proposed flight and from SI stage static firings. Figures
Deviation from MSFC Vibration Specification 13, 14, and 15 display comparative vibration
IN-P&VE-S-62-7," Douglas Missile & Space levels which were obtained by using the data of
Systems Division (Sept. 4, 1963). Figs. 6 and 7 of this paper and the data from
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Fig. 14 - Predictions of acoustically induced vibration,
thrust structure of S-IV
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Fig. 15 - Predictions of acoustically induced vibration,
forward interstage of S-IV

Ref. 7. Curves A, C, and D display a reasonable S-IVB VIBRATION PREDICTIONS
agreement. The best agreement is noted near
the response frequency of the structure where An exploded view of the Saturn S-IVB stage
curves C and D peak. The poorest correlation is presented in Fig. 16. Similar to the S-IV
can be found at the lower frequencies where the dynamic environment, the S-IVB vibration en-
broad spectrum of curve A exists. Curve A is vironment has, in general, a random distribu-
typical of specifications which provide overly tion with broad spectra. The bandwidth of these
conservative test levels. The reason for the random vibrations varies throughout the vehicle
difference in the low frequency levels is prob- as the spectra are influenced by structural fil-
ably due to the fact that curve A is an envelope ters that create dominant peaks at response
of vibration levels of light components attached frequencies. Furthermore, the instantaneous
to light flexible structure. Curves B, C, and D accelerations are assumed to have normal dis-
are considered to envelope vibration levels tributions or slight modifications of the normal
measured on heavy primary structure. distribution, and the corresponding peaks are
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Fig. 16 - Saturn S-IVB stage, exploded view

assumed to be distributed according to the t.o - I
Rayleigh law. The S-IVB vibrations will be OA SPL
significant during the lift-off phase, the maxi- rms g

mum Q phase, and the J-2 engine firing phase. 155 db
The lift-off vibrations and the maximum Q vi- 18.6 g
brations of the S-IVB stage will be similar in 150 db
severity to the S-IV lift-off and maximum Q 10-1 , -- 12.9 g
vibrations. The vibrations during the S-IVB ACCELERATION 145 db
acceptance firings will be greater than the vi- SPECTRAL 8.8 g
brations during the S-IV acceptance firings be- DENSITY, 140 db
cause of the more severe acoustical environ- 2/p6.g
ment. Likewise, the mechanically induced 135 db
vibrations from the J-2 engine during S-IVB 1o-2 74.g-

flight will be greater than the flight vibrations
from the RL-10 engines on the S-IV stage be-
cause of the increased engine size and thrust.
Since the vibrations during the S-lVB accept-
ance firings will rank high in importance, pre-
dictions have been made of acoustically induced 10-3
vibrations on the S-lVB static firings. 10 20 40 70 100 200 400 700 1000 2000

FREQUENCY, CPS
These predictions were established by us-

ing data from Figs. 4, 6, 7, and 17 of this paper Fig. 17 - Test requirement envelops for
and data from Ref. 7. Figure 17 of this paper various acoustic noise levels
was originally presented in Ref. 10. This figure
is useful in proposal stages and early design
stages where little is known about a vehicle, are given in Figs. 18 and 19. Five curves are
To use this figure, only an overall sound pres- shown in each of the graphs of Figs. 18 and 19:
sure level is required; this technique provides
a reasonable "ball-park" estimation. Random 1. Vibration levels determined by the
vibration spectra are given for five different method of Smith and Mahaffey 7 (95-percent
overall sound pressure levels in Fig. 17. Only confidence),
random vibration predictions are given for the 2. Vibration levels determined by the
S-IVB acceptance firings. Predicted random method of Smith and Mahaffey 7 (60-percent
vibration levels for the S-lVB acceptance firings confidence),

3. Vibration levels determined by using
10 H. Himelblau and A. G. Piersol, "Summary the data in Fig. 6 of this paper,

of Nortronics Modification of Mahaffey Smith 4. Vibration levels determined by using
Procedure" (Oct. 1963). the data on the classical curve of Fig. 7, and
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Fig. 18 - Predicted random vibration levels S-IVB,
aft skirt static firing

5.0

CLS2.0
C'be

_ SMITH & MAHAFFEY E.F.

950/ - WINTER

S0.2 MODIFIED
SMITH & MAHAFFEY ,-/

0.1
SCLASSICAL CURVE"- / ./

SMITH & MAHAFFEY
0.021 60% I i- •

10 20 50 100 200 500 1000 2000
FREQUENCY (cps)

Fig. 19 - Predicted random vibration levels S-IVB,
forward skit static firing

5. Vibration levels determined by using 0. 174 (Ap) 2  (3)
the data of Fig. 17. G - f I

Three tables showing typical data on three where G = mean squared acceleration density
of the prediction methods are given in addendum or power spectral density in g2 /cps, A. is the
B of this paper. For additional information on peak applied sinusoidal vibration, and f is the
predicting random vibration levels from Fig. 7 frequency of resonance.
and on sine-random conversions, the reader is
referred to Ref. 1. All of the curves labeled A reasonable correlation is noticed on Figs.
"Smith and Mahaffey" and "E. F. Winter" were 18 and 19. In Fig. 18, the classical curve and
determined by first finding sinusoidal vibration the E. F. Winter curve display an excellent
levels and then converting to random vibration agreement. Also, the Smith and Mahaffey 95-
levels by using the following equation from Ref. 1: percent curve and the Modified Smith and Mahaffey
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curve are in good agreement. The main differ- Environmental vibration levels for both the
ence is in the frequency range; this difference S-IV and S-IVB stages were determined by us-
is a natural result of the two different tech- ing different methods of acoustic-vibration cor-
niques. The predicted random vibration levels relativity. Comparisons were made of the
of the S-IVB forward skirt (Fig. 19) are less results obtained by the different correlation
than the predicted vibration levels on the aft techniques. These methods were used to deter-
skirt. In Figure 19, all of the curves, except mine both sine and random vibration environ-
the Smith and Mahaffey 60-percent curve, com- ments. Vibration data measured during the
pare very well. The predictions in Figs. 18 and S-IV-5 acceptance firing were presented and
19 provide useful vibration levels which estab- discussed.
lish a vibration gradient for the S-IVB stage,
and which are currently being used to determine Much work remains to be done in the defini-
S-IVB vibration test levels. tion of the S-IV and S-IVB acoustical and vi-

brational environments. More vibration meas-

CONCLUSION urements will be acquired during static firings
and flights of both the S-IV and S-IVB stages.

This paper has presented a brief review of In addition, microphone measurements will be
the acoustic and vibration environments of the obtained. A continuous and necessary effort
S-IV and S-IVB stages of the Saturn vehicle, is underway to adequately define the acoustical
Only a fragment of the available data was coy- and Vibrational environments of the S-IV and
ered in this interim paper. Predictions and S-IVB stages.
measurements of the acoustic and vibration en-
vironments were given. Predicted acoustic
time histories for the early phases of the S-IV ACKNOWLEDGMENT
and S-IVB missions were presented. These
acoustic predictions were compared with Saturn The writer is greatly indebted to K. E.
I flight data. Predictions of acoustic spectra Elliot, J. W. Lew, P. M. Lewis, J. C. McCly-
for six S-IV engines (RL-10), without diffuser monds, T. D. Schoessow, P. F. Spas, and E. F.
attenuation, were given. This presentation in- Winter of the Douglas Missile and Space Sys-
cluded a summary of acoustic data from J-2 tems Division for their contributions to this
engine firings, paper.

Addendum A

ACOUSTIC-VIBRATION CORRELATIVITY

VIBRATION LEVELS DETERMINED 20 log1 0 gor. = SPL+TF- 20 logl0 W (in db re I g),
BY THE METHOD OF SMITH
AND MAHAFFEY 7  where W = surface density in lb/ft?,

The basic data for the curve (95-percent TF = transfer function (ordinate of Fig. 6),
confidence, Smith and Mahaffey) in Fig. 9 are
given in Table Al. These curves have been SPL = sound pressure level (db), and
drawn through points which were plotted at the
geometric mean frequencies (GmF = Vf- x f 2) of 20 log gris is in db re 1 g.
the octave bands. Octave bandwidths were used
in agreement with the method of Ref. 7.

VIBRATION LEVELS DETERMINED
BY USING THE DATA IN THE

VIBRATION LEVELS DETERMINED CLASSICAL CURVE OF FIG. 7
BY USING THE DATA IN FIG. 6
OF THIS PAPER The calculations for the (classical) vibra-

tion levels in Fig. 9 are listed in Table A3.
The calculations for the E. F. Winter curve These vibrations display a dominant peak which

in Fig. 9 are given in Table A2 for the gimbal is characteristic of rigid primary structure. In
point of the S-IV stage. This curve was deter- this case, a response frequency of approxi-
mined by using the data in Fig. 6 and the follow- mately 800 cps was assumed. Since the corre-
ing basic relationship: lation data in Fig. 7 were obtained from actual
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TABLE Al

Octave Bands 1 1 SPL (db) I 60% 95%

I GM I (db _ g's (o-peak) g's (o-peak)

37.5 - 75 53 137.6 1.4 3.2
75 - 150 106 138.9 2.5 7.2

150 - 300 212 140.2 3.7 10.0
300 - 600 425 140.6 5.0 11.5
600 - 1200 850 139.0 5.2 13.3

1200 - 2400 1700 139.5 4.4 10.8

TABLE A2

20 loglow = -0.72

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Octave Col. 5-20
Bands GMF SPL TF 3+4 log w in grms g (o-peak)

db re 1g

37.5 - 75 53 137.6 -148 -10.4 -9.7 .32 1.0
75 - 150 106 138.9 -143 -4.1 -3.4 .68 2.0

150 - 300 212 140.2 -138 2.2 2.9 1.40 4.2
300 - 600 425 140.6 -128 12.6 13.3 4.70 14.1
600 - 1200 850 139.0 -122 17.0 17.7 7.80 23.4

1200 - 2400 1700 139.5 -125 14.5 15.2 5.75 17.3

TABLE A3

1 2 3 4 5 6

f Column 2 plus Ratio Col. 5 x 0.1
1/3 Octave TF 1/3 Octave Colum 3 in g peak/0.1 g I g'sBand SPL (db) db Equivalent to ( -peak)

db of Col. 4

40 -123 132.6 9.6 3.0 .3
50 -123 132.6 9.6 3.0 .3
63 -123 132.6 9.6 3.0 .3
80 -121 133.9 12.9 4.5 .45

100 -121 133.9 12.9 4.5 .45
125 -120 133.9 13.9 5.0 .5
160 -117 135.2 18.2 8.15 .815
200 -115 135.2 20.2 10.2 1.02
250 -112 135.2 23.2 14.5 1.45
315 -108 135.6 27.6 24.0 2.40
400 -99 135.6 36.6 67.5 6.75
500 -97 135.6 38.6 85.0 8.50
630 -95 134.0 39.0 89.0 8.90
800 -94 134.0 40.0 100.0 10.0

1000 -97 135.0 37.0 71.0 7.10
1250 -100 134.5 34.5 53.0 5.30
1600 -103 134.5 31.5 38.0 3.80
2000 -104 134.5 30.5 34.0 3.40
2500 -106 134.5 28.5 26.6 2.66
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1/3-octave acoustic and vibration measurements, 20 lOglo (gpeak/gref) = SPL+TF (in db re 0.1 g),
they are applicable to 1/3-octave predictions.
The octave-band sound pressure levels listed
in Tables Al and A2 were converted to 1/3- where SPL = sound pressure level in 1/3 octave
octave-band sound pressure levels by simply bands (db) and
subtracting 5 db from the octave-band sound
pressure levels. Table A3 used the relationship: TF = transfer function (ordinate of Fig. 7).

Addendum B

RANDOM VIBRATION PREDICTIONS

RANDOM VIBRATION LEVELS DE- SPL = sound pressure level (db);
TERMINED BY THE METHOD OF
SMITH AND MAHAFFEY 7 AND W = 1 lb/ft?; 20 log W = 0.
THE USE OF EQ. (3)

The basic data for the Smith and Mahaffey RANDOM VIBRATION LEVELS DE-
95-percent curve in Fig. 18 are given in Table TERMINED BY USING THE DATA
BI. These curves have been drawn through IN THE CLASSICAL CURVE OF
points which were plotted at the geometric FIG. 7
mean frequencies (GmF = [x f.) of the octave
bands. Octave band widths were used in agree- The calculations for the classical curve of
ment with the method of Ref. 7. Fig. 18 are listed in Table B3. These vibrations

display a dominant peak which is characteristic
of rigid primary structure. In this case, a re-

RANDOM VIBRATION LEVELS DE- sponse frequency of approximately 900 cps was
TERMINED BY USING THE DATA assumed. Since the correlation data in Fig. 7
IN FIG. 6 AND BY USING EQ. (3) were obtained from actual 1/3-octave acoustic

and vibration measurements, they are applicable
The calculations for the E. F. Winter curve to 1/3-octave predictions. Table B3 uses the

in Fig. 18 are given in Table B2. The data in relationship:
Fig. 6 and the following basic relationship are
used: 20 lOg 1 0 (gpeak/gref) = SPL + TF

20 lOg 1 0 grins = SPL + TF - 20 log1 0 W
(in db re 0.1g)

(in db re 1 g),

where SPL = sound pressure level in 1/3 octave
where W = surface density in lb/ft?, bands and

TF = Transfer function (ordinate of TF = transfer function (ordinate of
Fig. 6), and Fig. 7).

TABLE BI

Octave Bands GMF SPLF (db) 95% g's (o-p) 95% g 2/cps

37.5 - 75 53 143 4,4 .07
75 - 150 106 148 13.5 .30

150 - 300 212 152 21.8 .39
300 - 600 425 152 27.0 .30
600 - 1200 850 149 29.5 .20

1200 - 2400 1700 144 15.7 .03
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TABLE B2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

f SPL TF Col. 2 + Col. 4 2 2/CpS
CPS db db Col. 3 20 log gris g(o-p) g .174g2 g

40 138 -150 -12 -12 0.25 0.75 0.565 .098 .0025

50 138 -148 -10 -10 0.32 0.96 0.925 .161 .0032
63 138 -147 -9 -9 0.55 1.65 2.72 .473 .0075
80 143 -146 -3 -3 0.71 2.17 5.08 .885 .0111

100 143 -144 -1 -1 1.1 3.3 10.95 1.91 .0191
125 143 -142 1 1 1.1 3.3 10.95 1.91 .0153
160 149 -139 10 10 3.17 9.5 90.4 15.75 .0985
200 149 -136 13 13 4.47 13.3 177 30.8 .154
250 149 -133 16 16 6.32 19.0 361 62.7 .251
315 149 -130 19 19 8.80 26.4 700 122 .387
400 149 -128 21 21 11.2 33.6 1134 197.5 .494
500 149 -125 24 24 15.8. 47.4 2260 395 .779

630 146 -122.5 23.5 23.5 14.95 44.8 2020 351 .557
800 146 -122 24 24 15.8 47.4 2260 395 .493

1000 146 -123 23 23 14.1 42.2 1790 312 .312
1250 139 -124 15 15 5.62 16.9 286 49.7 .397
1600 139 -126 13 13 4.47 13.3 177 30.8 .193
2000 139 -126 13 13 4.47 13.3 177 30.8 .154

TABLE B3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

f 1/3 Spectrum 20 Log
Octave TF SPL db Level gpe/0.1 g eak/01 g gpeak grins g2/cpS
Band Conversion ak p

40 -123 138 -9.6 5.4 1.86 .19 .06 .004
50 -122.5 138 -10.6 4.9 1.78 .18 .06 .004
63 -122 138 -11.6 4.4 1.66 .17 .06 .004
80 -122 143 -12.6 8.4 2.63 .26 .09 .008

100 -121.5 143 -13.6 7.9 2.51 .25 .08 .006
125 -120.5 143 -14.6 7.9 2.51 .25 .08 .006
160 -118.5 147 -15.6 12.9 4.5 .45 .15 .023
200 -116 147 -16.6 14.4 5.3 .53 .18 .033
250 -112 147 -17.6 r7.4 7.4 .74 .25 .063
315 -106 147 -18.6 22.4 13.3 1.33 .44 .194
400 -101 147 -19.6 26.4 20.9 2.1 .70 .49
500 -97 147 -20.6 29.4 '29.5 2.95 .98 .96
630 -95 144 -21.6 27.4 23.5 2.35 .78 .61
800 -94 144 -22.6 27.4 23.5 2.35 .78 .61

1000 -94 144 -23.6 26.4 20.9 2.1 .70 .49
1250 -101 139 -24.6 13.4 4.65 .465 .15 .023
1600 -103 139 -25.6 10.4 3.31 .33 .11 .012
2000 -105 139 -26.6 7.4 2.35 .23 .08 .006
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Himelblau (Nortronics): When you Mr. Mustain: Yes it would.
were working with the peak criteria, what band-
width did you use for comparison ? You were Mr. Himelblau: Well, I guess Im trying to
comparing the flight environment with the spec- pick up the gauntlet laid down by Dr. Mains,

ification, and also with some of the predictions and trying to figure out what we are justifying

on a peak basis. It was one of the 9ýlides in the when we are comparing, say, a test specifica-

middle, in fact there were three or four like tion level with field data on the basis of peak

that. You were plotting g's, zero to peak, ver- only, when this can vary all over the map as a

sus frequency. function of bandwidth.

Mr. Mustain: This is one of the drawbacks

Mr. Mustain: Do you mean the g's that of all test specifications. Whenever a test

were actually measured? Static firing infor- specification is applied in the laboratory it is

mation? That was third octave, very seldom used with a vibration system in the
same way that flight measurements or predi-
cated values are obtained. This is a problem

Mr. Himelblau: Now if you selected a tenth that is always there. I hope that it will get
octave or a full octave, wouldn't this produce better, but we will certainly have to live with it
completely different conclusions ? for quite a while.
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A PRACTICAL METHOD OF PREDICTING THE ACOUSTICAL DYNAMIC

ENVIRONMENT FOR LARGE BOOSTER LAUNCH FACILITIES

R. W. Peverley and E. B. Smith
Martin Company

Aerospace Division of Martin-Marietta Corporation
Denver, Colorado

A review of prediction methods and their applicability to large booster
systems is presentedi The power spectrum, propagation constants,
source location, and directivity are calculated for Titan and Saturn and
the results compared to measured data. In addition,'it is shown how
this method was used to calculate Titan III and Saturn V launcher envi-
ronments. It is suggested that this method, though only an approxima-
tion, will yield estimates which are within reasonable engineering limits.

INTRODUCTION design of the Nova launch facilities and may, in
some cases, possibly determine the design that

The problems associated with the intense is finally chosen.
noise generated by a large rocket engine during
the initial stages of flight are an important pa- The purpose of this discussion is to examine
rameter in the design of a space booster launch the method of predicting launch facility acoustic
facility. These problems have increased as environments. Several authors 1 '2 ,3, 4 have pre-
booster engine thrust levels have become larger. sented methods of predicting rocket-engine noise
On early missile and space booster programs, levels. These methods are empirical relation-
acoustics were seldom, if ever, considered in ships and are somewhat similar. These equa-
the design of the launch facility, and the acous- tions are combined, and Titan and Saturn data
tically induced vibration environment of the are used to establish mid-field values to provide
vehicle was considered to be the major acous- an empirical method of predicting launch-facility
tical problem. Later, much time and money acoustic environments. In addition, the effect of
was devoted to the study of far field rocket en- launcher design on the vehicle noise environment
ginenoise and its effect on a community sur- and how either the vehicle or facility design may
rounding a launch site. The first program be compromised in favor of the other are
where rocket engine noise was considered to be discussed.
a major factor in facility design was the Titan
and Minuteman launch silos. In the Titan silo,
for example, a considerable facility modifica- 1

J. N. Cole, et al., "Noise Radiation from Four-

tion was required to reduce rocket engine noise teen Types of Rockets in the 1000- to 130,000-
so that an acceptable environment resulted. Pound-Thrust Range," WADC TR 57-354 (Dec.
Launch facility acoustic environmentp were also 1957).
considered to be major design factor's on Titan ?I. Dyer, "Sound-Induced Missile Vibration,"
III and Saturn V. Protection was required for Random Vibration (John Wiley & Sons, New
fragile electronic checkout equipment, which York, 1958), chapter 9.
was located within 100 feet from the multimillion- 3 W. V. Morgan, et al., "The Use of Acoustic
pound-thrust engines. The launch facility acous- Scale Models for Investigating Near Field Noise
tic problems may be further increased on Nova, of Jet and Rocket Engines, WADD T12 61-178

(Apr. 1961).
where engine thrust ratings are in excess of 4 G. A. Wilhold, et al., "A Technique for Pre-
20 X 106 pounds and where high chamber pres- dicting for Field Acoustic Environments Due
sure, nonconventional engines are used. Acous- to a Moving Rocket Sound Source," NASA TN
tic environments will play a major role in the D-1832.
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NOTATION AND SYMBOLS A(f) Spectrum function

The following symbols and notations are /82(p, f) Angular function
used in this report, either in the text or the
figures. Gl(o) Directivity factor

Near field - Region outside of the hydro- G2 (Kr) Near field factor
dynamic pressure field, but within the area
where the acoustic pressure is out of phase with G3(a) Finite amplitude factor
particle velocity and the sound originates from
a number of sources. R or r Distance from source to observer

(ft)
Mid-field - Region outside of the near field

where pressure and particle velocity are in p Density of a gas (psi)
phase, finite amplitude effects must be consid-
ered, atmospheric and ground attenuation effects p, Density of air at ambient temper-
are negligible, and a point source may be as- ature & pressure (psi)
sumed.

Uc Source velocity (ft/sec)
Far field - Region outside of mid-field

where pressure and particle velocity are in C Speed of sound (ft/sec)
phase, finite amplitude effects are negligible,
atmospheric and ground attenuation effects must C, Speed of sound in air (ft/sec)
be considered, and a point source may be as-
sumed. 8 Angle of radiation

DI Directivity index (db) a Radius of a sphere (ft)

NFi Near field index (db) V, Exit velocity of a jet (ft/sec)

FAI Finite amplitude index (db) w Weight flow of a jet (lb/sec)

RI Radiation index (db) de & D, Nozzle diameter (ft)

DF Distribution factor (db) T Thrust (lb)

EA Excess attenuation (db) g Gravity = 32.2 ft/sec2

SPL Sound pressure level (db re. 0.0002 N Number of engines
dynes/cm2 )

H Height (ft)
0BSPL Octave band sound pressure level

(db) f. Frequency at source

p Pressure (psi) 71 Conversion efficiency

PWL Sound power level (db re. 10-13 P, Rocket engine exit pressure, ab-
watts) solute (lb/in.2 )

W, Acoustic power (watts) P. Ambient absolute pressure (lb/in.2 )

Wm Jet stream power (watts)
NOISE PREDICTION REQUIREMENTS

Ad Divergence area = 27r 2 or 477r 2 (ft2 )
Space booster and R&D missile launch fa-

Ae Area of nozzle at exit plane (ft 2 ) cility concepts have undergone few major
changes except for the most recent programs.

A. Cross section area of launch silo One would need only to examine the launch
stands at the Atlantic Missile Range at Cape

S(f) Mean square pressure spectral Canaveral to find only minor design changes
density from the earliest Redstone to SaturnI. Basically,
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the launch vehicle is erected at the launch site The vehicle is assembled on a transporter in a
by some type of erector, which also serves as a vertical assembly building and all checkout
work platform. After all checks have been corn- functions completed. The vehicle, in an upright
pleted, the erector is moved and the launch is position, its umbilical tower, and the ground
completed. Electronic checkout equipment is checkout equipment are then moved to the launch
generally located in a concrete blockhouse so site, which may be as much as 3 miles away.
that long separation distances or massive walls As an example, the Saturn V, its launcher and
provide the required protection from the noise umbilical tower, and transporter are shown in
environments* The first significant change in Figs. 1 and 2. The vehicle will be launched
launcher design concepts was made on Titan III from this assembly at the launch site. The
and Saturn V. The high cost of launch facilities major facility acoustic effort was concerned
and the lack of available real estate made it with the design of the ground equipment rooms
necessary to reduce the number of launch pads. for protection of fragile ground support equip-
The mission requirements, however, provided ment. From Fig. 3 it can be seen that the jet
for a high launch rate which then necessitated a exhaust passes directly under the equipment
minimum on-pad time for each vehicle at the rooms, A through D. The present planning for
launch site. These requirements were fulfilled Nova provides two possible launcher concepts.
by the use of a transporter system, such as the One concept utilizes a transporter and is simi-
one being employed by Titan III and Saturn V. lar to that described above. The other concept

Fig. 1 - Saturn V transporter
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provides the launch of the Nova booster from necessity and methods of noise control may be
the vertical assembly building. After checkout, ascertained.
the top of the building is opened and the Nova
vehicle is then launched. The vertical assembly
building then resembles an above-ground launch ACOUSTIC PREDICTION METHOD
silo.

Methods of predicting the sound pressure
The prediction of launch facility acoustic produced by a rocket engine jet have been pub-

environments involves the mid-field and, to a lished by various authors. The basic equations
limited extent, the near field. Ordinarily, the are summarized below.
sound pressure level at any point on a launch
facility must be predicted twice during a launch. J. N. Cole, et al.,I
Predictions of the noise levels occurring after
ignition but before liftoff must be made, since rP k =niL - 10 logh10 Ad + DI p
many critical ground support items are con- 2
nected to the vehicle through umbilical con- I. Dyer,i
nectors and are still performing critical check-
out functions. Thus, an acoustically induced WnA( f.) B2(., f G 2 (Kr)
malfunction of the ground support equipment p 2  f S( f) df = f2 ;(2)

could result in an abrupt termination of the 0 f0R
flight. Prediction of the noise levels following 3
liftoff must also be made, since the maximum W.LV. Morgan, etP alg.
amplitudes will usually occur at this time. Each

aecteoustic predictio thatug umay itrincth upper I. Dyer[, t r2V rc

facility usually presents a unique problem in 2 pe n 4

aousti predicions thus, may aosticalyindteupper P • rw .0f Pcp f) G2UI Kr

limit of existing knowledge. For example, the 2) = ; (2)
exhaust of both Titan II and Saturn V is con-
fined to a trench. As a result, the radiation [.] 2 x G ( c, S
pattern is not well defined. In such cases, the r 7 cc C.~ &) 2 (Kr), (3)
resulting sound pressure levels must be esti-
mated or scale model test data acquired. An- G. A. Wilhold, et al.,4

other example is the Nova launch building,
where over 1000 megawatts of acoustic power n
will be confined within the building. To predict OBSPi. = 10 log (DSF) - 10 log 2Ve 1
the acoustic levels in any launcher, the basic pLPCODT 2 qNJ
parameters of power spectrum level, source
location, directivity index, near field index, and - 10 log R(R + H) - EA + DF
radiation index must first be determined. Once
the sound pressure level has been predicted, the + 10 log fo + 126 db. (4)
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Equations 1 and 4 were primarily derived The acoustic power produced by a rocket
for far field noise but Eq. (2) applies to the engine can be expressed in terms of the total
pressure field along the surface of a vehicle, power produced by the engines, as follows:
Equation (3) is a more general expression for
either near or far field sound. The essential KE (acoustic) • 71 x KE (engine) - (,/2)(MV2 ) , (7)
elements for prediction of the sound pressure
in the launch facility area are contained in Eqs. where 7 is the acoustic conversion efficiency.
(1) through (4). Assuming the facility area to The value of • has been found to vary with the
be in either the mid-field or near field region, size of the engine. Von Gierke, et al.,1 found the
one can derive a general expression for sound acoustic efficiency to vary, or
pressure levels:

KE (acoustic) _ 7.8 [KE (engine)]1.35 (8)
p2,- W., GI(0),'G2(Kr)S 13G3(a), R2( , (5) for engines with thrust varying from 1000 to

130,000 pounds. This relationship is shown as

the straight line part of the curve of Fig. 4. Ob-
or, more conveniently, viously, the 1000 to 130,000-pound thrust rela-

tionship cannot be infinitely extended. The power
SPL = PWL + DI + NFI - FAI - RI, (6) curve has been extended by Cole, et al. as shown

in Fig. 4. The overall acoustic power level as
where found from Titan6 and Saturn7 "9 measurements

is also shown in Fig. 4. The curve seems to in-
Pu = power level generated by the engines, dicate a decrease in conversion efficiency as the

engine power level increases past 7 x 10V9 watts.
DI = directivity index,

NFI = near field index, 6 j. N. Cole, et al., "Acoustic and Vibration
Studies at Cape Canaveral Missile TestAnnex,

FAI = finite amplitude index, 5 and Atlantic Missile Range," ASD TR 61-608 (1)
(Dec. 1962).

RI = radiation index. 7 W. D. Dorland and R. N. Tedrick, "Results of
Acoustical Survey of SA- 1 Launch," MTP-Test-

We will now attempt to identify numerical values 62-2 (Mar. 1962).
to each of these parameters. 8 W. D. Dorland and R. N. Tedrick, "Results of

Acoustical Survey of SA-Z Launch," MTP-Test-
62-5 (Aug. 20, 1962).5 For far field calculations, excess attenuation 9 N. Cummings, et al., "Results of Acoustical

would be substituted for the finite amplitude Survey of SA-3 Launch," MTP-Test-63-2 (Feb.
effects. 7, 1963).

GSATURN DATA

C;TITAN DATA"-

OVERALL SOUND
\---POWER LEVEL

05 .(db re: I0-13 watts)

00e. 108 109 1010 i0l

TOTAL JET STREAM POWER IN WATTS

Fig. 4 - Overall acoustic power vs
jet stream mechanical power
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The Saturn data seem to lie below the curve, A nondimensional power spectrum was also
indicating that the slope of the curve may derived by Von Gierke and is shown in Fig. 5.
change sooner. The apparent decrease in con- This spectrum was derived from far field data
version efficiency may be due to the fact that acquired from rocket engines with thrusts up to
finite amplitude effects have not been consid- 130,000 pounds. The applicability of this spec-
ered in computing the acoustic power level trum for large booster engine mid-field noise
from measured sound pressure levels. At the can be determined with the use of Titan and
present time, there is too little data to provide Saturn data. The spread of these data is also
a method of computing or allowing for the non- shown in Fig. 5. The Saturn data seem to agree
linear damping of the high amplitude sound more closely than Titan data. In general, the
waves from such large power sources. Thus, use of the generalized curve as recommended
the use of the curve of Fig. 3 should provide by Cole, et al. for far field prediction, should
some adjustment for finite amplitude losses also be applicable to the mid-field of large
until such a time that they may be computed. boosters.
The finite amplitude index is included with the
power level term in Eq. (6). When a large number of engines are used,

multiple-nozzle effects may be observed. One
In many previous documents, rocket engine may assume that two peaks in the sound pres-

jet stream power has been defined in terms of sure level produced by a multiple-nozzle booster
full rated thrust. On many future vehicles, how- may be measured. One peak would be produced
ever, engines may be used that are overexpanded by the combined effect of all engines, and the
at liftoff. Thus, it may be more meaningful to other peak produced by the single engines. The
express the jet stream power in terms of spe- result would be a lower frequency peak produced
cific impulse and thrust at liftoff: by combined engines and a higher frequency

peak produced by the single engines. An exam-

PWL 10 log10 71w ple of this effect is shown in Fig. 6. The second
10-13 peak in the Saturn data is much lower than would

0. 676 77(T x I ) be predicted. In addition, not all the Saturn data
= 10 log1 0  1 I (9) show the higher frequency peak. There has been

some speculation that the apparent notch is the
fV.2 result of "grass attenuation." The data in Fig.
0.7 1 ( 6, however, were acquired when the vehicle was6 7 - +(Pe- o) eVeJ " (10) airborne. More data are required on this phe-

P = 10 log 0  10-13 nomenon before an accurate prediction of its

A TITAN Data
POWER SPECTRUM LEVEL, DECIBELS 0 SATURN Data
-20 (db re: OA PWL - I0 Log V./D.) - Ref: ASD TR 61-608

10--

-30 - 1 '

iO- i2 iI0
DIMENSIONLESS FREQUENCY PARAMETER, foDe/Ve

Fig. 5 - Generalized power spectrum of rocket noise sources
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OCTAVE BAND SOUND PRESSURE The radiation index can be defined as re-
LEVELS IN DECIBELS
(db re 0.0002 mimrb) duction of acoustic intensity due to the diver-

S+PRE ICTED LEVEL gence of sound waves. When the noise source
is in the air, the noise will radiate through a

1 0 sphere, and the reduction in sound pressure
__ level will be proportional to the area of a

sphere whose radius is equal to the distance
12- NRANGE OF MEASURED between the noise source and the observer.

--- LEVELS FOR SA-i FLIGHT-- When the noise source is on the ground, such

1 1 1 as during the time between ignition and liftoff,
63 25 00 400 1600 6300 the radiation pattern is ordinarily hemispheri-12ý5 50 20 8 00 3150

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND cal. An exception would occur if the jet exhaust
were confined to a trench, such as Saturn V.

Fig. 6 - Apparent multiple nozzle effect The exhaust jet (see Fig. 3) is primarily con-
from predicted and measured Saturn data fined to the trench. Thus, the acoustic energy

will be radiated through the top of the trench
and will therefore be highly directive.1 0 The

effects can be made. Consideration of multiple computation of the sound pressure level would

nozzles, such as shown in Fig. 6, would yield then depend on either a conservative estimate

conservative estimates, and should probably be or scale-model data.

used. The propagation of rocket engine noise in

the mid-field has been found to be highly direc-
by Dyer.? This function was found to apply for tive. An example of measured Saturn and Titan
lateral quadrupoles and was, for all practical data is shown in Fig. 7. The directivity of sev-
purposes, negligible. On a launch facility de- eral rocket engines was plotted by Cole, et al. 1

sign, however, much of the near field noise could Directivity curves were then plotted using

originate from longitudinal quadrupoles. The Cole's in F 8the data, and Titan data, as

boundary of the near field can be estimated at 5 shown in Fig. 8. The directivity index can be

wavelengths from the source. At this distance directly added or subtracted from the power

and for a simple source, the impedance is al- level in predicting sound pressure level.

most purely resistive, and the pressure and the launch facility sound pressure
particle velocity are in phase. Morgan, et al. level of a large booster can be predicted. As
have shown that at these distances a monopole a e arge asste cat te launch ac
and quadrupole source exhibit similar charac- an plessume that te launch faclt
teristics. Thus, in the mid-field the near field sound pressure levels must be predicted for a
function can be ignored. As an example, the
mid-field for all frequencies above 100 cps is 1 0 R. Peverley, et al., "Saturn C-5 Launcher and
beyond 56 feet. It can therefore be concluded, Umbilical Tower Acoustic Design Considera-
that the near field function is equal to 1 in large tions," Martin Company, Denver, Colo., RSH-
launch facility design. CR-62-1 (Dec. 1962).

60* 12O"

3 .150*

------ TITAN

400 300 200 100 0 100 200 300 400

DISTANCE FROM VEHICLE CENTER, YARDS

Fig. 7 - Directivity -- J-type deflector

OASPL contours
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Fig. 8 - Generalized directivity indices, distances less than 600 feet

hypothetical 1.5 X 106 -pound thrust booster. sound pressure levels. An example is shown in
From the previous discussion and Figs. 4, 5, 6, Fig. 10. Data acquired at the base of Titan and
and 8, the predicted levels as shown in Fig. 9 Saturn I during static firings were scaled to
were found. Spectrum levels could also be ob- verify calculations of the acoustic environments
taied for any point on the facility, near the base of the Saturn V on the launcher.

The Saturn I data would be considered to be

In some cases, it may be convenient to more accurate because of the smaller scale
verify sound pressure level calculations by factor and greater similarity in deflector con-
scaling data from other similar vehicles, figurations. If only Titan data were available,
Scaling laws have been well defined3 ,1 1 and however, it would give a reasonable verifica-
can be summarized as follows: tion of calculated levels.

Anplitude scale factor = ---p • p , EFFECTS OF THE LAUNCH FACILITY

and DESIGN ON THE VEHICLE ACOUSTIC
fa [Sim( fin)] ENVIRONMENT

Frequency scale factor = fp [Sp( fp)] The launcher configuration exerts consid-

erable influence on the booster acoustic envi-
Thus, if facility conditions and engine condi- ronment, affecting both the generated acoustic
tions are similar enough, scaling of data can power and the propagation phenomenon. The
produce a reasonably accurate estimate of flame deflector, in particular, produces a num-

____________ber of measurable effects with the deflector
I 1D. Bies and P. Franken, "Notes on Scaling of shape, distance from the engine exhaust plane,

Jet and Rocket Noise," J. Acoust. Soc. Am., and the amount of cooling water being impor-
33 :1171 (1 961I). tant parameters. Working with JATO rockets,
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Fig. 10 - Comparison of noise levels for
Saturn V configuration

Cole 12at WADC has shown that deflectors which The directivity pattern is also a function of
diffuse the flow rapidly also produce lower power deflector shape, becoming more uniform as the
levels, with a conical deflector showing the low- deflector approaches circumferential symmetry.
est PWL. Recent Saturn I static and flight tests The deflector, then, can either concentrate or
confirm these results. The static tests used a diffuse the acoustic sources. The apparent lo-
water-cooled bucket deflector, and the flights cation in the stream of the noise sources is an
were made with a dry wedge deflector. The important parameter in calculating the acoustic
power level measured during the on-pad condi- levels close to the booster. Using full-scale
tions of the flight tests is about 3 db lower than Titan I and 1/33-scale Titan m tests, the ap-
the static measurement. It can also be seen in parent source location has been determined by
Fig. 11, that this decrease in the overall power amplitude correlation methods. Figure 12
level has taken place mainly in the lower fre- shows the results plotted as Strouhal number
quency bands. This effect is favorable to the vs distance from the engine exhaust plane in
vehicle acoustic environment, since the lower nozzle diameters. Source locations determined
frequencies tend to excite the natural frequen- from Jupiter firings show a significant change,
cies of the structure and the vehicle, with deflector spacing and model measurements

indicating that the sources in an undeflected
1 2 J. N. Cole, "Effects of Various Exhaust Blast stream are much further from the exit. The

Deflectors on the Acoustic Noise Characteris- action of the deflector, thus, is to move the
tics of 1000-Pound-Thrust Rockets," WADD sources closer to the booster and launcher.
TR 60-6 (Sept. 1960). Cole'? has shown that the presence of the
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Fig. 11 - Saturn acoustic power spectra comparison
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Fig. 12 - Rocket noise source locations

deflector reduces the overall sound power but From experience on the Titan Silo Launch pro-
increases the near field sound pressure levels, gram, the acoustic intensity can be estimated
This phenomenon may be explained by the re- by considering the total acoustic power uni-
duction in source-to-receiver distances brought formly distributed across the duct. Thus, the
about by the deflector, acoustic intensity at the top of the duct can be

found. The radiation can then be considered
The Saturn V launcher includes an exhaust hemispherical.

trench to contain and direct the exhaust flow.
This trench should actually increase the gen- Some launcher configurations make use of
erated PWL by the presence of the rigid bound- a platform for the booster, with the flame de-
ary and also by the reduction in mixing of the flector underneath. This means that part of the
stream. Past experience would indicate that exhaust stream and therefore some of the noise
greater source distances would also result from sources lie under the platform with respect to
the presence of the trench. The radiation pat- the booster. These are usually high-frequency
tern of the source in the trench is different from sources, and since the SPL reduction effect of
the uncontained stream. As an example, a trench a barrier between source and receiver is
that encloses the jet stream can be considered strongly a function of frequency, some shield-
to be similar to an exhaust duct of a launch silo. ing would occur. This shielding would result
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in lower sound pressure levels than would be design, Minuteman and Titan possibly repre-
experienced without the platform, sent the upper and lower extremes in vibration

fragility. Assuming that each vehicle is now
A special case of how the launcher design functioning in its maximum acoustic environ-

can affect the overall acoustic environment is ment, the upper and lower acceptable limits of
offered by the case of a launch silo. When a acoustic intensity can be estimated for a ducted
'missile or space vehicle is launched from the launch silo as shown in Fig. 14. A duct lined
confines of a silo, the rocket engine noise is with acoustic liner is assumed. Further reduc-
increased over that encountered on a conven- tions in launch duct acoustic environments are
tional launch stand. This point is illustrated in possible with such methods as water injection,
Fig. 13. Curve I shows measured sound pres- but at an added cost burden to the facility de-
sure level vs missile height for Titan I on a sign. From Fig. 14, it is obvious that some
conventional static test stand with a J-type de- reasonable estimate of the vehicle's fragility
flector. Curve 1I also shows sound pressure must be obtained before the launch silo can be
level vs height, except that the missile is in an designed for a satisfactory acoustic environ-
unlined silo. These data were acquired from a ment.
1/6-scale model. The acoustic environment in
a silo whose walls are lined with a sound absorb- Several new engine configurations are being
ing material is shown as Curve mI. An almost considered for future boosters, including the
constant 7-db difference is maintained between plug engine and the ring engine. The plug en-
the lined silo and the static test stand, except gine is composed of a number of modules in a
near the top, where exhaust duct noise is leak- circular array, firing onto a plug. The plug is
ing back in the top of the silo. Sound pressure part of the nozzle expansion system. The ring
level vs height for the static firing of a second engine has a large diameter, annular opening,
stage is shown as Curve IV. Thus, the maxi- and a continuous annular sheet of flame leaves
mum acoustic environment of at least part of the engines. In both of these engine configura-
the second stage may be encountered during the tions, the chamber pressures may be as high
static firing of that stage. as 2000 or 3000 psia. These engines will most

probably require a circumferentially uniform
It has been found that the acoustic environ- deflector like a spike or cone. These deflec-

ment of a rocket engine in a confined silo, where tors will produce uniform radiation patterns and
the jet gases are not exhausted in the same duct a distributed source of sound. The higher cham-
that is occupied by the vehicle, is a direct func- ber pressures will result in high exit Mach
tion of the duct area. Since the structural vibra- numbers and extremely long exhaust plumes.
tion is a function of not only the acoustic environ- For static firings or on-pad conditions of flight
ment, but also of the structural mass, damping, tests, the sources will be located further from
and stiffness, the acoustic limitations on the size the vehicle due to the high exit Mach number.
of a launch silo are a function of the vehicle's The launcher will be subjected to high pressures
fragility and can therefore be estimated. Be- during flight tests for a longer time because of
cause of their inherent differences in structural the extended exhaust plume.

OVERALL SOUND PRESSURE
LEVELS, DECIBELSSre: 0.0002 micrba)

,so I • STC•Gý 1, STATIC rE "- ,

,0 20 0 60 so

MISSILE HEIGHT, FEET

Fig. 13 - Titan missile acoustic levels
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CONCLUSIONS field pressure levels would be in error if the
nonlinear loss of energy is not accounted for,

A significant amount of additional effort is and predicted levels would be lower than actu-
required to provide accurate methods of pre- ally existing. This research will, however, re-
dicting noise levels of large booster rocket en- quire a significant amount of time. Meanwhile,
gines at a launch facility. Three areas of effort the development of large boosters and large
that have previously been mentioned are: effects booster launch facilities will continue. During
of high pressure ring, plug, and clustered en- this time, the prediction of launch facilityacous-
gines; effects of finite amplitude, and effects of tic environments and the subsequent design of
multiple nozzles. Perhaps the most critical launch facilities will also continue. By using
problem at this time is the evaluation of finite the methods outlined in this paper, a conserva-
amplitude effects. These effects are not a prob- tive estimate of the acoustic environment can
lem in the prediction of far field acoustic lev- be made. When the high cost of existing boost-
els, since a conversion efficiency (determined ers and launch facilities are considered, the
from far field sound pressure level measure- small amount of money required for a slight
ments) accounts for this phenomenon. Using acoustic overdesign may be considered a good
the far field power level for prediction of near investment in added reliability.

DISCUSSION

Mr. Joe Young (NASA - Goddard Space are about ready to start a series of model en-
Flight Center): In the generation of this gine tests and this is one of the things that we
Strouhal number which determines the shape of hope to be able to answer a little bit better.
your spectrum, what is the latest thought on Looking at the one slide where we showed the
what is to be used as the effective diameter for scatter of data, particularly from Saturn around
clustered engines ? Cole's spectrum curve, it appears that using

this effective diameter seems to give a pretty
Mr. Peverly: We have used the combined good result. The spectrum shape was very

diameter as effective diameter. It is just the close. There are eight engines on this, and this
square root of the number of engines times the is probably the maximum number that we will
diameter of one engine. At the present time we see according to present plans.
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A COMPARISON OF THE VIBRATION ENVIRONMENT MEASURED

ON THE SATURN FLIGHTS WITH THE PREDICTED VALUES*

G. D. Johnston
Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville, Alabama

and

T. Coffin
Chrysler Corporation
Huntsville, Alabama

Preliminary vibration levels which would provide information to be
used in equipment design for the Saturn vehicles were predicted from
available Jupiter data and a limited amount of data from Saturn static
firings. Actual data have now been obtained from recent Saturn launch-
ings and static firings. A comparison of the actual versus predicted
vibration environment is presented.

This paper represents an extension to one We feel there has been a vast improvement
presented at the 30th Symposium on Shock, Vi- during the last 2 years in the techniques or
bration, and Associated Environments. The methods used throughout the industry to predict
previous paper, entitled "Acoustic and Vibration vibration and acoustic environments of space
Environment for Saturn," discussed the early vehicles. This is evident in the fine papers on
methods of vibration prediction used for Saturn this subject being presented during this Sym-
and the use of data obtained from the Jupiter posium. One of the latest prediction techniques
vehicle. It is very interesting for one to review to be developed at Marshall Space Flight Center
the techniques and procedures of just a few years was given in Session D of this Symposium by
ago and compare them with today's methods. The Mr. R. E. Jewell.
recent growth of our knowledge of vibration en-
vironments is reflected by this statement from The methods used for predicting vibration,
a Space Technology Laboratory report entitled acoustic, and shock environments have changed
"The Vibration Environment of the Thor, Atlas, radically at Marshall Space Flight Center, but
and Titan Missiles," dated December 1959: our use of the predictions for design analysis
"---- the intensity levels in compartments other and component testing has not changed signifi-
than the engine section can generally be said to cantly. We still require sinusoidal testing to
reach their maximum values during the time evaluate bracketry and component structural
when the missile is held down on the launch design. Random testing was performed on elec-
stand prior to lift-off. This maximum is be- trical components, valves, actuators, and the
lieved to be due to the contribution of the acous- like, for the Saturn I, Block I vehicle, but it
tic field, which is enhanced by ground reflection was not a general test requirement for all
effects while the missile is on the stand." The components.
statements were quite accurate, but it hias been
only within the last few years that we have ob- The addition of random testing as a general
tained reliable data in sufficient quantity to do requirement for evaluation of a component's
much more than believe there is considerable function integrity began with the Saturn I, Block
influence from ground acoustics not to mention II vehicles. The sinusoidal vibration test will
boundary layer noise. continue to be the primary requirement for

*Invited Paper.
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qualification of structures and subassemblies The research and development program for
in the Saturn I, Saturn. 1B, and Saturn V vehi- the Saturn I vehicle consists of 10 flight vehi-
cles. Before we get into a comparison of data, cles, 1 S-I stage booster for static tests, 1 S-IV
it is appropriate at this point to provide some second stage for static tests, and 1 vehicle for
background on the Saturn program. dynamic studies. The program divides the 10

flight vehicles into what we term Block I and
The Saturn vehicle we are concerned with Block II. Figure 2 shows the Block I configura-

in this paper is called the Saturn I vehicle. tion. Four such vehicles have been launched;
Figure 1 shows the family of vehicles that are these flights were basically booster develop-
playing a major role in this nation's space pro- ment flights. This configuration consists of a
gram. The vehicles shown here are modeled to flight booster, dummy second stage, Jupiter aft
the same scale. The Saturn I vehicle can be section, and Jupiter nose cone. All four of these
compared in size to the familiar Redstone, vehicles have been flown, and all were corn-
Jupiter, Atlas, and Titan vehicles. Figure 1 pletely successful. Figure 3 shows the Block
also gives you some idea of what the Saturn IB II configuration. This configuration consists
and Saturn V vehicles will be like. of the S-I stage booster, second stage S-IV,

Fig. 1 - Family of NASA vehicles
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Fig. 2 - Saturn 1, Fig. 3 - Saturn 1,
Block I vehicle Block II vehicle

instrument unit, and payload. The first flight in terms of "transient" and "steady-state"
of a Block II vehicle is scheduled for this sinusoidal test levels. The terms transient and
month. steady-state evolved during the development of

the Redstone and Jupiter vehicles. The tran-
Since the Saturn I Research and Develop- sient level was associated with the periods of

ment Program divided the 10 flight vehicles engine ignition, lift-off, Mach 1, and maximum
into Block I and Block HI, it was decided that dynamic pressure, and provided data for sine
separate specifications would be issued for sweep test. The steady-state level was associ-
each block. The Block I specification was is- ated with period of mainstage during captive
sued using the established procedures from the firings and flight. Figure 4 shows a composite
Jupiter program since they had proven suc- vibration level versus flight time for a typical
cessful. This specification formed the outline Jupiter measurement on the tail section struc-
for the Block Hl specification. The data from ture. The measurement indicates that this par-
static tests and flight tests of Block I vehicles ticular structure is very sensitive to the events
provided the environmental levels for the Block of flight. The composite level time history of
IH specification. this measurement during a Jupiter captive fir-

ing would remain relatively constant after engine
The predicted vibration environment for the ignition and would be either slightly higher or

Saturn I, Block I presented in the reference lower in magnitude than the time increment
paper was issued as the official analysis and referred to as mainstage in Fig. 4. Its orien-
test criteria in DSF-TM-7-59, dated 27 May tation with respect to the lobes of maximum
1959. The vibration environment was presented acoustic intensity would determine whether its
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Fig. 4 - Flight history of a Jupiter composite vibration measurement

magnitude would be higher or lower. The Jupi- of various Saturn structures. These data were ob-
ter data also indicated that the power plant tained during the boost flight phase of the fourth
measurements were insensitive to these events Saturn flight vehicle (SA-4). Figure 8 shows
in flight which means that their composite time three measurements in the spider beam area.
history remained relatively constant throughout Measurement El-11 was mounted directly to
a captive firing or flight. It was assumed that the spider beam and had its axis of sensitivity
the flight vibration time history of various Sat- in the flight direction. Measurement E2-11 was
urn structures would, in general, be similar to located at the same point and had its axis of
that indicated by the Jupiter measurements, sensitivity in the pitch direction. Measurement
The ratios of transient levels to mainstage lev- E4-15 was a response measurement on a com-
els established in the Jupiter program were ponent in one of the instrument canisters. The
used in the Saturn programd three measurements in Fig. 8 show the struc-

tural response of different type structure and
The data from the first four flights of Sat- their sensitivity to the events in flights. They

urn verified these assumptions. Before illus- bear a very close resemblance to the Jupiter
trating the general trend of the flight data we time history shown in Fig. 4. Figure 9 shows
will discuss one phenomenon of a Saturn launch four measurements that were mounted directly
we were quite concerned about. We call this on engines one, two, and four. These measure-
phenomenon the "hydro-dynamic" effect (for ments remain relatively constant throughout the
lack of a better name) which can be understood boost flight period. This is true to varying de-
by viewing Figs. 5, 6, and 7. During the hold- grees for most of the basic load carrying struc-
down period, the booster builds up to full thrust. ture in the thrust section area.
At this time a jet pump effect exists that causes
a large volume of surrounding air to be sucked The general environmental zone breakdown
into the circular opening at the top of the launch for the Saturn I, Block I vibration specifications
pedestal. This causes a significant static load- is illustrated in Fig. 10. As you can see, only
ing on the shroud of the tail section. So far, three major zones were defined; the tail section,
this has not been a serious problem, but we are the center section, and the top section. The
gathering as much data as possible to determine major zone defined as the tail section was di-
the potential effects it will have on the Saturn V vided into environmental subzones, as shown in
vehicle. Fig. 11, for components mounted on the engines,

thrust frame, and thrust structure. The thrust
Figures 8 and 9 are typical measurements frame and thrust structure were defined sepa-

selected to demonstrate the time history response rately since the thrust frame consists of built-up
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Fig. 6 - Saturn SA-3 vehicle
during holddown

Fig. 5 - Saturn SA-3 vehicle at ignition vibration and acoustic measurements obtained
during static firing constitute a major criterion
for the development of vibration specifications.
It seems appropriate, therefore, to compare

beam outriggers whereas the thrust structure the early predicted environmental test levels
consists mainly of the massive center thrust with data obtained from booster static tests.
barrel.

To date we have conducted 48 static firings
The original environmental test levels for of Saturn I ground test and flight-rated boosters

the tail section are illustrated in Fig. 12. As at Marshall Space Flight Center. From these
stated earlier the specifieation was defined in test firings approximately 4000 vibration meas-
terms of transient and steady-state sinusoidal urements and 150 vehicle acoustic measure-
test levels. Only general environmental zone ments have been obtained. Figure 14 illustrates
levels were specified for components located in a firing at the Marshall Space Flight Center
the center and top sections of the Saturn booster static test tower. Modifications of the data ob-
as illustrated in Fig. 13. The center section tained on this stand at MSFC must be made in
test levels were mainly for the many components order to permit prediction of the launch envi-
located in the fore and aft LOX and fuel tank ronment because of the difference in geometry
skirts. The top section specification was for between the static test tower and the launch
components located in the spider beam area, in pedestal at the Atlantic Missile Range. The
the instrument canisters, or on the dummy up- most significant of these modifications apply to
per stages. structure which is predominantly excited by the

acoustic field. The bucket-type deflector used
Since static firing of vehicle stages is an at the MSFC facility causes a relatively uni-

integral part of any vehicle development pro- directional acoustic field to be generated by the
gram under the cognizance of MSFC, the engine exhaust, whereas the wedge type deflector
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Fig. 7 = Saturn SA-3 vehicle in flight
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Fig. 10 - General zoning for Saturn I, Block I (original)
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Fig. 11 -General zoning for
Saturn I, Block I (original)
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Fig. 12 - Tail section component vibration test levels, Saturn I, Block I
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Fig. 13 - Center and top section component vibration test levels, Saturn I, Block I

Fig. 14 - Typical S-I stage static firing at MSFC

at the Atlantic Missile Range launch facility holddown platform. Figure 17 illustrates the
yields a more uniform acoustic field. Also, the variation in overall sound pressure level at
static test tower causes certain areas of the various angles around the vehirle from the
booster to be shielded from the acoustic field, major exhaust direction. This curve is to be
Figure 15 illustrates the orientation of the de- used with the previous curve in Fig. 16. By
flected thrust axis for each case. The next two selecting the space average sound pressure
figures illustrate the influence of the static test level at a particular vehicle station number in
facility on the engine generated sound pressure Fig. 16, the user can determine the more exact
field. Figure 16 shows the space average of overall sound pressure level at any particular
test stand overall sound pressure levels as a angle on booster by use of Fig. 17. Much more
function of length along the vehicle. Station data has been obtained since these curves were
number 100 corresponds to the engine gimbal determined in order to better define this effect
plane. Note the significant influence on the and will be published at a future date. The static
sound pressure level caused by the engine firing data to be next compared with the original
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Fig. 15 - Thrust deflector; booster
orientation at MSFC and AMR

predicted levels has been corrected where nec- ends of the test spectrum. The specification
essary for the above mentioned tower effects. level for components located in the booster
In order to permit a comparison with the orig- center section is next compared with the static
inal test specifications we have reduced the firing envelope from measurements in the aft
static test data to a sinusoidal test level by the LOX ahd fuel skirts as illustrated in Fig. 20.
analysis technique described in NASA Technical These static firing measurements were obtained
Note D-1836. This technique is based on spec- from ringframe and stringer type structure.
tra obtained by constant bandwidth analysis of Here for the first time the measured envelope
vibration measurements. The static firing test exceeds the specified level at several frequen-
levels were derived from the 97-1/2-percent cies, although the specification is again con-
confidence spectra of measurements obtained servative over most of the spectrum. Our last
within the respective vehicle zones. For this comparison between the specification and static
comparison the constant bandwidth analyses firing data, Fig. 21, shows the specification level
were extracted from measurements during the for the booster top section and an envelope of
mainstage period of static firings. These data measurements obtained from the spider beam
are therefore compared with the steady-state area. These spectra indicate a fairly good cor-
levels of the original specification. The next relation over a relatively wide band of frequen-
four slides illustrate this comparison. Figure cies.
18 indicates the steady-state vibration level
specified for engine-mounted hardware and Our conclusions from the above compari-
data which was an input to H-1 engine turbo- son is that considering the data available when
pump components. As you can see, the test the original predictions were made, the corre-
specification level appears overly conservative lation between the predicted environment and
in this case. Some conservation is warranted, the levels obtained during static firings is bet-
however, since the specification applies to all ter than we had anticipated. In general, how-
engine-mounted hardware. The vibrations ex- ever, the data indicates our specifications were
perienced by hardware mounted to the turbo- overly conservative at the extreme ends of the
pump are predominately caused by rotating test spectra. A point should be made here con-
impellers, bearings, and gears and the passage cerning the low frequency vibration environ-
of fluid, and therefore is quite unique. Figure ment, which is not apparent from the above
19 shows a comparison between the specified comparison. Our data indicates that the low
vibration test level for structural-mounted frequency contribution to the vehicle vibration
hardware in the booster tail section and the environment approaches a maximum not during
envelope of static firing data obtained from the mainstage operation but during the transition
thrust structure. These levels compare more periods associated with engine ignition, booster
favorably than those of Fig. 18, yet are still release, high Q, engine cutoff, and retro-rocket
quite conservative, especially at the extreme firing. These extremely non-stationary periods
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Fig. 18 - Comparison between the specified vibration test level for engine-mounted
hardware and the 97-1/2-percent confidence envelope of data obtained from turbo-
pump. hardware during booster static firing
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Fig. 19 - Comparison between the specified vibration test level for structural-mounted
hardware in the booster tail section and the 97-l/Z-percent confidence envelope of data
obtained from the thrust structure during booster static firing
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Fig. 20 - Comparison between the vibration level specified for testing components
mounted in the booster center section and the 97-1/2-percent confidence envelope

of data measured in the aft LOX and fueL-skirts during static firing
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Fig. 21 - Comparison between the vibration test level specified for components
located in the booster top section and the 97-1/2-percent confidence envelope
of data obtained from the spider beam area during static firing

of vehicle operation must also be considered in comparing here. The flight measurements,
the derivation of test specifications. We would however, were transmitted over telemetry
like to emphasize that the static test data has channels with different bandwidths. For the
been compared here to DSF-TM-7-59 which first Saturn flight (SA-1) the vibration meas-
was issued in 1959. urements were all transmitted by standard

I.R.I.G. FM/FM telemetry with channel band-
We shall next show a comparison between widths varying up to a maximum of 1050 cps.

static firing data and measurements obtained Most of the measurements on the remaining
during the mainstage period of flight for the three flights were transmitted by SSB/FM
four Saturn I, Block I launches. The accelera- telemetry with a linear frequency range of ap-
tion level for the comparisons is expressed as proximately 50 cps to 3 kc. In view of the
Grm. This value is the root-mean-square ac- limited number of flight measurements no ef-
celeration as measured at the center frequency fort was made to normalize or adjust the data
of a nominal 10-cps band-pass filter. The static for telemetry channel bandwidth characteristics.
firing data are presented as 97-1/2-percent
confidence spectra of measurements obtained Figure 22 indicates a comparison of static
from the respective zones. The flight data rep- firing and flight data from H-1 engine gear
resent the maximum envelope of constant band- cases. The flight levels nowhere exceeded the
width analyses obtained from measurements in statistical envelope from static firings. A close
the respective vehicle zones during flight, look at turbo gear case data would indicate har-

monics associated with gear train and impeller
Maximum levels are presented since we blade-pass frequencies. A comparison of

have, as of yet, too few flight measurements measurements obtained from the H-1 engine
from the various zones from which to obtain a combustion chamber is shown next in Fig. 23.
significant statistical description. The static As you can see the statistical envelope was
firing measurements were obtained with land- not exceeded during the flights and the gen-
wire instrumentation which had a linear fre- eral trend of the two curves show quite good
quency response beyond the 2 kc we are correlation.
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Fig. 22 - Maximum envelope of H-I engine gear case measurements obtained

during Block I flights and the 97-1/2-percent confidence envelope of meas-

urements obtained from the same location during booster static firing
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Fig. 23 - Maximum envelope of combustion chamber measurements obtained
during Block I flights and the 97-1/2-percent confidence envelope of meas-
urements obtained from the same location during booster static firing
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Figure 24 illustrates a comparison of derived from the development of the Block I
measurements from the thrust structure. In vehicle to determine the vibration, acoustic,
this area the maximum flight levels exceeded and shock environments for Saturn I, Block II,
the statistical envelope in two frequency in- Saturn IB, and Saturn V. The documents stating
crements. Our final comparison shown in Fig. the vibration, acoustic, and shock criteria for
25 shows the static firing and flight spectra for each of these vehicles can be found in the list
vibration measurements in the spider beam of references.
area. These curves indicate a significant point
which must be considered in the derivation of Figure 26 illustrates the more detailed
test specifications from static firing data. Note Figure 26 Illutrtes theamoretdeasiledzoning of the Block I booster data that was used
the significant peak which appears in the flight for determining the Block II environments. This
envelope and not the statistical data. We con- figure lists the number of measurements used
clude that the lack of correlation shown here to statistically define each major zone and sub-
is, at least in part, due to differences in the zone. Figure 27 is shown for the purpose of
fixity conditions at the spider beam associated better defining the location of the engine sub-
with the static test tower alignment and the zones listed in Fig. 26.
launch configuration.

This ends our comparison of Saturn I, The next three figures give you a more de-
Block I vibration data. For all practical pur- tailed description of the environmental zone
poses, the books have been closed on the Saturn breakdown for the Saturn I, Block II vehicles.
I, Block I vehicles, but the experience and data Figure 28 illustrates the basic vehicle system
gained from these vehicles still linger on. We with the S-I stage booster, S-IV second stage,
have utilized the data and prediction techniques instrument unit, and payload.

- - - - - - -STATIC FIRING, 97.57.
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Fig. 24 - Mdaximum envelope of thrust structure measurements obtained
during ]Block I flights and the 97-1/2-percent confidence envelope of data
obtained from the same area during booster static firing
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Fig. 25 -Maximum envelope of spider beam measurements obtained from
Block I flights and the 97- 1/2 -percent confidence envelope of data obtained
from the same area during booster static firing
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Fig. 26 - Saturn I, Block I zonal statistics
breakdown from static test data
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Fig. 28 - Typical Saturn I, Block I
vehicle configuration

The major environmental zones for the S-1 noted, however, that the first four Saturn flights
booster are illustrated in Fig. 29. Figure 30 were made under ideal conditions: no severe
shows the major zone breakdown of the S-IV winds aloft, no rough combustion, no hard-over
stage, instrument unit, and payload. This zoning gimbaling, and no engine out other than one pro-
represents a vast improvement over the envi- grammed engine shut-down 10 seconds prior to
ronmental zone breakdown defined in the orig- cutoff on SA-4. Also, many considerations other
inal Saturn vibration specification as can be than mainstage operation must be considered in
seen by reviewing Fig. 10. The original Saturn the derivation of test specifications. These in-
vibration test specification was divided into clude the transition periods of flight mentioned
three environmental zones and three sub-zones, earlier as well as the dynamic environment as-
whereas the specification for the Saturn I, Block sociated with transportation and handling.
II is defined in terms of 15 major environmental
zones and 94 sub-zones. Marshall feels very strongly about rigid

laboratory qualification test requirements. Our
Marshall environmental test specifications business is the development of man-rated vehi-

may appear overly conservative when compared cles and we cannot afford to base our philosophy
with the flight data just presented. It should be on assumed flight failures.
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Fig. 29 - Environmental zone breakdown for
S-I stage of Saturn I, Block II vehicle
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Fig. 30 - Environmental zone break-
down for S-IV stage and payload of
Saturn I, Block II vehicle
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Judd (MB Electronics): I notice that would have to know how you are going to deter-
all of your data cut off at 2,000 cycles. Did you mine the peak response in this case. Is it some
make measurements to find out what was happen- rms value, is it three times the signal, or what
ing above 2,000 cycles, and, if so, what do you is the peak response?
consider the significance of the energy contained
above 2,000 cycles? Mr. Johnston: Of course, that is what all

____ of us are wondering. Each of us has his own
Mr. Johnston: Within the limitation of the way of getting from the measurements to what I

tape recorder, all of the data from the static have shown. I will tell you what we have done.
firing measurements taken on the tower go at The data are based on a 97-1/2 percent confi-
least to 5 kc and higher if we so specify. The dence level derived from the first-free moment
fundamental analysis that we do for each tape of the statistical distribution. We take 50-cycle
from the tower goes to 2,500 cps. The com- bandwidths to a spectrum data and, for the
parison here is to 2 kc because our specs go measurements you saw on this chart, the dif-
only to 2 kc. Of course, the limitation in the ferent zones break down anywhere from 20 to
past has been mostly the laboratory equipment, 132 in each zone. We can determine the mean,
not the analysis itself. We do h,:ve the data to the mean square, or standard deviation, and the
2,500 cps. Generally speaking, the only concern skewness for each 50-cycle bandwidth. We don't
we have had for energy above 2 kc has been on assume any normal distribution within any of
the power plant measurements themselves. The the bands. We take the two sigma value for
structural measurements do not indicate a sig- each one of these bandwidths, and that is where
nificant high frequency energy content. the spectrum comes from for our comparison

to the q-peak values. Does that answer the
Mr. Rice (Goodyear Aerospace): You stated question?

that you felt sine wave testing was more impor-
tant than random wave testing. Have you found Dr. Vigness: Yes, thank you.
that the sine wave testing Is in general more
severe? Mr. Mutter (Boeing Co.): I believe you

stated that your static firing levels were ap-
Mr. Johnston: This is always brought up proximately the same as the in-flight steady-

to us by most of the people we deal with on the state level, yet most of your comparisons have
stages in the power plant. There is always an indicated that the static test firing levels are
argument. We continue to use this because it is considerably higher. Can you explain that?
an established, reliable procedure for develop-
ing good hardware. We feel that the random Mr. Johnston: On a static test tower on
test definitely has its place. We are using the the exhaust side, the deflector side, where
sine test to evaluate design and structural in- maximum load intensities occur, the main stage
tegrity. We are using the random test as a level will be higher than during flight. The
functional check on equipment. I don't think space average, however, around the vehicle is
that we have enough experience right now to somewhat less. Now, if we look at it as the
say that we are fully qualified in random test- space average, not the maximum or not the
ing for structural qualifications, minimum, then it is perhaps slightly higher in

the case of the tail section area. Here is where
Dr. Vigness (NRL): In slides 15, 16, and we have pretty much garbage in the vehicle

17, you gave a comparison in terms of the max- during the main stage portion of the flight.
imum amplitude of vibration, in which you com-
pared the structural responses with the specifi- Mr. Mutter: Do your comparisons average
cations. I would be interested in knowing what your on-pad conditions, or are they just the
the peak values of the structural responses maxima? Your comparison between the static
would be, as this is a random vibration and one tests and the flight had indicated your static
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test was considerably higher in most cases. attempted to do with the curves here, with the
Does your static test data average around the space average and the angular correlation. We
vehicle include the effect of the tower, or was have tried to, in effect, get an average value
it just the highest level? and use this in our statistical data along with

weighting factors for the number of measure-
Mr. Johnston: The static test data con- ments for each zone.

siders the tower effect on the distribution of
the acoustic field. That's what we have Mr. Mutter: Thank you.
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A COMPARISON OF THE FLIGHT EVALUATION OF THE VEHICLE

BENDING DATA WITH THE THEORETICAL AND DYNAMIC TEST

RESULTS FOR THE SATURN I VEHICLE*

Everette E. Beam
Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville, Alabama

A flight evaluation of the bending mode accelerometer data has been
conducted for several Saturn I vehicles. The evaluation was conducted
in order to determine the frequency trends of the vehicle bending modes
during powered flight. In addition, mode shapes and actual amplitudes
of deflection were desired for the periods of maximum response.

In order to accomplish this data reduction, a digital program was de-
veloped using correlation and power spectral relationships. The pro-
gram computes amplitude of response and phase relationships for the
predominant frequencies in two or more accelerometer measurements.
The results depend mainly upon the type and number of measurements
available, and the magnitude and type of response measured. The re-
sults to date have been satisfactory, even on low level response.

This paper is an attempt to show the comparison of results obtained
from flight data with the results of theoretical calculations and dynamic
ground vibration tests for the Saturn I vehicle. The digital program is
described and some examples of the significance and application of the
results are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION necessary to determine the necessary instru-
mentation and evaluation methods that will pro-

It is desirable in the development program vide the desired information.
of a vehicle system to have sufficient data from
the research and development flights to conduct The bending mode instrumentation on the
a post flight evaluation of the behavior of the Saturn vehicles to date has been used to provide
vehicle. The systems that make up the vehicle information on the frequencies and amplitudes
have been designed on the basis of analytical of response throughout the powered flight. This
studies and past experience, and redesigned as information can be of importance to help deter-
necessary after ground testing of component mine the causes in case of a malfunction or
systems and subsystems. This preflight testing failure. The side benefits of instrumentation
and evaluation is necessary to improve the pos- of this type are also present. It could be used
sibility of a successful flight, for a study of an emergency detection system,

evaluation of guidance and control data, deter-
The development flight, however, is the mination of instability, evaluation of dynamic

first and only real test of the vehicle in the total loads, and other studies associated with struc-
performance of its mission. These flight tests tural response.
provide the opportunity to evaluate the design
criteria, analytical methods, and test methods The Saturn I vehicle under consideration
used in order to improve the future vehicles, here is the Block I vehicle which includes SA-1
To accomplish this flight evaluation it is through SA-4. The booster stage, as shown in

"*Invited paper.
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Fig. 1 is made up of a 105-inch-diameter center took the form of a nonuniform single beam with
LOX tank and eight 70-inch-diameter outer an equivalent stiffness for the booster stage.
tanks attached at each end to the center tank. The equivalent stiffness for this clustered tank
The outer tanks consist of four fuel tanks and booster was determined based on a structural
four LOX tanks attached to the center tank at deflection analysis on the total booster. Care-
the top by a spider beam assembly and at the ful consideration was given to the weight dis-
bottom by the thrust structure outriggers. The tribution of the outer tanks.
upper stages are a dummy S-IV stage with a
water ballast tank, a dummy S-V stage, and the The weight distribution of the outer tanks
payload, to the overall model would affect the beam
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STA. 1731 i---_ 4
DUMMY

S-V STAGE
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F L

-" 1 C- 105" LOX TANK
A A L - 70" LOX TANK

F - 70" FUEL TANK

S-I STAGE

(,.EAL
STA. 100

Fig. 1 - Saturn I, Block I configuration

In order to better understand the flight analysis considerably. Test results showed that
evaluation, some discussion on the analytical for most weight conditions the outer tanks had
and test results to be used is in order, very little bending for an overall vehicle bend-

ing mode shape. A weight breakdown was
adopted for the single beam analysis that would

PREFLIGHT ANALYSIS represent this effective weight of the outer
tanks. The cluster beam analysis illustrates

Single Beam Model the model selection in Figs. 6 and 11. The
The first analysis was naturally a simpli- weight of the outer tanks in the first mode is

fied model of the actual structure. The model effective at the deflection line and therefore,
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was distributed to the center tank in the single equations are written for the connection at the
beam analysis. The weight of the outer tanks bottom of the outer tanks. The model considers
is not as effective at the deflection line of the symmetry and is then defined in terms of
second mode and was, therefore, distributed to vibration planes rather than tanks, as shown in
the ends of the outer tanks near the node points. Fig. 5. This complex model includes longitudi-

nal forces in the outer tanks, and spring cou-
This is a first model and was supplemented pling between the outer tanks. The outer tanks,

by data on the outer tanks as separate pinned center tank, and upper stages are distributed as
end beams with appropriate rotary springs at nonuniform beams and the spring constants of
the ends. The analysis was conducted by a the outer tanks attachments are determined
transfer matrix technique, from a separate analysis.

This first model then gave a first and sec- The cluster beam analysis was developed

ond bending mode frequency trend as shown in by Dr. Rudolph Glaser, of Marshall Space Flight
Fig. 2. A typical first and second mode shape Center, and programmed under his direction.
is given in Fig. 3 for the flight time of 35 The results of this program have proved to be

seconds. very good by comparison to a later ground vi-
bration test on the SA-5 vehicle.

Clih-ter Beam Model A frequency trend curve for this clustered
analysis is given in Fig. 4 and typical mode

The present analysis for the clustered shapes are given in Figs. 5 through 11 for the
booster is a coupled beam analysis using the flight time of 35 seconds. The first and second
transfer matrix method as the basis for the bending modes can be identified by comparison.
solution. The transfer matrix routine is begun The other modes can be called cluster modes
at the nose of the vehicle and the compatibility since the motion is mainly on the outer tanks.
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0,.
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2
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Fig. 2 - Single beam analysis - frequency trend
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Fig. 4 - Cluster beam analysis - frequency trend
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Fig. 5 -Cluster beam analysis - first cluster mode
(flight time - 35 seconds; frequency - 2.56 cps)

Ground Vibration Test only slightly outboard of the lower attach points
as is indicated by the lateral spring rate of only

The Saturn I Dynamic Test Vehicle (SA-Di) 626 lb/in. and a vertical spring rate of 625,000
was subjected to a ground vibration test to de- lb/in. This spring rate was varied for the dif-
termine the lateral bending modes in a simu- ferent test fill conditions.
lated free-free condition. To simulate the
free-free condition the vehicle was suspended The flight times or fill conditions tested
in the dynamic test stand in a vertical position. are for 0, 10, 35, 63, and 119 seconds. The
The suspension system consisted of cables tanks were filled with de-ionized water and the
running upward from the outriggers at the tail correct weight was simulated within 3 percent
section of the vehicle through a set of springs for each flight time tested.
to a hydraulic cylinder attached to the tower.
The hydraulic cylinder was located at the The rigid body frequencies on the cables
72-foot level which is about the top of the were well separated from the lowest natural
booster. The cable attach points at the top are frequency in bending. The greatest suspension
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Fig. 6 - Cluster beam analysis - first bending mode
(flight time - 35 seconds; frequency - 2.75 cps)
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Fig. 9 - Cluster beam analysis - fourth cluster mode
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Fig. 11 - Cluster beam analysis - second bending mode
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effect was probably on the damping factors de- between the frequencies (Fig. 13) and the mode
termined and is of no great importance to the shapes for the analytical studies and the test,
comparison in this paper. the test results are used as a comparison in

this paper. Some of the mode shapes from the
The tests gave a frequency trend as shown test are given in Figs. 16 through 20 for the

by Fig. 12. Since good comparison exists comparison to flight evaluation values.
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Fig. 12 - Ground vibration test - frequency trend
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Fig. 13 - Comparison of frequency trends

FLIGHT EVALUATION effort to determine all the frequency trends of
the vehicle and probably not very desirable.

Background The determination of a mode shape associ-
A detail flight evaluation of the bending ated with a frequency is much more difficult.

mode accelerometers has been conducted on The determination of a mode shape from a flight
three Saturn I research vehicles. The data was test is far beyond the scope of this paper, but
obtained from low frequency accelerometers identifying a mode by comparison with results
which were monitored throughout the powered of calculations or a ground vibration test is the
flight. present effort in flight test evaluation. To ac-

complish a comparison, it is desirable to have

The instrumentation for the detection of accelerometers at each end of the vehicle and

vehicle bending modes represents a minimum one at each antinode of the mode to be compared.

effort in obtaining any information except bend- For example, in order to make a comparison

ing mode frequencies. to first mode, three accelerometers in the
plane of the modal deflections would be required.

The determination of the bending frequency Consequently, the instrumentation shown
trends of a vehicle can possibly be accomplished in Fig. 14 for the typical Saturn I flights repre-
with a single accelerometer, although a pitch sent a minimum of instrumentation for a com-
and a yaw accelerometer would be preferred. parison with known first mode shapes and pos-
If, in addition, torsional frequencies are to be sible comparison with second mode shapes.
determined, it is necessary to add one more
accelerometer in either the pitch or yaw direc- Once data is obtained from flight instru-
tion. Now by the addition of one more acceler- mentation, the problems of data reduction and
ometer, in the longitudinal direction, the vehicle analysis begin. The desired results of bending
frequencies could be determined for bending in mode accelerometers are the frequency and
the pitch and yaw plane, for torsion about the amplitude of the response, and the phase rela-
longitudinal axis, and for the longitudinal direc- tion between the frequency components meas-
tion. This would be a minimum instrumentation ured. The problems arise in the separation of
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With these limitations on the instrumenta-
STA. 1900 tion and data reduction, the bending mode ac-
PITCH AND YAW celerometer data was evaluated and the typical

results for the three flights are presented in
this paper in summary form.

Procedure

In order to begin the evaluation, the oscil-
STA. 1310 lograph records from each measurement are
PITCH AND YAW studied. These records may indicate the pres-

ence of trends, and the predominate amplitudes
and frequencies. The records of these particu-
lar flights were usually covered with high fre-

STA. 1050 quency response of 40 cps and up.
PITCH AND YAW

From these records time slices are se-
lected for analysis by the digital correlation
program. The time slices are usually from 2

STA. 814 to 5 seconds in length, depending upon the length
FUEL TANK NO. I of data considered constant in frequency and
PITCH AND YAW amplitude. Several different time intervals

may be selected in order to better understand
the content and change in the time period of in-
terest. The time slices are selected at times
of maximum amplitude, visible low frequency
content, or known response times, such as en-

STA. 189 gine gimballing. Other time slices are selected
TH RUST FRAME and analyzed in order to complete frequency
PITCH AND YAW versus flight time trends.

The correlation program is used to obtain
an amplitude versus frequency spectrum for
each measurement. This spectrum shows pre-
dominant frequencies present and the amplitude
of response at these frequencies. The cross

Fig. 14 - Typical instrumen- correlation of any two measurements provides
tation - bending mode accel- the phase relation of these predominant fre-
erometer locations quencies.

With the frequency, amplitude, and phase
this complex signal into the individual frequency relation of the bending accelerometers deter-
responses. A correlation program (using cor- mined, the mode of response is defined suffi-
relation functions to determine power spectrual ciently for comparison with analytical and test
density) to accomplish this separation has been modes.
compiled, and is outlined in this section. As
stated in the outline of the program, some im-
provement and refinement are still needed, but Correlation Program
the results are satisfactory within certain limi-
tations. The most serious limitations are not There are several approaches to the prob-
inherent in the program, but are in the limited lem of separation of components of complex
length of data for analysis. Because of the con- signals. The details of any approach may vary
stant change in the flight vehicle weight, the depending on the desired end results and expe-
effect of damping, and the continuous input rience of processing the particular data of in-
forces on the vehicle, the span of time for a terest. Because of the necessity of a concen-
consistent piece of data is short. The length of trated effort to assure that a working digital
the data analyzed determines the fundamental vibration analysis program was in operation
frequency, and therefore the resolution of the for the SA-2 flight, the correlation function for
desired frequency. obtaining power spectral relations was quickly
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selected and the use of the method for other f 1(t + 7) become independent. How fast the
applications was not considered. function approaches zero is a measure of the

randomness of the function. When periodic
The choice of this approach appears to components are present with no random com-

have been a good one, since no better method ponent, then the auto correlation function is
has been found to obtain comparable results on composed of the sum of the individual compo-
this type of data. The program now prints a nents. For example, the auto correlation func-
format of amplitude and phase relation for the tion of a single frequency is a function with a
predominant frequencies in two or more rec- single frequency.
ords.

If the signal contains both random and pe-
Auto Correlation Function - The auto cor- riodic components, then the auto correlation

relation function can be expressed as the auto- function is a combination of the random function
covariance, R(7-), normalized by the autocovar- tending to zero and the periodic function. Some
iance at lag zero, R(O). Then the auto properties of the auto correlation function can
correlation function is be seen by considering the autocovariance.

= R 1 (T) 1. The autocovariance at lag zero is the
R11(0) mean value of the function squared or

where R(O) = f(t) 2 = (S.D.) 2 ,

R1 1(T) = f 1(t) f1(t+-)dt, T where S.D. = standard deviation;
-T 2. R(•-) is an even function or,

It should be noted that this expression for auto-
covariance is sometimes called the auto corre- R(r) = R(-r)
lation function. 3. Also,

This expression is for the case where the
function is a continuous stationary random R(O) > R(-).
process f 1 (t), and it shows that the auto Of course, the real value of the auto corre-
correlation function v, I(T) of the function lation function in this program is its use for the
f 1 (t) is given by the product f 1(t) f 1(t + T) generation of the power spectral density func-
averaged with respect to time. The auto cor- tion.
relation function depends on the interval of time
as well as on the function. Power Spectral Density - The power spec-

Consider the physical meaning of the con- tral density (PSD) is obtained by transforming
the auto correlation function from a time do-

cept of the auto correlation function. Select a maito aofreque ncyion by a the

particular random continuously variable quan- Fourier integral

tity f(t). If at the time t the value of f(t) is

large, then the probability is small that at the
instant (t + 7), where T is small, the value of W iwT
f(t + -) will be very small. But if a larger •(w) J"'11(•) e
time span is taken for T then the value of
f(t + -r) may have any value. These values of where
f( t) and f( t + T) may, therefore, be considered
as independent random quantities. The behavior e'iW = cosw-r- i sin wr.
of a random function is characterized by the
mutual relation between the values of f(t) at t Since '(7) is an even function,
and t + T as well as its value at every time t.
A measure of the relation between the values of 4(w) = PSDN f () cos w- d- .
f(t) and f(t + 7) is the auto correlation func-
tion.

For periodic signals, the frequencies of the
The auto correlation function completely peak values of the PSD represent the frequency

defines the Gaussian process. If the signal is content of the input signal. The value of the
random and has no periodic components, then PSD is normalized by the standard deviation
the auto correlation function tends to zero with squared, since the auto correlation function
increasing 7-, since the two functions f (t) and was used to compute PSI). The amplitude of
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the component at the peak frequencies is deter-
mined from the PSD by CO = 2 f [IP12(T-) + c21(7a) Cos wir dT7,

0

Amp = S.D. 12PSD• and the second term is called the quadrative,

If the frequency of the signal falls between Qi, or

adjacent resolution bands, splitting of the power
between the bandwidths will occur and will give Q o = 2
erroneous values of the amplitudes. Since the Qi = [l•1 2 (r-) - ' 2 1(i-)J sin wi-dr.
frequency resolution is completely determined
by the length of the data to be analyzed, the The importance of the cross power in bending
splitting can be minimized by increasing or mode analysis is in the real and imaginary
decreasing the length of the data sample. The
frequency and amplitude of the periodic compo-
nents can now be determined from the auto cor- Since the phase relation,
relation function and auto power spectrum. The S i 2 = + ' Q, t
cross power must be used to obtain phase rela- e, between the two signals is given by

tion.
tan = .

Cross Correlation Function - The cross CO
correlation function is defined as the correla-
tion of two functions in the same way the auto The frequency and amplitude of the periodic
correlation was defined for a single function. components of a single measurement can now
The cross correlation function is be determined from the auto correlation func-

tion, and the phase relation between two or
R1=2(r) more measurements can now be determined

i22(-) R1 2(0) from the real and imaginary parts of the cross
power spectrum.

where

T Results and Comparison

12 (T) 2T f T 2 (t+i-)dt T Typical instrumentation to detect the vehi-

cle bending frequencies and deflections con-
The important use of the cross correlation sisted of five pitch and five yaw accelerometers

function here is in the generation of the cross located at stations 189, 1050, 1310, 1900, and
power spectrum. It should be noted, however, 814 (fuel tank #1) as shown in Fig. 14. The
that this is not an even function and will contain measuring range of these low frequency accel-
the phase relationship. erometers (natural frequency of 18 cps) was

±0.5 g.
Cross Power Spectral Density - The cross

power spectral density is obtained from the The typical oscillograph trace appears to
cross correlation function by be more of an indication of the high frequency

environment than low frequency bending. The
trace has strong response in the 40-cps range

01
2 (W) = 'P1 2 (-r) e- iWrdi. with greater response during the noisy times of

-_ lift-off, Max q, inboard engine cutoff, and out-
board engine cutoff. Much of the higher fre-

This expression may be transformed to quency response is local structure vibration
picked up at the lower limit of the accelerome-
ters. Frequencies in the range of first and

cw second vehicle bending were not usually de-
012 (w) = 2 J [u12(r) + TI21((-)] cos w- di- tected on the oscillograph trace because their

response amplitude was small and higher fre-
quencies with higher g-level response are

T spredominate. The detection of the correct fre-
+ 21 [f• 1 2 (- - 21(7 w~i-' quency, phasing, and amplitudes would be im-

possible without the correlation program.

where the first term is called the cospectrum, The flight evaluation results were com-
Co, or pared to the ground vibration test results.
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This comparison is made since test results Fig. 16. At the flight time of lift-off, a
have been accepted and the analytical studies single amplitude (S.A.) response of 0.03 g
compare favorably (Fig. 13). occurred on the nose at 2.2 cps as compared to

SA-.D1 frequency of 2.19 cps.

The frequency trend of the first mode fol-
lows the test results throughout flight time. Fig. 17. At the flight time of 35 seconds, a
The frequency range is approximately 2.2 cps frequency of 2.66 cps occurred compared to
at lift-off to about 3.0 cps at cutoff as shown in 2.63 cps for SA-Di.
Fig. 15. The trend is substantiated by the mode
shapes at several time points throughout the Fig. 18. At the flight of 63 seconds, a fre-
flight. Frequencies in the range of second mode quency of 2.8 cps was determined as compared
also follow the test results (Fig. 15) but cannot to 2.89 cps for SA-D1.
be substantiated with mode shapes due to the
low amplitude of response. Fig. 19. At the flight time of 119 seconds

(empty), a single amplitude response of 0.045 g
occurred on the nose at a frequency of 2.9 cps

Some low amplitude responses were de- as compared to the SA-D1 frequency of 3.04 cps.
tected in. the frequency range of the control
system (0.25 to 0.50 cps), propellant slosh (1.25 Fig. 20. At the 119-second flight time, a
to 1.50 cps), and local structural mountings. second bending mode comparison was obtained

at a frequency of 9.4 cps.
Typical comparisons to the SA-Di mode

shape and frequencies are given in Figs. 16 One example may illustrate the usefulness
through 20 and are summarized as follows: of these accelerometers in determining not only
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Fig. 15 - Flight evaluation - frequency trend;
test results vs flight evaluation
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Fig. Zi - Flight evaluation - 151 seconds

structural response but also finding the cause gimballing at 2.66 cps with low thrust and the
of the response. On one of the early flights inertia of the engine mass being the driving
there were indications from several types of force.
instrumentation that a large amplitude response
occurred immediately after engine cutoff and The accelerometer data and the engine
that it had increased in amplitude before decay gimnbal angle data was used to determine the
occurred. An evaluation produced a mode shape following: (1) the gimbal angle showed the same
of first bending and a frequency of 2.66 cps frequency (2.66 cps) and did not decay like the
(Fig. 21). This frequency is lower than the accelerometers but showed a step decrease,
3.0 cps first bending mode at cutoff. This re- and (2) the phase relation between the engine
sponse was determined to be due to the engine angle and the vehicle bending was the proper
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relation for inertia forcing. The engine thrust instrumentation is considered worthwhile on
decay curves and the pressure drop in the en- normal flights and could be important on flights
gine actuators substantiate this result, somewhat less than normal.

The flight evaluation has been satisfactory
considering the low level of response. The

* * *
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CORRELATION BETWEEN MEASURED AND PREDICTED TRANSIENT

RESPONSE OF THE TALOS AIRFRAME (IN SHIPBOARD STOWAGE)

WHEN SUBJECTED TO A NEARBY UNDERWATER EXPLOSION*

R. G. Alderson
The Bendix Corporation

Mishawaka, Indiana

This paper discusses the development of a mathematical model of the

Talos airframe as stowed aboard an ammunition supply ship, the pre-

dicted shock response, the experimental test methods and data, and the

correlation between predicted and measured shock response.

INTRODUCTION simulated stowage configuration, was subjected
to nearby underwater explosions. This paper

In a complex engineering study, utilization describes the tests from which experimental
of analytical methods as an adjunct to experi- response data was obtained, and the mathe-
ment is of proven value. Analysis based upon matical simulation used for response predic-
valid techniques not only permits enlightened tions. The validity of the simulation is as-
interpretation of experimental data, but pro- sessed through comparison of measured and
vides a rational basis for interpolation and predicted responses. Correction of bending
extrapolation of the data. Analytical extension moment predictions is discussed in light of this
of data is often essential since the complexity comparison.
of today's problems frequently does not permit
exhaustive experimental work without prohibi-
tive cost. But the validity of a predictive method SUPPORT CONFIGURATION
must be assessed before it can be applied with
confidence. The primary objective of this paper In stowage aboard the ammunition supply
is to describe such an assessment as it was con- ship, Talos is supported by a pair of handling
ducted by Bendix. bands located forward and aft at structural hard

points. A semi-circular steel band forms the

Susceptibility of the Talos 6cl airframe in upper half of the handling band, while the lower
stowage to damage induced by a nearby under- half, supporting the missile weight, consists of
water explosion is of considerable interest to several rubber-enclosed, chain-like strands.
Bendix and the Navy. A Bureau of Naval Weap- Two shoes protrude from each of the handling
ons contract, in part, authorized Bendix to de- bands, and these shoes are hard mounted to four
velop a mathematical model (simulation) of the vertical chocks bolted to the deck. Figures 1
missile as stowed aboard an ammunition supply and 2 show two views of a laboratory simulation
ship (AOE) and to correlate shock responses of the missile mounting configuration. Although
predicted using this simulation with experimen- only one missile is shown in these figures, mis-
tal data. 1 The mathematical model was then siles may be stowed two high aboard ship. Fig-
used to predict bending moments experienced ure 3 shows the four vertical chocks with the
by Talos during tests in which the missile, in a missile removed.

*The study described in this paper was performed under Bureau of Naval Weapons contract, NOW

63-0193.1This effort is described in Bendix Mishawaka Division Report No. 5687, "Damage Susceptibility of
the TALOS 6cl Airframe (in AOE Stowage) Exposed to Nearby Underwater Explosion--Final Anal-
ysis Report."
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DING BAND

Fig. 1 - Talos 6cl in simulated AOE stowage
configuration, side view

Fig. 3 - Missile support chocks
for AOE stowage

Figure 4 shows the platform during one of the
tests. Input and response vs time data were
obtained for each test from accelerometers

Fig. 2 - Talos 6cl in mounted throughout the airframe and support
simulated AOE stowage structure. Strain gages were also used to
configuration, front view monitor deformations in an area thought to be

critical from the standpoint of structural in-
tegrity. Sensing instrument outputs were am-

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS plified and fed to tape recording equipment on
shore via cabling.

A series of underwater explosion tests was

performed at the San Francisco Naval Shipyard,
in which the missile was mounted aboard a float- MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION
ing platform in a simulated AOE mounting con-
figuration. A one high configuration as shown in
the previous figures was used. Although the A mathematical simulation was desired
AOE ship's structure was not simulated, the which would permit predictions of airframe
missile support hardware was quite similar to transient response to any arbitrary excitation.
the anticipated AIE shipboard equipment. The This simulation was to find immediate applica-
tests consisted of a series of underwater deto- tion in the calculation of airframe bending mo-

nations in the vicinity of the floating platform. ments experienced during the tests.
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Fig. 4 - Talos 6 cl underwater explosion tests,
view of floating platform during test

A normal mode analysis was used to pre- airframe. Moments due to reaction forces at
dict airframe response to acceleration inputs at the supports were considered where applicable.
the support points. This approach determines
the net response by superposition of the airframe The simulation is capable of utilizing any
response in each of the significant bending modes. available support point acceleration data. Ac-
The airframe was idealized as a nonuniform, celeration inputs can be accepted either as an
undamped beam, simply supported at the han- analytical function of time or as a set of dis-
dling points; equations of motion, describing crete points giving accelerations at various
airframe bending in each mode, were derived times. The latter method, used extensively in
utilizing the Principle of Virtual Work. Details the investigation, is particularly useful if the
of this derivation are presented in the appendix. input acceleration is an irregular waveform as
Digital computer solution of the equations of is encountered frequently in experimental data.
motion was accomplished using the Runge-Kutta The acceleration inputs at the forward and aft
numerical integration technique. Solution of the supports are treated as separate functions of
equations of motion yielded predicted deflection time which need not be identical.
and acceleration time histories. Using the pre-
dicted accelerations, bending moments were CORRELATION STUDY
computed at various points on the airframe.
These bending moments were derived through A correlation study was conducted to assess
consideration of the inertial loading on the the validity of responses predicted using the
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mathematical model. Using measured acceler- cards in a format suitable for use as inputs to
ations at the support points as inputs to the the digital computer simulation of the system.
mathematical model, airframe acceleration vs
time was predicted and compared with corre- Several different calculations were made
sponding measured response data. in which accelerations and bending moments

were predicted in either vertical or lateral di-
The input data was obtained from vertical rections for each of the underwater explosions.

and lateral accelerometers located on the air- Calculations were made using two different
frame at the support points. Accelerations of versions of the simulation - one in which the
the chocks or the deck could not be used as in- first and second bending modes were consid-
put data since the dynamic characteristics of ered, and one in which the first mode only was
the support system, -although presently under considered. The accelerometer location chosen
investigation, were not well understood at the for comparison in all cases was a structural
time that the analysis was conducted. The input ring 20 inches from the nose of the missile.
accelerations, having been recorded on tape,
were played through a 200 cps low pass filter In the following discussion of acceleration
so that high frequency traces, representing data, a common normalization factor has been
either mechanical or electrical noise, would be applied to all of the data so that this paper may
eliminated. The "mechanical noise," not likely be kept unclassified. Figures 5 through 8 show
to threaten airframe structural integrity, arises the most significant data obtained from the in-
from such phenomena as looseness throughout vestigation. This data was obtained during a
.the airframe and support structure. The filtered test, denoted "Test A," in which the airframe
acceleration data was then reproduced on oscil- was on the verge of structural failure. Strain
lograph records. The acceleration time histories gages indicated that buckling was imminent
were converted to a digital form using a semi- during this test, but subsequent visual inspec-
automatic data reduction device. Acceleration tion revealed no damage. Evidently the air-
vs time data at 0.001-second intervals over a frame was loaded nearly to its structural
period of 0.1 second was entered on punched limit in this test.
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Figure 5 shows the normalized vertical ac- the highest mode under consideration. The
celeration inputs experienced in Test A. Figure conclusion to be drawn is that the best single
6 compares the normalized measured response mathematical representation is the first mode
to these inputs with normalized responses pre- only version of the simulation, since this ver-
dicted using two different versions of the math- sion should suitably describe the system at the
ematical model. Predictions were made con- time of maximum acceleration response (about
sidering first mode bending alone and also con- 0.05 second).
sidering both first and second mode bending.
Figures 7 and 8 show similar data for Test A Figures 9 through 12 present data from
in the lateral direction. Reference to Figs. 6 Test B, in which much lower excitation was
and 8 suggests that except for the first peak, encountered. Figure 9 shows the normalized
poor correlation exists between experimental vertical input acceleration, while Fig. 10 com-
data and the corresponding responses predicted pares predicted and measured vertical re-
by considering both first and second modes. sponses. Only predictions based on the first
This assertion was confirmed by other test data mode only version of the simulation are shown,
not presented here. Also, correlation of the since this is the preferred version. Corre-
data predicted by the first mode only version of sponding Test B data for lateral inputs is shown
the simulation is generally degraded after about in Figs. B d 12.
0.05 second, the time at which the first (and gs. 1I and 12.
most severe) negative peak occurs.

It is of interest to note from the measured
The areas of poor correlation evidently input accelerations that the peak values are

reflect the assumption of negligible damping in generally greater at the aft support point than
the derivation of the mathematical model. As a at the forward support point. This is probably
consequence of this assumption, predicted re- due to the mass distribution of the missile
sponses erroneously exhibit large oscillations which requires that forces applied at the for-
after a time. This effect is only significant ward support encounter more effective mass
after times comparable to the natural period of than do forces applied aft.
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Although calculations made using the first Bending moments induced by inertial load-
mode only version of the simulation predict ac- ing were computed from predicted acceleration
celeration response vs time histories, which responses. These responses had been obtained
aresimilar in shape to the measured values, using the first mode only version of the simula-
the measured maximum accelerations are gen- tion. Since the predicted responses were known
erally considerably lower than the predicted to be in error, some method of adjusting the
values. The measured vertical response from predicted maximum bending moments was re-
Test A is about 43 percent of the predicted quired. The most obvious adjustment was to
value., Comparison of lateral responses from diminish the predicted maximum bending mo-
Test A, as well as both vertical and lateral re- ments by a factor obtained from comparison of
sponses from Test B, reveal that the measured measured and predicted accelerations. This
responses are about 68 percent of the predicted factor was merely the ratio between maximum
values, predicted and measured accelerations 20 inches

from the missile nose.

Subsequent experimental work has demon-
strated that the discrepancy is largely due to Some substantiation exists for this admit-
the presence of looseness in the missile support tedly gross bending moment adjustment. Recall
structure. Vibration tests have shown that air- that strain measurements from Test A indicate
frame response is actually increased if the han- that buckling was imminent. Also, theoretical
dling band shoes are tightly clamped to the sup- maximum allowable bending moment data had
port chocks. Since the equations of motion been obtained previously, using a technique
contain the assumption that there is no free play which combined buckling theory and static test
in the supports, the prediction of too-high accel- results. Comparison of the theoretical maxi-
eraLions is to be expected. mum allowable bending moments with the
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adjusted bending moments predicted for Test response of a lightly damped system during the
A revealed agreement within 15 percent. first cycle differs little from the response of

an undamped system. Errors are known to
exist in the airframe stiffness data, but these

CRITIQUE are probably insignificant compared with
looseness effects.

In any analysis based upon theoretical con-
siderations, an appraisal of the technique is in The correlation study has indicated that the
order. Of the assumptions made in the devel- simulation is a satisfactory tool for the predic-
opment of the mathematical model, the most tion of responses and bending moments due to
tenuous is the idealization that the structure is either measured or hypothetical inputs. Pre-
simply supported. dictions will naturally be more accurate if

looseness effects are not encountered. Inac-
Looseness of the shoes in the chocks is curacies due to looseness can, however, be

known to produce considerable departure from compensated for if any experimental response
the predicted response. The neglect of damping data is available. In any case, some under-
in the equations of motion is not unreasonable standing exists concerning the magnitude of
for transient response calculations, since the these errors.

Appendix

TRANSIENT DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF A SIMPLY SUPPORTED NONUNIFORM BEAM
SUBJECTED TO LATERAL ACCELERATIONS (SHOCK) APPLIED AT THE SUPPORTS

To determine the dynamic response of a The deflection of the beam can be expressed
simply supported beam, a normal mode analysis as a function of time and axial position along the
is performed. This type of analysis assumes beam (deflection station):
that the overall response of the beam can be
obtained from the superposition of response in Y(x, t) = oi(t) XI(x) , (1)
each of the significant modes of vibration.
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where the subscript i denotes a particular The negative quantity arises since the inertial
bending mode and Xi(x) denotes a particular force applied to the element is in the opposite
normalized mode shape. el(t) is a function of direction from the motion.
time which defines the magnitude of the con-
tribution from each of the significant modes. From (1), (2), and (3) the work done by
The determination of ¢i(t) is the primary inertial forces on the entire beam is
product of this analysis.

Define the coordinate system: w -f (x) j Xj
0

FWD AFT
+gl(t) + (X)Ag(t0 Xi8qbidx,

gl(t) A2M B)o

Wgg= - M¢i m(x) Xi • Xj dx

Y(x) is the displacement relative to the "rigid
body centerline" (centerline of the beam in its
undeflected state). g,(t) and g2 (t) are the ac-t
celerations applied at the supports. Note that + m re(x) Xi gl(t) dx
Y(x) does not represent the absolute motion of
the beam, since the support points will experi-
ence motion consistent with the applied accel- 1
erations. + fo m(x) ! Xi 6g(t) dx] (4)

The absolute acceleration of an element of
the beam (ignoring rotation of the element about Note that the subscript in the summation has
its own axis) is been changed from i to j; this was done for

convenience and does not change the original
+ glt + r(x) meaning of the subscript. Considerable sim-

a+ g(t) plification can be obtained through consideration
of the orthogonal nature of normal functions. A

where a is the distance between supports, and thorough discussion of this topic can be found in
r(x) is the distance from an element to support Advanced Calculus for Engineers, Hildebrand
point A (r is positive for an element forward (Prentice-Hall). The normalized mode shapes
of A and negative for an element aft of A). The X1(x) are normal modes, and are orthogonal
notation i denotes the second derivative of Y(t) with respect to a weighting function m(x). The
with respect to time and condition of orthogonality gives

Ag(t) = g 1 (t) - g 2 (t).
f0 It(x) Xi xjdx = 0 for i ý j. (5)

The inertial force acting on an element is 0

Then (4) becomes
m(x) [I + g 1 (t) + [Ai =- + Bigl(t) +CiAg(t)] (6)

where m(x) is mass per unit length, and dx is where
an incremental length. Assume a virtual dis-
placement 2A.'= m(x) X~dx,

5Y = 89ix , (2) .0

then the work done by the inertial force through Bi f m(x) Xi dx
the virtual displacement is and 0

dW= r(x) Agmt)]dx Y ( Ci = fo m)(x) a•__Ž Xd
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The strain energy stored in the beam is For details of the derivation of (11) see Vi-bration Problems in Engineering, Timoshenko

EL d 2 \2 (Van Nostrand). By using (9) and (11), it can be

2-~ fJ X) dx, (7) shown that\S \dx2 /

where E is the modulus of elasticity, and I(x) t EI(x) d-Xi j dx = P.2  m X. 2dx = p 2 Ai
is the plane moment of inertia. o Ldx 2i0

Rewriting (7), then (10) becomes

V = I tEI(x) [d 2  X W2 = - Ski Ai Pi 2 0i (12)

o Ldx2  j The network done by the inertia and elas-
ticity forces through the virtual displacement

2 must equal the work done by external forces

= EI(x) dxj dx. (7a) acting through the virtual displacement. We
x-j dx . have ignored dissipative forces in this devel-opment, which should be a satisfactory assump-

tion in the study of transient response.
The work done by the elasticity forces through

virtual displacement 80i is In this formulation of the problem there is
no work done by external forces, since the in-

W2 = 80i puts to the beam are given as accelerations
rather than forces. The effect of these inputs

= 0d2XId2 X dis reflected in the inertia forces. Then,= -- -- dx. (8)

i E(x) dx2 J dx 2  W + wT = 0

It has been shown (see Hildebrand) that - Sq-[Ai €' Bi gl(t) + CiAg(t)]

d 2X . d 2 Xj fo8irA P.i ( 0 ,

EI(x) dx = 0 for iorj (9)dx2 dx 2  
or

as a consequence of the orthogonality property. €i + P1
2 i 2 P CA

Then A- 1 g1(t) - Ai Ag(t) , (13)

i d•Xi] :2 d (10) where
EI(x) (10)

"A1 -- I mO,)X Xidx,

€i can be brought out of the integrand since 0i A2

is a function of time only.

Although more convenient methods are Bi = f m(x) Xi dx
available, the mode shapes of a vibrating beam 0

can (in principle) be obtained from the solution and
of

2C, o( r(• Xi)dx
d 2 [EI(x) d X i (x) p.2 (I)Jdx--- L -x2

The solution of (13) together with (1) deter-
where P1 is the natural frequency (radians! mines the deflection of the beam relative to the
sec) of a particular mode. rigid body centerline.
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PANEL SESSION

PREDICTION OF FLIGHT ENVIRONMENT

Moderator: Mr. John C. New, Goddard Space Flight Center,
NASA

Panelists: F. M. Condos, Martin Company
G. L. Getline, General Dynamics/Convair
P. T. Mahaffey, Chance Vought Corporation
G. H. Moore, Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.
H. Runyon, Langley Research Center, NASA

An edited version of the discussion which took place during this panel
session follows. Not all comments are included since some were repe-
titions of statements that were made earlier.

Mr. New opened the session by introducing equipment. I think we are now beginning to
each of the panelists and asking them to make a plan our measurements for the purpose of find-
brief opening statement. ing out what causes the environment, how we

can predict it, and that sort of thing."

OPENING REMARKS: Mr. Getline: "I am going to spend very

Mr. Condos: "It seems to be the current little time making remarks now. In a couple of

opinion that vibration prediction has advanced the papers I have heard, however, noteably Mr.
to the point where there are a lot of people who Mitchell's just a little while ago, I noticed that
toathe pointwherektherepareialot of pheorple- wthe discrepancy of sound pressure as a function
are willing to make comparisons of their pre- ofQsestbebugg'altfpol.I

dictions and their actual measurements. This of Q seems to be 'bugging' a lot of people. I

is something that no one would do 4 or 5 years hope that during the discussions that follow I
I don't believe, however, that we have will get a chance to say a few words on that. I

ago. Ihave been working on flow noise for the past
gone far enough. We are not really predicting few years and, even though it is with respect to
the environment; we are still pretty much underwater vehicles, we have learned quite a
guessing at it. i think it important that we bit about it."
learn to predict it much more accurately than
we have, not so much from the standpoint of
perfection, but from the standpoint that we must Mr. Mahaffey: "It is very gratifying to me
be able to use vibration predictions and envi- to see the progress which is currently being
ronmental tests as a measure of reliability at a made in this very difficult field of environ-
point where we have only hardware, not com- mental vibration prediction. I can recall that,
plete systems. We should, then, be striving for as recently as 5 years ago, the prediction of
much better reliability predictions very early environmental vibration levels on any kind of
in the game, so that the systems engineers and rational basis was generally considered to be
the reliability people know where they stand, beyond the state-of-the-art. From the papers
They should know what kind of margins of that we have heard today and others that we see
safety they have in their equipment and that on the program, however, it is quite evident
sort of thing. I think part of the problem of that a number of people are making significant
why we are sitting where we are today with strides in this field. This is certainly encour-
respect to prediction is that we haven't in the aging because we still have a long way to go. It
past really planned our data taking experiments is particularly important in the space age be-
to allow us to predict the environment. We cause the success of an entire mission can de-
simply have been interested in what the envi- pend on how well we have predicted the envi-
ronment was at one location or for one piece of ronmental vibration levels."
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Mr. Moore: "I thoroughly agree with some models have been exposed to ground winds in
of the observations made by the other panelists the 16-foot tunnel. As you can see, a lot of
as to our advancement over the last 5 years. A work at Langley is directed toward dynamic
significant number of rather discreet vibration modeling, and we are of the opinion that this is
and acoustic measurements have been made in an important direction to go. I am not an ex-
flight. Our direction should be toward making pert in this black box field, but as far as I can
planned experiments, rather than observations, see there should be more effort in dynamic
where we can fly ground calibrated systems in modeling.
actual flight vehicles. This approach, I hope,
might lead to a better understanding of the true '1 would like to make one last point con-
flight environment for the launch as well as cerning in-flight measurements. Many of our
other phases of critical flight conditions." vehicles, particularly in their first three or four

flights, will carry no payload ex.:ept perhaps
Mr. Runyon: "I feel a little like a maverick dummy weights. It seems that we should be

here since most of my experience has been in conducting some experiments to measure the
the low frequency spectrum and, perhaps even environment in the payload in which, I presume,
more restrictively, has dealt with sinusoidal most of you are interested. We should perform
oscillations. The word 'random' has been a good job of measuring the environment for
tossed around here quite a bit. For a few min- this payload. In this way, we can then, perhaps,
utes I would like to mention some of the work anticipate your problems. As far as I know this
going on at Langley related to this field. has not been done to any extent."

"For the most part we have been looking at
the vehicle as a system, and we are pursuing DISCUSSION
research on such items as a one-fifth scale
dynamic model of the Saturn I. We are now in Mr. Rice, of Goodyear Aerospace, ad-
the process of having a one-tenth scale dynamic dressed Mr. Getline. "I have always wondered
model of the Saturn V built. Both of these were how you determine your initial skin thickness
a sort of replica-type construction, where we for fatigue life in these high acoustic and vibra-
tried to detail almost every nut and bolt in the tion environments. I know that you talked about
thing. The one-fifth scale model of the Saturn this some years ago, but what's the latest state-
was about 30 feet high. The Saturn V model of-the-art? How do you have any confidence
will be about 36 feet high. We have worked on that your initial desigr will pass a fatigue life
the development of analytical methods for de- that's necessary for a mission, particularly in
termining loads on launch vehicles due to winds, an airplane that has many years to live ?"
We have been trying to get detailed observations
of the winds through the use of smoke trails. Mr. Ge.line answered. "The skin guages
Recently, we had a visit from Messrs Jewell are not set by noise, generally. They are set
and Lifer of Marshall and, as a result, we are by either the static or the dynamic load to
now starting to work on this high frequency which the aircraft is being designed. In gen-
business. We are applying high frequency eral, for a high performance aircraft, landing
sinusoidal oscillations to our Saturn model. We loads at high sink rates will usually control the
will go to noise eventually, but at this time we areas of the fuselage, particularly in a fighter
are going to try to check out various procedures where you would expect a high noise level."
presented here today, as well as one by Ira
Dyer as described in 'Random Vibration' edited Mr. Rice asked, "Is this adequate to give
by Crandall. Other work at Langley concerns the required fatigue life ?"
low frequency buffet of the Saturn-Apollo using
an experimental dynamic model, high frequency Mr. Getline answered, "In general, it is. If
buffet of simple plates, and measurement of you have local areas where there might be a
acoustic noise. On the Scout, for example, problem, you can treat these by methods other
acoustic measurements were made at two posi- than just going to heavier gauges, such as going
tions. This has beep published as a TN. to a honeycomb or laminated structure of some

sort. On the F-106 which was the last fighter
"Measurement of the response of a launch we built, there was no consideration at all given

vehicle to ground winds is also an important for acoustic fatigue. This was mostly because
field right now at Langley. We have two full the noise levels over the structural areas
scale vehicles, the Thor and Jupiter, which are weren't sufficiently high to present a problem
going to be mounted at Wallops Island so that when you considered the structural requirements
continuous measurements may be made of os- regarding the maneuvering and impact loads to
cillation and ground winds. Many dynamic which the aircraft was subjected. On our
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commercial aircraft there has been no special designed for static and dynamic loads-low fre-
treatment on the fuselage except for the closing quency loads. We have, in recent configurations
boat tail where we did have a few problems. that we have flown, predicted levels during the
These were produced by flow separation causing transonic phase of flight in excess of 160 db
a very violent oil canning of the skin. This was externally. Because of this concern we did go
taken care of merely by laying a couple of lay- into acoustic sample testing of materials and
ers of glass inside it; there have been no prob- also sectional testing of the vehicle under
lems since." acoustic fields. We found no problem alongthis

line for the particular design that was tested."
Mr. Mahaffey added, "The concern that one

has for structural fatigue increases with the Mr. Runyon interjected, "You said acoustic
decibel level. If the levels are 140 db or lower, fatigue, but it doesn't have to be acoustic. I
perhaps you don't have to worry too much about know on one particular research airplane where
the structure as long as it is a fairly clean de- certain panels started to fail. It was panel
sign. On the other hand, if you have a structure flutter of a limited amplitude that was inducing
exposed to a 160-db level, it's wise to take a the cracks, not the acoustics. So it's not al-
good look at the structure on the drawing board, ways acoustics."
Most designers are currently aware of the fact
that 160 db is a high noise level. They have Mr. Getline asked Mr. Runyon what he
heard of enough cases of sonic fatigue so that meant by panel flutter.
they, themselves, think of using honeycomb or
some similar type structure. Also, in the high Mr. Runyon replied, "We took a panel from
noise levels it is very wise to begin running the actual airplane and put it in a wind tunnel.
siren tests or, better yet, jet engine test stand We found a point of instability at a particular Q
tests on the type of structure which is being which corresponded to the initiation of vibration
proposed. It is a matter of experience for one in flight. At this point of instability the oscilla-
thing. If you look around you can usually find tion suddenly occurred. It didn't build up over
some test data which gives you some idea of a period of time, and it wasn't induced by wind
the kind of problems you may run into." tunnel oscillation."

Mr. Griffith, of Chance Vought, mentioned Mr. Getline said, '"We found the same thing,
that they had run into this problem on the VTOL where it looked like an instability, but it really
type of aircraft, where the weight of the struc- wasn't. You get into a different regime of fric-
ture is of prime consideration. He didn't know tion damping in your structure, you break
whether noise was used to set the skin guage, through it, and the stuff will just pop out at you.
but it did determine the side-wall of the fuselage, Every time I hear the term 'panel flutter' I
say, on one aircraft. wince, because I get a different definition from

every person I talk to."
Mr. Getline offered a suggestion on how to

provide some cheap insurance for fatigue if the Mr. Henderson, of the Aeronautical Sys-
design is pretty well firmed at the time. "What tems Division, addressed Mr. Getline. "I have
we have done in building the C-141 empennage, heard of your work on the 141 from other
as well as our own aircraft, is to lay in a strip sources. Did you go through any optimization
of 3M tape of some sort before we lay two fair- process in trying to pick the visco-elastic ma-
ing surfaces together for riveting. This is a terial for damping on the 141, or was this more
room temperature cure material with a fairly or less an ad hoc fix ?"
low modulus. Just lay it on and rivet through
it. For normal 1-g flight loads the rivets will Mr. Getline replied that it wasn't really a
just be going along for the ride. The most im- fix. '"We were sub-contracted to Lockheed on
portant source of fatigue is the stress raisers that job and the design was pretty well delivered
where you have rivets, holes, and high local to us. We had a certain weight bpgey to meet
stress concentrations. When you put in the ma- and they gave us certain ground rules for de-
terials that will take these loads, the stress signing the structure. In addition to that, we
raisers give you no problem and you get a very sold them on the idea of using this
great extension in fatigue life at practically no material as additional insurance. The modulus
cost to weight." of the material is considerably less than

that of the aluminum structure, and we do
Mr. Moore said that his experience at know it will take the normal 1-g flight load. So,

Lockheed so far had not indicated that struc- we are saying that we are going to eliminate
tures should be designed for acoustic fatigue, the stress raisers over a good part of the
as such. "The primary structure has been structure for most of your flight regime.
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That is all. It is a cheap bit of insurance which Mr. Runyon commented, "At Langley there
we supplied." has been a model of the Saturn-Apollo configu-

ration, I think in conjunction with the Manned
Mr. Bieber, of the Lockheed Missiles & Space Craft Center. This, of course, has a lot

Space Company, said, "In at least one of the of junk out in front creating a lot of buffet.
papers today we saw the rms of the vibration Buffet can be divided into two parts. One is the
intensities plotted along with the dynamic pres- low frequency buffet which would excite the
sure. About 2 years ago there was a rash of fundamental modes of the vehicle. At Langley
model testing in tunnels and also reports and this is more or less the type that they are ob-
papers which indicated that we should take serving. There is also a high frequency buffet,
aerodynamic data from transonic tunnel tests and I have been trying to figure out the differ-
and apply scaling to convert this to the pres- ence between the high frequency buffet and the
sure field on the full scale vehicle. We get a acoustic noise. There has been a rather large
vibration response more severe than the max Q dynamic model tested of the SA-5, and there
condition. Today, I haven't heard anything about will be a flight, we hope, in the not too distant
the transonic buffet problem. We seem to be future. We will be getting correlation between
back to the max Q problem. I am wondering full scale and model testing for this low fre-
what happened to the transonic buffet problem." quency buffet."

Mr. Moore responded, "In our experience Mr. Himelblau, of Nortronics, said that he
at Lockheed on this problem with the hundred or felt a research program was needed in the area
so configurations that we have flown, we have of buffet. He asked if any members of the panel
found that on the booster, where you have a knew of any existing program, particularly in-
rather thick boundary layer noise from the volving a prediction procedure so that, given a
aerodynamic turbulence, the vibration level in- fairly common though arbitrary vehicle shape,
side the vehicle seems to follow Q. However, one could establish whether there was going to
if you are considering vibration measurement be a problem or not and could predict roughly
inside or at the forward end of the vehicle, say what the levels might be.
in or near the nose cone area, both wind tunnel
tests and flight tests have shown that the maxi- Mr. Moore said that buffet prediction can
mum vibration levels are in a range of about be broken down into several classes. "As one
mach 0.95 - 0.98, possibly pushing mach 1, and class, consider that you could fly a configuration
they do not necessarily follow Q. It depends which might go into bending mode instabilities
upon the location in the vehicle at which you are during the transonic phase of flight. Along this
making these measurements, and it is also a line, Ames Research Center has conducted
function of the duration of the levels that you rather extensive parameter tests of various
might observe during the flight. The uniqueness configurations over the past few years. I be-
of the particular configuration that you are fly- lieve they have issued a few reports and that
ing strongly influences the vibrational levels they intend to come out with a few more re-
that you see during a transonic region of flight, ports this coming year. They have some pre-
anywhere from a duration of possibly 5 or 10 liminary criteria which they intend to issue in
seconds of flight time, to possibly 40 to 50 the spring which will give some guidelines for
seconds." configuration constraints.

Mr. Condos continued on the same subject. "A second phase of buffet is that of trying
"The kind of thing that has been discussed in to predict the fundamental response or the
previous papers, to my way of thinking, is in bending mode response of the entire vehicle
relatively smooth aerodynamic areas where you due to buffet loads. This is more or less of a
seem to be Q dependent. If you talk about the low frequency type buffet loading. There have
area of separated flow and mention some of been various analytical techniques developed to
these things, I think the problem comes out predict this, but very little wind tunnel testing
again in transonic regions. There is probably to actually correlate with the analysis. Both
still a big question in the minds of a lot of Ames and Langley have done some work along
people as to whether the information that you this line.
get out of wind-tunnel testing in this area is
directly relatable to vibration response as you "Finally, we might get into the area of high
generally think of it in terms of the rocket frequency buffet or boundary layer noise, where
engine noise. If possible, I would like to stimu- we are interested in determining what vibration
late some thinking both from the panel and the levels components might be subjected to during
audience on that subject." the transonic phase. Practically all of the data
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is below 100 cycles. Ames Research Center measuring. You're going to get correlation,
has been working on a one-tenth scale model certainly, but its not going to be correlated with
which has been limited to 1000 cps, whereas full anyone else but yourself. This is why I think
scale is limited to 100 cps. They have issued Mitchell's data showed coefficients that varied
several reports describing fluctuating pressure from those of others.
coefficients to be used for flight prediction,
externally, of course. It does appear from "A number of years ago when we were first
flight experience that most of the energy during flying the F-102, we made some measurements
transonic flight is about 100 cycles, so there is to try to correlate the boundary layer turbulence
no good correlation with the tunnel data that with noise in the cockpit and that sort of thing.
has been obtained to date in this higher range. That airplane had normal shock inlets along the
As far as the lower range is concerned, we side of the cockpit. At about mach 1.2 a strong
have one flight named the Ranger V where we shock started to form at just about the front
measured the external pressures aft of the nose edge of the wind screen, and at higher mach
cone shroud and compared them with tunnel numbers it would move back. We.took meas-
data. They agreed very well for the frequency urements ahead of and behind the shock and
range considered." correlated the data that was taken behind the

shock with a velocity that was subsonic up to
Mr. Himelblau asked, "This is all for pre- free-stream mach numbers of about 1.25. The

diction below 100 cps, then?" spectrum and the levels of the noise that we
measured correlated exactly with the subsonic

Mr. Moore said it was. data taken at the identical free-stream value.
We have also done this little trick on under-

Mr. Himelblau continued, "Is it perhaps water vehicles. We have taken boundary layer
possible to extrapolate this type of data into the measurements up to 60 kc in the water tunnel
high frequency range ?" using appropriate size hydrophones, and we

have again gotten correlation as long as we
Mr. Moore thought it a little dangerous to were using the proper local velocity over the

do that. hydrophones. People tend to miss the point that
just because 300 miles per hour is used in the

Mr. Himelblau said that he had seen no one big tunnel, you don't use it right across the
else who was willing to try their hand at extra- board for supersonic aircraft, particularly in
polation, either, the transonic range."

Mr. Moore replied, 'Well, we extrapolate
into this area, but we extrapolate from in-flight Mr. Ho, of Aerospace Corporation, was,

experience, not from wind tunnel data." concerned about the vibration of any payload on
the top of a booster. The vibration is pre-

Mr. Kirkley, of Martin-Orlando, said that dominantly in the longitudinal direction, but

he had surveyed quite a bit of information re- there is some in the lateral direction, which

garding the aerodynamic boundary layer dis- Mr. Ho called cross modulation. Because of

turbance. "It has bothered me quite a bit that the problem of clearances, he wanted to know

most of the information seemed to correlate whether a figure of 15- to 25-percent cross

the overali sound pressure level with free- modulation was a reasonable one, and whether

stream dynamic pressures. Since the dis- there is any good analytical method of predicting

burbances created on the structure appear to lateral vibration due to longitudinal input.

be due to the boundary layer pressure fluctua-
tions and are a local condition, I can't under- Mr. Moore responded, "The procedure I
stand why local Q's are not used. I'd like to like to follow on a problem of this nature is
inject this for discussion." really a combination of test and analysis, not

just test'alone. I prefer to conduct a survey of
Mr. Getline said he was hoping someone the spacecraft combination to find out the dy-

would bring this up. 'When the original work namics of the spacecraft and then to couple it,
on low speed wind tunnels was done and the for purpose of analysis, with the booster sys-
normal tunnel speed was used, this was fine, tem involved. My analysis shows how the
but when you get out into an airplane the local whole system responds and I try to .predict
flow velocity varies tremendously over the from any existing flight experiences what a
fuselage. When you get up into the transonic reasonable response of the entire system would
and supersonic range, the flow velocity over a be. For example, you could see what clear-
good part of the fuselage bears no relation to ances could be obtained on the shroud-
the free-stream pressure that your boom is spacecraft combination.
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"One trouble with testing a spacecraft of model would give more accurate prediction
these dimensions on a shake table is the fact than the present uncertainties in the linear
that the system you test is not the same as the estimation. I certainly would hope that we
one you have in flight. You must be careful to would get a lot closer in linear estimation be-
control your input so that resonances are not fore we added the complexities of nonlinear
excited which do not exist in flight. This prob- studies."
lem exists, I know, in a lot of our systems. We
do test the spacecraft and normally we try to Mr. O'Hearne, of the Martin Company,
restrict its response to a strain level which we said, "Mr. Getline has upset me a couple of
feel will not be exceeded in flight. This is times this afternoon. First, I couldn't under-
usually established by analysis. As far as the stand why there is a problem distinguishing a
15 percent, I really couldn't put a figure like limited cycle flutter from the response to a
that on any particular application without proper random excitation. Secondly, he said that my
analysis." free-stream Q was not a good overall parameter

for identifying the stochastic process which I
Mr. Mahaffey commented, "It strikes me am measuring. My particular question is, if I

that each case may be different. Your longitu- can't use free-stream Q and perhaps mach
dinal vibration, I would hazard a guess, must number as governing parameter s, what am I
come from the engine,perhapsthrust variations. going to use?"
On the other hand, lateral vibrations may be
arising from some other source and these two Mr. Getline responded, "I suggested that
would not necessarily have the same relation- you use the local free-stream Q. That is the
ship from vehicle to vehicle." local Q above the boundary layer wherever you

are taking your measurements."
Mr. Galletly, of Atomics International,

asked, "In describing a structure analytically, Mr. O'Hearne returned, "This will cer-
do you find that the structural damping mecha- tainly vary along the length of the missile,
nism or the viscous damping mechanism is right ?"
adequate for predicting the structural vibration
and frequency range in the acoustical field, say Mr. Getline agreed that this was correct.
about 500 cycles?"

Mr. O'Hearne continued, "So you have as a
Mr. Moore answered, "Well, if you are governing parameter a big old function instead

talking about frequency ranges above 500 of just one little number."
cycles, we just don't have a model from which
we feel we could make accurate predictions to Mr. Getline agreed.
any degree in this range. If we are worried
about environment internal to the vehicle in Mr. O'Hearne said that this makes things
this particular frequency range, we normally rather difficult.
try to establish our requirements through tests.
There are so many resonances that can exist in Mr. Getline said, "Well, if you want to you
a structure which can influence the whole prob- can relate the local Q's on the local velocities
lem. You have to have a sort of trade off of to your free-stream velocity. This means you
analysis versus the tests. Normally in this are going to get a different function at every
range we do go to the tests. Concerning damp- measuring station. This is right. If you want
ing, through component testing we do obtain to go on, Q is not really the parameter that was
ranges of damping which we feel are reasona- used as a relationship."
ble for establishing limits of Q."

Mr. O'Hearne asked, "What is?"
Mr. Galletly then directed a question to

Dr. Lyon of Bolt, Beranek, and Newman: "Are Mr. Getline replied, "g understand that they
we going toward nonlinear analyses? About a
year ago we were discussing problems of non- Mr. Himelblau of Nortronics said, "Mr.
linear techniques, yet I haven't heard any dis- Condos and our own organization has had an op-
cussions here, from the point of view of struc- portunity to compare some of the early predic-
tures, about the possibilities of using, say, tions, at least, with field measurements. I
nonlinear structural models in helping us to think we are both unhappy about the comparison.
describe some of these problems." Can any of the speakers suggest what we can do

in the future to improve the prediction proce-
Dr. Lyon answered, "Well, I don't think dures ? Perhaps we should scrap them and de-

there is overwhelming evidence that a nonlinear velop new ones."
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Mr. Condos added that he felt there were Mr. Runyon referred again to the one-fifth
several major areas where predictions have scale Saturn model. "One of the things we are
missed, one of which occurs when an attempt is going to do is to try to impose vibration at the
made to predict what will happen when struc- engine mounts and find out how it gets up to the
tural changes are made. As an example, he top of the thing. We are going to impose kuown
cited the change in the Titan, from 8 to 10 feet acoustic fields on it. We will go to an anechoic
in diameter, as an area where they missed chamber and blast noise at it. In addition to
pretty badly. In other areas, where only the that, we have recently, at Langley, obtained two
skin guage was changed, they came out pretty complete, full-sized Thor vehicles, one for
good. He suggested that most papers have dis- ground wind tests and one for vibration testing.
cussed only changes in mass. It is necessary One of tho specific purposes of this vehicle is
to find cut how to handle the changes in other to introduce known vibration signals at one
things. point and determine what we are going to meas-

Mr. Moore, refer:-ing to his opening com- ure at the top. This is along the line that you
are talking about."

ments, said, "I think that we have reached the

point where we must conduct some flight ex- Mr. New, just to be controversial, sug-
periments to try to understand better how dy- gested that maybe what we don't need is more
namic systems in vehicles respond to the en- data. He asked, "Does a designer really need a
vironments that they see. We might also give better prediction of this environment?"
better definition to the paths of transmission to
the components, acoustically-versus structurally- Mr. Himelblau, an equipment manufacturer,
induced. It is evident to me that if you have a said that the answer is definitely yes, believe it
component mounted right on the skin compared or not. "As soon as we get a little bit of money
with some other internal arrangement, you are in the contract, one of the things we do is to go
going to see quite a difference in the response. ahead with our structural prototype early in the
The component mounted on the skin might get program. Fortunately, most equipment doesn't
the full impact of the pressure field actually require a model. We initiate the design con-
pounding on the skin adjacent to it. Internally sidering what environmental levels we are ex-
the transmission might be more acoustically pecting, so that design problems are foreseen
induced than structurally transmitted. A good and solved early enough in the program to affect

example of this was a recent NASA flight where the final drawing which comes considerably

we had a pickup mounted a few inches from the later. So, fo" those who wonder if the designer

skin by a heavy ring and another mounted on a uses it or not, that prediction is very important

rather rigid structure about 1-foot inboard, to a good design team which consists of a de-

There was a factor of about five difference in signer and a dynamicist using a combination of

the two rms levels. These are rather difficult aignei and a test."

to predict. Consequently, I Lhink we should milysis and a test."

have some further planned experiments where
we do make measurements of the internal dis- Dr. Franken, of Bolt, Beranek, and New-

persionsm of the energy in the launch vehicles man, pursued the point further. "Granted that
persithknowns calibraed engysnthem l eibles ithe designers may need the data, could anyone
with known calibrated systems. Possibly it tell us to what degree of precision they would
should be in the nature of reeds c.r something like the environmental data? Say we are talking
along this line, where we know exactly the about vibration data in g 2/cps or whatever you
dyuamic characteristics of the proposed flight." choose. Is half an order of magnitude close

Mr. Condos felt that there was a lot that enough? I'm thinking of the results that we got
could be done on the ground, too. 'Ve can ex- on some statistical studies of data. We found
cite some structures and fairly large sections variations of standard deviations of about 2-1/2
of other structures acoustically with random expected in nominally identical data. This
sirens. We can also excite them with vibrators. means that you have about half an order of
We can trace out some of these transmission magnitude of uncertainly right there ? Would
paths and define what their characteristics are you like the predictions to be as good as your
on the ground. We can also do more by way of uncertainty ?"
establishing what we might call a transfer func-
tion between the acoustic sound field and the Dr. Cook, of Collins Radio, spoke as the
basic skin itself. We are scratching the surface representative of a manufacturer of black
on a lot of these things from the standpoint of boxes. He felt, in general, that the predictions
cbming up with analytical techniques. At the needed to be better and more complete in their
same time, there is a lot more that can be definition. For example, when they are given a
done than just gathering empirical data for its design requirement of 8 or 10 g, he would like
use in systems." to know whether this load really occurs at the
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point of mounting or somewhere else. Un- do his best to predict the actual environment
realistic or excessively conservative predic- without any conservative factors. The second
tion of design requirements makes life difficult step should be one of incorporating appropriate
for the equipment manufacturer, conservative factors in order to come up with a

qualification test requirement. At least if one
Mr. New felt that the panel was in sym- follows this procedure he will have some idea

pathy with what Dr. Cook said. "Here's a new of how much conservatism there is in the re-
system that's coming into being. Since nobody quirements which have been put out for qualifi-
knows exactly what the dynam.c characteristics cation testing."
are, we try to predict what the environment is,
and usually from that prediction we set a speci- Mr. Getline directed a question to Dr.Cook
fication. Using that specification, we begin to of Collins Radio. "Suppose we gave you a num-
design configurations and eventually get down ber, lets say 0.1 g2 /cps from frequency one to
to component levels and the black boxes. We frequency two. What do you people do with it in
begin to pile on factors of safety to get a cer- the design stage ?"
tain reliability. Then we have factors of ignor-
ance because we want to be safe. Out of all Dr. Cook responded, 'Well, if we knew that
this, at some point the black box manufacturer that was the exact figure, we would use it as a
gets a specification, a set of criteria, or per- design figure. Our designers would have to
haps a test that must be passed to qualify the have it converted to an rms number because,
design. We start assembling parts and pieces generally, they aren't conversant with power
and finally get a system which is run off the spectral density."
run-way or boosted off the pad. I think we need
to look at the total process that I have described Mr. Getline said, "'We'll give it to you in
and see where in the various phases we can rms g or any other form that they can under.
make the most improvements. Is it in the pre- stand. What do they do with it ?"
diction level or is it in the design level ? Is it
in the often unrealistic methods of testing on Dr. Cook explained that, in general, de-
the ground? Is it in removing some of the ig- signers will make a simplified dynamic analy-
norance from these factors? Is it in reducing sis using static loads. His group, as consul-
the margin of safety? Is it building it quicker, tants, help out in the dynamic design wherever
or is it something else ?" possible, but generally black boxes are not de-

signed to specific dynamic loads. They are
Mr. Mahaffey commented as a user of built by rule-of-thumb and tested. The speci-

black boxes rather than as a builder of black fied g-value and frequency range is used as a
boxes. "The user of black boxes gets asked guide.
very early what the vibration environment is.
The builder has to design to something. The Mr. Getline then asked, "Assuming that the
user does his best to predict an environment accuracy of our predictions with respect to en-

and, usually, what he predicts becomes a vironment was 100 percent, how would you rate
qualification test requirement which he feels is your design effort, on the same basis ?"

necessary to provide equipment that will be Dr. Cook said that in maybe 10 years they
satisfactory in service. The difficulty begins might be able to rate it 100 percent, too. At
when the manufacturer of the black box begins the present time, some designers would have
to run into trouble in meeting the specification. safety factors on the order of 5 or 10 at times.
I know from my own experience that I've often In other cases they would slip up with a safety
felt that the requirements given to the black factor of 1/2 and the thing would fail.
box manufacturer may be conservative, but I
don't know how conservative. Mr. Getline thought this was a pretty wide

range when one has a prediction. He cited an
"This points up an area where we have got example to show why he brought up the subject

to make some progress. When you are develop- in the first place. "On the Little Joe II booster
ing a~piece of equipment, schedules usually get we had a component made by a manufacturer,
tight and there is trouble in meeting the speci- who shall go nameless at the present time. He
fication. The first question arising concerns had a requirement, lets say of 20 g which, be-
whether the requirements can be reduced, cause of a change in something, was raised to
Here, I think, is really a test of how well we 22 g. He was ready to guarantee his item at
can actually predict the envirbnment to which 20 g, but wouldn't do it at 22 g."
equipment is subjected. I don't know the answer
to this problem. I believe that the man who is Mr. Gray of Space Technology Labs said
making the prediction should, as a first step, that he represents a company which both makes
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black boxes and provides technical direction to problem of having relatively accurate environ-
others that make black boxes. "It has been my mental predictions, yet havingthe designer use a
experience that the failures under environmental nice healthy number,a safetyfactor of 10or so."
exposure in about 9/10 of the cases are due to
three things: (1) poor design practice, such as Mr. Root, of Collins Radio, commented
hanging heavy components by their leads, further on the data problem. 'I don't think we
(2) failure to conduct even the simplest type of need more data. I think we need information
analysis with a given environmental estimate, from the airframe people as to just what the
and (3) quality control in manufacture, probably data means. In other words, when they give us
the biggest cause. I don't believe that pinning a specification, what factors have they built
down the environment to the "gnats eyebrow" is into it? Our designers now add their own
going to advance the state-of-the-art all that safety factors. They test to it and, given a long
much. I think the biggest field for future de- enough production run, they eventually trim
velopment lies in turning out better modes of some of this fat out of the equipment. Once they
analysis with a given environmental criteria." start trimming some of these safety factors,

some of our airborne radios weigh half what
An unidentified gentleman said, "The en- they did when they were originally designed. If

vironmental specifications that the black box we knew that you also have a safety factor of
designer gets are exactly the same as the basic 2 to 1 or 1-1/2 to 1, it would allow us to trim
loads that booster manufacturers or an air- these back even further. We can't get this in-
frame manufacturer would use. So, the design formation at present from the airframe people.
oi that black box can be no better than those About all they will do is to tell us that this is
specifications. We use those just as you would the prediction technique and here are the papers
use your basic loads. You can say what you that describe it. They won't tell us what addi-
will about mechanical design but in the field of tional factors they have put in."
analysis we can make as sophisticated a model
of a black box as you could of a booster or an Mr. Moore commented along the same line.
airframe. I feel that we can design no better "I think that the black box manufacturer has to
than your prediction. We may not get that realize what the user of the black box does.
good, but we can do no better. If you're off by First of all he is handicapped to some degree
a certain factor and we use that factor, then in not knowing the environment throughout his
we're off at least by that factor." system the way he would like to. He is !imited

on every flight by flight measurement restric-
Mr. Condos felt that there is a difference tions on telemetry. He does not have accurate

between an ability to do something and what is surveys throughout the whole booster at points
done in actual practice. "I agree with you that where this equipment might be installed. He is
the ability is there for the mechanical design required by the customers to have versatility of
and analysis of a black box as well as for the installation. Very often, when the vendors have
entire system. My question is really whether the contract to build these components, the
it's done in very many cases. I'd like also to bracketry on which the components are going to
take some exception to Cory Gray's statement be installed is not even designed. Frequently,
implying that we don't need any better predic- even the area of the vehicle in which the com-
tions. As I mentioned in the beginning, we are ponent will be mounted is not known. This often
extremely interested in reliable systems and influences, to some degree, the levels of the
we want to find out how reliable these systems test requirements that the vendor might receive
are without spending excessive quantities of contractually to which the black box must be
money in flying them. Our- ability to determine built. So it is difficult for the booster man him-
a margin of safety from a known environmental self to predict these things. Discrete observa-
distribution and the stress or strength distri- tions or measurements from one vehicle to
bution of the part through actual environmental another aids the booster manufacturer in setting
tests on the ground gives us a key to what the test levels, but he has to make sure that the
reliability can be in relatively cheap fashion, test spec which some black box manufacturer is
We will never get there when we are off an going to have to use gives him reasonable as-
order of magnitude in our prediction at the surance that he will not have failure in flight.
beginning." This is a difficult task and requires a li.ttle

give and take on both sides."
The unknown man continued, "'We are also

interested in optimum systems as well as re- Mr. Kirkley, of the Martin Company, dis-
liable systems. From that point of view we agreed with Mr. Moore to a certain extent. "I
have to have at least realistic environmental think that we have an obligation as weapons
conditions to design to. 'We can't avoid the systems contractors to provide good data. We
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can't get out of this. We are going to pay for it Mr. Kariaakis continued, 'In other words,
if we don't give them data which are as close t.o it makes no difference whether we have a corn-
the actual environment as we can get. I would ponent that weighs 6 ounces or 500 pounds ?"
like to give an example which I think really hits
home on why good.data are needed. The gyro Mr. Mahaffey said, "It certainly does, but
people have a term which they use called 'drift in my experience that's a little beyond the black
per gz.' They take our g-rms value and some box stage. If one is dealing w.th changes of
constant derived from tests and in some way magnitude of this sort he must be careful in the
determine the drift which the guidance system manner in which he attacks it."
would have over a period of time. We learned
that peak g-rms values over entire flight times Mr. Kent, of AC Spark Plug, commented on
was not a desirable form for the data. We had the qualification spec being based on predicted
to present a time history of the g-rms, which environmental levels. "It would appear that
got us to a truer prediction than we are able to there is a lack of feedback of data from the test
give right now. I hope that in the future some of to the person predicting the environment, pos-
these things that we are working on such as Q, sibly due to the present method of qualifying a
be it local or free-stream, drag or perhaps device to a certain spec level which is based on
some correlation with Reynolds number, will the predicted level plus a certain number of
give us the ability to give a better definition of unknown safety factors. Using the best pre-
environment." dicted level with a number of increasing stress

levels during qualification Lo give us, more or
Mr. Karidakis, of North American Aviation, less, a factor of safety involved with the equip-

commented, "I was much interested in hearing ment would be possibly a better method. Are
Dr. Cook say that he didn't design a black box there any thoughts on that ?"
to a certain figure, yet when he put it on the
vehicle it survived the environment. This Mr. Condos agreed that more reliability
proves that the environment we are getting is a information should be obtained from the qualifi-
little overestimated. Perhaps one of the rea- cation test program than is now obtained.
sons is that we are considering the environment
from measurements we have taken on a vehicle Mr. Rygelis, of the AVCO Corporation,
in an unloaded condition. We are calling this an asked that someone clarify the meaning of
infinite impedance input to a black box, when in "safety factor" from the standpoint of dynamics.
essence this really isn't so. May we have some
comment from the panel on this ?" Mr. Runyon said, "In computing the loads

on a launch vehicle, for instance, you have
Mr. Condos said, "I think you would be static loads for winds, loads from gusts, and

missing a lot if you only took measurements on the like. You would add all these things up, -nd
an unloaded structure and carried these on as on top of this add the safety factor, between the
representative component inputs. The majority sum of your loads and the capability of the
of our measurements are at points which are vehicle."
loaded with components because that is pri-
marily what we are interested in at that point Mr. New asked whether he would feel
in the program." better if it were called a factor of ignorance.

Mr. Karidakis asked Mr. Mahaffey, "In Mr. Rygelis thought this would be right. "I
your method, how do you differentiate between think many component manufacturers were quite
structural measurements that are located confused about a safety factor which was a field
where components are and where they are not? dynamic factor. In this case it was more likely
Do you just lump everything together ?" a static load, the maximum capability of a

Mr. Mahaffey responded, "The data which structure."
appeared in the paper by Mr. Smith and myself
were taken at a large number of locations Mr. Runyon added, "You can compute the
throughout the aircraft. The emphasis was on stress or a bending moment from the gusts, the
getting as much data as possible. The pickups fuel slosh, or the dynamics of the engine mo-
were placed on primary structure as far as tion. This is a static type thing."
possible rather than on skin panels or types of
structure which would be influenced radically Mr. Mahaffey commented on the question of
by changes in component weight. I think that safety factor. "I believe that you could classify
most people try to follow this rule except when malfunction under vibration into two general
they are measuring some specific input into a categories-fatigue failure and electrical mal-
package." function. I think that we are concerned with
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both of these factors. For airplane usage over "First, if you have measured data, what is
long periods of time perhaps fatigue is a more the possibility that you have the worst flight?
significant factor than in missiles and space- Perhaps these data are from a rather mild
craft work. In both cases-we cannot tolerate flight. Second, usually you only vibrate the item
electrical malfunction. in a single axis when actually the equipment in

the aircraft is being vibrated in all three direc-
"To get rational about the situation in the tions. Another factor that we don't usually con-

case of fatigue you expect the equipment to have cern ourselves with is the effect of multi-
a certain life. It gets a little sticky when you resonances on causing stresses. We concern
must decide how you define your safety factor, ourselves, perhaps, with one resonance, but
Should it be a factor on the life itself ? Should what effect does another resonance have on
it be a factor on the stress level ? When you this ?
get deeper into the question, you are faced with
the fact that there is quite a bit of scatter in "A forth item with which we are concerned
fatigue. I don't know that there is a real good is data conversion. Suppose we have a random
answer to the question of what a safety factor vibration. How does this random vibration af-
should be. This is a field that we need to get fect the single-degree-of-freedom system, or
into. We need to establish, as nearly as we multi-degree-of-freedom system which our
can, what the actual environment is. Then we equipment item is? Is it the background random
must set our safety factors on top of this in that is giving us problems or is it the peaks,the
order to establish qualification tests." spikes that come in, that are doing the damage?

How do we take account of those factors?
Mr. Dreher, of Wright-Patterson AFB,

wanted to go further into the field of safety "Finally, suppose you convert it to a sinu-
factor. "The equipment manufacturers are soidal test, how do you take nonlinearity into
concerned about all these factors of safety and account. Also, how do you take account of the
I'd like now to put the discussion into this light, fact that this item is actually going to be ex-
Let us presume that the raw data you have, posed to, say 109 cycles when you are actually
either measured or predicted, is 100 percent only going to test it for 105 cycles?"
correct. The next step is converting these data
into a vibration test specification. The factor
of safety, then, is going to involve a number of Mr. New concluded the session by observing
items. I will list just a few that I would like the that Mr. Dreher's list of questions might well
panel and the audience to discuss, form the basis for the 34th Symposium.
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Section 2
SHOCK DATA ANALYSIS

DIGITAL SHOCK SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

BY RECURSIVE FILTERING

D. W. Lane
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company

Sunnyvale, California

An efficient method of digital shock spectrum analysis employs recur-
sive filtering, a feedback technique which is readily developed using Z
transform techniques. By this means, the accuracy, flexibility and pro-
duction capability of the digital computer are made available without the
sacrifice of excessive computer time.

INTRODUCTION result of this use of previous output points is
that the number of weights, computer calcula-

Transient analysis by means of standard tions, and, consequently, computer time and
shock spectrum calculations has been performed cost are minimized. The trick, of course, is to
for many years on vibration data at Lockheed determine those weights which produce the de-
Missiles and Space Company, LMSC. Until re- sired system response.
cently, these calculations were performed by
analog methods, passing the transients through The shock response recursive filter weights
a bank of second order analog filters, recording are readily calculated by z transform tech-
the output on oscillograms, picking off the peak niques. Also, a method is available for effi-
response value of each, and plotting these ver- cient determination of response peak values
sus the natural frequency of each filter. The which occur in between the sampling times.
filters simulated the following standard shock After these techniques are outlined, the virtues
response function: and limitations of digital shock spectrum analy-

sis are then discussed, and applications are

s suggested which appear to be useful in the shock
F(Os-=-6 + and vibration area.

F(s) - s+ (1)
+2 Q- DIGITAL SHOCK SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

where s, &, and Q are, respectively, the dif- By means of techniques which have been
ferential operator, natural radian frequency, available for many years, digital shock spec-
and damping factor (Q = 1/2t). trum analysis is made not only feasible but

superior to the analog method. In 1953 it was
Since productional high-speed sampling shown that digital feedback filters, called re-

became available, efficient shock spectrum cursive filters in this discussion, require a
analysis has been performed primarily by dig- minimum number of calculations for a wide
ital computation using a technique referred to range of transformations. 1 Such filters have
as recursive filtering. By this method each
output point is calculated as a linear combina- 1

J. T. Fleck and D. W. Fryer, "Exploration of
tion of one set of weights with the input points Numerical Filtering Techniques," Cornell
along with a linear combination of another set Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc., Report No.
of weights with previous output points. The XA-869-P-1 (May 1, 1953).
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been developed in many ways, but the handiest a technique for extending the frequency range
now seems to be by z transform techniques, of peak detection relative to the sampling rate.
primarily because tables of such transforms With the recommended technique to be outlined,
are available. Reference 2, for example, in- on the order of 1-percent accuracy is obtained
cludes a thorough treatment of most aspects of for sampling rates which are as low as five
the subject, including mathematical techniques times the highest significant frequency compo-
for determining z transforms from Laplace nent. It will be obvious that this ratio could be
transforms, tables of transform pairs, and reduced further if desired.
various methods of application.

The frequency range of peak detection is
The digital approach is similar in overall extended by the following technique: first, the

technique to the analog method. Transient data time increment within which the peak occurs is
is first filtered and the peak response point is located; second, in that increment the peak is
then detected for each natural frequency em- detected along a suitable interpolation function.
ployed. The transformation is made by the The increment containing the peak is located by
following calculation: applying to the response points a simple inte-

grating filter having suitable frequency re-
c(nT) = P. r(nT) + pI r [n- 1)T] sponse characteristics. The narrow band as-

pect of the response filter is relied on to place
- q, c [(n- 1)T] - q2 c [(n- 2)T] , (2) the peak value within the interval having the

maximum integral. An interpolating function
where with suitable frequency response is then deter-

mined for the increment having the maximum
T = sampling increment, integral. Finally, the peak value of this func-

tion is detected. One such point is calculated
r(nT) = input at the nth point, for the response of each filter employed, and

the resultant shock spectrum is plotted on auto-
c(nT) = output at the nth point, and matic plotters. The three techniques employed

in calculating these spectra will be described
po.p1, = constants which are designed to in greater detail in the following paragraphs.
q1 , q 2  effect the desired response These techniques are: recursive filtering, in-

(Eq. (1)). cremental integration, and interpolation.

Of the several digital methods which would
achieve the same response, Eq. (2) requires a RECURSIVE FILTER DEVELOPMENT
minimum number of calculations and is suitable
for the simulation operation required. It will The Laplace transform of a continuous
be shown that the constants, P., P1 , q 1 , and system, G(s), could be converted to the Laplace
q 2 can be calculated readily from the main transform of the sampled version of that sys-
control parameters, c and Q so as to produce tem, G*(s), by the following formula:2

a close approximation to the desired response.

The peak detection operation could be per- G*(s) 8 ( tg(t) t -

formed by simple comparison if the peak val- - n=O

ues always occurred at the sampled times.
This can be considered the case, however, only
when the sampling rate is high relative to the 1 (. ?+ ' g±O+ (3)
natural frequency. For example, in order to Tn-m 2sJ-.+2 g(),
achieve less than 1-percent difference between
the peaks of a sampled and continuous function, where g(o0) is the initial value of the impulse
the sampling rate would have to be more than response of the continuous system, and 8 is the
20 times greater than the highest significant unit impulse. The response of the sampled sys-
frequency employed. tem is thus essentially an infinite sum of trans-

lations of the continuous system, shifted in the
As it is generally desirable, or necessary, imaginary direction by multiples of the sampling

that the sampling rate be below some maximum rate.
value, it is of some importance to incorporate

There are two well-known aspects of Eq.
(3) which will be confirmed further on by evalu-

2 E. I. Jury, "Sampled Data Control Systems" ation of actual filters. First, if the sampling
(John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1958). rate is greater than twice the highest frequency
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component in the impulse response, g(t), of where
the system, then the shifted responses will not
overlap. The result of the sampling is then WT
merely that a periodic form of the response of Q
the continuous system is produced. Although
response functions of continuous systems are wT 2Q2- 1) w T -
not strictly band limited, generally they are P1  - e -T/2 Q2 - 1) iQ j~rL Q -
effectively so at some finite frequency relative 2Q

to the error which is allowable in each case.

The second important aspect of Eq. (3) is - cos 2Q
that when the band limiting conditions described
above are obtained, the prime difference be- -
tween the responses of the sampled and con- q - 2 eT/2Q Cos 4Q2 -

tinuous systems is the gain factor 1/T. Then

over the region, Iwo < 7/T, the following ap- and
proximation is obtained:

-- •T/Q
T q2=

TxG*(s) ; G(s) + - g(O) q2 = e

Since the operator s always appears as an
For many response functions, including those exponential term in transforms of sampled sys-
under discussion, the last term of Eq. (4) is tems, such transforms are generally written as
negligible, functions of z, where Z = esT. Equation (6)

thus becomes:
The infinite summation required by Eq. (3)

is generally cumbersome to evaluate. There-
fore, another formula is generally employed for T x F*(Z) ZP0 + 1 (7)
conversion of a response function from the con- 1 + q, Z- + q 2 z 2

tinuous to sampled system as follows: 2

This is the form that is presented in tables ofr z transforms. The validity of the digital ap-
G*(s) 8 £ t 8(t+ nT proach can be evaluated in a standard manner

jn0 by substituting iw for s in Eq. (6) and evaluat-
ing gain and phase response over the frequency

K A(sk) interval of interest. This frequency response

BA(S~k) 1 (5) is presented in Fig. 1 for a Q value of 10 and
e" k 1 - e several ratios of natural frequency to samplingk=1 rate. Good agreement appears between the re-

where sponses of the sampled and continuous systems,
where the natural frequency is as high as 1/5

= G(s) the sampling rate. It is interesting to note that
B(s) the deviation is imperceptable in the sensitive

area of high gain. In the other areas it is noted
B'(s) = d B(s) that as the ratio of natural frequency to sam-

ds pling rate is increased, so is the deviation in-
and creased. This is consistent with Eq. (3).

sk= kth (simple) root of B(s). The errors indicated in Fig. 1 are not due
to the recursive filter mode of application but

Applying Eq. (5) to the response function are the effects of operating with the sampled
F(s) defined by Eq. (1), and multiplying by T to system. The desired response function is not
correct for the gain difference indicated by precisely band limited to 1/2 the sampling rate.
Eq. (4), the following response function is These errors could be reduced if necessary by
produced: the addition of a simple low-pass recursive

filter.

T TxF*(s) pO + p, e sT (6) The transformation formulated by Eqs. (6)
1 + ql e-sT + q 2 e- 2 sT and (7) can be applied by several programming
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Fig. 1 - Frequency response of digital shock response filters

techniques operating in the sampled time do- Backward Path Modified Output,
main as demonstrated in Ref. 2. The method
which minimizes the number of calculations is c'(nT) = q 1c[(n - I)T] + q 2 c[(n - 2)T] (9)
formulated by Eq. (2). The constants p, pi
q , and q2 are the same as those of Eqs. (6) Error "Signal,"
and (7).

The recurrence operation, which repeat- e(nT) = r'(nT) - c'(nT); (10)
edly makes use of previous output values, re- and
quires initial conditions. It is, therefore, im-
portant that the calculation be initiated prior to Output,
the beginning of the transient in order that the
value of the previous input and output points, e(nT) = c(nT)
r[(- I)T] , c[(- 1)T) , and c[(- 2)T], maybe
assumed to be zero. Otherwise, some special
calculation would be required to initiate the = Por(nT) + Plr [(n - I)T]
operation. - q c [(n - 1)T] - q 2 c [(n - 2)T] • (11)

One of the prime virtues of the method de-
scribed is the directness with which the con- PEAK DETECTION
stants are determined and applied. In feedback
terminology, a P transformation is made on the As indicated above, detection of the peak
input data, and a Q transformation is made in value of the response is performed in two op-
the feedback path on the output data, no trans- erations: First, the time increment containing
formation being made in the forward path. the greatest integral is detected, and then the
Equation (2) may thus be interpreted as combin- peak interpolated value within that increment is
ing these operations as outlined below: detected. The aim in each case is to employ a

technique which has suitable frequency response
characteristics and requires a minimum num-

Modified Input Data, ber of calculations.

An integration technique, which satisfies
r '(nT) =o r(nT) + P r[(n -I)T] ; (8) both the efficiency and accuracy requirements,
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consists of applying a numerical integrating method for polynomial interpolation. 3 Each
filter as follows: Lagrangian multiplier may be integrated over

the central increment to produce a correspond-
2 ing integration weight as follows:

i(nT) = , w(k) cI[(n+k)T, (12)
k=-3 w(k) =

where [kT- kT] [(t + 3T)(t + 2T).. -(t-T)(t- 2r)

i(nT) = estimate of the integral between -T -- ][(kT+3T)(k-+2r)"... (kT-T)(kT-rt)
c [(n- 1)T] and c(nT) and (13)

w(k) = kth weight. Standard polynomial fitting satisfies the
It was found that application of just six accuracy and efficiency requirements of the in-

weights provides sufficient frequency response, terpolation operation which is necessary for
if the weights are determined so as to produce peak detection. The 7th-degree polynomial,
the equivalent to the integral along a 5th-degree which is fit through eight consecutive points,
polynomial, which is fit through six adjacent provides satisfactory frequency response when
points, where the integral is taken over the the interpolation is restricted to the central
central increment. The frequency response of time increment. Thus, the peak detection op-
this filter is found to be within 1 percent of eration begins with calculating the coefficients
perfect integration up to frequencies which are of the 7th-degree polynomial fit for the eight
1/5 the sampling rate. Figure 2 presents this points which contain the increment having the
frequency response as the ratio of gain obtained maximum integral as the central increment.
to the gain of perfect integration versus the The peak value of that polynomial is then de-
ratio of frequency to sampling rate. For com- tected within that time increment.
parison, Fig. 2 also presents the frequency re-
sponse of a four-point integrating filter which Figure 3 presents the frequency response
produces the integral along a 3rd-degree poly- of the recommended interpolation technique.
nomial over the central increment. One complicating factor is that the response of

approximation interpolation techniques depends

The weights of the integrating filter can be on the time at which interpolation is made rela-
determined directly by using the Lagrangian tive to the time of the sampled sequence. Con-

sequently, a family of curves is presented, one
for each 1/10th segment across the increment
of interpolation. This family of gain and phase
curves shows that the technique provides
1-percent accuracy relative to perfect interpo-

0.9T - lation up to frequencies greater than 1/5th the
4 POINT FILTER sampling rate. The parameter p signifies the

0.8 6 POINT FILTER time at which interpolation is made, relative to
the beginning and end of the central time incre-

0.7 -ment. Response curves for values of p up to
0.5 are indicated in that figure. Because of the

0.6 symmetry of the fit, the magnitudes of gain and
0 phase are the same for p = 0.5 ± Ap. Only the

sign of the phase response is different for these

0.4 pairs of values. This evaluation, of course, is
0.3 GAIN= ACTUAL GAIN precisely Valid only for sampled functions which

GAIN OF are equally spaced in time.
PERFECT INTEGRATION

0.2
Frequency response of the polynomial in-

0.1 terpolation technique was calculated by taking
the Fourier transform of the digital impulse

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
RELATIVE FREQUENCY

(CYCLES PER SAMPLING INTERVAL) 3 L. J. Briggs and A. N. Lowan, "Tables of La-
grangian Interpolation Coefficients" (Columbia

Fig. 2 - Integration filter response University Press, New York, 1944).
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Fig. 3 - Frequency response of eight-point
7th-degree polynomial interpolation

response of the technique for each of the sev- Less than 0.5 minute of computer time is
eral interpolation points evaluated. First, the required for the calculation portion of 150 reso-
set of eight weights was calculated which, if nant filters applied to 0.1 second of data which
applied to eight consecutive input points, would has been sampled at 10,000 samples per sec-
produce the interpolated point desired. The ond. The analog method consisted of passing
Lagrangian multiplier technique facilitates this the data three times through a bank of 2nd-order
calculation. Each set of weights can be consid- filters to produce a 21-point spectrum. Approx-
ered to be the impulse response for 7th-degree imately 3 minutes of computer time is required
polynomial interpolation, through eight points, for each complete analysis run including com-
in the central increment, at the point p. The puter setup, input tape search, and output prep-
standard Fourier transform of each impulse aration. The frequency range covered in these
response was then calculated as follows: shock spectra is generally 2000-cps. Figure 4

presents a typical shock spectrum with the spe-

2 cial labelling and grid lines removed.
G(a) ejp(w) - E w,(kT) ejc°Tk. (14)

k=-3 The speed, flexibility, and operational sim-
plicity of the LMSC shock spectrum program

Equation (14) was also used to calculate actual have provided economical and quick-turn-around
response of the integration filter, described production processing as required for missile
above. and space shock data. The program is presently

being modified to correct for dynamic response
characteristics of the measurement system on

PRODUCTION SHOCK SPECTRUM which each data input has been monitored.
ANALYSIS Further realization of the flexibility of the dig-

ital approach will soon be gained with automatic
The Shock Spectrum Digital Computer Pro- comparison and summary updating of shock

gram, developed at LMSC, is presently employed spectra over each test series as the testing
in the production processing of missile and sat- proceeds.
ellite systems data. The program operates on
data which has been digitized at any sample
rate. At preselected times it calculates shock LIMITATIONS
spectra consisting of any specified number of
natural frequency points over any specified Several aspects of digital shock spectrum
frequency interval. The spectra are recorded analysis should be considered in the evaluation
on digital tapes for input to automatic plotters, of this mode relative to the following items:
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capability of a particular installation, character Another important characteristic of the
of the data to be analyzed, and extent of analysis input data is the low-frequency content. Some
requirements. First, the installation should form of elimination of invalid low-frequency
have a digital computer and also a high-speed components is generally necessary. When the
analog-to-digital converter, unless the raw data peak values are detected manually, a form of
is in digital form. Then the usual considera- high-pass filtering is easily, and often uncon-
tions of digital processing must be balanced. sciously, performed. With the digital method,
These include calculation speed and storage however, any form of invalid bias must be ex-
capacity of the computer, sampling rate capa- tracted. Otherwise, the output of the response
bility, roll-off characteristics of the low-pass filter may be as much a function of an invalid
filter which generally must precede sampling, step transient as of the transient to be analyzed.
the frequency range, desired accuracy, and Of the various possible remedies to this situa-
production requirements. tion, the simplest one is to have the computer

determine the level of the input data just prior
Several characteristics of the input data to the transient and subtract that bias from the

must be considered. First, if there may be subsequent data. This has been successful with
signal dropout intervals in the areas of the LMSC data primarily due to the fact that time
transients to be analyzed, the value of the dig- intervals of the transients analyzed are short
ital approach depends on how accurately and relative to variations of the erroneous bias.
easily precise timing control is applied. If When this is not the case, high-pass filtering
precise timing control is available, dropout should be employed, by either analog or digital
areas can be avoided and accurate shock spec- methods, to remove the invalid low-frequency
tra obtained in many cases only by the digital components.
method. On the other hand, an analog method,
which employs manual selection of peaks, al- Reliability of the digitizing operation must
lows for the avoidance of certain signal dropout also be considered, because wild points intro-
intervals, when this is possible, without precise duced by the digitization process would cause
time control. the calculated spectrum to be invalid. If such
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Fig. 4 - Typical digital shock spectrum
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wild points were to continue to be a major prob- deviations are due to the relatively slow roll-off
lem, an automatic detection and correction characteristics of the frequency response form
technique would have to be included in the anal- of the shock transform defined by Eq. (1).
ysis program. At LMSC, this was a problem
only during the checkout stage of the high-speed One important application of a bank of dig-
digitization equipment. The natural solution, ital recursive filters would be the automatic
which is presently employed, is to rely on main- operation of editing digital data. For example,
tenance and checking procedures to minimize a relatively few such filters could be applied to
the number of wild points. This is backed up cover the frequency range of digital vibration
with automatic detection and correction of ex- data. Each filter output would be squared and
tremely wild points, and display of the input filtered by a simple recursive low-pass filter.
data along with the analyzed spectrum to facili- These mean square functions would provide a
tate after-the-fact visual evaluation. The last coarse time history type of frequency analysis.
item is feasible primarily due to the relatively This would provide not only a standard quick-
short time intervals of the transients to be look summary, but could also be used to trigger
analyzed. automatic editing of the data prior to detailed

analysis. Thus, the time consuming operation
The peak detection method described also of detailed frequency analysis could then be

should be backed up with at least one simple made only over frequency intervals as well as
evaluation tool; a list output of the times of each time intervals which contain significant infor-
peak response detected. These times are needed mation.
to confirm the few cases where the peak detec-
tion is apparently not foolproof. Single wild Narrow-band time-history frequency anc.-
points occur in the final spectrum. These are ysis over intervals of interest is also feasible
readily detected during the routine certification by means of recursive band-pass filtering. The
of each spectrum, but the time list is helpful in only difference between this type of analysis
confirming the error, the appearance of which and the coarse analysis outlined above, is in
indicates that further development on the peak the number and bandwidth of the filters. This
detection operation is desirable. analysis is generally considered valuable when

nonstationarity of the data is either significant
To summarize the items of caution noted or in question. The flexibility aspect of digital

above, the usual digital processing problems computation would be especially important in
should be expected to occur, but with special this application. The control required would be
effects on spectral analysis. Generally there as simple as that of the LMSC Digital Shock
are simple solutions to these problems, but it Spectrum Analysis Program. Input control re-
is important that they be considered carefully quired for definition of the response filters in-
at the initial design stage. Digital programs cludes only the following parameters: damping
should be constructed so as to allow for speedy factor (Q), low frequency of the spectrum, high
incorporation of new solutions and extensions, frequency of the spectrum, and the number of
a recommendation that appears to have general natural frequencies desired between the low
application. and high frequencies.

The simulation operation performed by the
EXTENSIONS shock response calculation is of a very simple

nature, relative to the wide-range of simula-
Recursive filtering has been found to be tions that can be obtained by recursive tech-

such a powerful tool in large-scale production niques. Ironically, there are many cases in
analysis that other applications, which could which an analog generated by the digital com-
readily be applied, are worth suggesting. It is puter is more readily derived than that analogue
observed, that the response filtering operation generated by electrical methods. The main
is a form of band-pass separation with a bank reason for this seems to be that numbers and
of filters. Only minor changes and additions to formulae are employed in the place of ampli-
the constants employed in Eq. (2) would be re- fiers, capacitors, and the like. The digital ap-
quired to make the operation a true band-pass plication, even though it is of discrete form,
calculation. Equation (5) shows that any real- more nearly approximates the mathematical
izable response expressed as a Laplace trans- model itself, if suitable band limiting is main-
form can be converted readily to an extremely tained, than does the analogue approach which
efficient recursive filter. In fact, deviations of employs an electrical application of the mathe-
the response of a sampled band-pass system matical model. It is also important to note that
from the continuous system would be much less the type of recursive filter employed by stand-
than those of the shock response. The latter ard shock analysis (Eq. (2)) is optimum only
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for simulation of systems which are already the following: density distribution of each re-
defined. In Ref. 2, this is called the direct sponse function, density distribution of the
programming method. It is also shown in Ref. peaks of each response function, moments of
2 how cascade and parallel programming are these distributions, total time over which a
more suitable to transformations which are at specified level is exceeded by each response
least partially developed by trial and error. function, and so on.
Thus, a wide range of simulation calculations
can be made by these techniques. In summation, the recursive filter tech-

nique has not only been found to provide efficient
Digital calculation also makes possible and accurate shock spectrum analysis of the

production application of improved shock analy- standard type, but should continue to have other
sis. For example, it would be a simple addition useful applications in the analysis of environ-
to calculate and present parameters such as mental data.
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AN ANALOG COMPUTER TECHNIQUE

FOR OBTAINING SHOCK SPECTRA

J. J. Marous and E. H. Schell
Aeronautical Systems Division

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

A unique method of computing the shock spectra of transient motions
on an analog computer has been developed by the Flight Dynamics
Laboratory in cooperation with the Directorate of Systems Dynamic
Analysis of the Air Force Research and Technology Division. The
uniqueness of the method is largely due to controlling the output volt-
ages in such a manner that a direct graphical plot of the shock spec-
trum is recorded on a strip chart recorder. Another feature is the
use of punched tape programming for making automatic frequency and
gain changes.

INTRODUCTION potential of a shock. 3 For example, the re-
sponses of an equipment which can be assumed

Twenty years ago, M. A. Blotl,' introduced to consist of simple uncoupled linear elements
a technique for describing earthquake motions of certain natural frequencies can be deter-
in terms of the maximum response of a simple mined directly by observing the responses in
single-degree-of-freedom system to that mo- the shock spectrum. Knowledge of the responses
tion. The maximum responses of these systems tells whether or not the equipment will be dam-
to an input motion can be readily calculated. If aged. Also, if an equipment is subjected to two
the frequency of the simple system is varied or more shocks and a failure occurs in some
over a range of interest (e.g., 0 to 1000 cps) element of the equipment, examination of the
maximum response data for a large number of shock spectra of these shocks at the natural
frequencies can be calculated. Each maximum frequency of the failing element can indicate
response calculation (acceleration, velocity, or which shock is responsible for the failure. This
displacement) and the frequency (cycles or ra- information could no.' be directly obtained from
dians per second) for which it is calculated pro- the time history of tPe shocks.
vides the ordinate and abscissa of a data point.
These points can then be plotted and connected The shock spectra might be used in three
to each other to form a continuous curve of re- different ways to overcome this failure. Know-
sponse versus frequency. Such a plot is known ing from the spectrum which shock motion pro-
as a "response spectrum" or, more generally, duced the failure, it may be possible to eliminate
a "shock spectrum." This should not be con- the source or to isolate it. A further examina-
fused with the Fourier spectrum of a shock tion of the spectra may indicate certain frequen-
which is an entirely different method of reduc- cies common to all the shock motions which act
ing shock data to the frequency domain and is upon the equipment where the response would
not considered here. be low enough to preclude damage. It may then

be possible to redesign the element so that its
The shock spectrum is useful mainly be- natural frequency coincides with one of these

cause it gives an indication of the damage frequencies.

The shock spectrum may also be used as a
1
M. A. Biot, "A Mechanical Analyzer for the means of classifying shocks. For example,
Prediction of Earthquake Stresses," Bull. Seis-
mological Soc. Am., 31:151 (1941).

2 M. A. Biot, "Analyticaland Experimental Meth- 3 j. P. Walsh and R. E. Blake, "The Equivalent
ods in Engineering Seismology," Trans. Am. Static Accelerations of Shock Motions," NRL
Soc. Civil Eng., 108:365 (1943). Report No. F-3302 (June 21, 1948).
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time histories of certain ground motions due to F-u X
nuclear blasts may bear little resemblance to K

each other. The shock spectra of these motions, 1-V\A VA I

however, resemble each other to such an extent
that the shocks can be classified as being in the
same category.

In view of the foregoing advantages of the Fig. 1 - Simple
shock spectrum method of studying and inter- system
preting shock phenomena, a unique technique
was developed. This capability for analysis has
already been of use in studying the variability
of MIL-STD-810 shock pulses and in analyzing any time (t); M is the mass; c is the viscous
the responses of equipments located in the X-20 damping coefficient; and K is the stiffness.
glider when excited by thruster transients. It
will also be of use in the future in research Let the relative displacement at any time
studies aimed at understanding the influence of be: y = x- u. Then,
various shock parameters on the failure of
equipments. The technique can also be useful M5 + ¢§ + Ky = -M5
in categorizing the shock environment. Control
techniques for the shock environment can be and
studied using this tool. Shock-resistant designs
can be created based on the shock spectra. The 2 -1
technique can also be used for several other 2 + + y = -7'
purposes and in general, it provides a powerful Wn Wn W n
analytical tool for understanding shock motions.

where ý is the fraction of critical damping and
Sis the angular undamped natural frequency.

PROBLEM SOLUTION Expressions have also been derived for an ex-
,citation force acting on the mass and for dis-

Several different ways of reducing the data placement, velocity, acceleration, and so forth,
to a shock spectrum are possible and the method acting on the system ground.4 Any of these can
should be chosen in accordance with the appli- be expressed in terms of a generalized re-
cation of the data. Perhaps the most commonly sponse (R) and a generalized excitation (E) as
used spectrum is the maximax spectrum or the follows:
spectrum of maximum positive responses at-
tained at any time dilring the response. Another i 2ýR
spectrum of interest may be the spectrum of - + - + R = E.
maximum negative responses. Other spectra Cn On
are obtained by measuring the maximum re-
sponses attained during the shock motion and The generalized form is developed by R. S.
those attained after the motion is over. The Ayre. 4 Pertinent to this discussion is the
first is termed the primary, initial, or during table (shown on top of following page) which has
spectrum, and the latter is termed the residual been extracted from Ayre's work.
or after spectrum. Relative response spectra
which are useful in determining the maximum A block diagram of the technique is shown
strains are also possible. All of these foregoing in Fig. 2. The time history of the forcing func-
spectra may be computed with various amounts tion (E) is fed into the simulated system. The
of damping to form a family of shock spectra system is simulated in accord with the gener-
for damped systems.. The usual practice, how- alized equation, and two integrations are per-
ever, is to compute the undamped spectra. formed to determine the generalized response
These provide conservative estimates of the time history (R).
responses of lightly damped systems. The time history of the response is fed di-

The system simulated is shown in Fig. 1, rectly to two maximum value memory circuits.
and the differential equation of motion derived
from Newton's second law is as follows: 4 R. S. Ayre, "Transient Response to Step and

Mi + C(i - 6) + K(x-u) = 0, Pulse Functions," Chapter 8 of "Shock and Vi-
bration Handbook," C. M. Harris and C. E.

where x is the displacement of the mass at any Crede, Editors (McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.,
time (t); u is the displacement of the base at New York, 1961).
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Alternate Forms of Excitation and Undamped Response

Excitation (E) I Response (R)

Force F(t)/k Absolute displacement x

Ground displacement u(t) Absolute displacement x

Ground acceleration - 6(t)/w2 Relative displacement y

Ground acceleration 6( t) Absolute acceleration x

Ground velocity 6(t) Absolute velocity ;

nth derivative of ground dnu(t)/dtn nth derivative of absolute dnx/dtn

displacement displacement

*See corresponding table for damped response on page 194.

gEXCITATION E CH. IFUNCTIONm E
GENERATOR

INITIAL ER
MAXIMUM R CH. 3 C

SIMULATED R MMR
SYSTEM 'r RH4

R MEMORY .

MAXIMAXCH. 5
CMAAOR Rm

DIFFiER IENCE ABSOLUTE t- RELATIV:E • C.

M 1AXIMUM IR.ElmCIRCUIT VUEMEMORY

Fig. 2 - Block diagram

One of these circuits operates during the tran- of this operation is memorized in a third max-
sient input function (E) and holds the maximum imum value memory circuit.
response (Ri) which occurs during the pulse.
The other is turned on at the instant the pulse The excitation function (E) and the re-
is over and holds the maximum positive resid- sponse time history (R) are recorded on chan-
ual value (Rr) of the response. These values nels 1 and 2, respectively. The initial maxi-
are held until the computation is stopped foreach frequency, mum response (Ri), the residual maximum

positive response (Rr)I the maximax response
(Rm), and the maximum relativt response

The preceding values (Ri) and (Rt) are I(R-E)I. are recorded on chanhels 3, 4, 5, and
compared to determine the maximum of the two 6, respectively. Actual recordings are shown

compredto dterine he aximm o thetwo in Figs. 3 through 11, inclusive.
responses. This gives us the maximum re-
sponse (Rm) regardless of whether it occurs in
the initial or residual portion of the spectrum.

COMPUTER SIMULATION
Concurrently, the response time history

(R) is directed into a fourth computation chan- The simulation was performed on the Sys-
nel where the excitation time history (E) is tem Dynamics Simulator, a large scale general
subtracted from it to provide a relative response purpose analog computer located at Wright-
time history. The absolute maximum I (R- E) ,, Patterson Air Force Base.
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Fig. 11 - Sawtooth response spectora, p iuc0.5

Although the basic problem itself was very can be made automatically. Two relays whosesimple, it did present some interesting simula- positions determine the gains of the two inte-

tion challenges. One of these arose from the grators used in solving the system equation are
fact that the simple mass, spring, damper sys- used to fulfill this requirement.
ter was to be investigated over a range of fre-
quencies too large to permit a single choice of The autoprogramming mode of the computer
input gains on the amplifiers used to solve the was designed to permit automatic running of a
system equation problem. If the problem to be run can be pre-

programmed, that is, if the parameter changes
h+ o vemn+ R = Eq . to bfradetwo are known beforehand, it is possible
chae2 ru 'n to use the autoprogram feature.

ging ofsuchangs proemsiredtoc r the St dy mic d WIn order to use the autoprogrammer a cri-

Simulator chags arsecuiafetred knownr ase auto-e moeritn isforedngtroled from amunchbed paper tapeil

frequency range would not pose any difficulty if reader. Tferenfiog re is nusaeyd to pepaeil

the problem were to be run in the normal fash-

itnistnot necessaryl king un the oite- aoccurrence of this criteria and the contacts ofbeore eaha compually settn. In this prondition this relay should switch +26 volts to the Y line,

qesorese nea d iuthser req.uis proem, which places the computer in HOLD, and short
excitation signal with frequency along being then this pchoriteria es labelfed.A- ndA
changed from run to run. To facilitate the run- we hsciei sstsid
ning of such problems the System Dynamics When the computer is in autoprogramming
Sim ulator has a special feature know n as auto-m o e i is c n r l d f o m a p ch d a ert eprogram. It should be pointed out, however, reader. Therefore, it is necessary to prepare
that w hile the autoprogram featu re is desirablean i s r c on t p . A y f th f l ow g o e -
it is not necessary in making use of the tech- ai n a ec m a d df o h a e
niques presented in this paper.

In order to make use of the autoprogram- 1. Read any amplifier.
mer, the computer setup must be accomplished
in such a manner that the required gain changes 2. Set or read any servo set potentiometer.
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3. Place the computer into any of its modes. fT up to 5. The frequency was changed in in-
these are: crements of 10 cps thus requiring 100 runs to

cover the desired frequency range. By placing
a. HOLD (hd) these 100 runs on an instruction tape and using
b. OPERATE (op) the autoprogrammer, the computer could be left
c. RESET (re) unattended while it made the 100 desired runs.
d. BALANCE CHECK (bc). This mode The entire process required approximately 90

is often referred to as the pot set mode on many minutes.
analog computers. To obtain the rather unique readout of the

The sequence of events for the tape used in desired response spectra a Brush Mark 200
this problem is as follows: strip chart recorder was used. This is aneight-channel rectilinear recorder with a paper

1. The computer is placed in BALANCE speed range of 0.05 mm/sec to 200 mm/sec.

CHECK. By properly adjusting the paper speed to com-
pensate for different computer run times the

2. Potentiometers 10, 11, and 12 or 13 when same paper displacement can be maintained for
required are set. each of the 100 runs.

3. A verification that this was obtained The reason different computer run times

correctly is typed on the typewriter next to the were required is that for the lower system fre-

command, quencies the runs were made longer to assure
that the desired maximum values were achieved

4. The computer is placed in RESET. by the system while for higher system frequen-
cies less running time was required. If the

5. After a brief time delay the computer paper speed is slow enough, the result appears
is placed in OPERATE. as a nearly rectangular vertical bar. In thisproblem each computer run corresponds to 2

6. The computer remains in OPERATE mm of paper travel. The result of using this
until the previously described differential relay, little scheme is that the paper displacement
which in this problem positions as a function of axis becomes proportional to frequency. Since
time, throws it into HOLD, and at the same the bar height is proportional to the maximum
time instructs the tape reader to look for the response, we have a linear plot of response
next command. versus frequency.

7. This command is a series of amplifier In order that the desired response spectra
readouts that correspond to the maximum could be recorded directly some means of ob-
values obtained by R./E_, Rr/EP, R /Ep, and taining and storing the desired maximum values

(R - E) im/Ep during the run, associated with each of the four response spec-
tra had to be devised. The circuit used was

8. The computer is returned to BALANCE given the appropriate title of a Maximum Value
CHECK and the whole process repeated as many Memory Circuit. This circuit is shown in Fig. 12.
times as desired.

This circuit requires one integrator and one
In this study T, the duration of the excitation high gain amplifier which is used in conjunction
pulses, was 0.005 sec so the system frequency with the differential relay. The relay operates
was taken up to 1000 cps to provide a range of in the following manner: When the net input

Fig. 12 - Maximum value memory circuit
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voltage to the high gain amplifier is positive, COMMANDS VERIFICATION

the relay will position in the up direction and BC
when the net input voltage is negative the relay SPT1C A -0355/ -0355 10A
positions down, making contact between the arm SPT11A -1062/ -1062 1Aand the - terminal. RE/

The operation of the maximum value mem- OP
ory circuit is as follows. The quantity -R is RIG11A/ 2000 11A

applied to a gain 10 of the relay amplifier and RIG12A/ -3000 12A

to the 10-K resistor of the tracking integrator. RSU21A/ -3000 21A

Assuming R starting from zero and increasing RIG13A/ 5000 13A

in the positive direction, -the relay will posi-
tion in the down direction. This will connect Fig. 13 - Typewriter
the center point of two 10-K resistors to the printout

summing junction of the integrator which then
tracks its input. The output of the integrator,
which is another input to the relay amplifier, Frequency
is very nearly equal to +R at all times. This
input to the relay amplifier will lag slightly 0- 30 cps FS 1 UP
behind the -R input. As long as R is increas-
ing in amplitude the -R input will be larger Pot 10 = 10 -6 02

in magnitude than the +R input from the

tracking integrator. However, once R peaks Pot 11 = 20/&
and begins to decrease the +R input will pre-
dominate, causing the relay to throw to the Pot 12 and 13 = 0.0100
up position, disconnecting the summing
junction of the tracking integrator which 40 - 150 cps FS 1 Center
then maintains this maximum value of R. If
at any time the -R input should exceed this Pot 11 = 200/wn
retained maximum value of R the summing
junction is again connected and the integra- 160- 790 cps Pot 10 = 10-6/25 &) 2
tor again tracks its input and will move up
to the new peak value of R. Thus the final Pot 11 = 1000/o,'
value the integrator assumes will be the
peak value R obtained throughout the run. It Pot 12 = 0.5000
must be recognized that the circuit as shown
only retains the maximum positive value 800- 1000 cps Pot 10 = 10-6/1000 w 2

n
achieved by R. If the maximum negative
value were desired, another such circuit Pot 11 = 2000/A
hooked up to retain the maximum negative
peak would be required. The outputs of these Pot 13 = 0.5000
integrators are plotted on the recorder to
give the response spectra shown.

RESULTS
In addition to these strip chart recordings

a more precise listing of these maximum values The spectra of Figs. 3, 6, and 9 are un-
was also obtained by securing digital readouts damped spectra for half-sine, square, and saw-
of these values at the end of each computer run. tooth driving functions. These were computed
All this information is typed out as hard copy to allow comparison with those in the literature.
on the typewriter used in conjunction with the To facilitate this comparison, the ordinate and
computer. The actual printout on the typewriter abscissa are presented as dimensionless ratios
contains the computer commands from the in- consistent with those in the literature. This
struction tape, verification of these commands was accomplished by using a unit peak excita-
and readouts of the response values. Figure 13 tion (Ep). As a result, the actual response and
shows what the printout would look like for one the dimensionless response ratios have the
computer run. same values. In the abscissa, the product fT

A brief list of events as they occur as a provides a dimensionless time ratio in which f
function of frequency will serve as a guide in is the undamped natural frequency of the re-
understanding the operation of the computer sponding system in cycles per second and T is
setup shown in Fig. 14. the duration of the driving function in seconds.
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PROBLEM SOLUTION
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Fig. 14 - Computer circuit diagram

Figures 4 and 5 show the damped spectra of equal in magnitude. In the damped case, how-
a half-sine excitation function. These can be ever, this is not true because the magnitude of
compared directly with those presented by each successive positive and negative peak be-
Mindlin. 5 It should be emphasized that the re- comes smaller as the oscillation decays due to
sidual response spectra are actually the maxi- damping. For this reason, one might compute
mum positive residual response spectra. In the the negative residual responses or the absolute
undamped case this is not important since the residual responses depending on how they were
maximum positive, maximum negative, and to be used.
maximum absolute residual responses are all

Figures 7, 8, 10, and 11 show the damped
5 R. D. Mindlin, "Dynamics of Package Cushion- spectra of the square wave and sawtooth. It is

ing," Bell System Technical Journal, 24:353- interesting to note that the damped residual
641 (July-Oct. 1945). spectrum of the half-sine and square wave has
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no zeros. It is a characteristic of symmetrical in determining failure, damping should not be
pulses to have zeros in the undamped residual used indiscriminately to reduce response am-
spectrum as shown in Figs. 3 and 6. It is a plitudes.
somewhat unexpected result to find that the ad-
dition of damping provides a significant increase Figure 9 shows that in a sawtooth pulse the
in the residual response of simple systems hay- undamped maximax spectrum and the undamped
ing zero responses in the undamped state. Where residual spectrum are the same and that they
maxima occur in the undamped residual spec- tend to be nearly constant at a response ratio
trum the addition of damping reduces the re- of 1.0 from a very low value of fT out to infinity.
sponses as one would intuitively expect. The This characteristic is desirable from a test
fact that the addition of damping does not always standpoint because it provides a nearly constant
reduce the residual response could be an im- response over a broad frequency range. Figures
portant consideration in the design of equipments 10 and 11 show that the addition of damping en-
subjected to unidirectional shocks. Since most hances the constancy of the response.
shocks in nature are unidirectional, this is an
important case. Examination of the undamped
spectra indicates that for values of fT greater CONCLUSIONS
than 0.5 the residual spectrum is less severe
than the primary spectrum at most frequencies. 1. Although this paper has been dealing
Since the maximum negative responses occur with a simple linear system with pure viscous
in the residual era, this means that positive re- damping and rather simple excitation functions,
sponses are greater than negative responses. the technique itself is virtually unlimited in its
A designer can take advantage of this fact by application. Any type system, linear or non-
orienting design elements (components, struc- linear in nature, can be investigated with any
tures, and the like) so that the least sensitive type excitation function desired.
direction is the positive response direction and
by designing to have a natural frequency where 2. Damping can either increase or de-
the residual response is at or near zero. For crease the residual responses. Thus if re-
example, a normally closed relay could be sponses in the residual era are important, de-
oriented so that positive responses would tend signers should be careful in the use of damping.
to close the relay. In this case, negative re-
sponses would tend to open it causing a mal- 3. Observation of the damped responses
function. In view of the fact that damping can to a sawtooth excitation pulse shows that the
either increase or decrease the residual re- spectrum is even flatter than the undamped
sponses, one should be careful in making use of spectrum. Since all practical systems have
damping to control these responses. damping, this indicates that the sawtooth spec-

trum is even more desirable as a test spectrum
In general, one can say that in any situation than one would be able to conclude from the un-

where the residual responses are of importance damped spectrum.

DISCUSSION

Mr. Risse (Sandia Corp.): What method of Mr. Risse: Can you mention some of the
function generation are you using for arbitrary curve follower types that you used?
pulses ?

Mr. Schell: The curve follower that weMr. Schell: In this particular setup, since used most is an 11 X 17 plotter. We actually
we are using half-sine, square wave, sawtooth, draw the curve with a conducting ink, or we can
and what have you; I simply used standard analog lay wire over it. This plotter will then follow

components -amplifiers and relays -to generate the curve, and the output will be proportional to
these. However, if the functions are non-linear, the function that we desire. Then all we have

we have various other means of generating them, to do is to make the proper scaling adjust-

such as curve following devices. We also have

various ways of getting analytic expressions out ments, and we have the function.

of approximation functions, so we do have a
number of means of generating these things. Mr. Risse: Thank you very much.
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Alternate Forms of Excitation and Damped Response*

Excitation (E) Response (R)

Force F(t)/k Absolute Displacement x

Ground Acceleration -u(t)/•n2 Relative Displacement y

Ground Accelerationt 6(t) Relative Displacement -w 2y

ý'This table added subsequent to submission of original manuscript.
tIn the case where the ground acceleration ;(t) is used to excite the system, the
response spectrum ordinate is R/EP ý -(,)n2y/Up - y!yt , where yst is the static
displacement as defined by Mindlin (6).
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THE USE OF GRAPHICAL TECHNIQUES TO ANALYZE SHOCK MOTIONS

OF LIGHTLY DAMPED LINEAR SPRING MASS SYSTEMS*

R. 0. Brooks
Sandia Corp.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

INTRODUCTION in mechanical shock testing. In these systems,
no damper is connected to the ground, and the

Quite often in the area of mechanical shock only external excitations are through the sys-
testing, responsive motions of lightly damped tem's supports. This paper presents the re-
spring-mass systems must be determined or sults of that investigation. Definition of all
predicted when an actual measurement of the terms are listed in the appendix.
response is lacking. The responsive motions
of the systems can be found by several methods.
All of the analytical methods require higher DISCUSSION
mathematics in solving the differential equations
of motion. Frequently, however, the input con- A general two-degree-of-freedom damped
ditions to the system's supports cannot be de- linear spring-mass system mounted on a shock
scribed easily by a mathematical expression. machine is shown in Fig. 1. Support excitation
Sometimes the input shock data are not in a is a known displacement-, velocity-, or accel-
form compatible for an analog or digital com- eration-time history. These quantities are
puter. At such times, an analytical or computer represented by the symbols x(t), X(t), X(t).
solution is inconvenient to obtain. The masses m, and m2 are very small in com-

parison with the carriage mass. Values for
Literature dealing with the study of tran- each spring, k1 , k 2 , k 3 , and each mass, m,

sient motion has discussed a graphical method and m2, are known from the physical design of
of determining responsive displacements of the specimen. The location of each viscous
linear spring-mass systems when the support damper, c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , or coulomb (dry friction)
is subjected to a transient displacement. This damper, f , f 2 , f 3 , is known. The effects of
graphical method is called "Lamoen's Phase- the dampers are either known or would be de-
Plane Method." The literature, however, re- termined by experiment. The magnitudes of the
veals very little information as to whether or dissipative forces of the dampers are such that
not the phase-plane method could be used to in free vibration at least two complete cycles
solve the transient vibration problem of a of each mass in motion will be discernible. If
lightly damped system of the type encountered the f' s or c' s of the model are zero, the two-
in shock testing. degree viscously- or coulomb-damped model,

Accordingly, an investigation I was con- or both, becomes undamped. Similarly, if one
ducted to see if the phase-plane method shown mass is zero, the model becomes a single-
in literature could be extended to find acceler- degree spring-mass system. The motion of the
ation or displacement responses (including masses in Fig. 1 can in certain cases be de-
spring deflections) of general multidegree scribed graphically by means of phase-plane
damped systems most likely to be encountered diagrams.

Just what is a phase-plane diagram and
1R. 0. Brooks, "Transient Response of Linear how is it used to determine responsive motion

Undamped and Lightly Damped Lumped Spring- of, for example, a simple undamped spring-
Mass Systems By Graphical Techniques," Mas- mass system? Briefly, the motion of a simple
ter of Science Thesis, 128 pages, University system can be shown by the trajectory which a
of New Mexico (June 1963). vector makes while rotating at constant angular

""This paper was not presented at the Symposium.
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Y i V The construction of the trajectory of the rotat-

1 tL ing vector makes up the phase-plane diagram.
The term "phase" is used because the two co-2 I ordinates represent a particular motion and the

k2 time-derivative of the motion which is 90 de-
c3 2 grees out of phase (e.g., displacement and ve-

2 xlocity, or velocity and acceleration, and the
k like); the term "plane" is used because the dia-

gram is always drawn in the plane of the paper.
The responsive motion of the mass at any time

Jk can be found from the projections of the vector
C/ X (t) Ai (t upon the two coordinate axes. The projections

- - f f can be plotted vs time and the actual responsive

motion-time history can be viewed.

Figure 2 shows an example of an undamped
spring-mass system in free vibration when the
responsive mass, m, has an initial displace-
ment, x,, and an initial velocity, o,. The
phase-plane coordinates are in the form to de-

CONTROLLED APPLIED SHOCK FORCE scribe either the dispL-cement-velocity condi-
tions, the velocity-acceleration conditions, or

Fig. 1 -General two-degree viscous the acceleration-jerk conditions at any time.
and coulomb damped spring-mass At t = 0, the rotating vector, r, is at (D. Dur-
system under consideration ing the time t 1 , r is rotating at constant angu-

lar velocity, p. At the end of time, t 1 , r is at
(1). Since there is no support motion, the center

velocity about a fixed point. The radius and of arc (D) is at the origin. The responsive-
starting point of the vector are functions of the time histories for displacement, velocity, or
initial conditions of the spring-mass system. acceleration of m during tI are shown by the
The type and amount of damping (when present) solid lines; the dotted lines represent the mo-
affects the radius or the center of are. The tion as the vector in the phase-plane continues
angular velocity represents the natural or reso- to rotate after t, . Generally, all three re-
nant frequency of the system. The fixed point sponses are not desired at once, so the phase-
(center of rotation) is determined from the plane coordinate scale may be multiplied by p
known disturbance to the support or carriage, to find velocity directly and multiplied by p 2 to

ACCELERATION -TIME PHYSICAL
RESPONSE HISTORY SYSTEM
(%AIHEN ORDINATE IS PHASE-PLANE -z DISPLACEMENT-TIME
MULTIPLIED BY P) DIAGRAN, RESPONSE HISTORY

2

X X-

% @%0 0.
,i 0 P

IX
r

Atl' Q .

Fig.2 -Varous espnsetim h istr-so
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It P2 Q
t 0 p

/ ~ VELOCITY-TIME
2 -RESPONSE HISTORY

- (WHEN ORDINATE IS
~0 ~l)2 -MULTIPLIED BY p)

Fig. 2 -Various response-time histories of
a simple system in free vibration determined
from phase-plane diagram
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find acceleration directly. If the support has a Undamped System
disturbance during t 1 , the center of the arc if only m1 and k, are evident and attached
(1 (2) would shift along the ordinate of the two to the carriage in Fig. 1, a single degree un-
coordinate axes of interest, damped model occurs. (The system considered

is in translation, but the same procedure holds
The responses of two-degree spring mass for a torsional system if mass is replaced by

systems can be determined graphically when polar moment of inertia, and a linear spring
the problem is broken down into two independ- rate by a torsional spring rate.) Figure 3 illus-
ent modes of vibration. Each vibration mode trates an example problem of an idealized sys-
behaves as a linear single-degree system. tem's acceleration response to an acceleration

input of its support determined by the phase-
plane procedure shown in Guide No. 1, Acceler-

RESULTS (SINGLE-DEGREE ation Excitation, Acceleration Response. Gen-
SYSTEMS) erally, there is no relative motion between the

mass, m, and the carriage before a shock, so
The investigation indicated that responses the initial acceleration and jerk of the mass

of three types of single-degree systems - un- are zero, and the phase-plane starts at the ori-
damped, coulomb damped, and viscously gin. The input shape is approximated by a
damped - could be solved by graphical inethods. series of steps, each step having the same area
The general procedure for constructing the during the interval as the actual pulse during
phase-plane diagrams mentioned previously the interval. The amplitude of each step input
could be used satisfactorily. In the appendix is used to locate the center of arc on the phase-
are a list of Guides (1 through 12) which pre- plane diagram. The interval size (t,) selected
sent phase-plane construction details for the for each step is dependent both upon the pulse
undamped, coulomb damped, and viscously rise and fall times, and the specimen natural
damped single-degree system models. They period. The ratio trT (pulse rise time/speci-
can be used when the types of support excita- men natural period) governs the time interval
tions and most probable starting conditions are of each step when the slope of the input pulse is
known, and certain types of response histories positive; the ratio t f/T (fall time/natural pe-
are desired. The procedures contained in the riod) governs the intervals when the slope of
appendix should assure sufficiently accurate the input pulse is negative. In the guides then,
results for most shock testing problems. Very only t,./T ratios are shown, but t f/T ratios
accurate results are possible if the phase-plane can be substituted when needed. Symmetrical
diagrams are drawn in greater detail (i.e., pulses (e.g., half-sine, triangle, haversine,
more steps are used to construct them). parabolic cusp) require consideration of both
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Fig. 3 -Acceleration response of undamped simple system
when its support has a transient acceleration input
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tIT and t f/T ratios; non-symmetrical shapes In Fig. 4 an undamped system is subjected
such as quarter-sine, terminal peak sawtooth, to a 1000-g, 5-ms, sawtooth pulse. Only the
require consideration of only t r/T ratios, while beginning portion of the input and response is
quarter-cosine and initial peak sawtooth require shown. A comparisoni is made of the half-cycle
consideration of only t f/T ratios, response to the response determined by 36-

degree arcs. In this problem, tr/T = 5. The
When 0.1 :s tr/T -s 1.0 many steps in the phase planes of both responses are also shown.

phase-plane construction should be taken. It is The greatest error in the half cycle amplitude
in this range that the pulse shape has the most at any time, while noticeable, is less than 5
effect upon the maximum response. Generally, percent of the peak value of the input pulse.
interval ratios ti/T = 0.1 should not be ex- This error would decrease as t /T >> 5.
ceeded. The arc of the phase-plane step (pta)
should therefore be between 18 and 45 degrees. For an input acceleration pulse, another
When t ,/T < 0.1 only one step interval is nec- type of response is possible, that of spring de-
essary regardless of the input pulse shape. flection. In this problem, spring compression
When t,/T << 0.05 no steps are necessary; it (-u) has the same sign as the input accelera-
is sufficient to assume a free vibration problem tion. The main difference in the phase-plane
with different starting conditions if time is construction is that the input acceleration has
measured after the pulse is over. (Guide No. 2 to be converted into units of displacement.
could be used in this case.) As t /T exceeds I Guide No. 2 illustrates phase-plane con-
and approaches 5, the size of the intervals can struction details for two free vibration prob-
be increased until ti/T -. 0.5. When t,/T ?- 5, lems likely to occur in shock testing.
the interval size ti/r = 0.5 should always be
observed; the response history can be drawn Guide No. 3 shows that a displacement re-
directly without drawing a phase-plane diagram sponse to a displacement shock input is identical
by drawing half cycles or cosine curves for in appearance to the same acceleration condi-
each interval. tions of Guide No. 1.

PHASE-PLANE
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Fig. 4 - Comparison of acceleration-time responses of a simple
system using both 36 and 180-degree arcs (half-cycle) in the
phase-plane diagram

For the example in Fig. 3 then, the step Coulomb Damped System
size would be 0.1 ms since t,/T = 0.25. It
should be noted, though, that equal size step in- If every parameter in Fig. 1 is zero, except
tervals are not mandatory, but are generally M1, k1 , and f1 , the system becomes an ideal-
more convenient. ized coulomb damped single-degree model in
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translation. Note that the damper is fastened For a problem where a displacement re-
to the support (carriage) so now relative motion sponse is desired, Guide No. 6 rules must be
(specifically the direction of the relative veloc- followed. In this type problem the center of
ity) is important in solving a response problem each arc representing the step input magnitude
graphically. When the relative velocity changes must be corrected by A, (the equivalent fric-
direction, the acceleration of the responding tional displacement). The sgn (k - i) means
mass has a sudden discontinuity. Friction "the algebraic sign of" the relative velocity be-
damping thus complicates the problem. tween the mass and its support which determines

whether Ac is added to or subtracted from ki.
It was mentioned previously that the center Figure 6 is an example problem where the sup-

of each arc in the phase-plane is determined by port is given a triangle shape displacement,
the motion of the support. So, when the damper where the t /T ratio equals 1.0. In this prob-
is connected directly to the support, any support lem, or any other problem utilizing Guide 6, it
action will immediately affect the response of should be noted that the spring deflection
the mass through both the damper and spring. (Xi - x.) at the start of each step must be
This damping effect can be considered in the greater than Ac if the relative velocity (ki - i.)
phase-pline diagram by applying a correction is zero, otherwise the system will appear rig.d.
(a "delta" term) to the center of each arc when- In Fig. 6, the system ap ears rigid at point ®.
ever displacement responses (or spring deflec- At points (D, (V, ), (), ®, the relative
tion) is desired. 2 For an acceleration response, velocity is zero, but the spring is sufficiently
however, the center does not have to be cor- deformed, so relative motion must continue.
rected; the radius periodically is corrected be- The recommended size of the step intervals, in
cause the acceleration discontinuity occurs as general, is the same for all ratios of t,/T as in
the relative velocity changes direction, or when Guide No. 1 except in the low range where the
the jerk ('x) is zero. damper effect on maximum response is more

pronounced. It is therefore recommended that
Figure 5 illustrates an example of an ac- t1 /T = 0.1 for 0.05 -- t,/T -- 1. When tr/T <

celeration response of a system subjected to an 0.05 a single step can be employed and damping
acceleration input of its support. This problem ignored with little error in the phase-plane.
is solved using the phase-plane procedure shown
in Guide No. 4. The most probable starting If it is desired to observe the spring de-
conditions at time t = 0- are ii. = 3o 0. flection directly by means of a phase-plane
Since the first input step X 1 is greater than A.. diagram, it is necessary to know the acceleration-
(the frictional acceleration) at t = o+, :o+ = Z, time history of the support (Guide No. 4) or to
because force is transmitted only through the have a free vibration condition (Guide No. 5).
damper. If the magnitude of the relative ac- In one case, the center of the phase-plane arcs
celeration, X - W, had been less than A,,, and remains at the origin. In the other cases the
the spring, k, was not sufficiently deformed, centers of the phase-plane arcs have to be cor-
the mass would have responded as though rig- rected by the amount A, until relative motion
idly connected to the support. stops.

The A discontinuity is always directed to
the center of arc when "i/p passes through zero. Viscously Damped System
The Ac magnitude must be doubled whenever
the spring has deformed and transmits enough If all the parameters in Fig. 1 are zero
force to overcome the friction in the damper. except Mi1, kI, c 1 , the system becomes an
In Fig. 5, m has the same instantaneous veloc- idealized viscously damped model with support
ityas the support at points (i, ®, ®, (), excitation. The procedure in drawing the phase-

, (2), and so on. This means that the jerk is plane diagram for the displacement response of
zero at these points. a viscously damped system is similar to the

procedure followed for displacement response
In Guide No. 5, Acceleration Response to a of a coulomb damped system. The main differ-

Velocity Step Excitation, a free vibration prob- ence is that the damping is now dependent upon
lem occurs. The most probable starting condi- the magnitude of the relative velocity of the
tions, iE, and "i,, are not zero because of rel- system as well as its direction. For the vis-
ative motion existing between mass and support. cously damped systems, it can be shown that

the rules followed in Guide 7 (Acceleration Ex-
citation and Response) and Guide 9 (Displace-

2 L. S. Jacobsen and R. S. Ayre, Engineering ment Excitation and Response) are identical if
Vibrations (McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New all ii's are replaced by x, "i. by i., ,v by
York, 1958). A,, and so forth.
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Figure 7 shows an example problem where depending upon the magnitude and direction of
a viscously damped system (natural period of the relative motion. A tabulation for finding
1 ins) is subjected to a 1000-g triangle acceler- ay s for the first four steps is shown in Fig. 7.
ation pulse, 2 ms in duration. The acceleration The closer gi and r come together, the smaller
response is found using the appropriate Guide - becomes. Thus, the system will never act
No. 7. The most probable starting conditions as though rigidly connected for damping ratios
of the mass are zero acceleration and jerk. If less than 0.2. The ratios of t,/r for each step
each step interval is short enough (true for any used for a coulomb damped system (Guide 4)
pulse shape) the relative jerk (also velocity) seem to give good results for the viscously
between the mass and its support can be consid- damped system.
ered constant while the support acceleration
(also displacement) varies linearly. The center A different kind of phase-plane coordinate
of each arc in the phase-plane can be approxi- system is very suitable for solving certain re-
mated by the average value (xi) of ,(t) during sponse problems of a viscously damped model.
the step, while the damping correction to the By using oblique coordinates and a logarithmic
arc center (Z,,) is added or subtracted, spiral template (which is dependent only on the
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Fig. 7 - Acceleration response of specimen to transient input
acceleration when viscous damper is fastened to movable support

damping ratio) the following problems can be spiral template, once drawn for a certain damp-
solved for damping ratios up to 0.5: ing ratio, is good for any system having the

same damping ratio. The abscissa of the phase-
1. A free vibration of the model where the plane can be graduated in (-6/p) by multiplying

input is a step velocity and the response is ab- (-6/p') by cos oa.

solute acceleration or spring deflection (Guide
8). Figure 9 shows the solution to a problem

where the viscously damped system's support
2. Spring deflection response to an accel- is subjected to a 1025-g, 0.5-ms sawtooth ac-

eration input, any shape (Guide 7). celeration pulse. The system's natural period
is 1 ms. There is no relative motion before

3. Acceleration response to a square pulse the pulse. Guide No. 7 is used to find the maxi-
acceleration input (Guide 7). mum spring deflection (tension and compression)

as the response history. The maximum com-
The development of the oblique coordinate pression is found to be 0.0092 inch, while maxi-

system used is found in Ref. 3. The construe- mum tension occurring after the pulse is 0.0050
tion of a logarithmic spiral is found in Ref. 2. inch.
Figure 8 illustrates how the phase-plane is
drawn from spiral templates. The center of the In Guide 8, the derivation of the most prob-
spiral template (shown by dotted lines) is lo- able initial conditions can be found in Ref. 1.
cated from a given input acceleration (expressed
in units of displacement). The template is piv-
oted until it intersects the initial conditions of RESULTS (TWO-DEGREE
spring deflection at point (D); i.e., (-ul) and SYSTEMS)
(-6 1/p'). During the time of the step, ti, the
phase-plane arc follows along the spiral arc Undamped System
until point @ is reached. The angle a is de-
pendent only upon the damping ratio, v. The If only ml, k 1l, m2 k 2 , and k 3 are present

in Fig. 1, a general undamped two-degree model
3R. E. D. Bishop, "On The Graphical Solution occurs. It was found that the methods used in

Of Transient Vibration Problems," Proc. Inst. solving for certain response in an undamped
Mech. Engrs. (London), Vol. 168, No. 10, pp. single-degree system could be extended to in-
299-322 (1954). clude the general undamped multidegree system.
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Fig. 8 - Deflection-time response from spiral template
on oblique coordinate phase-plane diagram

For support excitation problems, some interest- It was found that a single support excitation
ing observations were made, the details of which (Fig. 1) permits phase-plane diagrams to be
can be found in Ref. 1. As an example, solving easily drawn while a two-support excitation
for the response of each undamped mass by permits a phase-plane diagram to be easily
phase-plane methods first requires describing drawn only in special cases. The two-support
the motion and configuration of the system in excitations have to have their amplitudes equal
its natural modes of vibration. Then a phase- to some arbitrary constant ratio which requires
plane diagram has to be drawn for each mode, the amplitudes to also be either 0 or 180 de-
all the conditions of each mode being analogous grees out of phase. (In Fig. 10, the upper and
to conditions of the undamped single-degree lower plate of the model disconnected from the
system. Data from each mode are then com- rigid frame and subjected to different accelera-
bined in a certain manner to finally describe tions would constitute a two-support problem.)
the motion of each mass separately. Fortunately most controlled shock tests justify
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Fig. 9 - Example problem showing responsive
deflection-time history of spring when specimen
is subjected to sawtooth acceleration pulse
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Fig. 10 - Acceleration response of an undamped
two-degree system during free vibration

the assumption of single support type excitation, initial velocities are transformed into principal
so Guides 10-12 can be used for phase-plane coordinates and all W's changed to x's, and so
construction, forth.

Guide No. 10 can be used to find accelera-
Figure 10 shows how the acceleration re- tion responses of the two masses when a single

sponses of two masses are determined if the support has an acceleration shock pulse. Two

framework surrounding them is dropped onto a phase-planes are again needed, one for each

rigid floor for a sudden velocity change type mode, expressed in principal coordinates. A

input. The two masses are in free vibration, slight problem now arises. If the two coordi-

When using Guide No. 11 to solve the problem, nate scales are n and r/p for either mode,

two phase-planes are needed, one for each na te has to for me,

mode of vibration. The phase-planes are in then xi for each step has to be transformed to

principal coordinates. Before impact, the rela- principal coordinates for both modes by multi,

tive motion of each mass to the support is most plication of a factor HI or HII defined in the
pro l zo .h cclrtion of both massetohesupportisost appendix. However, by dividing the phase-plane
probably zero. The acceleration of both masses coordinates by the appropriate H factor (as
at impact is therefore zero, but the jerks are shown in Guide No. 10) the center Xi for each
not. The location of the points representing the step can be located directly on the phase-plane.
initial jerks on the phase-planes have to be In this manner, all phase-plane construction
found from the equations in Guide No. 11 where can be completed before any calculations have
rec= 0 and it, = be = impact velocity. (Cor- to be made converting the phase-plane data to
rect units must be observed.) Each phase-plane response accelerations of each mass. Some
can be drawn once the two natural frequencies time can thus be gained in solving the problem
of the model are known. The response of each in the manner of Guide No. 10. An example
mode at any time must then be added together, problem using this guide can be found in Ref. 1.
as shown by Guide No. 11, to get the responsive Unfortunately, spring deflections cannot be de-
acceleration of each mass separately. termined easily in two-degree systems when

the support is excited by an acceleration shock
Spring deflection for this problem can now pulse. If the pulse is integrated twice to obtain

be found by solving simultaneously the equations a displacement-time input, Guide No. 12 can be
of motion to find the displacements of each mass used to find displacement responses of each
for any determined instantaneous acceleration mass. Spring deflections would then be found
of each mass. (The displacements of each mass easily. Guide No. 12 procedure is quite similar
can also be determined from Guide No. 11 when to Guide No. 10.
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Damped System specimen fixture. The responsive accelerations
were monitored by an identical piezoelectric

The inclusion of either viscous or coulomb accelerometer mounted directly upon the sus-
damping into a two-degree model, such as shown pended mass. The output signal of each accel-
in Fig. 1, creates mgny problems. Coulomb erometer was fed into a cathode follower, the
friction effects in a two-degree system must be output of which was dc coupled to an oscilloscope.
simulated by additional support deflections in
phase-plane construction. However, it was
mentioned previously that restrictions are nec-
essary when more than one support is involved, .........
So, for friction damping to be included as a .... . ... CELE......ER

condition where a phase-plane solution is pos-
sible, only one mode of vibration can be excited,
and the friction displacements of the supports
have to be identical. The possibility of using
phase-planes to find acceleration responses of
both masses from a known acceleration input UPPER PLATE

was not investigated. S.... :HELICALI

Viscous damping in a two-degree system C)
also was shown to create problems in that, ACCERESTF

generally speaking, the two modes of vibration (BHIND SRIT - SUSPNDED

are not independent 4 unless the magnitudes of T . EFLO M ASS

the dampers are in the same ratio as the .. I ... cF

springs (e.g., k3 /k 1 = eC/e1 .) Independence of FRAME

modes is required for phase-plane construction. GUIDE RODIHELICAL
Actual damping in two-degree systems are hard S EINGS

to control, so transient responses of such sys-
tems were considered impractical for easy so-
lution by phase-plane solutions suitable for
single-degree systems.

RESULTS (EXPERIMENTAL
INVESTIGATION) L P

Three different single-degree system mod-
els were designed and subjected to shock pulses Fig. 11 - Model for experimental investigation
that would be generated in mechanical shock
testing in industry. The three models were
undamped, coulomb damped, and viscously Actually, an undamped model never occurs
damped. in reality. However, sometimes the amount of

damping is so small that for a few cycles of
A view of the undamped model is shown in vibration the amplitude loss is very small. By

Fig. 11. The design of the model consisted of a careful alignment and greasing of the guide rods
single concentrated mass suspended between and by use of a very small contact area between
two sets of four helical coil springs (total of bushings and guide rods, a very lightly damped
eight springs), each having the same spring model (essentially undamped for the time in-
rate. One end of each set of springs was held terval of interest daring shock) was obtained.
rigid within a very stiff framework. The mass
was constrained to move only in either direction The coulomb-damped model was similar in
of the longitudinal axis by Teflon bushings rid- design to the undamped model shown in Fig. 11.
ing upon four guide rods. The lower plate was Coulomb friction was introduced by increasing
fastened to a shock machine carriage during all the normal pressure between the bushings and
shock tests. The input shock to each model was the dry guide rods. The friction damper thus
monitored by a piezoelectric accelerometer appeared fastened to the support and to the mass
mounted on top of the framework which was the of the model.

4 S. Timoshenko and D. H. Young, Advanced Dy- The viscously damped model design was
namics, 1st Ed. (McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. similar to the model of Fig. 11 with a viscous
New York, 1948). damper added. The construction and positioning
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of the aamper was in the same manner as shown answer, but this is limited by drafting error
by c, in Fig. 1: a piston was fastened to the increase. The type input involved obviously
mass; a cylinder was fastened to the support; could affect accuracy, especially if a smooth
and the piston had holes through which oil was input pulse shape versus a random haphazard
metered whenever the piston moved relative to pulse shape was involved. Checking of the ac-
the cylinder. A suitable damping ratio was curacy can only be done when analytical solu-
achieved, so no fine adjustment was incorpo- tions of a particular problem are available.
rated into the design. For practically any engineering problem of

transient loading of a single-degree system, the
Details of each model, such as spring accuracy of phase-plane construction is quite

rates, weight of suspended mass, magnitude of satisfactory.
dry friction, and viscous forces, could have
been measured and then the natural and reso-
nant frequencies of the system calculated. In-
stead, all parameters needed to solve a transient ACCELERATION -TIME HISTORIES

response problem were found by subjecting each PHASEPLANE

model to a vibration test. A resonant search 80- RESPONSE \ MEASURED

was conducted to determine the natural fre- / RESPONSE.x

quency for the undamped and coulomb damped ' 60-

models and the resonant frequency for the vis- z
0 INPUTcously damped model. (For a damping ratio of E SHOCK

0.2, the resonant frequency is only 2 percent 40

lower than the natural frequency.) Once the
natural or resonant frequency had been deter-
mined, the type and amount of damping were 20-

found by observing the response decay when the
input vibration amplitude was suddenly brought
to zero. 0 4 8 1'2 1'6

120

The three models were subjected to the TIME (MS)

shock pulses shown in Figs. 12, 13, and 14. 2o
The monitored response histories were then RESPONSE I
compared to the phase-plane constructed re- 4 , i I
sponse histories. The phase-planes (not shown) 40-
were constructed in accordance with the rules k

in Guides 1, 4, and 7 in the appendix. The shape -60
of the measured response histories in each fig-
ure closely resembled the calculated response INPUT ACCELERATION

histories, but were somewhat larger in ampli-
tude than theoretically possible for linear sys- SPECIMEN NATURAL PERIOD

tems. The differences were attributed to non- T=2&'[_7 10.6ms

linearity of the springs. The different natural
frequencies of each system were the result of
changes in the size of the responding masses. Fig. 12 - Comparison of phase-plane
However, the experimental investigation indi- and measured response of a linear

cated that obtaining response histories from system (damping neglected) to an

graphical solutions derived from empirical data acceleration shock pulse

was feasible.

In multidegree systems, the degree of ac-
ACCURACY OF GRAPHICAL curacy decreases while the length of time to

SOLUTION solve a problem increases. In any multidegree
system the number of phase-plane constructions

What degree of accuracy can one expect in is proportional to the number of modes of vi-
solving a problem graphically ? In Ref. 3 it is bration, so the total error is approximately
pointed out that the question of accuracy of a proportioned to the number of modes. It would
solution of even a single-degree system prob- therefore appear that the accuracy obtained for
lem is difficult to answer, because accuracy a single-degree undamped system would be ap-
can only be determined on an empirical basis, proximately twice that for two-degree undamped
Generally, the more steps taken in a phase- systems. It would also appear that the accu-
plane construction, the more accurate the racy obtained for a single-degree undamped
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system would be approximately three times the CONCLUSIONS
accuracy obtainable for a three-degree system
solved by similar techniques. This statement The graphical solution of responsive motion
is qualified to the extent that phase-plane con- of certain models subjected to a controlled me-
struction follows the guidelines set forth in the chanical shock test has its place in the field.
appendix. The amount of tabular work that The phase-plane-delta method would most prob-
needs to be done in converting principal coordi- ably be used in situations where a model repre-
nate values to rectangular coordinate values senting the specimen is known and a computer
increases directly as the type of degree sys- not available, or where the input data is not
tem. It is therefore estimated that solving a immediately suitable for computer use and the
two-degree system problem would take two and responsive information needed in a few hours.
one-half times as long as a single-degree The method is a useful education tool in under-
problem, while a three-degree system prob- standing the theory of shock motion. A trained
lem would take four times as long as a single- technician can solve a problem by selecting the
degree system problem. Again, this statement correct Guide in the appendix and using graph
is dependent upon the type of phase-plane con- paper, protractor, compass, straightedge, and
struction needed for each mode of vibration. It french curve. He only needs to know the follow-
would thus appear that solving a three-degree ing: the specimen's natural period; type and
system problem by graphical techniques amount of damping which can be found from a
would not be too satisfactory; computers simple vibration test where a response can be
could solve the problem more quickly and measured; initial starting conditions; and type
accurately. of support excitation.

APPENDIX

Guides 1 - 12, developed from Ref. 1, sum- p - Natural frequency of responding
marize conditions that are needed to construct system
phase-plane diagrams for transient response of
linear, undamped, single- and twcr-degree p' - Resonant frequency of viscously

lumped spring-mass systems; and linear, damped system
single-degree viscous- and coulomb-damped
systems. The type of excitation and initial T - Natural period of responding system

conditions selected are those that are most
generally found in mechanical shock testing of x, :, - Motion of responding mass, m1
inert specimens. Other starting conditions, x,

however, are possible if a specimen is func-
tioning. Displacement excitation has been in- i, i0 , - Initial condition at t = 0

cluded since some solutions of response need it, etc.
and because acceleration-time data of the input
pulse can be graphically integrated easily to t, - Rise time of support disturbance

obtain it. The velocity input and velocity re- (nonsymmetrical pulses might require

sponse determination of a system by phase substitution of t f, fall time)

planes can easily be an extension of the list.
However, the information is more generally (-u), - Spring compression
obtained by the integration of acceleration-time etc.
histories or by the differentiation of displacement-
time histories. A, - The ratio f 1/k 1 from Fig. 1; the

delta correction term for the phase-

A list of the symbols used in the guides plane center of any time interval of a

are shown below: coulomb damped system

-(t); Input displacement- or acceleration- - The ratio f 1/m 1 from Fig. 1; the cor-
.. )rection term for the phase-plane ra-
K(t) time disturbance, respectively, of the dius vector of a coulomb damped

support system

; p - Equivalent step input of support dis- x., ii., - Responding mass starting conditions

turbance for time interval, ti etc. at beginning of the ith step interval
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sgn - "algebraic sign of" H,, Conversion factor to describe re-
sponse from support disturbance in

v - Damping ratio (viscously damped terms of nth mode of vibration. For
system) Fig. 1 configuration

- Delta correction term for phase-
A~i plane 'center of ith step interval of k3 _1(k 1 \I(,)k
etc. viscously damped system H m2 M1 -iW M1 m2

I 2 HI 2
,9, -Principal coordinates of multidegree P/(a 1 - aII) Pli(ai - aII)

etc. spring mass systems

Subscript p,., - Natural frequency of nth mode of
vibration. For Fig. 1 configuration

I, II - Particular mode of vibration

y, et - Motion of responding mass, m2  p 2 ki + k2 k2 + k3\
etc. 2 2 ___ +

- Angle of obliqueness for ordinate axis PHI }
in viscously damped model phase-
plane diagram (sin a = v) ,kk 2

a, - Ratio of amplitudes of nth mode of M [l+1 + 2 3

vibration. For Fig. 1 configuration

k2 4 - k1k 2 + k 2 k3 + k1k3\A 1/ 21

a 1  +2 -mPI k ' 2 M-m 2
k 2 +k 3 m2PII2
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SHOCK SPECTRA FOR A GENERAL FORCING FUNCTION

A. F. Todaro
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, California

Shock spectra, which are the maximum responses of many one-degree-
of-freedom systems to a particular shock force or motion, can be help-
ful in the understanding of the general motion of elastic bodies subjected
to shock forces or motions. While shock spectra for well-defined ana-
lytic functions are available, those for non-analytic forcing functions
are not so easily found. A method for determining these spectra is
described.

INTRODUCTION natural frequency, the result would be an accel-
eration shock spectra. The response motion is

The object of this paper is to familiarize generally divided into two subdivisions. The
engineers with the concept of shock spectra, its "primary response" is in the direction of the
mathematical development, and finally the only applied motion only, while the "residual re-
reason for its existence - its use. sponse" is in two directions and symbolizes the

system in free vibration.
The general motion of elastic bodies when

subjected to shock forces or motions is ex- Shock spectra for well-defined analytic
tremely complicated and often leads to frustra- functions such as half-sine, sawtooth, square,
tion when a reasonably concise understanding is and so on, are available; 1 however, the spectra
attempted. Shock spectra, however, do indeed for non-analytic forcing functions are not gen-
shed some light and can be a useful tool. erally available, and therefore a method for

determining these spectra will now be discussed.
Shock spectra are the maximum responses

of many one-degree-of-freedom (ODF) systems
to a particular shock force or motion. The re- MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT 2

sponses can be displacement, velocity, or ac-
celeration (absolute or relative). The spectra Assume ug > X,
representations can be plotted as the ratio of
the maximum displacement response (Amax) X, = Ug - X = relative displacement,
divided by the maximum displacement input (Ug)
versus the natural frequency of each ODF sys- = Ug - i = relative acceleration,
tem. Shock spectra are also plotted with veloc-
ity and acceleration ratios versus the ratio of mX = kXr,
the pulse duration (-) divided by the natural
periods of the ODF system (T). = kXr,

The conceptual definition of shock spectra and

will be illustrated with the following example: k .(
Suppose that attached to the mounting plane of a + m = Ug(t)
shock machine are many ODF systems, each
with a different natural frequency. To each 1C. M. Harris and C. E. Crede, editors, Shock
ODF system an accelerometer is mounted, and and Vibration Handbook (McGraw-Hill Book
the mounting plane is suddenly accelerated. If Co., Inc., New York, 1961), Vol. 1, Section 8.
the ensuing maximum acceleration response 2

Method of superposition using the Duhamel
for each ODF system is plotted versus its integral.
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fixed ref. 
U9 69-nf

km Xr X

tXrn Xrn

To solve the differential equation, Eq. (1), divide n.t/At

the Ug(t) function into Atn strips, the areas of i W.At f Ogn sin c It -tn+ At)] (3)
each being a velocity change Ugn x At,. Since n-(

the system is linear, the theory of superposition
is valid and therefore for each velocity change Equation (3) is maximized for each of many
the system can be described as independent of w., thus yielding shock spectra, or solved for a
the motion that has taken place before or after particular wa, yielding the time response of the
each impulse. Summing over each velocity absolute acceleration.
change is all that remains for a description of
the system.

DIGITAL COMPUTER METHOD
The solution to Eq. (1) is

Should digital computers be available, codes
A2 = k are in existence to solve Eq. (1) directly when

X, = A sin lt- (tn+Atn) -m the non-analytic forcing function is digitized. 1

This is the method the author used. Care should
This characterizes an ODF system in free vi- be taken so that At strips are small in width
bration due to a sudden velocity change applied compared to both the nature of the forcing func-
to its foundation and starting at time (t, + Atn). tion and the top frequency of interest. In addi-
Taking the first derivative, tion, choose many frequency points or -r/T ra-

tios so that interpolation is minimized. Forcing
Xrn Awa cos wo. It - (tn - Atn)] functions with known shock spectra were used

as a check on the computer code. Various shock
with boundary conditions at t = tn + Atn and spectra are shown in Figs. 1 through 5. When
Xr. = Ugn x At.. Therefore, the forcing function goes to zero, Eq. (1) re-

duces to
A = U gn x At n/ 60 ,

+ k o 0 (4)
Xr = X, 1 + Xr2 + - + Xr n  

= m r

and In other words, the system is in the free
vibration mode and the solution to Eq. (4) is

n-t/At

n-1

with A and B to be determined.
for equal At,.. From the computer, Xr(T) and 'r(-r) at

From X = a Xr = absolute acceleration, the end of the pulse are known quaintities. By
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Fig. 1 - Primary and residual shock spectra
for a sawtooth forcing function
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Fig. 2 - Primary and residual shock .spectra
for a square wave forcing function
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Fig. 3 - Primary and residual shock spectra
for a half-sine forcing function
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Fig. 5 - Primary and residual shock spectra
for a square wave forcing function with a
finite rise time

taking the first derivative of Eq. (5), Xr has a Xr(A )
maximum value when A = Xr(T)sinl6oat+ Cos&)at,

tans- aX('t
Ban =at B = Xr(T) cos 'at - sin &oat

Xrax =A sin (tan B + B cos (tan- A) Substitution into Eq. (6) yields

= [A2 + B211/
2

. (6)Xr.... [hr .2 + (k[r))2]1/2 (')

Solving for the constants A and B from the
boundary conditions at t = 7r, namely Xr(T), and which is the maximum response in the free vi-
Xr(T), yields bration mode. Thus the computer can stop
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solving Eq. (1) at time t = i, and with the use time function is made by simply comparing the
of Eq. (7) the primary and residual shock spec- desired spectra to the spectra associated with
tra are totally determinant, each forcing function.

3. The response-time signatures from an
USE OF SHOCK SPECTRA experimental test can now be transformed to

its equivalent shock spectra.
It is important to note that when r/T < 1/4

the pulse shape is of little significance in deter-
mining the system response. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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SOLUTION OF STRUCTURAL RESPONSE PROBLEMS

BY ANALOG COMPUTERS

R. Pittman and R. W. Wheeler
McDonnell Aircraft Corporation

INTRODUCTION would have been virtually impossible to solve
on digital computers.

Of significant importance to the engineer
in the analysis of various equipment packages
and aircraft structural components in today's OPERATIONAL ANALOG COMPUTER
high performance aircraft is the dynamic re-
sponse of the structure to both continuous ran- The first problem to be discussed is the
dom and impulsive exciting phenomena. These fuselage response study of a high performance
excitations may be produced by such varied reconnaissance aircraft subjected to random
sources as engine exhaust noise, rotating un- atmospheric turbulence. This study was ini-
balances, gun fire, air turbulence, aerodynamic tiated to determine the effects of turbulence-
buffeting, and dynamic loads such as developed induced fuselage motion on camera resolution.
during landing and takeoff, particularly in car- The operational analog computer was chosen
rier operations. Since these exciting forces for this problem because of the inclusion of a
are often random in occurrence or impulsive in nonlinear control system and because mode
nature and the structure is redundant and some- shapes were previously available. The equa-
times nonlinear, analysis by conventional meth- tions of motion could therefore be written. The
ods becomes very difficult, if not impossible. operational analog computer essentially solves
Therefore, operational and direct analog com- these equations electrically. To demonstrate
puters -are of increasing importance in the solu- the fundamental concepts of the operational
tion of such problems. Both types of analog analog computer, let us take a simple spring-
computers allow solution of either linear or mass-damper system as shown in Fig. 1. This
nonlinear differential equations and rapid param- figure shows how the equation of motion gov-
eter variation. They can also supply the solution erning this system is set up on the computer.
directly in plotted form. With reference to It should be noted that each integration gives a
structural problems, the operational analog sign inversion so that, e.g., when we feed (-X)
computer (also known as a differential analyzer) in, the output is (+X). As can be seen, the input
is best suited for solving modal problems, i.e., into the summing integrator is,
equations which may contain variable (during a
problem) or nonlinear springs, masses, and
damping. In the direct analog computer, all of F(t) c • k

the major structural components are repre- M XMX,

sented by their electrical equivalents. In this
manner, any structural redundancies are simu- as shown in Fig. 1, is equal to i. The computer-
lated directly by electrical redundancies. Rapid signals may be monitored anywhere along the
changes may be made in structural components line so that any parameters may be read out
and the stress in a structural component may during problem-solution.
be easily monitored under any external excita-
tion, which may be of any form desired. It is For this analysis, the aircraft was con-
the purpose of this paper to demonstrate the use sidered to be operating within the proposed low
of analog computers by showing how such com- altitude, high-speed flight regime during which
puters were used on two separate and entirely the maximum effects due to turbulence are ex-
different problems. Either of these problems pected to occur.

*This paper was not presented at the Symposium.
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MECHANICAL SYSTEM ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

K C _4

GENERATOR I SUMMING INT EGRATOR
M G INTEGRATOR

F~) C OTEFFICIENTE

M < K
EQUATION OF MOTION. M

MX+Ci+KX - F(,) INVERTING

AMPLIFIER

REWRITTEN IN TERMS OF HIGHEST-ORDER DIFFERENTIAL, THIS BECOMES:

F(t) C • KM - - x- -x

Fig. 1 - Analogy between mass-spring-damper system
and electrical equivalent (operational analog)

The degrees of freedom considered were and feeds a correcting signal into the
(1) rigid airplane vertical translation, (2) rigid stabilator.
airplane pitch, (3) first fuselage vertical free
bending, and (4) longitudinal autopilot control. Atmospheric turbulence was considered as

a series of stationary vertical gusts of random
The acceleration, velocity, and displace- amplitude and frequency of occurrence. The

ment of the aircraft center of gravity (c.g.) gust vertical velocity (W.) divided by the air-
were considered to be the sum .of the individual craft forward velocity (v) results in an effective
contributions from each degree of freedom, change in angle-of-attack thereby giving incre-
The equations of motion may then be written mental lift and moments to the airplane. The
and solved independently. The airframe equa- random nature of the occurrence of this quantity
tions of motion are: was accomplished by using a white-noise gen-

erator and filtering the output through a trans-
Rigid airplane translation, fer function derived from a suitable power spec-

tral equation for random gusts. By utilizing
MA qh = Aerodynamic Lift; (1) values given by Saunders for extreme gusts at

low altitudes in clear skies, it is possible to
Rigid airplane pitch, construct a probability density function for the

velocity distribution. Saunders' final equation
Ip P = Aerodynamic Moment about (2) in terms of frequency and forward velocity is

c.g.; and
2.8+ 2000-

Fuselage vertical bending, W. 1105 (v2 (4)

MEq@ + C44 + MEh2q0= Aerody- (3) IV + 2500 ' 2

namic force in fuselage bending
degree -of-freedom. where

The aerodynamic forces are generated from
aerodynamic derivatives as determined from = v
wind tunnel tests.

Autopilot transfer functions are shown as a Equation (4) is presented in Fig. 3. Similar
block diagram of that system in Fig. 2. The curves may be constructed for other flight
autopilot essentially senses airplane motion conditions.
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Fig. 3 - Simplified analog flow diagram

The PACE analog representation of the at maximum dynamic pressure. It was con-
overall problem is shown in the simplified firmed that, as was expected, severity of re-
block diagram of Fig. 4. The response of the sponse varied inversely with structural damp-
fuselage was recorded on a Sanborn recorder ing. With a minimal structural damping ratio
for direct reading as was the random input, of 0.01 the maximum peak acceleration at the
The multi-channel capacity of this recorder reference station was ± 1.27 g's at the funda-
made it possible to record the various con- mental fuselage bending frequency.
tributions to fuselage motion due to each de-
gree of freedom as well as the total motion. In addition to the data recorded on Sanborn,

the total acceleration and the exciting turbulence
Results obtained on the Sanborn recorder were recorded on magnetic tape; harmonic and

indicated that the most critical condition occurs statistical analyses were conducted on this data.
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The power spectral density plot of Fig. 5 shows Figure 6 presents the results of a statisti-
the energy distribution peaking at the fuselage cal analysis in the form of a frequency-
fundamental bending frequency. This tuned re- distribution. As can be seen, the distribution
sponse is caused by the single elastic degree of of peaks is quite close to that of a Rayleigh-
freedom considered in the analysis. The inclu- distribution.
sion of additional elastic degrees of freedom
would show the effective energy level being fed Comparison of the results of this study with
into the airframe through each of the various experimental flight data for several high per-
modes. formance aircraft shows the analog solution to
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be representative of the aircraft structural re- The operational analog computer is not
sponse in the frequency region investigated, suitable for this type of problem because
The inclusion of additional elastic degrees of shears, bending moments, or torques of indi-
freedom is easily accomplished by adding the vidual wing members are not inherently ob-
necessary transfer functions as indicated in tained from a modal approach. A digital com-
Fig. 4 by dashed blocks, and should adequately puter is quite cumbersome for this type of
define the vibration environment throughout the problem. The only satisfactory alternative to
frequency range encompassed by those elastic performing the .analysis on the direct analog
modes. The number of elastic modes that may computer from an analysis standpoint would be
be considered is limited only by the analog a test program which, naturally, would be quite
computer's capacity. expensive and also questionable from a test-

article availability standpoint.

DIRECT ANALOG COMPUTER The direct analog computer is distinguished
from the operational analog computer by the

The second problem, the dynamic response fact that passive circuit elements, namely in-
of a low aspect ratio aircraft wing to a carrier ductors, capacitors, transformers, and resis-
landing, was solved on the direct analog com- tors are employed in the direct analogy cir-
puter. This computer was chosen for this prob- cuitry, as well as amplifiers and other electronic
lem for several reasons: devices. The computer's passive elements are

used to represent the analogous elements of the

1. The direct analog computer has an elec- mechanical system. For purposes of illustra-

trical equivalent for each member of the struc- tion, let us look at a simple mass-spring-damper

tural system, and therefore structural redun- system and its electrical equivalent, Fig. 7. As

dancies pose no special problem; can be seen from this example, the passive elec-
trical elements represent physical properties
of the mechanical system. In addition, currents

2. Rapid stiffness and mass changes of as well as voltages take on physical significance
wing components can be made; and in the direct analog computer as opposed to the

operational analog computer in which only volt-
3. By monitoring voltages and currents in ages are used as outputs. Transformers are

appropriate locations, the bending moment, the only passive circuit elements not covered
shear, or torque in a wing structural member in the mass-spring-damper system. They are
can be readily obtained as a function of time. used to represent distances, sign changes,
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Fig. 7 - Analogy between mass-spring-damper system
and electrical equivalent (direct analog)

and coordinate transformations, the mechanical The fighter aircraft wing shown in Fig. 9
equivalent being a rigid lever as illustrated in was represented on the direct analog computer
Fig. 8. as a built-up structure analogy and a beam-rod

analogy inboard and outboard of the wing-fold,
This general concept, illustrated in Figs. 7 respectively. In a built-up structure analogy,

and 8, can then be applied to much more com- inductors are used to represent the flexibility
plex structures. The structure analyzed in this of each rib, spar, and torque box segment, and
problem is shown in Fig. 9. As can be seen, we the masses, represented by capacitors, are
have a rather complex structure, especially in- located at rib-spar intersections. The beam-
board of the wing-fold. The electrical equiva- rod representation requires that the stiffness
lents of this structure are presented in Figs. 10 of all spars and torque boxes be "lumped" into
through 12. (Note that three circuits are used, one beam in bending and one rod in torsion, re-
one for each deflection coordinate.) The follow- spectively, and that "lumped" inertias and
ing are representative examples of how the masses must be associated with points along
mechanical-electrical analogy applies: the the beam-rod.
bending flexibility of the spar between nodes 8
and 9 (see Fig. 9) is represented by inductor The coupling between the three circuits
L9 in the roll circuit; the twisting flexibility of required to fully describe the electrical cir-
the torque box between spars 2-3-4-5 and 7-8- cuitry of the analog representation can be seen
9-10 and ribs 2-7 and 3-8 is represented by in- if one considers the deflection of a point on the
ductor L18 in the pitch circuit; the distance be- wing planform. The total deflection of any point
tween the midpoint of spar 7-8 and the midpoint consists of rigid body pitch, roll, and transla-
of spar 8-9 is represented by the primary wind- tion motions in which no bending or twisting of
ing of transformer 6 (or P6) shown in the plunge any wing element takes place, deflection due to
circuit; and the mass associated with node 8 is bending of ribs and twisting of torque boxes
represented by capacitor C 8 in the plunge circuit. (pitching), and deflection due to bending of spars
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Fig. 11 - Idealized fighter wing pitch circuit

(rolling). Therefore, to fully describe the total the magnitude and shape of the axial load vs
motion of a point all three circuits are coupled time histories dictated the maximum wing
together by having common nodes, response. These factors were aircraft roll and

pitch attitudes and sink speed at touchdown
In this dynamic response study, the main (pitch attitude having a very minor effect). With

gear loads impressed during hard landings all other factors remaining constant, a higher
were determined from a series of airplane drop sink speed resulted in larger axial gear loads
tests. The gear loads are considered to consist which in turn produced larger wing response.
of axial, lateral, and longitudinal components The rolled attitude of the aircraft at touchdown
applied at the axle of the wheel. The lateral was found to be an extremely important factor
loads result from the aircraft touching down in in determining the dynamic response of the wing.
a rolled attitude and the longitudinal loads are
caused by a combination of wheel spin-up and When an aircraft lands with a rolled attitude,
aircraft pitched attitude at touchdown. These one main landing gear touches down before the
gear loads were introduced into the analog by other, thus producing two separate axial gear
diode function generators at the wing chord load vs time curves, one for the low gear and
plane above the main landing gear (between one for the high gear. Typical axial load vs
points 9 and 13 in Fig. 9) as vertical, pitching time curves for both gears are presented in
moment, and rolling moment forcing functions. Fig. 13. As can be seen from the curve for the

low gear, there are two peaks, the phasing of
Dynamic response studies of the wing were which is determined by the aircraft roll angle

performed for several combinations of sink (i.e., the period between touchdown of the main-
speed and aircraft roll and pitch attitudes'at gears). When this phasing coincides with the
touchdown. Very early in the study, lateral and period of a fundamental wing bending mode of
longitudinal gear loads were found to have minor vibration, the wing response will be amplified.
effects on the fundamental wing response for To illustrate this let us consider the two dy-
realistic values of roll and pitch attitude at namic axial strut load curves in Fig. 14. Pre-
touchdown. This leaves the axial gear load as sented in Fig. 14 are the axial gear load vs
the major determinant for the wing dynamic time curves for two different aircraft rolled
response and thus the factors which determine attitudes (2 and 7 degrees) at touchdown. From
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a work concept, work being expressed as In the dynamic response studies the maxi-
mum accelerations of wing points, dynamic
bending moments and shears in ribs and spars,

F ýw and dynamic twisting moments in torque boxes
P F dt for various landing conditions were determined

0
to provide a complete carrier landing loads en-
vironment. A wing pylon with stores could have

where t, is the time at which the dynamic been incorporated in the analog circuitry with
axial strut force, F, reduces to zero; a 2- little difficulty and the environment to which the
degree roll would result in more work being stores would be subjected during carrier land-
done on the wing than would a 7-degree roll for ings could have been easily determined.
the particular fundamental-wing frequency con-
sidered in the illustration. Since the work done
on the wing or the kinetic energy imparted to it
determines the response, the rolled attitude with
peak load phasing coincident with a fundamental
wing mode results in maximum wing response It has thus been shown on two representa-
in that mode. Figure 15 illustrates this by pre- tive examples that analog computers, opera-
senting the bending moment responses in the tional and direct, are ideally suited for the
spar between point 13 and the midpoint of the solution of structural response problems. Op-
segment between points 13 and 14 for 2- and 7- erational analog computers are particularly
degree aircraft roll attitude at touchdown. It suited to structures which can be represented
can be seen thai because of the dynamic effects, by a modal approach, and direct analog com-
the lower roll-angle actually results in higher puters are especially well suited to analyze
loads on the wing. highly redundant structures. Parameter
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Fig. 14 - Graphical analysis of two dynamic axial strut
forces for wing response at resonance
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Fig. 15 - Typical wing responses to two separate forcing functions

changes are easily made and the solution is MA total mass of airplane
readily obtained in a plotted form. Non-linear
and highly redundant structures and the various ME equivalent mass, = IMi qj /q,2

forms that forcing functions take do not repre-
sent obstacles in the determination of a struc- Mi mass of airplane section associated
ture's dynamic response characteristics, with fuselage station i

q, total displacement of airplane c.g.
LIST OF SYMBOLS

qh displacement of airplane c.g. due to
One and two dots over symbol indicate first airplane vertical translation

and second differentiation with respect to time,
i.e., velocity and acceleration: qj displacement due to fuselage bending

at fuselage station i
Symbol Definition

q, displacement of wing at gear
c coefficient of damping

qs displacement at fuselage reference
F axial strut force station due to fuselage bending

total airplane pitch moment of inertia qe displacement at fuselage reference
about c.g. station due to airplane pitch

K1,K2, autopilot constants dependent on speed S Laplace operator
K.,Ka, and altitude
and Kq V forward velocity
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Wo upwash velocity 6 airplane pitch angle

CA total airplane angle of attack P mean

,• standard deviation
aCT pitch slope at tail due to fuselage

bending & frequency

8 total stabilator angle of attack oh fuselage first bending natural fre-
quency

SA/P stabilator angle due to autopilot 0)/V

* *
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AN ANALYTICAL SIMULATION OF THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE

OF AN IMPACTING ELASTIC SYSTEM*

R. E. Hess and W. L. Kammer
North American Aviation, Inc.

Columbus, Ohio

INTRODUCTION the use of crushable honeycomb, retro-rockets,
or hydraulic shock absorbers. Second, in de-

A common operational requirement of cer- signing the method of supporting the missile on
tain modern-day military equipment is that it its launcher mechanism, he must position the
must be capable of being delivered to forward supports such that they allow a minimum of
field units by means of a parachute-retarded missile airframe dynamic response due to ex-
air drop from a cargo airplane. This type of cessive unsupported lengths of the missile
delivery frequently imposes critical loading body. Third, having minimized the input loads
conditions on the equipment during opening of and dynamic response loads which the missile
the parachute system and, more significantly, -irframe feels, the designer is obligated to
during the impact at landing. The nature of predict these response loads as accurately as
some equipment, such as heavy vehicles and possible so that the missile structure may be
artillery pieces, is such that ruggedness is designed efficiently and not conservatively.
inherent in the basic design, and the shock
loadings associated with ground impact are True, the designer could adopt an experi-
inconsequental. Other equipment, such as elec- mental cut-and-try method of designing his
tronic instruments and their spare parts, are impacting system. Reference 1, for instance,
extremely delicate, but their relatively small presents a comprehensive discussion of the
size permits careful packaging to prohibit current state-of-the-art in cushioning system
shock damage. However, one particular class design, including the conclusion that drop-
of equipment, the mobile, field-operated tac- testing of full-scale hardware is the most ef-
tical missile, presents a significant design fective method of investigating the design of an
problem when air-drop delivery is required. impacting system since "there are no analyses

for the data to be compared with, nor are there
Since it is usually required that the mis- any analytical methods which would use the

sile and its transporter-launcher vehicle be data to predict results under different test con-
ready for operation and missile launchings ditions." This design approach might be eco-
shortly after ground impact, it is mandatory nomically used when relatively small, inexpen-
that the total system be dropped intact in its sive equipment or material is concerned. For
operational configuration. This precludes fancy large systems, however, such as the mobile
tie-downs and elaborate shock-isolation of the tactical missile system involving six and
missile itself if the system is to be activated in seven-digit cost figures for each full-scale
a short time. On the other hand, the missile hardware unit, the cut-and-try approach cannot
itself represents a design which is extremely be justified and the designer must resort to ex-
weight-critical and which cannot afford exces- tensive design analysis of the impact condition
sive design margins to cover loading contin- prior to hardware fabrication.
gencies such as extreme shock loads. Several This paper presents a discussion of an
alternatives are open to the missile system analytical simulation of an impacting elastic
designer faced with this problem.

1 M. P. Gionfriddo, "Design of Cushioning Sys-
First, the designer must provide a basic tems for Air Drop," paper presented at the

means for absorbing or reducing the impact 30th Symposium on Shock, Vibration, and As-
shock transmitted to the entire system, such as sociated Environments (Oct. 1961).

*This paper was not presented at the Symposium.
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system such as could be used to furnish design actuator as a load-bearing member for this
parameters for the air-dropped missile system condition. For the air-drop delivery the entire
introduced above. The particular simulation transporter-launcher-missile system was
described here was accomplished during the mounted on a rectangular pallet to which a
preliminary design of a mobile field-artillery multi-parachute system was attached. A layer
surface-to-surface missile system and as such, of crushable paper honeycomb installed be-
was carried out under limitations in schedule tween the pallet and the bottom surfaces of the
and computer equipment. As a result, many transporter vehicle provided the main cushion-
simplifications in the mathematical represen- ing to absorb much of the ground impact shock
tation of the system were necessary and will be load. Prior studies of the primary cushioning
noted in subsequent paragraphs. The basic ap- system had indicated that a reduction in over-
proach used, however, is typical of that which all impact loading could be achieved through
wouli be used in a more extensive analysis, the use of a dual cushioning system employing
and its simplicity will serve to facilitate both rectro-rockets and crushable paper
its illustration. honeycomb. Excessive cost and complexity

eliminated this concept, however, and the sim-
The primary purpose in accomplishing the ulation therefore reflected the single cushioning

simulation was to determine the missile air- system of crushable honeycomb.
frame dynamic loads resulting from the impact
conditions. Simple preliminary analyses had
predicted that this condition would produce THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
critical loads for the design of portions of the
missile airframe. Therefore, a more exten- The mathematical model of the missile
sive analysis was required to establish the system developed for this simulation was
dynamic load values for structural design. limited in complexity and completeness by (1)

a compressed time schedule in which the work
had to be completed, and (2) the availability of

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM only one 80-amplifier analog computer console
for the study. (The selection of an analog com-

The missile system which was simulated puter as the simulation tool is discussed in a
is shown in Fig. 1. The system consisted of a later section of this paper.) Nevertheless, the
tracked transporter vehicle to provide opera,- final model contained sufficient detail to qualify
tional mobility, a launcher unit mounted on the as a valid representation of the actual system.
rear deck of the transporter vehicle, and the
missile. The launcher unit consisted of a Figure 2 shows a schematic of the trans-
rotary platform to control azimuth, and a set porter-launcher-missile system resting on the
of launch rails whose elevation was controlled crushable honeycomb cushioning system. The
by a hydraulic actuator. During an air-drop missile itself was assumed to be an elastic
the rails were positioned at zero elevation and body represented by the first two body-bending
were supported at their forward end by a vibration modes. In a more complete analysis,
vertical post, thus eliminating the elevation it would be desirable to include at least one or

two additional vibration modes in representing
the missile body. The missile is shown in Fig.
2 with its launch shoes, represented by stiff
springs, resting on the aft end of the forward
and aft rails of the launcher unit. Figure 2

Fig. 1 - Mobile missile system Fig. Z - System schematic
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also shows a third stiff spring support under assumed to be a rigid body capable of vertical
the missile nose section. A secondary objec- translation only.
tive of the simulation was to study the effect of
this third support in reducing missile airframe Figure 3 represents an exploded view of
dynamic loads due to the excessive cantilevered Fig. 2, and shows the various coupling forces
length of missile body forward of the forward and degrees of freedom associated with each
launch shoe. component. A summary of the seven degrees

of freedom allowed in representing the system
The launcher unit is shown consisting of two is as follows:

major parts-the elevation platform containing
the launch rails, and the rotatable azimuth Missile
platform mounted to the rear deck of the trans- 1. Two elastic vibration modes
porter vehicle. The elevation platform was 2. Rigid-body vertical translation
assumed to be a rigid body, whereas in a more 3. Rigid-body pitch rotation
extensive analysis one might consider repre-
senting its characteristics by the first several Launcher (elevation platform)
significant vibration modes of the platform.
The elastic characteristics of the aft extension 1. Rigid-body vertical translation
of the rotatable azimuth platform were repre- 2. Rigid-body pitch rotation
sented by a simple spring. The forward post
support of the elevation platform was assumed Transporter Vehicle
to be equivalent to a stiff spring. Another
secondary objective of the simulation was to 1. Rigid-body vertical translation
investigate the effect of adding a hydraulic
shock absorber to the post, and therefore a The exploded schematic of Fig. 3 facilitated the
viscous damper was added to the representa- writing of the equations of motion for each de-
tion of the post. The transporter vehicle was gree of freedom. These equations, along with

M ISS IL E +g 9
M 4m / . ; + I.# ,-

I- ElasticModes: f1,2 m

+Pl I+P 2 + P3

X ''2 + k' ax

LAUNCHER A I . I . =
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Fig. 3 - Exploded schematic
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the flow of coupling data between each equation, constant until near the end of the strain cycle
are shown in Fig. 4. Also shown in Fig. 4 are where the crushing stress rapidly diverges
the equations used to prov-'de missile body due to the bottoming of the honeycomb cushion.
bending moment data at three body stations. The dotted curve indicates the manner in which

a typical recovery stress cycle occurs follow-
Note in Fig. 4 that the forcing function for ing removal of the crushing load. The area

the total system is shown by the variation of under the solid curve represents absorbing
total system vertical acceleration, ZTOT, with energy and the area under the dotted curve
time. This parameter was developed by con- rebound energy due to spring-back of the
sidering the stress-strain characteristics of honeycomb. The deceleration of the system
the crushable honeycomb cushioning system was determined from the data of Fig. 5 by (1)
shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the honey- establishing a time zero with the system at an
comb cushioning stress abruptly rises early in initial constant vertical velocity immediately
the strain cycle, and then becomes reasonably prior to ground contact, (2) integrating this
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strain characteristics

velocity to yield a crushing distance (and hence crossplots, while digital computer results
a crushing strain), and (3) obtaining a decel- normally require an extensive plotting process;
erating force as a function of crushing strain hence, parameter surveys such as those con-
and crushing area. The system deceleration ducted during the simulation are more easily
can therefore be determined from the dece!1 - performed on the analog computer.
erating force. This computation cycle is shown
by the two blocks "Transporter" and "Decel- The analog computing facility at North
erating Force" and their data exchange (Fig. 4). American's Columbus Division is an integral
Another analytical simplification was made in part of the Engineering Department, thus insur-
setting the decelerating force equal to zero at ing maximum coordination between computing
the instant the transporter vertical veolocity engineers and problem originators. There are
became zero, thereby neglecting the rebound no rental charges involved, hence the cos'L to a
energy available to the system. given program of using the analog computer are

significantly lower than those of the digital
computer. For these reasons, the analog corn-

COMPUTER MECHANIZATION puter was selected as the computing tool for

Prior to mechanizing the problem for an ti iuain

automatic computer, consideration was given As was mentioned earlier, the analog com-
to the question of whether to perform the com- puting facility scheduling was such that the
putations on an analog or a digital computer, mathematical model and the computer mechani-
While the dynamic response problem can con- zation of the problem were tailored to the equip-
ceivably be mechanized for either type of corn- ment available on one fully-expanded Electronic
puter, several significant aspects of this par- Associated PACE 231-R console. A tabulation
ticular problem made the analog computer a of the equipment used is as follows:
much more attractive choice. The operational
analog computer is an extremely useful tool in 72 amplifiers
that the solution of ordinary differential equa- 99 potentiometers
tions, a feature of most dynamic load problems, 12 function switches
lends itself directly to the continuous integra- 2 relays
tion capability of the analog computer, as op- 1 six-channel recorder
posed to the discrete time interval integration 1 eight-channel recorder
process necessary on a digital computer. The 1 diode function -generator
problem of whether or not to neglect certain
parameters or effects may be studied effi- An accurate non-linear representation of
ciently on the analog computer by successive the honeycomb stress-strain variation was ac-
elimination of the electrical circuits repre- complished by the use of a diode-function gen-
senting those parameters in the total mechani- erator as shown in Fig. 6. A relay, sensing the
zation, and determining their influence on the vertical velocity of the system, caused the
problem solution. On the analog computer, crushing stress, and hence the decelerating
!;olution results are immediately available in force, to become zero instantaneously when the
the form of plotted time-histories or parameter vertical velocity became zero.
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A checkout procedure was employed to high amplifier gains at various points in the
insure correct equation simulation and problem mechanization. This problem was partially cir-
solution. An electrical static check was made cumvented by a time scaling of two-hundred-
of the entire mechanization by applying static times slow. Also, in cases where the small
voltages to various amplifiers, measuring the difference of two large numbers was required,
output of other amplifiers, and comparing these the difference was taken before integrating,
results to hand-calculated values. A static thus yielding more accuracy.
check of missile loads was made by applying a
constant acceleration to the system and meas- PRODUCTION RUNS AND RESULTS
uring the resulting bending moments applied to
the missile. These values checked to within 2 As was stated before, the primary objective
to 3 percent of hand-calculated results, of the simulation was to determine missile air-
Finally, a dynamic check was performed on frame dynamic loads due to the ground-impact
the uncoupled missile elastic-body modes by condition. However, with the problem already
applying an impulse input to each mode, meas- mechanized, studies of the effect of varying
uring the frequency and damping ratio of the several significant problem parameters were
resulting oscillation, and comparing these re- accomplished with little additional cost and
sults to the input frequency and damping for effort. The following is a summary of the
each mode. parameter surveys accomplished during the

course of the simulation:
Two significant problems arose during 1. Determination of the effectiveness of

checkout of the mechanization. One was an a third support at the nose of the missile to re-
electrical circuit instability in the missile duce missile dynamic response loads during
elastic-body modes resulting in an oscillatory impact. The stiffness of this support was varied
divergence of each mode whenever an excita- from zero to that of an extremely stiff spring.
tion was applied. This problem was caused by
a combination of the number of amplifiers in 2. Determination of the effectiveness of
the electrical loop of each mode coupled with adding a viscous damper to the forward launcher
the time scaling selected. This problem was support post in reducing missile loads.
never completely eliminated during the simula- 3. Determination of the effect of varying
tion, but a changhea mechanization of these impact velocity on missile loads. This survey
modes reduced the amplitude and rate of diver- provided data for considering changes in impact
gence of the instability to where it was no velocity due to system weight changes, impact
longer significant in the'early portion of the altitude variations, and a partially-damaged
system response time history where critical parachute system.
responses occurred. Another problem en-
countered was the need for scaling the varia- 4. Determination of the effect on missile
bles for a wide range of values, thus requiring loads of changes in honeycomb cushion thickness.
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Following a complete checkout of the zero stiffness, or no nonsupport, the airframe
mechanization, initial impact runs were made loads were high in magnitude as expected. When
with (1) a rigid missile and (2) an elastic mis- the nose support was added at maximum spring
sile simply to study the results and gain con- stiffness, airframe loads were reduced by a
fidence in the simulation. Then, with a nomi- factor of 7.
nal value of impact velocity and the third
missile support set at maximum stiffness, the A plot of maximum missile support loads
viscous damper in the launcher post support versus the stiffness value of the nose support
was varied from zero to nominal value to five- is shown in Fig. 9, and, as expected, shows that
times nominal value with no appreciable effect as the support stiffness decreases, the nose
in missile loads. It was therefore concluded support load eventually drops to zero while the
that the viscous damper was of no consequence middle support picks up virtually all the load.
and was eliminated from further consideration. Based on the data shown on Fig. 9, a nominal

(not optimum) value for the nose support spring
A study of the effect of the third support at stiffness of 0.2 times the maximum value was

the missile nose was then undertaken. With a selected for the remainder of the study. Shown
nominal value of 25 fps impact velocity, the in Fig. 10 is the variation of missile c.g. verti-
value of the spring stiffness of this support was cal acceleration with spring-stiffness of the
set at zero, one-quarter, one-half, three- nose support. Figure 11 shows the variation of
quarters, and one times the maximum scaled missile bending moments with nose support
value of 106 pounds per inch. Typlical time stiffness, clearly showing the sharp reduction
histories of the forcing function, Z~oT, along of the moment at station 2 with increasing
with accelerations of the various system de- support stiffness.
grees of freedom for one of the runs in the
above set of runs is shown on Fig. 7. Figure 8 Next, a study was made of the effect of
shows time histories of missile support loads varying impact velocity on missile support
and missile body bending moments for the ex- loads and bending moments. Runs were made
treme values of zero and maximum stiffness of at impact velocities of 20, 22.5, 25, 27.5, and
the nose support. Note the behavior of the 30 fps. Shown in Fig. 12 are time histories of
bending moment at missile load station 2. With the forcing function, missile c.g. acceleration,
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support loads, and bending moments for the impact. The drop at 1.0-foot thickness caused
minimum and maximum impact velocities a strain which entered the "bottoming" end of
studied. Note the increased area under the the stress-strain curve and produced a rapid

2TOT curve, reflecting an increase in the total increase in the decelerating force.
energy absorbed by the system with increasing
impact velocity. Figures 13, 14, and 15 show
the variation of support loads, missile e.g. CONCLUSIONS
acceleration, and bending moments, respec- The analytical simulation described in this
tively, with impact velocity. As anticipated, the paper was satisfactorily accomplished; and it
trends show increasing loads and accelerations produced significant numerical results from
with increasing impact velocity, which design decisions could be made. From a

description of the development of the mathe-
The final runs made during the simulation matical model and the computer mechanization,

were an attempt to vary the thickness of the it can be seen that this .simulation may readily
honeycomb cushion downward from its design be extended in complexity, by the simple addi-
value of 1.5 to 0.6 feet. Successful runs were tion of computing equipment, to provide a very
made at thicknesses of 1.5 feet and 1.25 feet. comprehensive representation of a complex
However, the load data during the run at thick- dynamic system.
ness of 1.0 foot exhibited a rapid divergence
during the latter part of the honeycomb crush- The entire significance of the study, how-
ing cycle and resulted in overloading several ever, does not only lie in the values and trends
amplifiers of the computer. This data, along of the numerical data produced during the in-
with the nominal run at a thickness of 1.5 feet, vestigation. It also points out still another
is shown in Fig. 16. The honeycomb stress- facet of hardward design problems where ana-
strain curve of Fig. 17 shows why the rapid lytical simulation provides the design engineer
divergence of loads occurred. Points are with a relatively inexpensive method of estab-
shown on the curve indicating the maximum lishing his critical design parameters. The
amount of strain experienced during each design of air-dropped impacting systems in the
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0 M A
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Fig. 13 - Support reactions vs impact velocity
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800 past has frequently been based initially on a
somewhat crude numerical analysis followed
by an extensive and expensive full-scale drop

7o0D test program using either prototype hardware
or boilerplate mockup units. By using analyt-
ical simulation, the designer may conveniently
investigate not only critical loading conditions,
but also subcritical buildup conditions, and

500 therefore he can generate a spectrum of loads
and response data for correlation with the re-

FEET/SECOND 2 sults of experimental drop-test data. With the
4Wo analytical data available, the drop-test program

may be more efficiently planned and will result
in a more logical starting point and a fewer

-- number of drops in the total program. Corre-
lation of analytical, experimental, and design
data will provide prediction of premature fail-

200 ures before they occur. At the same time, re-
sults of early experimental drops may be used
to check the accuracy of the simulation and to

I0C refine the mechanization if necessary.

22 In summary, analytical simulation is a
20 22 24 26 28 30 powerful tool in the design of impacting com-

IMPACT VELOCITY - FEET/SECOND plex elastic systems inthat it provides accurate
loading data early in the engineering design ef-

Fig. 14 - Missile acceleration fort, and also aids in the economical planning
vs impact velocity and executing of development testing.
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Section 3

VIBRATION DATA ANALYSIS

MODEL BASIN PROCEDURE FOR THE ANALYSIS AND

PRESENTATION OF VIBRATION DATA

E. Buchmann and R. G. Tuckerman
David Taylor Model Basin

Washington 7, D. C.

Procedures used at the David Taylor Model Basin to analyze and pre-
sent vibration data obtained from trials of surface ships and submarines
are discussed. These procedures were developed to assist engineers in
understanding the vibration phenomena on ships and to meet the objec-
tives which prompted the vibration surveys. Samples of presentations
include power and amplitude spectra, statistical distribution histograms,
transient analysis of impulse loadings, mode shapes, and damping values.

INTRODUCTION hull-appendage effects, nonuniform-beam
theory, resiliently mounted equipment, virtual

Since World War If, ship builders and ship mass associated with hull vibrations, hull
owners have become increasingly concerned damping, hull stiffness parameters, and the
with vibration problems aboard ships. This like. The work done at the Model Basin is re-
concern has grown because of the greater speed flected in numerous publications; a list of the
of ships, their high-powered propulsion sys- unclassified reports is available through Janu-
tems, and the use, especially on naval vessels, ary 1962. 1
of shipboard equipment which is sensitive to its
vibratory environment. In most cases, the The experimental study of ship vibration
safety of the ship itself is not endangered by phenomena becomes increasingly complicated
these vibrations except on rare occasions where when the areas mentioned above are to be in-
large vibration amplitudes may occur due to vestigated. Continual refinement and improve-
impulsive loadings resulting from slamming or ment of methods for recording and analyzing
explosions. The welfare of the crew and their data are required to ensure the most economi-
inability to operate complex instrumentation in cal approach for each case. There is a mutual
a vibratory environment are factors which also interchange of ideas among the Model Basin,
require sound knowledge of vibratory effects. other naval activities, and agencies outside the

Navy. The Basin is in constant contact with the
The knowledge gained in the vibration field Maritime Administration and with vibration ex-

has followed two paths, namely experimental perts in other areas, and the station is repre-
investigations of ships and development of ship sented on the International Ship Structure Con-
vibration theory. Work in both fields has led to gress. The increasing emphasis placed on
remarkable findings during recent years. The vibration work at the Basin is demonstrated in
refined knowledge of the vibration of such com- Fig. 1 which indicates the number of reports
plex structures as ships has, on the one hand, published in recent years.
opened new avenues of experimental investiga-
tions and, on the other hand, emphasized the IF. F. Vane, et al., "A Bibliography of Vibra-
need for a better understanding and knowledge tion Reports and Ship Dynamics Division Re-
of the actual physical phenomena. Only a few ports Issued by David Taylor Model Basin,"
areas may be mentioned such as sprung masses, DTMB Report 1608 (Apr. 1962).
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Fig. 1 - Model Basin publications on ship vibration

This paper restricts itself to methods of Data Reduction from Oscillograms
data analysis now used at the Model Basin.
These methods should not be considered as The ship structure has an infinite number
fixed procedures for they are being continually of natural frequencies and mode shapes. They
reviewed and improved. The frequency range are usually analyzed into components of verti-
of primary interest is from 0 to 100 cps and, cal, horizontal, longitudinal, and torsional hull
although in only a few cases, this work has in- vibration, coupled to each other to some degree
volved frequencies up to a few thousand cps. due to asymmetry of mass distribution and of

forces. The ship responds to any excitation
force like a large mechanical filter. This re-

DATA ANALYSIS sponse is similar to that of a complex electric
circuit to a forcing voltage. Evaluation of

General Remarks paper records, therefore, would seem hopeless
unless the transducers are so arranged and

It is not intended to discuss all possible selected that certain frequencies are predomi-
means of data analysis obtained from various nant in the oscillograph trace. If predominant
methods of recording. The analysis methods frequencies are sufficiently separated and lim-
described herein refer to the evaluation of os- ited to two or three significant values, the en-
cillogram and magnetic-tape records. Signals, velope methods described in detail by Manley 2 ,3

such as a displacement, velocity, acceleration, may be used. Envelopes are faired by hand and
and force or pressure, are obtained from trans- the procedure requires good engineering judg-
ducers and transmitted to a recording system. ment. These methods are quite successful in
The recorder either makes a paper recording evaluating vibration-generator-exccited vibra-
of the variation of a measured value versus tions where the applied frequency is known.
time or magnetizes a moving tape according to A ship, however, is never a quiet structure and
the measured value. In most cases, the data even under ideal conditions, many frequencies
obtained from reducing these recordings are in
the form of frequencies, peak, mean, rms am- ZR. G. Manley, "The Analysis and Interpretation
plitudes, or phasing between the signals ob- of Vibration Records and Similar Traces in
tained from various locations.' The importance Engineering," Transaction North East Coast
of calibrating the recording system in order to Inst. Vol. 64 (1948).
obtain correct values of the quantities should 3 R. G. Manley, "Wave Form Analysis" (Chap-
be mentioned in passing. man and Hall, 1945).
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are present in a trace due to operation of auxil- transducer outputs simultaneously permits
iary machines, surface wave actions, wind evaluating not only the amplitude but also the
effects, etc. Any trace, therefore, usually phasing between various channels.
shows a rather high noise level which may af-
fect the amplitudes of interest. In some cases Measured amplitude values may vary as
vibration generator tests can be arranged so much as 30 percent and phasing as much as ± 20
that the noise level is measured with the gen- degrees. Even with this inaccuracy, the method
erator inactive to allow for a correction. Tests allows the detection of resonance frequencies
under ideal conditions result in accuracies of by the known change of phasing when the excit-
about 3 percent for frequency, ± 10 degrees for ing frequency passes through a resonance. This
phase angle degrees, and 10 percent for ampli- permits determination of a natural frequency
tude. with an accuracy of from 1 to 5 percent, depend-

ing on the damping value.
The actual vibration records due to ship

operation, however, are much more complex, The data thus obtained are presented in the
as can be seen from Fig. 2 which presents two form of tables or graphs. The graphs usually
traces obtained from a vibration generator test present an amplitude versus a selected fre-
and one from an underway trial. The evaluation quency over the whole speed range of the ship.
of a trace from an underway trial poses many Such a graph is shown in Fig. 3 where vibration
difficulties. A trained analyst may detect indi- amplitudes from various selected machinery
vidual frequencies he desires to evaluate which components are plotted versus rotation fre-
may correspond to shaft, propeller blade, quency. The three peaks occur at resonances
double-blade frequency, and so on. Since some which correspond to different modes of vibra-
of these frequencies are usually separately re- tion. A good example of the use of oscillograms
corded on special channels for identification, to evaluate the vibration characteristics of a
a transducer trace in a particular test run can modern destroyer is given in Ref. 4.
be evaluated for their presence. The amplitudes
of these frequencies vary considerably with In cases where vibration characteristics
time even when ship operating conditions are at selected frequencies are of interest, an elec-
kept as steady as possible. The evaluation is tronic filter is inserted in the system and only
then usually restricted to those parts of the
trace where certain frequencies are predomi-
nant and easily separated. The amplitude val- 4 A. R. Paladino, "Vibration Survey of USS DE-
ues are derived from the largest excursions at CATUR (DD 936)," DTMB Report 1271 (Mar.
a particular frequency. Recording various 1960).

BOW

uJ VIBRATION GENERATOR TESTS

UNDERWAY

TIME

Fig. 2 - Typical oscillograms of vertical velocities
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the desired frequency is recorded. This is and the phasing,
useful when the measurements are for specific
purposes, e.g., to check machinery balance, ;t (=ban
shaft alignment, and so forth. (a )

Relatively clean records with a low noise The evaluation of oscillograms from actual
level can also be evaluated by a Fourier analy- vibration trials is rather cumbersome and time
sis which is coded for a digital computer. By consuming. It requires well trained personnel
starting at the same chosen zero time base, who must consider in the evaluation the charac-
each trace is digitized by use of a mechanical- teristics of the transducers, the effect of the
optical oscillograph reader up to a selected recording system on the signal, and the charac-
time t. The evaluation of each trace f(t) gives teristics of the excitation forces and their time
the in-phase component a and the out-of-phase variations. The results give maximum values
component b of a frequency, &; of amplitudes during the recording time and

allow for a restricted evaluation of mode shapes
and frequencies. The results, however, can

2 f f(t) sin (wt)dt often be misleading due to lack of resolution.
0

The use of the oscillograph is intriguing to
t the engineer because it produces a frequency

b = f f(t) cos (cot) dt trace during the testing period and indicates
o any radical changes in the vibration that may

occur during trial variations. It should, there-

with the amplitude A, fore, not be neglected as an auxiliary tool for
relatively simple vibration problems. For com-
plex problems, however, it is surpassed by the

A = a2 + b 2  possibilities offeredby magnetic-tape recording.
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For additional information see also Ref. 5 The advantage of using magnetic tape for
and DTMB Report 715 (listed in Ref. 1). recording lies not only in the storage of many

data obtained during a short test period avail-
able, but allows the versatility of combining

DATA REDUCTION FROM traces in the laboratory. Signals from various
MAGNETIC TAPE transducers can be added or subtracted to ob-

tain the six possible motions (velocities, or
General Remarks accelerations) of certain structural units hi

translation and rotation. Signals of several
The recording of transducer signals on transducers can be filtered at selected frequen-

magnetic tape allows a storage of signals ob- cies to obtain the patterns of vibrations. Fur-
tained from many channels. Recording of up to thermore, magnetic tape can be stored and
10 data signals on the same track by means of additional analysis undertaken at a later date
a multiplex, provides a total of 140 data chan- should other findings or theoretical develop-
nels on a single 14-track tape recorder. The ments need verification.
Model Basin makes use of these possibilities.
Figure 4 shows a recording system installed on
a ship. Analysis of Predominant Frequencies

The analysis of magnetic tape records by A record f(t) of ship vibration is usually

electronic wave analyzers and digital systems taken for a condition when ship course, speed,

is independent of individual judgment. Both and the like, are not changed, i.e., at steady
analytical methods, the electronic wave and speed runs. The tape recording obtained during

digital analysis, are used extensively. Figure 5 this condition is then transferred to a loop-tape.

shows the vibration data wave analysis systems This loop is used for analysis either at the

(VIDA) which is used at the Model Basin. original or at higher or lower tape transport
speeds. A filter with a fixed bandwidth and

5J. J. Francis, et al., "Marine Vibrations Diag- adjustable center frequency scans the loop
nosis," New England Section, Society of Naval to obtain average amplitudes X per unit fre-
Architects and Marine Engineering (Oct. 1960). quency" over the frequency range of interest.

Fig. 4 - Vibration recording system installed aboard a ship
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Fig. 5 - Vibration data wave analysis system

f= 1 jI f(t)Idt G1 1 (o) do.

where t 1 is the time and is so adjusted accord- Certain vibrations with relatively large
ing to the filter bandwidth that each part of the amplitudes relating to specific excitation fre-
loop is once scanned. The result is automati- quencies are usually of great interest as to
cally plotted by use of a x-y plotter; see Fig. 6. their amplitude and transmission in structures.
This plot shows the investigator the presence These frequencies can be singled out and ana-
of frequencies with relatively large amplitudes. lyzed further. Figure 8 shows a filtered fre-
The power spectral density G(o) can be obtained quency typical for ship vibrations and exhibits
during the same evaluation process and gives a time-variable amplitude.
the mean square amplitude per unit bandwidth.
It shows the energy distribution over the fre- A mean value of this amplitude can be ob-
quency range under certain conditions. Figure tained over various time periods. The vibration
7 presents such a power spectrum where shown in Fig. 8 is integrated over 2, 4, 6, and 8

seconds and the results thus obtained for the
G - ftl ft)mean amplitude

f(t t) t)Idt

is plotted versus frequency. This graph also C

shows the time integral of this function are shown in Fig. 9.
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6 SECONDS

4 SECONDS

TIME

Fig. 9 - Mean amplitude of a filtered frequency over various time intervals

The maximum values that may occur dur- The phase angle € between f 1 (t) and f 2(t) at
ing a recording period are obtained by rectify- the selected frequency is
ing the filtered frequency and integrating over
a short time period. The r'esult of this opera- G
tion shows that the envelope of the vibration and Gf = tan' 1 ,2 (Quad.)

peak values can easily be read from such a G1,2 (CO-)

graph. Figure 10 presents the envelope curve An example of a mode shape thus obtained is
of the vibration shown in Fig. 8. shown in Fig. 11 which presents the measured

The mode of vibration of a structure at a longitudinal mode shape of a cylinder and com-
particular frequency is obtained by defining the pares it with the calculated mode shape. This
amplitudes at that frequency at various loca- process is especially successful in cases where
tions of the structure 1, 2,... i, and by obtain- the amplitudes are not too large and where
ing the phasing of the vibration at the locations many other frequencies are present.
with respect to the vibrations at a selected
reference location. Amplitudes are obtained in The analysis system can also be used to
the method mentioned before. The phasing is obtain the frequency domain transfer function
derived from the in-phase and out-of-phase T(ci) from the power spectrum of the input
correlation functions, function Gi, and the power spectrum of the

output G9 .

G1 2 (Co.) f J f 1 (t) f 2(t)dt G.(-) =T 2(•)! G1 (w)
0

and where T(w) is a complex function.

7 Data obtained by the above methods are
G 1 2 (Ouad.) =- f(t) f 2 t + dt. usually presented in a form where selected( (frequency amplitudes are plotted versus shaft
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rpm. Additional information is given on mode presentation has thus far dealt with steady
shapes and phases. The bulk of the information speed runs. It is certainly of interest to know
is used in the laboratory to obtain a better in- vibration distribution functions which express
sight into the phenomena that cause the vibra- quantities for a broader range of operation or
tion and into the response characteristics of the for all possibilities of vibrations of a ship dur-
ship structure. Figure 12 serves as an exam- ing all occurring courses, sea states, wind, and
ple where the vertical response of a ship hull so forth. A statistical representation for all
at the stern due to sinusoidal input forces is these conditions seems to be the only way of
compared with the calculated response. It is representing a maximum of information in a
hoped that this approach not only helps to. de- concise form.7 "9

velop the applicability of theoretical work to
actual ships but also will eventually give an un- Two instruments have been developed to
derstanding of the various forces acting on a further this approach; one is an automatic vi-
ship. bration recorder which can be installed on a

Most of the evaluation processes described ship to record data in a random way and the
before are also coded for digital analysis. A other is a statistical analyzer which evaluates
similar process will also be described bZ Mr. the vibrations. These instruments are shown in
Collier in a paper to be presented later.6  Figs. 13 and 14, respectively.

The statistical analyzer counts up to 4000

STATISTICAL AMPLITUDE amplitude values at a selected frequency. The
DISTRIBUTION amplitudes may be subdivided into 16 incre-

ments. The analyzer then counts the number of
In certain cases, it is desired to obtain not amplitudes that fall within these increments.

only an average or maximum amplitude of a Furthermore it automatically records the total
measured quantity but also the amplitude dis- number of counts, the total first moment, and
tribution function. This is particularly true in
cases where the presence of relatively large 7 J. Bendat, et al., "The Application of Statistics
random amplitudes may cause relatively to the Flight Vehicle Vibration Problem," Aer-
large stresses or forces. Furthermore, the onautical Systems Division Technical Report

No. 61 - 162 (Dec. 1961).
R. Kennard, "Shock and Vibration of Standard6 R. D. Collier, "An Automatic System for Ship- Military Vehicles," Journal of Environmental

board Vibration Data Acquisition and Inte- Sciences (Dec. 1961).
grated Analog-Digital Analysis," Shock, Vi- 9 V. Hardy, "Statistical Analysis of Missile Vi-
bration, and Associated Environments Bulletin bration Data," NRL Report No. 1018 (Jan.
No. 33, p. 1960).

0

2
0.I

z. I

0- 'MEASURED AMPLITUDES FROM

SVIBRATION GENERATOR TEST Fig. 12 - Comparison of
.o • measured and calculated
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Fig. 13 - Unattended shipboard vibration recorder

Fig. 14 - Statistical analyzer
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Fig. 15 - Histogram of velocity amplitude
of a filtered frequency

the total second moment, from which the stand- have been encountered because of the superpo-
ard deviation may be obtained. Figure 15 shows sition of many frequencies with decaying am-
such a histogram. The evaluation of amplitudes plitudes at relatively low frequencies and the
obtained over a speed range of from 140 to 174 short record length.
shalt yielded the histogram shown in Fig. 16.

Recording on magnetic tape and using ac-
The vibration amplitudes for a small range tive analogs with no damping and narrow fre-

of ship speeds can best be presented in the form quency filtering, however, make the evaluation
of a truncated normal distribution, Fig. 17. The of transient responses a powerful tool.1 0 013

truncated probability curve for the histogram The condition still remains that two frequencies
shown in Fig. 16 is given in Fig. 18; the line should not be too close together. Two analytical
was calculated with the parameters obtained methods are applied:
from the histogram, and the measured values
are indicated by circles. This approach appears 1. The measurement of the amplitude ver-
to be promising. It is expected, however, that sus frequency curve.
the probability function for the presentation of
all vibration amplitudes obtained under any op- 2. The amplitude versus time record of a
erational condition may not follow a normal measured natural frequency.
distribution. On some applications interest is
mainly directed towards extreme values of vi- Figure 19 shows the result of a bump test
brating amplitudes. Observed extreme values made on the rudder of a ship.
here are to be analyzed so that further extremes
can be predicted. The extreme values are new To obtain the amplitude response of this
random variates which belong to a special sta- record at a frequency, the tape record signals
tistical distribution, that has been defined in are used as input into an undamped active filter
recent years as the distribution of extreme with the time reversed. The result of such a
values, process is shown in Fig. 20.

The output of the filter shows the amplitude

ANALYSIS OF TRANSIENTS increasing to a maximum value, and then

Excitation of transient hull and equipment 1 0R. H. Stringham, Jr., "A Method for Measur-
vibration has been used for a long time to ob- ing Vibration Modes of a Transiently Heated

tain characteristic hull frequencies. Some ex-StuurPaepesndatAEAN
citaionmeas tht hve een sedaretheNational Aeronautical Meeting, Washington,

anchor-drop test where the free fall of an an- '11J. E. Anderson and W. Comley, "Transient
chor is suddenly stopped, the preload method, Response Data Reduction and a Unique Tran-
in which a unit such as a mast is forcefully sient Wave Analyzer," National Telemeter-
bent and suddenly released, and the bump test ing Conference (May 1960).
where a suitable ram hits a unit, iAGARDO graph 56, "Several Techniques for

Flight Flutter Testing," NATO Advisory Group
for Aeronautical Research and DevelopmentFrom a visual evaluation of oscillographs, (Sept. 1960).

the natural frequencies and the decay of the 1 3R. Mozet, "Some Aspects of Ground and Flight
amplitudes due to damping could be obtained Vibration Tests," NATO Report 40-T (Apr.
for only a few low frequencies. Difficulties 1956).
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Fig. 16 - Histogram of longitudinal vibrations
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T(1 Lower Truncation Point

T(2) = Upper Truncation Point

A = Area of Normal Curve from -- to +o

A( To)= Area of Normal Curve from - - to T(,)

A(T2) = Area of Normal Curve from T2 to +

A(3) = A - (A(7-1) + A(r2)) = Area under Truncated Curve
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A(x1 _ T 1) = Area of Normal Curve from T I to xI

A(XI - 71)
PIXI = A-(A( T1)+ A(T2)) = Probability T, < x < Xi

Fig. 17 - Truncated normal theory
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Fig. 20 - Analysis of a transient response
to obtain a frequency response curve

continuing at this maximum value. Increasing damping. 14 The importance of damping in
selected filter frequencies gives the amplitudes naval vessels is summarized in Ref. 15.
at these frequencies over the desired frequency
range. Such a frequency response curve is CONCLUSION
shown in Fig. 21. It is the result of the analy-
sis of the transient response curve shown in Information on vibration characteristics of
Fig. 19. ships is needed to insure (1) structural suitabil-

ity during service life, (2) habitability and op-
erability, and (3) silent operation. These objec-
tives can be met only if the data obtained
confirm existing theories of ship vibration and
their useful application to actual structures.

Important parameters that enter into the
calculations include stiffness factors, virtual
masses, damping, and correct simulation of the
structure by the mathematical model. Increas-

____ing demands on shipboard equipment require theIf accurate presentation of vibratory environment.
"Most of the work in the development of ex-

perimental measuring techniques and correspond-
ing analytical methods is directed towards a bet-
ter understanding of the vibration mechanism and
a refinement of present vibration theories. This

__ ........ _should enable the naval architect to predict vi-
FREQUENCY bration characteristics of a ship and to detect

the structures that may need redesign.
Fig. 21 - Frequency response

curve of a transient
1 4 G. M. L. Gladwell, "A Refined Estimate for

the Damping Coefficient," J. Roy. Aeronaut.

This frequency defines Soc., Vol. 66 (Feb. 1962).Thisfreqsofe cure uner 1 5 R. C. Leibowitz, "A Proposed Study of Vibra-the natural frequencies of the structure under tion Damping Associatedwith Naval Vessels,"
investigation and the damping values associ- Proceedings of the Structural Vibration Damp-

ated with the various frequencies. The peaks ing Conference at Mare Island Naval Ship-

at the natural frequencies correspond to the yard (Oct. 1962).
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TECHNIQUES FOR ANALYZING NONSTATIONARY VIBRATION DATA

P. T. Schoenemann
Sandia Corporation

Livermore, California

This paper reviews the theory and problems associated with the anal-
ysis of nonstationary random vibration data. A practical method using
comb filters is described. The results, when translated into vibration
tests, tend to overtest in terms of rms value but assure that each fre-
quency band represents the extremes of the environment.

INTRODUCTION nonstationary process as a function of both
time and frequency. Some of their relation-

In most instances the in-flight vibration en- ships are particularly applicable to missile
vironment endured by a missile warhead is a vibration analyses. Although many of the de-
nonstationary random process. However, most velopments differ in detail, a common factor to
current methods of random vibration data anal- the various theoretical treatments is a time
ysis assume that the data represents stationary, varying expression for the power spectrum,
ergodic random phenomena, which is generally P(t, f), where f is frequency in cps and t is the
true only for laboratory shaker tests and most time in seconds.
shipping environments. If a process is nonsta-
tionary, the standard methods do not apply with These expressions are derived in the fol-
assurance, and the resulting analysis must be lowing general manner. Consider a general
treated with care. signal s(t). The correlation function is defined

as usual by

Considerable theoretical work on nonsta-

tionary random phenomena has been published R(t,7-) = E [s(t) s(t + r(1)
during the last decade. Little of this theory
has been applied to the task of analyzing mis- where E represents the mathematical expec-
sile flight vibration data other than assuming tation.
that the data is piecewise stationary and then
treating each piece in the conventional manner. For stationary, ergodic processes R(t,7)
It is possible and sometimes quite practical, is constant with t so it can be represented as
however, to treat the data as nonstationary to a function of 7 only,
derive a more meaningful representation of the
actual environment. R(t,-) = R(-) (2)

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
4 p. G. Lampard, "Generalizaticn of the Wiener-

Various investigators 1 - 7 have developed Khintchine Theorem to Nonstationary Proc-

expressions which describe the spectrum of a esses," J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 25, No. 6 (June 1954).5 R. M. Fano, "Short-Time Autocor relation Func-
tions and Power Spectra," J. Acoust. Soc. Am.,

1 A. A. Kharkevich, Spectra and Analysis (trans- Vol. 22, No. 5 (Sept. 1950).
lated from Russian) (Consultants Bureau, New 6 N.A. Zheleznov, "Some Problems of the Spec-
York, 1960). tral Correlation Theory of Nonstationary Sig-2 C. H. Page, "Instantaneous Power Spectra," J. nals," Radiotekhnika I Electronika, Vol. 4, No.
Appl. Phys., Vol. 23, No. I (Jan. 1952). 3 (1959), pp. 359-379.3 C. H. M. Turner, "On the Concept of an Instan- 7 J. Kampe de Feriet and F. N. Frenkiel, "Es-
taneous Power Spectrum and its Relationships timationde la Correlation d'une Function Alea-
to the Autocorrelation Function," J. Appl. Phys., toire non Stationnaire," Comptes Rendus, Acad.
Vol. 25, No. 11 (Nov. 1954). Sciences, Paris, Vol. 249 (1959), pp. 348-351.
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and the familiar manipulations can be made 6 to The length of the averaging interval T af-
obtain the power spectrum. fects the value of P(t, f) at any time t, since it

determines the degree of time smoothing af-
forded to the spectrum. A correct choice of T

P(f) = f R(r) e j 2 
'fr di depends upon engineering compromises between

the degree of time resolution desired, the re-
sponse characteristics of the system under vi-
bration, and the severity of the nonstationarity.

- 2 R(T) cos 2l•frdr (3)= o " It is shown in Ref. I that the time averaging
and statistical averaging can be performed in

P(f) is the Fourier transform of R(r). any order. This is important for data analysis
where time averaging on a single flight is usu-

For the nonstationary case, a parallel ex- ally performed before all the flights are aver-
pression can be obtained, aged together. In mathematical terms

p(t,f) = 2 R(t,,-) cos 27ifrd-. (4) P(t,f) = 1 -J E pi(t,f) dt
o t-T n =1

This is the spectrum of the instantaneous power n -
of s(t), as shown in Refs. land 6. There is, F fJ pi(t,f) dt. (7)
in general, a different spectrum for every in- T =1 t-T

stant t.

This expression for p(t, f) is for only one SEPARABLE RANDOM PROCESSES
sample function of the random process. Other
sample functions will yield, in general, differ- There are some specialized forms of non-
ent functions for p(t, f). For stationary ergodic stationary processes of frequent practical in-
processes one sample function is statistically terest that have been studied by several inves-
representative of all sample functions, and one tigators 6 ,8-10. Most of these fall into the
time interval of the sample function is statisti- so-called "separable class" where the corre-
cally representative of the whole sample func- lation function can be represented as
tion, so the data analysis problem is greatly
eased: This, unfortunately, is not the case for R(t,r) = Rl(x) R2 (y) , (8)
nonstationary processes.

where x and y are related in some specific
The vibration environment of a missile way to t and -r.

flight is by no means stationary, but it is essen-
tially repeatable from flight to flight for a given Of particular interest are signals separa-
set of launch and re-entry parameters. Over ble with respect to t and T.
the ensemble of similar missile flights, aver-
aging yields an estimate for the power spectrum R(t,T') = Rl(t) R 2 (T). (9)
of the nonstationary process at a given time t.

(R,(t) is constant for wide-sense stationary
processes.) For many practical situations

E [p(t. f)] E • pi(t, f) = p(t, f) , (5) (Refs. 6 and 10) a good approximation to the
n=1 physical situation is

where pi is the spectrum of the ith flight and R(t,-) R1(t) R2(7")

where R,(t) is proportional to the instantaneous
n is the number of flights, power.

p(t, f) then is the expected spectrum of the 8A. H. Nuttall, "Theory and Application of the
instantaneous power at time t. The desired Separable Class of Random Processes," MIT
quantity, however, is the expected spectrum of Res. Lab or Elect., Rept. 343 (May 1958).
the power averaged over some interval T, 9 R. A. Silverman, "Locally Stationary Random

Processes," IRE Trans. on Information Th.,
1IT3, No. 3 (Sept. 1957).

t __1
0

L. I. Gudzenko, "On Periodic Nonstationary

P(t, f) -5p(t, f) dt (6) Processes, Radio Engineering and Electron-
t_-T ics," Vol. 4, No.. 6 (1959), pp. 220-224.
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This is particularly applicable in the case even for a computer with a large memory. For
where some wide-sense stationary random sig- installations with large computing facilities,
nal is slowly amplitude-modulated. The power however, computer time may be less expensive
spectrum can then be approximated by than the installation and operation of some

special-purpose equipment.
p(t,f) "• R 1(t) P2 (f) , (10)

One practical method of estimating P(t, f)
where P 2 (f) is the Fourier transform of R2(r). is to use a set of comb filters with continuous

frequency bands to separate the data in the fre-
In many cases, even though a nonstationary quency domain and then use squaring and appro-

process is not strictly separable, the assump- priate averaging on the output of each filter to
tion of separability yields useful approximations. produce real-time analysis. A generalized block

diagram of one channel of such a device is shown
in Fig. 1.

APPLICATION
The output of each channel can then be rep-

Various practical problems arise in the resented as a time varying function AO(t), which
application of the nonstationary theory. Most represents the squared signal distributed over
important of these are: some frequency band Af3 and averaged over

some time interval At.
1. The complexity of the equipment needed

to perform the necessary mathematical opera- The multiple filter device similar to Fig. 1
tions; but with an integrator for a time averager is

described in Ref. 11. The device does not yield
2. The assigning of statistical meaning to a continuous A.(t) for each channel but gives

data samples taken from the nonstationary en- samples every n seconds, where n is variable
vironment; and in discrete steps from 1 to 10 seconds. A device

yielding a continuous Aj(t) would utilize a low-
3. The interpretation of the resulting data pass filter for the time averaged. Fano5 ex-

for use in component or system design and for amines the case for RC filters. An RC filter
developing meaningful laboratory environmental gives an exponentially-weighted time average.
test specifications. To perform the averaging indicated in Eq. 6

requires complex circuitry using delay lines to
In some cases there are no practical solutions produce the transfer function
for all these problems. There are many physi-
cal situations, however, where useful informa- - e sT
tion can be obtained. sT

The experimental determination of P(t, f) where s is the Laplace variable. Such trans-
at a point on the (t, f) plane is impossible (Ref. fer function realization is uneconomical at
6) since only averages are considered. The present for multi-channel real-time analog
average value over an area At Af can be esti- analyzers.
mated by taking a time average over some fre- The output of each analyzer channel can be
quency band. represented as a time varying function Aj(t),

Equipment suitable for the spectral anal- 1 IP. T. Schoenemann, "Real Time Analysis of
ysis of nonstationary random signals must Random Vibration Power Density Spectra,"
measure all the spectrum of interest all of the OSD/R&E, Shock, Vibration, and Associated
time. The analysis can be performed on a Environments Bulletin No. 31, Part III (Apr.
digital computer but this is a formidable task 1963).

Bandpass Attenuator Tie Aj(t)
Filter Squarer 1 Time

Afj Af. Averager

Fig. 1 - One channel of a multiple channel analyzer
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which represents the squared signal averaged statistical confidence test can be made on a
over some finite time interval T. Now, if we succession of time samples.
have data from n similar flights, the repre-
sentation of P( f, t) becomes The third problem is to develop a sensible

environmental test specification for electrody-
namic shaker systems. The average environ-

P(f,t) = - - Aij(t) , (All t, f in Afj) (11) ment can, with a lot of expense and complica-
isi tion, be represented by some artificial nonsta-

tionary process. However, most, if not all,
where Ai (t) is the output of the j th channel testing laboratories utilize a stationary process
for the i th flight, for environmental simulation. The problem,

then, is to derive a stationary process that in
In order to analyze the statistics of the some meaningful way represents the nonsta-

collection of A. (t) we must consider the en- tionary process of the missile environment.
semble at some t = to, a constant. P(f, t.) is One method is to construct a composite spec-
the expected value for any given flight datum at trum with the level in each frequency band Af
t,. The variance for the ensemble is estimated greater than some arbitrary percentage of the
by A,, (t). This can be, in general, an overtest

since maxima in the different frequency bands
n [2 do not necessarily coincide in time. However,

E Aij(to) - P(ft° (12) such a specification does assure that each fre-
2 quency band is tested to a significant level.

n -i
Often in practice this method of deriving a

which is the formula for the unbiased estimate specification is not an overtest. When the envi-
of the variance of a random variable. This ronment can be closely approximated by a
means that the Ai j(t,) for the (n + 1)th flight separable process described by Eq. (10)
will have an expected value estimated by Eq.
(11) and a variance estimated by Eq. (12). p(t, f) = R 1 (t) P 2 (f)

If s(t) is a Gaussian variable at all t., then the test specification can be
the output of the averaging circuits will be
something between chi-square and Gaussian P(f) = [max Rl(t)] P 2 (f) . (13)
depending on the averaging time T. Usually the
determination of the distribution is done em- The rms value of the test environment will then
pirically. The determination of the distribution coincide with the maximum of the real envi-
of the output of a linear system for non-Gaussian ronment.
inputs is covered in a paper by Mazelsky.1Z In
practice, the empirical approach is easier. One method of reducing the overtest if Eq.

(10) does not hold is to break the environment
P(f, t) as defined will be a variable for sta- into sections where separate tests can be speci-

tionary processes as well as nonstationary proc- fied. For example, if the launch phase has pre-
esses. However, dominantly low frequencies and the re-entry

phase predominantly high frequencies, two sep-
lir P(f,t 1 ) = irn P(ft 2 ) arate tests can be run. This method increases

n -. co n -. c testing time and costs, but may be worthwhile
if appreciable component weight savings are

holds for stationary cases but not for nonsta- affected.
tionary cases. The statistics for the stationary
case have been treated thoroughly in the litera- CONCLUSIONS
ture. As a measure of nonstationarity, a

Methods are available for the analysis of
nonstationary vibration data. The resulting anal-
ysis is more voluminous than that for stationary

12 B. "environments since two variables, frequency andMazelsky, "Extension of Power Spectral time, are important, rather than just frequency.
Methods of Generalized Harmonic Analysis Frmn isl lgtevrnet hr h
to Determine Non-Gaussian Probability Func- For many missile flight environments wherethe
tions of Random Input Disturbances, and Out- statistics are time variable but repeatable, a
put Responses of Linear Systems," J. Aero- stationary test specification can logically be
naut. Sci., Vol. 21, No. 3 (Mar. 1954). derived from the nonstationary environment.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. O'Hearne (Martin Co.): I'd like to ask I did mention, you're going to get a little bit of
a brief question about these functions which are time variation in your spectrum where, in the
functions both of frequency and of time, or func- stationary case in the limit, you're not sup-
tions of both variables when one is more or less posed to.
the inverse of the other. I just can't quite under- Mr. Bieber (Lockheed Missiles and Space
stand what they are. Is that a real mathematical Co.): If you assume that this correlation or
function, or is it some kind of an approximation? covariance has several properties, essentially

aren't you normalizing the signal by the var-
Mr. Schoenemann: It is a real function. I've iance ? When you get your tau or whatever you

loaded the bibliography on this subject as an call it, it seems to me that then all the methods
exercise-to-the-reader kind of thing. The tau of estimation of the spectra for the stationary
(T) was the usual delay time and the T was the case could be brought to bear. Is that right?

instant of concern. In a stationary case, you can

hope that regardless of where you take a corre- Mr. Schoenemann: Yes, actually one of the
lation function, you're going to get the same authors that I quoted in the references developed
answer. If it is nonstationary, you take a cor- this particular spectrum as something that is
relation function one time and then take it an- the power X the time varying g 2X a spectrum
other time and they're not the same. The power that doesn't change. This is very closely re-
spectrum generally is the Fourier transform of lated to the stationary case, but the separable
a correlation function with respect to tau (7-), cases do not exactly happen in reality. For
the delay time, and you just ignore the T. There many of our particular components, which are
are some treatments where a double transform isolated far away from the original forcing
is taken, that is, with respect to T and with re- function and mounted on all kinds of ducts,
spect to tau, and you get a correlation function we're just seeing something that is a resonant
in the frequency domain. That is in one of the response of some mounting for it. It looks very
references also. Yes, it is a real function and much like this at all times; tends to be a narrow
you do get some meaningful data out of it. As band kind of thing.
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THE APPLICATION OF A COMPONENT ANALYZER IN DETERMINING

MODAL PATTERNS, MODAL FREQUENCIES, AND DAMPING FACTORS

OF LIGHTLY DAMPED STRUCTURES

F. E. Hutton
General Electric Company

Re-Entry Systems Department

A system is described in which the quadrature and in-phase responses
of acceleration are plotted versus frequency to determine modal fre-
quencies and damping factors. An accelerometer is moved from station
to station on the structure to plot out a graph of quadrature response
versus station for each modal frequency selected, directly obtaining
the modal patterns of the structure.

INTRODUCTION

A method of vibration testing has been
adopted at The Re-Entry Systems Department of
The General Electric Company whereby modal ,
patterns, frequencies, and damping factors of
space vehicles can be determined with a com-
ponent analyzer (see Fig. 1).

The system is comprised of a force gage
to couple the test specimen to the shaker, an _____ -__"_,
accelerometer attached to the test specimen, . _________

and a servo system to control the shaker force. ' *I
Signals from the force gage and the accelerom- ---
eter are coupled to the component analyzer,
where the acceleration signal is presented as a
vector quantity using the force signal as the
reference. Typical test setups are shown in
Figs. 2 to 5.

The presentation of this vector is in four
forms: (1) the amplitude of the acceleration
component that is in-phase with the force sig-
nal, or the in-phase response, (2) the amplitude
of its component that is 90 degrees from the
force signal, or the quadrature response, (3)
the total amplitude of the acceleration signal
and the force link, and (4) the phase angle.

The system employs essentially the same

technique discussed by Stahle. 1 The quadrature

IC. V. Stahle, Martin Company, Baltimore Di-
vision, "A Phase Separation Technique for the
Experimental Determination of Normal Vibra-
tion Modes of Flight Vehicles." Fig. I - Component analyzer
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Fig. 3 - Shaker, force-gage,

beam configuration

Fig. 2 - Free-free beam
and suspension system

Fig. 4 - Wooden hoop and suspension system
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Fig. 5 - Shaker, force-gage, hoop configuration

and in-phase responses of acceleration are or
plotted versus frequency to determine modal
frequencies and damping factors, and then the Fx A = cos - cos 2Lt coA 9

accelerometer is moved from station to station 2 2

on the structure to plot out a graph of quadra- FA
ture response versus station for each modal + -- sin 2&t sin 0,
frequency selected, directly obtaining the modal
patterns of the structure. where

THE COMPONENT ANALYZER A = Acceleration (g),

The component analyzer presently employed F = Force (lb),
is a model 711A-4 manufactured by the Boon-
shaft & Fuchs Company. It is shown in block
diagram form in Fig. 6 along with the additional = Angular Frequency (rad/sec),
equipment necessary for its operation for struc-
tural measurements. t = Time (sec), and

The technique of multiplying the force sig-
nal by the acceleration signal is used for ob- e = Angle between the Acceleration and
taining the separated components of the accel- Force
eration vector. The in-phase response of the
acceleration signal is obtained in the following The last two terms of the expression are
manner. The acceleration signal, A sin (ct + 9), removed with a low pass filter and the first
is multiplied by the force signal, F sin wt, in term, FA/2 cos 9, is obtained in the form of a
the return signal analyzer section of the com- dc-voltage. The coefficient, F, is held constant
ponent analyzer, yielding the following expres- by controlling the force into the specimen, and
sion: the scale factor of the in-phase meter is doubled

so that the first term is read out as A cos 9,

Fx A = [A sin (cot + 0)] [F sin wt] , the in-phase response of the acceleration signal.
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The quadrature response of the accelera- The component analyzer has the additional
tion signal is obtained in a similar manner. feature of being able to recombine these two
The force signal, F sin o~t, is phase shifted by dc-voltages (in-phase and quadrature responses)
90 degrees in the reference signal normalizer as the square root of the sum of the squares
section of the component analyzer so that it be- for measuring the total acceleration response,
comes F cos o~t. Multiplication of this signal and the phase angle between the force and ac-
with the acceleration signal in the return signal celeration signals.
analyzer yields Each of the four measurements (rn-phase

response, quadrature response, total amplitude,

Fx A = FAF-n haeage repeetdonmtr-o sin 0 + -- sin 2cot COS 6 quick readout and also in the form of dc-voltages

for use with x-v plotters or other recorders.

FAAS

+ -CMcos 2ot sinA0

THE VIBRATION SYSTEM

The last two terms are filtered out and the
first term is read out as A sin 0, the quadra- A block diagram of the vibration system is
ture response of the acceleration signal. shown in Fig. 6.
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The signal from the force gage is coupled of 0.6 pounds and a maximum rated force of 10
via a cathode follower in the component ana- pounds was used for tests with a solid steel
lyzer to (1) the oscillator to serve as the feed- beam weighing 230 pounds and a wooden hoop
back signal to control the shaker, (2) the fre- weighing 50 pounds. An MB Model C-10 Shaker
quency to dc-converter to drive the x axes of having an armature weight of 17 pounds and a
the x-y plotters, and (3) the reference signal maximum rated force of 1200 pounds was used
normalizer of the component analyzer to serve for vibrating a re-entry vehicle.
as the signal to which the acceleration signal is
referred. Each specimen is usually suspended with

elastic shock cord so that the natural frequency
The acceleration signal is fed via the other of the suspension system-specimen combina-

cathode follower into the return signal analyzer tion is about 1 cps.
of the component analyzer where it is multiplied
by the force signal. TEST PROCEDURE

X-Y plotters are used for recording the The modal frequencies of the specimen are
in-phase response, quadrature response, total determined first. The accelerometer is attached
response, and phase angle outputs of the com- to the specimen at an anti-mode. (At the ex-
ponent analyzer as a function of frequency. In treme end of the specimen for beam bending
addition, one of the X-Y plotters is used for re- modes, and opposite the force gage for hoop
cording quadrature response versus pre- modes.) The specimen is then vibrated through
determined locations on the test specimen. the frequency range of interest at a very slow

sweep rate. The amplitude of the force input to
A Bruel & Kjaer Model 1018 Oscillator is the specimen is maintained at a constant level

utilized for its control features to drive the with the Bruel & Kjaer Oscillator.
shaker and maintain the force at a constant
level for obtaining the frequency response plots. Plots of frequency versus in-phase re-
A Wayne Kerr Model S121 Oscillator, having sponse, quadrature response, total response,
good frequency stability is used when obtaining and phase angle of the acceleration signal with
the modal pattern plots, reference to the force signal are recorded with

the component analyzer (see Figs. 7 to 9).
Endevco crystal force transducers are These plots are studied in order to determine

used for coupling the shakers to the test speci- the resonant frequencies of the specimen. Each
mens and Endevco crystal accelerometers are resonant frequency is selected at the point
used for measuring the acceleration, where the quadrature response peaks in a posi-

tive or negative direction.
The shakers used for these tests have rel-

atively light moving elements compared to the Damping factor at each resonant frequency
weight of the specimen being driven. An MB of the specimen is obtained from the in-phase
Model SDA Shaker having an armature weight response plots using the formula,1

FREE-FREE - 2 x 4 x 96 IN. BEAM

FIRST BENDING MODE

-+RESPONSE ACCELEROMETER AT 5OOL
0 ANTINODE REFERENCED TO FORCE LINK
t;

•0

o - QUADRATURE

RESPONSE

iI I I I I
20 30 40 50 60 70

FREQUENCY (cps)

Fig. 7 - Total and quadrature response
versus frequency of a steel beam
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FREE-FREE 2x4 x96 IN. BEAM
0.- FIRST BENDING MODE

ACCELEROMETER AT .500L

ANTINODE REFERENCED TO FORCE LINK
PHASE ANGLE90°

IN PHASE RESPONSE

ww
w

'•III I I I

20 30 40 50 60 70
FREQUENCY (cps)

Fig. 8 - Phase angle and in-phase response
versus frequency of a steel beam

C ' erss (ps) FREE-FREE 2 x4 xA96 1 N.BEAM

SACCELEROMETER AT I-OL REFERENCED

TO FORCE LINK

0 TOTAL RESPONSE

0 
IN-PHASE RESPONSE

<FQ QUADRATURE RESPONSE

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280
FREQUENCY (cps)

Fig. 9 -Quadrature, in-phase, and total response
versus frequency of a steel beam
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()2_ 1CONCLUSIONS

" _____ _ The component analyzer is an effective and
2 relatively simple device for performing these

+ I tests. The analyzer may be used with various
types of transducers provided that their phase

characteristics are known and may be used in
where conjunction with magnetic tape recorders, al-

though it is most effective when used directly
-Damping Factor, and at the test site.

co and Wb are the frequencies where the Vibration sweep rates must be necessarily
,n-p-ase response pea-s slow since accurate control of the shaker force(Fig. 8). is required. The shaker should be selected for

having a light moving element rather than a high

force rating since it becomes part of the vibra-
The system is used next for determosiin tion system under test and since the only force

the modal patterns of the specimen. The oscil- requirements are those in overcoming damping
lator is adnusted to the _resonant frequencies forces. The shaker linkage to the specimen
determined from the quadrature response plots, should be designed for a resonance well above
and the force is applied to the specimen. The the modal frequencies to be explored.

X axis of the X-Y plotter is adjusted so that it

can be manually made to correspond to pre- The modal patterns obtained were found to
determined locations on the specimen. The Y conform within reason to those outlined in Ref.
axis of the recorder is used for recording the 2 for the wooden hoop and Ref. 3 for the steel
,quadrature response of the accelerometer. The beam.
accelerometer is then attached to each location
on the specimen and the quadrature responses 2 D. Hartog, Mechanical Vibration (McGraw-
of these locations are plotted. Since the quad- Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1947) p. 205.

rature response can have both positive and 3 C. M. Harris and C. E. Crede, Shock and Vi-

negative amplitudes, the modal pattern of the bration Handbook (McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.,
specimen is plotted (see Figs. 10 to 15). New York, 1961) Vol. I, pp. 1-14.

CURVES PLOTTED BY DWELLING AT RESONANCE
AND RECORDING OUADRATURE RESPONSE OF

ACCELEROMETER AT DIFFERENT POSITIONS

ALONG THE BEAM. FREE-FREE 2x4x961N. BEAM

0

hJ

2ND MODE

I I I I I I I I

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 BD 90

PERCENT OF LENGTH

Fig. 10 - First three bending modes of a steel beam
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Jacobi (AC Spark Plug): I'd like to and the phase angle is determined from the
know if you use demodulators to get the compo- component. I think Mr. Hutton was being con-
nents? Also, if you use filters to clean up the servative in his estimate of the accuracy of the
wave form? phase angle.

Mr. Hutton: As far as using demodulators, Mr. Dranetz (Dranetz Eng. Labs.): It's
we multiply the two signals together inside the also possible to resolve the vector components
analyzer, and there is a filtering circuit to read by a technique other than the one that's been
out our in-phase and quadrature responses. described. The technique is one of basically
Now as to using filters going into the analyzer, synchronous detection followed by integration.
when we use our force signal as a reference, Again, you can talk about the accuracy in terms
we always get a clean reference signal. You of a reconstructed amplitude' and vector phase.
can then have a dirty acceleration signal going Now, from experience it would appear, at least
into the analyzer but still come out with valid over many of the frequencies one is interested
results. If, however, we use a dirty accelera- in for vibration work, that one could probably
tion signal as the reference, we have to filter get phase accuracy in the neighborhood of 1 de-
the first channel of the analyzer so that we do gree. Now, this means, of course, that your
not have any phase shift between the two chan- minor component will have a much greater
nels. error than the major component. In fact, if the

minor component is, say, less than 10 percent
Mr. Otts (Sandia Corp.): I asked this ques- of the major component, it may have an error

tion earlier. What kind of luck do you have with due to say, 1 degree or 2 percent of full scale,
your phase measurements? Do you have any which is, say, 20 percent of the minor compo-
feeling for your accuracy on that? nent. But I think that it is possible to get down

to perhaps somewhat better than even the 1 de-
Mr. Hutton: Well, our phase measurements gree. There are ways of getting rid of this

are of less accuracy than our quadrature and error to a substantial extent.
in-phase response measurements, due to the
nature of the analyzer. It takes our in-phase Mr. Hutton: I believe also that the method
response and our quadrature response and re- you describe is one that gives better low fre-
combines these as the square root of the sum quency response characteristics.
of the squares to come out with both the total
amplitude and the phase angle. So you have a Mr. Dranetz: It has one advantage com-
second step here which can give you an addi- pared to a lot of systems in that being a syn-
tional error out of the analyzer. We rely chronous detection system, a lot of noise dis-
strictly on our in-phase response and our quad- appears if the noise is of sufficient frequency
rature response, mainly, for the filter to integrate.

Mr. Otts: What kind of percent would you Mr. Hutton: Yes, this analyzer works on
say? Have you any feeling for that? nearly the same principle, it uses general fil-

ters to filter out the double frequencies which
Mr. Hutton: For phase angle? occur when two signals are multiplied together.

They do have another analyzer that can go to a
Mr. Otts: Yes. lot lower frequency, down to the order of a

tenth of a cycle. This is of no importance to
Mr. Hutton: I'd say 10 percent. us but it uses this technique where the signal is

integrated over a period of time.
Mr. Otts: Is this signal also filtered? The

phase angle? Mr. Dranetz: The only problems that we

Mr. Hutton: If we use the force signals as have seen in this regard are very low frequency

reference, no, it is not filtered. noises that don't get filtered out, or if you have
a lot of waveform distortion, the third, fifth,

Mr. Clevenson: I'd like to comment that and other odd harmonics, will come through the
the instrument gives phase anglesbetter than system, so you need some broad filtering.
the 10 percent because the accuracy of the quad-
rature component is much better than 10 percent Mr. Hutton: Right.
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THE EFFECTS OF FILTER BANDWIDTH IN SPECTRUM

ANALYSIS OF RANDOM VIBRATION

W. R. Forlifer
Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, Maryland

The problem is treated both theoretically and experimentally and the
results obtained show excellent agreement. Curves are presented for
the errors in both the width and magnitude of a resonant peak in terms
of the ratio of measured resonant peak bandwidth to the analyzer filter
bandwidth.

INTRODUCTION random process prohibit obtaining high spectral
resolution. This results because of the con-

The techniques and equipment for the deter- flicting requirement on filter bandwidth due to
mination of power spectral density under ran- the statistical uncertainty inherent in the sam-
dom vibration have been highly developed over pling procedure. The standard error (e) as-
the past 5 years. There presently exist accu- sociated with a measured spectrum estimate is:
rate methods for performing this type of anal-
ysis using both analog and digital data reduction e
techniques. Most of the sources of error in the
data collection and spectrum analysis process
have been well documented in the literature. 1 -4 where B is the filter bandwidth in cps and T is

time duration of the data sample in seconds.
However, the problem of reduced spectral

resolution or "blurring" caused by the use of It is apparent from the above equation that,
excessive analyzer filter bandwidth has not re- for short sample times, the filter bandwidth
ceived any detailed treatment in the literature, must be relatively large to reduce this error to
It is the purpose of this paper to present the a reasonable value. However, where the ran-
results of an analytical and experimental inves- dom process is stationary and long time data
tigation into the effects of analyzer filter band- samples can be collected and analyzed the
width on spectral resolution. statistical uncertainty becomes small and high

spectral resolution can be obtained by the use
In many cases, especially those involving of a sufficiently narrow filter. A reasonable

flight vibration measurements, the short data criterion for proper resolution- that the filter
sample time and the lack of stationarity of the bandwidth be one-fourth the bandwidth of the

narrowest peak in the power spectrum -has
been proposed. 3 ,4

1 C. M. Harris and C. E. Crede, Editors, Shock

and Vibration Handbook - Volume II (McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1961). Laboratory vibration testing is one exam-

-S. H. Grandall, Editor, Random Vibration (Tech- ple of a case where the random input can be
nology Press of M.I.T., Cambridge, Mass., controlled and long duration data samples can
1958). be obtained. In this case, when a flat or "white"

3
J. S. Bendat, L. D. Enochson, G. H. Klein, and input spectrum is used, the response power
A. G. Piersol, "The Application of Statistics spectral density curve provides a measure of
to the Flight Vehicle Vibration Problem," ASD the magnitude of the transfer function or the
Technical Report 61-123 (Dec. 1961).4 j. S. Bendat, L. D. Enochson, and A. G. Piersol, transmissibility between the input and the re-
"Analytical Study of Vibration Data Reduction sponse point. This information, however, is
Methods," NASA-Marshall Space Flight Cen- only of value if the spectral resolution is such
ter (Sept. 1963). as to provide an accurate measure of the
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half-power bandwidths and the maximum values f, = filter center frequency (cps), and
of the peaks in the power spectral density curve.

AfF = filter bandwidth (cps).

ANALYTICAL APPROACH At a particular value of the filter center
frequency, the measured power spectral den-

Consider a true or actual power spectral sity is
density curve which is the result of applying a
unit spectral density white noise input to a 12
single-degree-of-freedom damped mechanical SM = Z 0 IHFI SA df, (5)
system: F

SA = IH,12 S• , (1) where S. = measured power spectral density
(g 2 /cps).

where
The process described above is shown in

SA = actual power spectral density (g2/ Fig. 1 for a typical example. The parameters
cps), used in this example are:

H, = SDF system transfer function (g/g), f = 100 cps, D = 0.05, and
and

S1 = input power spectral density (1 g 2/ AfF 20 cps, f = 90 cps.

cps); The upper curve is the actual power spectral
density of the response of the mechanical sys-

and tem to a white noise input. The actual half
power bandwidth (Afx) is 10 cps. The middle

H.11 curve shows the assumed rectangular transfer

f22  2 fnction of the filter which is the equivalent off2 + 2D (2) the noise bandwidth of the actual filter shown in
f"2) fn) the dashed curve. The bottom curve presents

the product of the squared filter transfer func-

where tion and the actual power spectral density out-
lined in solid lines. This is an instantaneous

f = forcing frequency (cps), picture when the sweeping filter center fre-
quency is at 90 cps. The circled point at 90 cps

fn = natural frequency of the system (cps), is the result of integrating the solid area and
and dividing by the filter bandwidth as described by

D = ratio of damping to critical damping.

The actual spectrum is then:)100
S' 1g2/CpSj

SA~f) 150-

S A f)2 2  (3 ) 1.0C

fn2) f 1D FREQUENCY [cps]

Assume an analyzer filter which is a rec- IHFI2 0.5
tangular window with unit height and variable
width:o" -

AfF AfF IHFI
2 S, '0

H = 1 for fc----Sfc + - (g
2
/cps} S s I'1

F2 S'AtI, I .

HF = 0 otherwise

60180 100 120 140
where

Fig. 1 - Spectrum
HF = filter transfer function (g/g), analysis process
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the equation on the figure and corresponds to when f f=,fn,
the measured power spectral density at 90 cps.

S f- an /I f~ ta -I -Af FF
By carrying out this process analytically SMp 4 tan It tan'l -

by substituting Eqs. (3) and (4) into (5), we have

Af Since the arctangent is an odd function,
-c 2

_Sf = 2 f2 " = 2i fF tan- . (8)

Af f f 2 1 f 2 IiP ýfF 2f

SM~c) A--r 2 i + 4D2 -

fn2 fn The bandwidth of the half-power points on the
actual spectrum is

By using approximations valid in the neigh-

borhood of the natural frequency and carrying AfA
out the integration, Eq. (6) becomes: AfA = 2fnD or D = 2•n . (9)

) fn By substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (8),4DAfF

2F ~ A ffe Af f\]__ - _ (10)
f)c fn c ._- ýfF AfAAfF \AfA/

It an" D-fn " tanl D-f, ]

(7) At the half power points on the measured

spectrum,

Figure 2 presents the curve of Eq. (7) for
the example described in Fig. 1. The solid 1 AfM
curve is the actual power spectral density and SM= Mp and fc - fn = 2'

the dashed curve is the measured power spec-
tral density. It can be seen that, for this exam- wre spectrhalf-poft
ple, the half-power bandwidth of the measured ured spectrum (cps).
curve is over twice that of the actual curve and
the measured peak is almost half the actual peak. At fc = f. + (Afm/2),

2

'Afn
SM 2AfAfF

S f 
2
/cpsI ____________ _____

500 - -Si, 2 - A (11)

4. 1 f tn2 (-fF) (12)
/ Af\ 2- SMP 2AfAAfF t AfnA-

Equating (11) and (12), we get an equation relat-
-I Af. -_ - ing the actual, measured, and filter bandwidths:

60 80 100 120 140

FREQUENCY (cps) tan -I (-fF1 = tan -'1 -AM+ , fF)
Fig. 2 - Comparison of actual and Af 1  AfAAfA

measured power spectra - AfM AfF (
_ AfA AfA$ -tan-I \A-A AF J (13)

By continuing with the analysis, the peak This equation has been solved numerically and
value of the measured spectral density occurs is shown on Fig. 3 as the solid curve. The ratio
when the filter center frequency coincides with of the bandwidth of the measured curve to the
the system natural frequency: actual bandwidth is plotted versus the ratio of
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3.00 - 1 . . . ...

2.29 -

21.0 -
0.40

I0.2C __ _

0.20-

1.40 .

0 0.40 0.80 1.20 1.60 2.00 2.40 2.80 3.201.00 •atA,
0 0.40 0.80 1.20 1.60 2.00 2.40 2.60 3.20 Af,

WAI•/IA
Fig. 4 - Effect of filter bandwidth on

Fig. 3 - Effect of filter bandwidth the peak valve of the measured spec-
on the width of the measured spec- tral density curve
tral density curve

filter bandwidth to the actual bandwidth. It can L
be seen that the measured bandwidth errors
start exceeding 10 percent when the filter band-
width exceeds about one-half the actual band- WHITE NOISE SF APL. ANAL
w id th . I LOG I_ _

Another important effect of spectral reso- OIA
lution is on the peak value of the measured
spectral density. The peak value of the actual P----

spectral density occurs at f = fn and isDV

SAp= 2= . (14) Fig. 5 - Experiment block diagram2D Af^/)

Taking the ratio of the measured peak value degree-of-freedom system. The output from
(10) to the actual peak value (14) we have: the analog was then amplified and fed into a

heterodyne type analyzer, in conjunction with a
SMP AfA (fF. power integrator, and the resulting power spec-

-tan f t)(15) tral density curve was reproduced by an x-y
SAP AfF \--AA/ plotter.

This equation is plotted in Fig. 4. A compari- Before proceeding with the experiment, the
son of Figs. 3 and 4 shows that the magnitudes frequency response of each of the analyzer fil-
of the error in both bandwidth and peak value of ters was carefully measured and the filter noise
the measured curve are approximately the same bandwidth (AfF) was determined by numerical
at a given filter bandwidth. Applying the previ- integration of the frequency response curve.
ously mentioned criterion of filter bandwidth The nominal values of the filter bandwidths
equal to one fourth the actual bandwidth results used were 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, and 200 cps.
in errors no greater than 3 percent in both
measured bandwidth and peak value. The single-degree-of-freedom analog cir-

cuit is shown in Fig. 6. This analog represents
the relative motion between the mass and the

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH input rather than the absolute motion of the
mass as used in the previous analysis. These

Figure 5 presents a block diagram of the two parameters, however, are nearly identical
experiment performed to confirm the analytical in the neighborhood of the resonant frequency.
results. A random noise generator was used to The resonant frequency of the analog was 3380
provide a flat or "white" power spectrum input cps and nominal Q values of 10, 40, 50, and 90
to an electrical analog of a damped single- were used. For each case, the frequency
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0=10 24.MK AfF /AfM

2610n 04102a 1.20

eN =50 0.80

,=90 31.50

q loon Tz _

L eooUT 0 0.40 0.80 1.20 1.60 2.00 2.40 2.80

Fig. 6 - Single-degree-of-freedom AfF/AfA

analog circuit Fig. 7 - Relationship between

bandwidth ratios

response of the analog was measured with a
sine wave input in order to determine accu-
rately the actual bandwidth (AfA)' selected for final analysis must be based on

statistical uncertainty errors as well as reso-
The test procedure consisted of measuring lution errors.

the response power spectral density curve for
each of the Q values of the analog using various The conflicting filter selection requirements
filter bandwidths. A total of 16 response power generated by these two sources of error are
spectra were obtained in this manner. The half- shown in Fig. 8. Here, the same actual spec-
power bandwidth (Af.) was determined for each trum is used as in the example of Fig. 1 and the
of the measured spectral density curves. In data sample time duration is assumed to be 4
order to generalize the data, the measured band- seconds. The solid curve is the error in the
width and the filter bandwidth were both ratioed peak value of the measured spectrum caused by
to the actual bandwidth and the resulting values lack of resolution, and the dashed curve is the
are plotted as the circles in Fig. 3. statistical uncertainty associated with the filter

bandwidth and the sample time. In this case,
Although there is considerable scatter in the optimum analyzer filter bandwidth to mini-

the experimental data, it is apparent that these mize the combined spectrum measurement
results verify the analytical curve. This data error is about 5 cps.
scatter is attributable to the insufficient aver-
aging time used with the narrow bandwidth fil-
ters resulting in significant statistical errors ERROR _%_

in the measured spectra for these cases.

DISCUSSION 40\

The effect of filter bandwidth on the width 40

and peak value of the measured spectral density
curve is shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. 20 --
A potentially more useful form of these results,
however, is shown in Fig. 7. Here, the ratio of
filter bandwidth to measured bandwidth is plotted o0 20
versus the ratio of filter bandwidth to actual AfF (cps)
bandwidth.

By making a preliminary spectrum analysis Fig. 8 - Comparison
of random vibration data using a relatively wide of errors

filter, the ratio of filter to measured bandwidth
can be determined for each of the significant
peaks in the spectrum. Using this ratio, in con- CONCLUSIONS
junction with the curve of Fig: 7, the actual
bandwidth of the spectral peaks can be estimated 1. Significant errors in both width and
and a suitable filter can be selected for the final magnitude of spectrum peaks can result from
spectrum analysis. However, the filter bandwidth lack of resolution in the analyzing filter.
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RANDOM-SINE FATIGUE DATA CORRELATION

L. W. Root
Collins Radio Company

Cedar Rapids, Iowa

This paper presents the results of a study to verify a technique sug-
gested in [2] for predicting the random fatigue curve from the sine
fatigue curve by making use of the Palmgren-Miner hypothesis of fa-
tigue damage accumulation. Resonant cantilever beams were used to
obtain the sine and random fatigue curves. The predicted curve was
found to give a conservative estimate of life which was within less than
one order of magnitude of the measured life. This result is in contrast
to previous studies which gave nonconservative estimates of the meas-
ured random fatigue life.

INTRODUCTION Engineering design seldom has sufficient
time to wait for complete theoretical treatment

The problem of predicting structural re- of its problems, and it must use the best avail-
sponse to random loads has received consider- able hypotheses in solving its problems within
able attention during the past decade. 1 -3 Gen- the alloted time. Design for random fatigue
eral analyses of one- and two-degree-of-freedom damage must proceed with one or more of the
systems subjected to loads having a Gaussian proposed prediction techniques until more sat-
distribution are available. The state-of-the-art isfactory theories are developed. The present
is such that the designer can predict, in many study was undertaken to become familiar with
cases, the statistical parameters of the stress one such technique 2 and to define its limitations.
distribution. In general, however, an accurate
fatigue life analysis cannot be performed due to
the lack of random fatigue data. THEORETICAL PREDICTION OF

RANDOM FATIGUE DATA
Only a limited portion of the results of the

extensive research in this area have been pub- Consider the ergodic random process, 4(T),
lished. 4 - 7 Until more random fatigue data are representing the instantaneous stress at a point.
published, it will be necessary to use the exten- Associated with O(T) is a probability distribu-
sive sine fatigue data in conjunction with the- tion function, p(a), representing the maximum
oretical or experimental techniques, or both, to peak between consecutive zero crossings. It is
estimate random fatigue damage. Several pre- assumed that peaks smaller than the maximum
diction techniques1,', 7 have been proposed, al- peak in any interval between zero crossings
though none as yet lead to consistently accurate make a negligible contribution to the fatigue
estimation of random fatigue damage. damage accumulation. Let the fatigue damage

IJ. W. Miles, "On Structural Fatigue Under Ran- 5 p. W. Smith, Jr. and C. I. Malme, "Fatigue
dom Loading," J. Aeronaut. Sci. (Nov. 1954), Tests of a Resonant Structure with Random
pp. 753-762. Excitation," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. (Jan. 1963),

2S. H. Crandall and W. D. Mark, Random Vi- pp. 43-46.
bration in Mechanical Systems (Academic 6S. R. Swanson, "An Investigation of the Fatigue
Press, 1963). of Aluminum Alloy due to Random Loading,"3 S. H. Crandall, Editor, Random Vibration (Tech- University of Toronto Institute of Aerophysics
nology Press MIT and John Wiley and Sons, Report No. 84 (Feb. 1963).
1958). 7 J. R. Fuller, "Research on Techniques of Es-

4 A. K. Head and F. H. Hooke, "Random Noise tablishing Random Type Fatigue Curves for
Fatigue Testing," Proceedings of the Interna- Broad Band Sonic Loading," National Aero-
tional Conference on the Fatigue of Metals nautical Meeting, Washington, D. C., April 8-
(1956), pp. 301-303. 11, 1963, Paper No. 671C.
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be represented by A(a). The mathematical ex- and probably the most widely used is the
pectation for the fatigue damage per individual Palmgren-Miner hypothesis. 8 ,9 It represents
interval between consecutive zero crossings is the damage accumulation as a linear summation
given by Eq. (1), of individual damage increments and is given

by Eq. (3),

E [A(a)1 f A(a) p(a) da. (1)
1)T) . (3)

i=1

The expected damage accumulation as a function
of time is of more interest than Eq. (1). As- In order to relate Eq. (3) to the peak stress
suming the total zero crossings during time, T, amplitude, a, the sine fatigue curve will be ap-
may be represented by a function, Po(T), tha proximateci by a straight line fit of the log-log
expected damage accumulation is given by Eq. data. This requires an equation of the form (4),
(2),

NSb = c. (4)

E [ D(T)]j P0 ) A(a) p(a) da . (2) Figure 1 is a typical plot (log-log) of fatigue

data with the significance of b and c as shown.

Several damage accumulation hypotheses The typical stress process due to a reso-
have been proposed. 8 - 1 1 The simplest of these nant response may be assumed to be narrow

band which allows one to represent the proba-
8A. Palmgren, "Die Lebensdauer Von Kugel- bility distribution function of the peaks as the
lagern," Zeitschrift des Vereines Duetscher Rayleigh distribution. The zero crossings of a
Ingenieure (1924). narrow-band process are relatively uniform in9 M. A. Miner, "Cumulative Damage in Fatigue," spacing and may be represented by a charac-
J. Appl. Mech. (Sept. 1945), pp. 159-164. teristic frequency v.. By using Eqs. (3) and

10H. T. Corten and T. J. Dolan, "Cumulative (4), the Rayleigh distribution, and v,, it is pos-
Fatigue Damage," Proceedings of the Inter- sible to evaluate Eq. (2). Reference 2 gives
national Conference on the Fatigue of Metals(1956, pp 235246.complete details. Following integration, Eq..(1956), pp. 235-•246.

1 IS. R. Valluri, "A Theory of Cumulative Dam- (2) may be written as Eq. (5),
age in Fatigue," California Institute of Tech-
nology Aeronautical Research Laboratory Re- voT b
port 182 (Dec. 1961). E [D(T)] = (V -cr) [(1 + b/2) . (5)

6

LOG c

5

4

0
0

3

2

0' I I I I I I I
0 46 7 8 9 10 II 12

LOG N

Fig. 1 - Typical straight line representation of

fatigue curve on log-log plot
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Failure is considered to occur when E[D(T)] and stresses. The material selected was
becomes equal to unity. Since voT is just the aluminum (6061-T6).
total number of cycles of stress, it is possible
to rewrite Eq. (5) at failure as Eq. (6). During a previous fatigue study,1 2 it was

determined that a one-half percent shift in the

2 b c (6) natural frequency corresponded closely to the2c b =2/2 1-(1 + b/2)

All of the parameters on the right side of 1 2 M. Vet, "Dwell-Sweep Correlation," Proceed-
the equality are known from the sine fatigue ings of the Institute of Environmental Sciences
data. Therefore, Eq. (6) is identical in form to (1963), pp. 433-443.

0.7-

0.6-

0.5[

0'/s 0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1I

01

CII I I I I I
1 2 4 8 10 20 40 80 100

b

Fig. 2 - Relationship between o- and s as a function of the parameter, b

Eq. (4) with the exception of the constant rep-
resenting the log stress intercept.

Since c is common to both Eqs. (4) and (6),
tho denominator of the right side of Eq. (6) can
be evaluated as a function of b, allowing the L
prediction of the random fatigue curve once b 2 +.025R 4.5
is known from the sine fatigue data. Figure 2 ______k<.000 N

KtI < 1.05 C\
is a plot of the ratio of the rms random stress 2 PLACES to
to the peak sine stress versus the parameter b. 125jC!

TEST SETUP AND PROCEDURES L
A simple cantilever beam, Fig. 3, with a 2.690 ±.010

natural frequency of 300 cps was selected to o
check the results of theoretical predictions of 4 L1
random fatigue data. The reasons for this par-
ticular configuration are high 0 attainable Fig. 3 - Simple cantilever beam test
(300 to 1100) and ease of computing responses specimen (Aluminum 6061-T6)
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appearance of surface cracks visible to the The random tests consisted of the following
naked eye. The one-half percent frequency shift procedures:
(1.5 cps) was selected as the failure criteria in
the present study. 1. Locating the frequency of maximum re-

sponse with a 0.5-g sine input.
The response frequency of the beam was

obtained by using the beam as one plate of a 2. Centering the input shaping filter (20-cps
capacitor. This allowed accurate determination bandwidth) at frequency determined in the first
of the frequency and a relative measurement of procedure.
the amplitude of the beam response.

3. Vibrating the beam to band-limited
Initially the output of the capacitance trans- white noise.

ducer was put through a narrow filter tuned to
the initial natural frequency of the beam, and 4. Sampling the frequency of the beam re-
the shift in natural frequency was observed as sponse for one-second intervals.
a reduction in signal amplitude. This procedure
was discontinued due to a 0.2-cps spread in the 5. Locating frequency as in the first pro-
measured frequency shift of the bea.ms monitored cedure after frequency sampling indicated ap-
in this way during the sine tests. The final test proximately a 1.5-cps frequency shift.
setup consisted of the capacitance transducer
and a frequency counter as shown in Fig. 4.

TEST DATA
The sine tests consisted of the following

procedures: Several beams were strain-gaged to verify
stress computations and to obtain a curve of

1. Establishing an input level at a low fre- input level versus stress. Subsequent sine
quency. tests were run at measured input levels and it

was assumed that the stress w?.s identical to
2. Locating the frequency of maximum re- that in the strain-gaged beams. This assump-

sponse. tion was verified on some of the beams by ob-
serving the end displacement of the beam by

3. Manually maintaining the input frequency using a microscope.
so that the maximum response was maintained.

A total of 25 beams were tested at six
4. Timing until the frequency shifted 1.5 cps. stress levels (three to seven per level). The

FREQUENCY
COUNTER

CAPACITANCE
BEAM TRANSDUCER

SL ....

VIBRATIONTABLE [ SN

SINE
OSCILLATOR

T BAND LIMITED

NOISE GENERATOR

Fig. 4 - Schematic of test setup
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data were reduced to the median life at each TABLE 2
stress level and a least squares straight line 1o1
was fitted to the log S versus log N data. This No. of Points N Nc
curve is represented by Eq. (7). 19,880 8 7.23 x 104 7.87×x 104

N S687 = 9.918x 1035. (7) 17,040 8 2.45X 105 2.20X 105
14,200 3 6.42 x 105 7.40 X 10 5

The deviation of Eq. (7) from the measured 11,360 1 3.22 x 106 3.27 × 106

data may be seen in Table 1 which contains the
stress levels and lives (measured N, and com-
puted Nc). Na 6 "6 6 = 3.337 x 1033. (8)

TABLE 1 Both Eqs. (7) and (8) are plotted in Fig. 5.

S F- 1 No. of N N

Points _CORRELATION OF RESULTS

33,000 23,300 3 1.03 x 105 0.9 X 10 5  Figure 2 and Eq. (7) are used to obtain the
30,000 21,200 5 1.78 x 105 1.73 x 105 predicted random fatigue re usgiven by Eq. (9)
27,800 19,650 3 2.80 x 105 2.92 x 105ian preited rn Figu cb
24,800 17,550 7 4.68 × 105 6.41 X and plotted in Fig. 5.
22,600 15,950 3 1.40 x 106 1.21 x 106 N,06-87' 8.624 x 1033 (9)
19,650 13,900 4 3.26 x 106 3.17 X 106 N 8

This result is to be compared to Eq. (8),
representing the measured random fatigue data.

The random fatigue data were obtained in Considering stress levels corresponding to pre-
essentially the same manner. Initial beams dicted lives of 104 and 107 cycles, the respec-
were strain-gaged with subsequent random tests tive measured lives are 3.2 and 2.3 times longer
made at measured input levels. It was not pos- than the predicted lives. This conservative es-
sible to obtain a frequency shift of exactly 1.5 timation of the fatigue life applies to the com-
cps, so the failure times were corrected to re- plete life range normally considered in struc-
flect the measured frequency shift. The cor- tural design.

rection factors were obtained from sine tests

at different input levels. The fatigue data were The preceding result is contrary to previ-
obtained from a total of 20 beams which were ously published results 4 ,5, 7 in that measured
tested at four stress levels (one to eight per lives were 0.5 to 0.1 times the predicted life in

level). Again, the median corrected lives were the comparable predicted life range for the

used in obtaining Eq. (8) by a least squares fit the studie pre ntife a for the

of the log a - log N data. The stress levels and published studies. Essentially, a common ap-

lives (measured and computed) are contained in present one; that is, (1) the stress was due to
Table 2.

5.5 -

5.0 SIN

•4.5- MEASURED RANDOM
0

PREDICTED RANDOM

3.0 1 1 1 1
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

LOG N

Fig. 5 - Least squares fit of log-log fatigue data
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bending, (2) the sine fatigue curve was obtained which will improve statistical significance of
for the given test specimen, (3) the Palmgren- the data.
Miner hypothesis was use-d in predicting the
random fatigue curve, and (4) the random fa- 3. Checking effect of material and the grain
tigue data were measured in the range 104 to direction on the correlation of measured and
107 cycles. Two differences between the predicted random fatigue curves.
present study and the past studies are as
follows: A second area for further study is the rep-

resentation of the probability distribution func-
1. Test specimen material (2024 in past tion for peak stresses in a high Q structural

studies and 6061 in present study). test specimen. Nonlinear damping in test
specimens and truncation of the Gaussian prob-

2. Grain direction (longitudinal direction ability distribution function representing the
in past studies and lateral direction in present input at ±3 to 4 standard deviations require
study). modification of the Rayleigh distribution.

The differences are not considered sufficient to A third area is in the selection of an appro-
explain the major disagreement between the priate damage accumulation hypothesis. Recent
present study and the past studies, studies7, 13 indicate currently used hypotheses

suffer certain shortcomings. Evaluation of the
At present, no explanation can be offered present hypotheses should be undertaken, and

for the conflicting conclusions. The present studies to formulate improved hypotheses should
study is to be extended in an attempt to clarify be continued.
the reason for the differences.

Efforts in these three areas should be used
in improving the present random fatigue data

RECOMMENDED FUTURE STUDY prediction techniques. The large expense of
obtaining random fatigue data will necessitate

The first efforts in extending the present the continued use of sine fatigue data in the
study should be to clarify the reasons for the design for random loads.
conflicting conclusions of the present study and
the past studies. This can be done by:

1. Improving present instrumentation and 1 3 H. L. Leve, "The Utilization of Random Re-
test procedures to minimize error. sponse Information in the Determination of

Structural Integrity," The 63rd Meeting of
2. Simplifying data analysis procedures to the Acoustical Society of America, New York,

allow handling larger quantities of samples May 23-26, 1962, Paper No. 1353.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a = peak amplitudes of random stress M = number of individual stress levels in
process Palmgren-Miner summation of fatigue

damage
A(a) = fatigue damage due to stress amplitude

ani = total applied stress cycles at ith
stress level

b = stress exponent in S-N equation N = number of cycles to failure at a con-

stant stress from either random or
c = constant in S-N equation sine fatigue data

D(T) = fatigue damage accumulation at time T Nc = number of cycles to failure computed
from least squares fit of measured fa-

EC I = mathematical expectation of quantity tigue data
within brackets

Ni = number of cycles to failure associated
Kt = stress concentration factor with ith stress level
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p(a) = probability distribution function of peak v. = expected frequency of narrow-band
stress amplitudes process

Po(T) = total zero crossings of stress process F( ) = gamma function
at time T

= root mean square stress from random
Q = amplification factor fatigue data

S= root mean square stress from sine
S = peak stress from sine fatigue data fatigue data

T = time O(T) = instantaneous stress at time T
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF DIGITAL TECHNIQUES FOR THE

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF RANDOM INFORMATION*

Charles L. Pullen
Martin Company

INTRODUCTION The data are originally recorded on an
F.M. analog tape, and then a loop is made from

The purpose of the author in writing this a section of this tape. This loop is processed
paper is to describe the development of a sys- by the analog to digital converter which pro-
tem for processing random digital data. This duces a digital tape. The digital tape is used
system is designed to incorporate a high speed as the input data for the digital computer.
digital computer in the evaluation of the desired
statistical parameters. Auto-correlation, For the purpose of determining the quality
cross-correlation, and power spectral density of the digital program, the data were analyzed
may be computed using this system. as shown in Fig. 1. This allowed comparison

of the power spectral density calculated by the
The data considered in this report are digital computer and the direct band pass filter

taken from rocket engine noise measurements, method. In actual analysis this would be omit-
but other types of data with similar statistical ted and only the faster digital method would be
properties could be used. Large amounts of employed.
these data have been accumulating because of
inadequate methods of evaluating the data rap- The use of statistical concepts and methods
idly. This fact and the increased number of in the handling of random data is widely ac-
measurements being taken in random environ- cepted. There are problems inherent in any
ments has stimulated interest in the develop- statistical analysis that must be considered.
ment of better data processing methods. Basic problems encountered in the development

DIGITAL PROCESSING SYSTEM

ANALOG
TO

DIGITAL DIGITAL DIGITAL
CONVERTER LOOP COMPUTER

I~~~ TRNDUEI

D ANALOG PROCESSING SYSTEM

OUTPUT
LOOP FREOUENCY SIGNAL LEVEL

RECORDER MACHINE ANALYZER CONDITIONER RECORDER

Fig. 1 - Digital analysis procedures and analog
power spectrum check, block diagram

*This paper was not presented at the Symposium.
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of the analysis program include both the limita- where
tions of the mathematical models and the limi-
tations imposed by the approximation methods fm = maximum frequency detected, and
of integration. These problems will be dis-
cussed in more detail in the section on theoret- fD = digital sampling frequency.
ical considerations.

This provides greater statistical reliability to
the analysis procedure. All of the frequencies

THEORY below fM will be sharply defined. All frequen-
cies above fM, however, will be indistinguish-

An important consideration in the analysis able. Therefore, all of the energy in the fre-
of random data (see Fig. 2) is the quality of the quency bands above fM must be filtered out.
data acquisition technique. The maximum fre- This implies that the sampling rate must be
quency which can be detected is a function of high enough to distinctly define the highest fre-
the sampling rate, the degree of stability in the quency containing significant energy.
sampling rate, and how well the assumptions of
the statistical analysis are met. If we assume The calculation of correlation and power
that the data perfectly represent the actual spectral density functions for discrete, equally
situation, the maximum frequency that we can spaced data involves considerations that do not
uniquely define is given in the formula derived arise in the analysis of continuous data. All
by Nyquist:1  integrations must be replaced by their summa-

tion equivalents. The average value X(t) of a
data function X(t) is given by:

fN= t,

T

where X(t) = im xt)d
T -ý 0 f.0

fN= Nyquist frequency, and
whose summation equivalent for discrete data

t = time between digital samples in is:
seconds.

1 n-'

This may also be written: X(t) = n xi(t)

fD = 2fN where T = nAt.

where
The following notation has been adopted.

fi = digital sampling rate, and The function composed of discrete data points
is called X(t) and contains data points xi(t).

S= Nyquist frequency. The correlation function may be called the

It is extremely desirable that the sampling lagged-mean-squared value of the data function
rate be as low as possible and still give high X(t). It is given by:

statistical reliability to the analysis. An ex-
cessive sampling rate would not result in in-
creased accuracy and would unnecessarily X(t) X(t + i) n xj(t) xj+i(t)
lengthen the computer time required for analy- ji
sis. Because of distortions in the data caused
by the data acquisition process, the highest Only time lags (7) which are, multiples of
frequency which can be uniquely defined is the time increment (Ait) have any meaning for
lower than the Nyquist frequency. The criterion discrete data. This additional consideration

used for this analysis was that the maximum may be expressed:
frequency will be given by the relation:

?- = 0, IhAt, 2hAt, ... mhAt,

fD = 8 fM, where h = 1, 2,...k.

Since the data are discrete, we will make
1 J. S. Bendat, Principles and Applications of the following notational change:
Random Noise Theory (John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., New York, N. Y., 1958), p. 51. Rxx(i) X(t) X(t + i)
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Fig. 2 - Normalized digital input data

The cross-correlation function of two func- of the auto-correlation function. It becomes a
tions X(t) and Y(t) is often of interest in phase finite cosine series transformation for the dis-
correlation measurements and may be calcu- crete record data function and is expressed as:
lated according to the relation:

.-
P..(W) = !L [-- xx(0) + 2 R. x(i) cos(&ujhAt)

R xY(i) = •n- xj(t) yj+i(t). j=[
J=1

The assumption has been made that the + cos (wmh At)/
data are stationary and ergodic random data. J
The auto-correlation function is therefore sym- It might be erroneously assumed from a
m etric ab out r = 0 . T h is m ethod is ju stified i t g h t b e po werusly ctrum co u a
even if the data do not meet these conditions.2  quick glance that the power spectrum could be
evn ce ifthes d iaficlta d o notdmeetermine con nsi l determined arbitrarily precisely according toSince it is difficult to determine if a physical the formula given. This is not the case, how-process is ergodic or not, this is encouraging. ever. In a Fourier transform pair of time and

The power spectral density function may frequency it is not possible to determine fre-
be calculated by taking the Fourier transform quency precisely without an infinite time period.

An exact determination of time in the inverse
transformation would require an infinitely2 Laning and Battin, Random Processes in Auto- broad frequency band. This is analogous to the

matic Control (McGraw-Hill Book Company, quantum mechanical problem of determining
New York, N. Y., 1956), p. 134. both the energy and position of a particle.
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16 db

II db

6 d b . . . . . . . . ..
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1250 1500 1750 2000 2250 2500

FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SEC)

Fig. 3 - Analog filter method power spectral density

TEST PROCEDURES AND RESULTS TABLE 1

The testing procedure outlined in Fig. 1 is Digital Power Spectral Density Results

designed to give a comparison of the power Frequenc Power Level (db)
spectral density as calculated by the digital y (cps) (Bandwidth Corrected)
computer with the direct band pass filter
method. The results of the analog method (see 250 22.8
Fig. 3) were obtained using a constant bandwidth
filter whose bandwidth was 5 cps. To allow 500 18.6
direct comparison of the power spectrum ob-
tained in this manner with the digital results, 750 13.1
bandwidth considerations must be made. Band-
width corrections were made and the results 1000 9.4
are given for 10 frequencies (see Table 1).

A tape has been constructed with several si- 1250 10.2
nusoids of different frequencies and this will pro-
vide another check on the quality of the program. 1500 6.7

1750 7.9
CONCLUSION

The methods outlined in this paper appear 2000 5.8
to provide a feasible system for the analysis of 2250 5.9
random information. Further experimental
verification would be desirable to determine 2500 6.1
more accurately the validity of this approach.
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RANDOMNESS TESTER FOR ACOUSTIC SIGNALS
E. D. Griffith

LTV Vought Aeronautics
Dallas, Texas

INTRODUCTION the measurement of AN,, has been used to
separate the random and nonrandom parts of a

Band limited random noise with reasonably broadband acoustic signal when the amplitudes
flat power spectral density distribution has a of the periodicities in the nomrandom compo-
predictable number of zero crossings per nent were not large enough to be detected by
second (N,), which is a function only of the either routine power spectral density or am--
upper and lower frequency limits. I However, plitude probability density analysis.
the addition of periodic signals to this noise
usually causes a deviation in N., and measure-
ments of the percentage deviation (N.) can be THE PROBLEM
used to determine the randomness or non-
ramdomness of unknown signals under data Figure 1 shows a PSD plot of a typical un-
analysis. 2 In this case a nonrandom signal is known acoustic signal recorded on an LTV test
defined as any signal with periodic components. program. With the exception of slight dips at-- 1 -11 F l
At LTV Vought Aeronautics, during the last FD , FD , and F", this distribution is fairly
year, a randomness tester, which is based on flat. One of these low points is thought to indi-

cate the division between a higher-frequency
band of random noise under investigation in the

IS. 0. Rice, "Mathematical Analysis of Random test program and a lower-frequency band of
Noise," Bell System Technical Journal, Vols. nonrandom background noise.
23 and 24.2J. S. Bendat, L. D. Enochson, G. H. Klein, and
A.G. Piersol, "The Application of Statistics to At no point in the spectrum, however, do
the Flight Vehicle Vibration Problem," ASD sharp peaks exist that might indicate the pres-
Technical Report 61-123 (June 1963). ence of periodic components that would aid in

PSD
CURVE

z

I
I

I II 11

tt

F F FD F F

FREQUENCY

Fig. 1 - Power spectral density plot of typical unknown
acoustic signal
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identifying the nonrandom background noise and the presence of these small magnitude periodic
in locating the true FD. signals within the strong random noise field,

the so called "randomness tester" shown inAmplitude probability density plots were block diagram in Fig. 3 was assembled from

also made on both the overall signal and on commercial electronic instruments and checked

selected bandwidths, but this type of analysis ounerca cony snsoredtR and Dhpro-
produced only normal (Gaussian) amplitude out under a company sponsored R and D pro-

density curves as shown in Fig. 2. Since gram. The basic instrument in this system is
densityer curvhese asehown inrFig Sidnce o the Technical Products Probability Analyzer that
neither of these methods produced evidence of provides an amplitude "window" or "filter"

periodicities, it was assumed that any that nea zr amplitude asishown in test

existed in the background noise were of small The width of this amplitude window (AX) was

magnitude. 0.067 a, where c is the root-mean-square

amplitude of the signal under investigation.

RANDOMNESS TESTER Each time the signal passes through AX the
To provide a third type of data analysis event is counted, and over a given time interval

that might have the resolving power to detect (T) the total number of events or zero crossings

P(X)

0.4

NORMAL 0.3
(GAUSSIAN)

CURVE

0.2P.

0.1

MEASURED
APD
CURVE

0.0
-3.00 -2.00 -1.00 0.0 0.10 0.20 3.00

Fig. 2 - Amplitude probability density plot

t 0 . .A.. .. A, .

GENERAL RADOO/TIM
RANDOM NOISE _' €-X

GENERATOR I T SIGNAL

'L

KROHN-- HITE TECHNIC MLT HE- P

BAND- PAS s PROBABICTS EVENTS

FILTER PROBABLIYZE COUNTER

INPUT TS TIMER
VOLTETERAND

&T SWITCH_

Fig. 3 - Randomness tester for acoustic signals
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is registered on the electronic counter. N,, the Fortunately, with the randomness tester it is
number of zero crossing per second, is then not difficult to use electrical analogs of typical
determined by: sine waves and the random noise to measure

AN0.
N ei

N This measurement was made for various

fixed sine waves added to band limited random
To obtain an indication of the statistical confi- noise and a family of curves produced in Fig. 5.
dence in N0, this measurement may be repeated Here, AN0 is plotted as a function of sine wave
for several samples. frequency (f) using the S/N ratio (r), the ratio

of the respective root-mean-square amplitudes
Since laboratory band-pass filters do not of the sine wave to the noise, as the parameter.

have ideal frequency cutoff characteristics and Notice that just above the center frequency of
since N0 is a function of band limits of these the random noise frequency band limits, a fre-
filters, a technique is required for eliminating quency (f.) exists at which no change in N0
filter cutoff slope effects. This is done by es- occurs when a sine wave is added. Otherwise,
tablishing N0 for any band-pass setting of the AN, is directly proportional to the S/N ratio (r)
filter using a standard electronic noise genera- and has negative values for f < f. and positive
tor. Any subsequent measurements of N0 in values for f > f0 .
unknown signals passed through this filter set-
ting are compared to this standard N0 to deter- These data show that large percentage
mine AN0 , the percentage deviation in N0 . deviations in N0 are possible when sine waves

are added to random noise; however, in our
problem at LTV no peaks were noted in the

MEASURED DATA PSD plots. Considering the analyzer filter
bandwidth employed, this indicates that any

We are mainly concerned with a fixed sine hidden periodicities are of small magnitude,
wave mixed with random noise. This problem perhaps with S/N ratios of under 0.2 for noise
has been solved analytically by Rice. 1 The bandwidths convenient to analyze. For this S/N
equation for the number of zero crossings per ratio, the maximum AN0 is about 2 or 3 per-
unit time (N0 ) is given in Fig. 4. N0 is seen to cent. This is a small measurement, but more
be a function of the sine wave amplitude; Q, the than one sine wave may be present.
autocorrelation function; R, of the noise for
zero time lag; and T, the second derivative of R To determine the magnitude of AN0 that
with respect to T at T = 0 and the noise fre- can be expected with addition of several sine
quency band limits. Even discounting the prob- waves to the noise, the laboratory instrument
lem of laboratory filter cutoff characteristics, setup shown in Fig. 6 was used to mix up to
the solution of such an equation to determine five fixed sinusoidal components to random
AN0 for typical sine waves is impractical. noise. A family of curves for AN, as a function

7r ~b SIN 0_

N= { j" (p) 2bIC (-a, COS0) SING 0 ow b x dSN

WHERE: SINE WAVE :Q SIN(oJ•t-" 0)
RANDOM NOISE - G(r) z POSITIVE CONSTANT, O 1.- a (.i)} bUJot 0 OTHERWISE

~:(%/)+ b :Wo 0 D

R AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION FOR ZERO TIME LAG G(wA)dw

D =du G(w)dw
dTZIT~o 0o :(" -b)/

10(S'): 2 AZO, V (4$b)/4, 4, z1

2A-J0 (-e& cos o)i(bSINO)dt. 7r(X)

Fig. 4 - Number of zero crossings, N0 , for a fixed sine wave
added to band limited random noise (Ref. 1)
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Fig. 6 - Laboratory instrument setup

of S/N ratio (r), using the number of added RESULTS
sine waves in the frequency range from fo/10
to 3 f,/10, is shown in Fig. 7. For this ex- Measurements in AN. were made on se-
ample, AN. increased from 2 percent with one lected frequency bandwidths of the unknown
sine wave to 6 percent with five sine waves when acoustic noise signal. Indications of hidden
the S/N ratio was held at 0.2. periodicities were obtained for the frequency
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Fig. 7 - Deviation in N. with addition of several
sine waves

band below the frequency designated F 1 1 on by many small amplitude periodicities in this
the PSD curve in Fig. 1. These indications in- background noise signal.
cluded some ANM's of up to 15 percent. Meas-
urements on the band above FD1 showed zero The presence of these small amplitude
or very small ANo's. periodicities could have been detected just as

well by very narrow band spectral analysis;

4 CONCLUSIONS but, at acoustic frequencies, this process would
require a very long data analysis period to ob-

The acoustic spectrum above FD was tain complete results, while this method using
taken as the random noise energy under investi- the so called "randomness tester" will detect
gation while the lower part of the spectrum was hidden periodic components in broad selected
discarded as nonrandom background noise. It band limits of random noise in a convenient and
was assumed that the large AN,'s were caused minimum time process.
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RESPONSE OF A SINGLE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM

SYSTEM TO EXPONENTIAL SWEEP RATES*

P. E. Hawkes
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.

Sunnyvale, California

The peak response and the number of cycles of a single-degree-of-
freedom system is plotted for several damping conditions. The results
are shown as functions of a dimensionless parameter which can be con-
sidered to be a measure of the sweep rate of the system. The results
are related to vibration tests.

INTRODUCTION systems subjected to octave sweep rates. Al-
though only octave sweep rates are discussed

Many laboratory vibration testing programs in detail, the method presented is general and
specify that components be subjected to sinus- can be applied to other types of sweep rates.
oidal sweep tests to qualify either the component
itself or the support structure to which the com-
ponent is mounted. Although this type of test LIST OF SYMBOLS
has long been used, little information is avail-
able concerning the response of a system sub- y - instantaneous value of response
jected to a forcing function characterized by a
sinusoidal sweep rate. , - damping factor

Lewisl solved the problem of the response c - natural frequency (rad/sec)
of a single-degree-of-freedom system sub-
jected to a linear sweep rate in terms of dimen- t - time (sec)
sionless parameters. The linear sweep rate is
characterized by a constant rate of change of - instantaneous value of forcing
frequency with respect to time. Most types of frequency (rad/sec)
sweep tests presently conducted, however, use
an exponential-type sweep rate (commonly re- h - slope of linear sweep frequency-
ferred to as octave- or logarithmic-type sweep time curve (rad/sec2)
tests). The mathematics involved in Lewis'
solution becomes a formidable obstacle in ap- c - initial octave sweep frequency
plying his method of solution to exponential- (rad/sec)
type sweep rates

I/K - time for one octave (sec)
This paper will present in terms of dimen-

sionless parameters a method for solving the f - final sweep frequency (rad/sec)
envelope response of a single-degree-of-
freedom system subjected to a harmonic forcing
function of variable frequency. Specifically EQUATIONS
discussed will be the results of solutions of

Consider the familiar vibration equation,

*This paperwas not presented at the Symposium. y + 2 77y + 2y (t) (1)
IF. M. Lewis, "Vibration During Acceleration
Through a Critical Speed," paper presented at
the Second National Meeting of the A.S.M.E. and assume we are interested in a solution of
Applied Mechanics Division, New Haven, Con- the response "y" extending over a large num-
necticut, June 23-25, 1932. ber of oscillations. In the case of constant
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coefficients where the right hand side of the d [ eif(t)1 if(t)
equation is equal to zero or A sin cot, a closed t= LY(t) e = e (+ i ,Y)

form solution can be found by the substitution,
and

y = Y(t) eit (2)

Unfortunately, this simple substitution does not 2= --- [Y(t) eif(t)] eif(t)

suffice in the case of variable coefficients or dt 2

where the right hand side of Eq. (1) is a peri-
odic function of varying frequency. For these x [i + 2ifY + Y(if- j2)] (4)
cases few closed solutions exist, and it often
becomes necessary to use a computer solution. Substitution of Eq. (4) into (1) yields

Instead of solving for the instantaneous
value of response, it would be helpful to solve Y + Y(2if + 27) n)
the response in terms of an "amplitude" and
"frequency" as is done in Eq. (2). This type of + Y(if - j

2 + 2,7,,nif + c%2) = E (5)

solution should reduce the number of integra-
tion steps necessary for computer solution and where E(t) is defined as
also improve the accuracy. A solution of this
type was derived by Harvey? and is discussed F(t) = E(t) eif(t)

in the following sections.
Equation (5) can be nondimensionalized by

Assume that the response can be repre- selecting T = %t such that
sented by a function

y(t) = Y(t) eif(t) (3) =

The unique characteristic of this function is
that f(t) is completely arbitrary and can be ""=
used for other than periodic functions. Some of
the forms of f(t) are as follows: and

f = C fo

f(t) 
eif(t)

where the prime denotes differentiation with
constant constant respect to dimensionless time, &ont. Equation

(5) then becomes
&ot harmonic function of constant

frequency V + Y'(2if' + 2727)

(h/2)t 2  harmonic function of linearly + Y(if + 2i 77f' + 1- f, 2 ) = E/ 2 . (6)
varying frequency (linear +f=
sweep rate) For the solution of Eq. (6) for a constant c

Y(t) is arbitrary and represents the amplitude and 7 and non-zero right hand side, Y is taken
or "envelope" of the response. In most cases, to consist of a real and imaginary part such that
it is the amplitude and phase angle of Y(t) that
must be evaluated. Y = u + iv. (7)

It is necessary to take a complex Y because
Derivation of Equations the coefficients of Eq. (6) are complex and the

right hand side is real.

By substitution of Eq. (3) into (1), the equa-
tions to be solved on the computer can be ob- Differentiating Eq. (7) to obtain Y' and Y"
tained. By differentiating Eq. (3) with respect and substituting into Eq. (6) yields
to time to obtain ' and j;,

u" + u'(277) + u(l- f,
2

)
2 T. J. Harvey, "A New Technique for Solution

of Transient Dynamic Oscillation Problems,"
Lockheed Missile and Space Company Report E/co2 (8)
SS-269 (Apr. 17, 1961) (unpublished). 2v'f' - v(f"+277f') =
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and Substituting Eqs. (10) into (8) yields

u'(2f') + u(f"+277f) f,)2ulI + (2i)f' + f"')ul(8)

+ v' + v'(271) + v(I-f, 2) = 0, (Cont.) + (I- f' 2 )u-2f'fvl -v(27f'+ f+) = Fwn2

where the real farts of the left hand side are and (11)
equated to E/wo and the imaginary parts are
set equal to zero. (2f'f")ul + (27f1 + f')u + (f') 2vII

Equations (8) can then be solved for the + (2sf" + f")v 1 + (1 - f' 2)v = 0.

envelope by specifying f' and f" in terms of
dimensionless time, &%t. The additional com- The envelope, Y = u + iv, can now be obtained
plexity of Eqs. (8) over Eq. (1) poses no prob- for solution of Eqs. (11) by specifying f' and
lem for high speed digital computers. Reduc- f" as functions of the independent variable f'.
tion in the number of integration steps and
increased accuracy of solution are the primary
advantages of this approach. Equations (8)were Octave Sweep Rate Equations
solved on a computer for the case of a linear
sweep rate, and the results were compared to The frequency equation specified by an oc-
Lewis' solution;I agreement was excellent. tave sweep rate is

Change of Variable c = c%2 (12)

Equations (8) can be used to study response In order to obtain f* and f" as functions of

as a function of dimensionless time cut, where V for an octave sweep, the following operations

wt is the independent variable. For a forcing are performed. Integrating Eq. (12) from time

function of varying frequency, however, re- 0 to time t yields the total angular displace-

sponse is actually a function of the instantaneous ment at any time. Performing this integration

frequency ratio f', where f' = wo/%. It would yields

therefore be advantageous to change the inde-
pendent variable in Eqs. (8) to f'. This can be t
accomplished in the following manner: f(t) = ooJ 2Kt dt - K- 12  )

- du -du( f') -du
u, du d=ft du Converting f(t) to dimensionless timed(cont) d"'nt dr'

df' du f( cont) K= 12 [(K/wn)( nt)

d(cdnt) df'
(9) Differentiating with respect to ct

u- = d 2u(f') f-=-X du + (f,) 2 d 2u f, = 2d(cont) 2 d-3 + f.) 2 f, o X 2(x °n(~t

ndf 2  o

Letting Differentiating f' with respect to cont to obtain

f' and f"
du = uI

and :f/n) x In 2 x -coo-n

d 2u

df, 2  x 2 = (K/con) x In 2 xf

yields and

U, = fVuI f" = (K/clx In 2) x2 oo

and n

U= f,"ui + (fl)
2 uiI (10) x 2(K/c.n)(c°nt) (/&, 12)2 f
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The quantities f" and f" are now specified as curves would be obtained since this would mean
functions of the independent variable f'. Sub- that the sweep frequency is changing at an infi-
stitution of these quantities into Eqs. (11) will nitely slow rate. The above equations indicate
yield the quantities necessary to solve the en- that octave sweep rates can be characterized
velope response for an octave sweep rate. by a single nondimensional parameter, a%/K. In
Equations (11) were programmed for solution a similar manner, other types of sweep rates
on a computer using Newmark's Beta method3  can also be solved and characterized by a sin-
as the integration method of solution. gle nondimensional parameter.

The quantity c%/K can be considered as a
measure of the sweep rate in the following DISCUSSION
manner: Let the number of oscillations of the
forcing function between any two times be Computer solution results of Eqs. (11) for
represented by an octave sweep rate will be discussed in this

section.
No. of cycles = N

As previously mentioned, the octave sweep
rates can be characterized by a single nondi-

tf t[sweep frequency (t)] dt. mensional parameter KThis is in contrast
to Lewis' solution where the characteristic
nondimensional parameter "q" is equal to the

In the case of an octave sweep number of free undamped oscillations the sys-
tem would make from time zero to resonance.

1ft 2  Ktt

N = It w. x 2 dt Requirements for laboratory sweep testing
are commonly specified in terms of test time
per octave or total test time for a specific

CJ range of frequencies. As an aid in obtaining
0 (2KKtn - 2 Ktl) . (13) values of the parameter K for these laboratory

27TK In 2 sweep rates, Fig. 1 is included. This figure
)in the manner gives K values as a function of the ratio of the

final to initial sweep frequency versus sweep

S1 time. For example, an octave sweep rate of 5
N - 0 2(K/n)t2 

2 (K/%0)(Wont 1 ) to 3000 cps in 15 minutes would have a K value
21TKIn2 L of 0.103 x 10-1. For a constant final to initial

sweep frequency ratio, an increase in sweep
and substitution of the relationship time corresponds to a decrease in the value of

K.
2 (%/°) Some typical plots of the resonance enve-

into Eq. (13) yields lopes obtained from computer solutions are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The plots shown for 5-

1 and 1-percent damped systems bear a close re-
N (f(u/K) x).• (14) semblance to the classical steady-state curves.N = (%/K) X 2•r In 2 (f - The pulsations seen in Fig. 3 are typical of

Equation (14) states that the number of lightly damped systems before the response has

oscillations which the system makes between attained amplitudes near the steady-state val-

any two frequency ratios is proportional to the ues. As the value of %/K increases with a
vane tof corresponding increase in response, these pul-
value of /K. As the value of /K is sations disappear and the resonance envelope
creased, the response can also be expected to satins disearan the resoane envelp
increase reaching a limiting value of the begins to resemble the steady-state curves.
steady-state response. For a value of uo/K The frequency ratio at which the peak
equal to c, the classical steady-state response steady-state amplitude occurs is equal to

1,,i - 2q2. For the octave sweep rate, the peak
amplitude occurs after the steady-state value3 N. M. Newmark, "Computation of Dynamic and approaches the steady-state value from the

Structural Response in the RPange Approaching right as %/K increases.
Failure," paper published in Proceedings of
the Symposium of Earthquake and Blast Effects
on Structures, University of California, Los Plots of the percentage of the maximum
Angeles, California, June, 1952. steady-state response versus wI/K for various
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Fig. 3 - A response envelope for a 0.l-perpent damped system

damped systems are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. the value of %n/K. For all the damped systems
These curves indicate that as damping of the except the 0.1-percent system, the response is
system is decreased, the value of %,/K must be greater than 90 percent of the steady-state
increased in order to maintain the same per- value, and a linear relationship exists between
centage of peak steady-state response. This is the value of co,/K and the number of cycles.
to be expected. Under steady-state conditions Higher values of %/K would have to be used
as the damping is decreased, the number of for the 0.1-percent damped system before line-
cycles necessary to obtain the steady-state arity is established.
amplitude increases. For the systems studied
with damping factors greater than 1 percent, "The number of cycles within the half-
the response is practically the same as the power points versus frequency for a 2.5-percent
steady-state response. damped system subjected to a commonly used

laboratory sweep test rate are shown in Fig. 7.
As some idea of the number of high ampli- This figure indicates that the number of cycles

tude cycles that occur during a sweep test, is proportional to frequency for K equal to a
Fig. 6 is included. This figure is a plot of the constant. In a similar manner, if the system
number of cycles lying between the half-power frequency and ratio of the final to initial sweep
points versus %/K for the various damping frequency were constants, the number of high
factors studied. An inconsistency may seem to amplitude cycles would be proportional to
exist for this plot in that a linear relationship sweep time."
seems to exist for all the damping factors ex-
cept the 0.1-percent damped system. An ex-
planation for this is as follows: SUMMARY

"From Eq. (14), the number of cycles within One should be careful in applying the re-
the bandwidth is proportional to (wn/K) Af' where sults obtained to actual tests where an idealized
Af' is the bandwidth. When the system response single-degree-of-freedom system does not ex-
builds up to values approximately 90 percent of ist. However, the following conclusions can be
or greater than the maximum steady-state value, made. The response is dependent on the sweep
Af' approaches a constant. The number of rate, package frequency and damping. If the
cycles then becomes directly proportional to system damping is decreased, then either the
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package frequency or duration of sweep time slower sweep rate to obtain values near the
must be increased to maintain the same per- steady-state response.
centage of peak steady-state response. Solution of the equations shown can be used

to study other forms of sweep rates besides the
For normal package frequencies of 25 cps exponential type. One may possibly obtain a

and above and damping factors approximately sweep rate in which the response and number
equal to or greater than 1 percent, commonly of high amplitude cycles are independent of
specified laboratory sweep rates of 5-minutes frequency. Whether the fact that the response
duration and longer should for all practical and number of high amplitude cycles are fre-
purposes give the steady-state response. Very quency dependent is a deterrent or advantage to
low frequency packages or very lightly damped the use of exponential type sweep rates depends
systems (less than I percent) may require a on the specific test purpose.
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THE INTEGRATED CORRELATION SYSTEM

B. K. Leven
Trials and Analysis Branch

U. S. Navy Marine Engineering Laboratory

An integrated correlation system is described which is designed to pro-
vide the data necessary to discern and identify noise propagation paths
in mechanical structures. The requirement, development, and present
capabilities of the system are described.

The integrated correlation system consists function. The correlation function is defined
of electronics designed to perform spectral anal- mathematically as
yses and to determine the correlation between
two noise processes. It is the purpose of this T
paper to describe the correlation system devel- R.y(r) = Y fo x(t) y(t - r) dt ,
oped at the U.S. Navy Marine Engineering Labo- T 0o
ratory and to show that such a system provides
data applicable to the solution of problems in- where
volving airborne, waterborne, and structural
noise propagation. r = time delay, and

In past years, the emphasis in the noise T = integration time.
reduction field has been on spectral analysis
techniques. This approach has utilized Fourier When x(t) and y(t) are identical processes,
analysis techniques and mechanical or elec- the function is known as the autocorrelation
tronic filtering to describe the "character" or function (Rxx). This function possesses sev-
"shape" of a noise process. It is important to eral important properties:
note that these methods provide neither the
means for detecting discrete frequency compo- 1. The function, Rx,(,r), is even with a
nents buried below the ambient noise level nor maximum at -r = 0;
the ability to compare, other than visually, the
character of noise processes detected at phys- 2. The function, R.,(r), contains all the
ically separated points. The necessity for de- past periodicities in x(t); and
fining the noise propagation paths between dis-
crete points in mechanical systems (submarines 3. The function, R.,(r), for x(t) some
and destroyers, for example) led to the develop- bandwidth limited random function takes the
ment of the integrated correlation system. form

The theoretical basis for the applicability Rx.(r) = R~x(0) e cos WO t
of the correlation function to the aforemen-
tioned type of problems is well documented. 1, 2  where
It will be instructive, however, to list briefly
some of the more significant properties of the B = Bandwidth, and

= center frequency of band,

IA. G. Ratz, "Use of a Time Delay Correlator and therefore decays to some negligible value
in Solving an Acoustic Multipath Problem," for r > 1/B (see Fig. 1).
Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs. (Jan. 1963), p. 239.

2 J. S. Bendat, Principles and Applications of
Random Noise Theory (John Wiley and Sons, The last two properties admit the possibility
Inc., New York, 1958), Chapter 2. of detecting discrete buried signals (see Fig. 2).
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When x(t) and y(t) are dissimilar signals, In the interest of smooth control, the switching
the function is known as the cross correlation occurs at a 60-cycle rate over a variable duty
function. Application of the cross correlation cycle. This method of operation allows con-
function to noise processes can determine the tinuously variable time delays over a reason-
interrelationship between the two processes as ably wide range with high delay stability. For
a function of the time delay (T) introduced be- example, with associated ramp generating cir-
tween them. Thus, the correlation function can cuitry, the true closed loop servo system pro-
provide the data necessary to ascertain trans- vides delays from 0 to 60 milliseconds with
mission times between two points in a mechani- ±10-microsecond accuracy. The time delays
cal system. may be controlled manually or swept automati-

cally at 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, and 10 milli-
Correlators are not new; they were built seconds per minute. This circuitry, in conjunc-

as early as 1949.3 The integrated correlation tion with a fixed delay line (10 ms) in one of the
system developed at the Marine Engineering data channels, provides relative delay between
Laboratory is an analog system which is com- channels from -10 to +50 milliseconds. Time
posed of state-of-the-art components and capa- delays of this magnitude are sufficient for
bilities; and is, therefore, able to provide high studies of acoustic energy propagation in water
accuracy, flexibility, and applicability, for paths as long as 250 feet and in steel for

paths as long as 750 feet (longitudinal).
Mechanizing the correlation function pre-

sents few difficulties. One must only implement The time delayed signal and undelayed sig-
a time delay, a multiplication, and an integration nal are multiplied together as the next step in
(see Fig. 3). The following is a description of the operation. The multiplier uses a modulation
the components designed to produce these effects, technique (not the quarter-squares approxima-

tion) to produce highly accurate results. For
The time delay unit consists of a 3-inch example, the multiplier provides accuracy

magnetic drum and associated modulation and within ±1 percent of full scale for any combina-
servo control circuitry. The system utilizes tion of input signals up to full scale values and
fixed read- and write-heads and obtains a time drift less than ±1 percent of full scale per day.
delay by varying the speed of rotation of the The magnitude of multiplier error is an impor-
drum. The rotational speed is closely con- tant consideration since it is multiplier error
trolled by a servo system. The speed of rota- which limits total system accuracy and repeat-
tion is varied by switching two of the three ability.
phases of the 400-cycle power supply which
drives the drum. Reversing the two phases The final step in the realization of the cor-
tends to reverse the direction of drum rotation, relation function is the integration of the de-

layed signal-undelayed signal product. The
integrated correlation system has provision for

3 K. W. Goff, J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 22 (1955), both long- and short-term integration. The
pp. 223-236. short-term integration mode uses RC networks

y M TIME DELAY y(t-T) MULTIPLIER

UNIT

X (t}) IX My(t-•T)

INTEGRATOR

lRxy(T) Qfx (t) y(t- T) dt

q r.*0

Fig. 3 - Correlator system, block diagram
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to provide averaging over 0.3, 1, 3, 10, 30, and system will make possible the presentation of
100 seconds. The long-term integration mode cross power spectra and transfer functions.
is implemented by a cycling operational ampli-
fier circuit. The cycle is triggered by the To date, the correlator has been used to
splice on a circulating data tape loop. Thus, institute preliminary investigations into such
long-term integration is carried out stepwise topics as the determination of sound velocities
over the entire delay range. The output of the in compliant piping systems (to verify predicted
integrator is applied to the y -axis of an xy values from a modified form of Van Der Weg's
recorder for display. equation) and detection of vane frequencies for

a sea water pump which were undiscernible
The system also includes a two-channelsyn- using normal analysis techniques. At the pres-

chronous spectrum analyzer. This heterodyne- ent time, the correlator is being used to study
type analyzer operates over a range of 3 to the propagation paths on the guided missile
30,000 cps with filter bandwidths of 1, 5, 50, destroyer, HARRY E. YARNELL, in an attempt
and 200 cps. The heterodyne modulator oscil- to find the major paths for self noise to the
lator is voltage controlled and can be operated sonar dome (see Fig. 4). Cross correlation
either manually or swept automatically over the techniques should make it possible to deter-
analysis range. In all, 10 sweep times, ranging mine transmission times between the vibration
from 10 to 3000 seconds, are provided, transducers strung out along the ship's hull.

In the interest of this experiment, data will be
The correlator and spectrum analyzer may recorded with only single machinery items op-

be used independently or the spectrum analyzer erating so that noise contributions can be pin-
may be used to supplement the operation of the pointed.
correlator. Experience has shown that it is often
opportune to utilize the spectrum analyzer as a One can see that the application of correla-
filter to select specific portions of the data sam- tion techniques to the investigation otacoustic
ple for correlation analysis. This technique as- energy transmission in complex mechanical
sumes particular importance when common peri- structures can make possible the gathering of
odicities to cross correlated data samples mask information which cannot, due to the complexity
significant correlations due to actual transmis- of the physical situation, be collected in any
sion. Moreover, some additions to the present other way.

A- PUMP ROOM No.2 G - PUMP ROOM No.I
B - MISSILE MAGAZINE H - ELECTRONICS PARTS STOREROOM
C - ENGINE ROOM No.2 I - FLAMMABLE LIQUID STOREROOM
D- FIREROOM No.2 J - PEAK TANK
E - ENGINE ROOM No.I K - HYDROPHONE DOME

F - FIREROOM No.1

c ot el F 5 l
L G I I

40 25 IS5 01

FRAME

10 - MEL INSTRUMENTATION 14 Chonnels Simultaneous Recordings I

0 - STRUCTUREBORNE ACCELEROMETERS ON KEEL
A - OMNI - DIRECTION HYDROPHONE ( DTM B )

0 - kCCELEROMETER TO BE PLACED ON SPECIFIC MACHINERY ITEMS DURING
MACHINERY IDENTIFICATION RUN.

Fig. 4 - USS YARNELL (DLG-7); US Navy Marine Engineering
Laboratory pickup location for special correlation study
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